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INTRODUCTION 



CHAPTER - I 

INTRODUCTION 

Small Scale Industrial sector plays a predominant role in 

Indian economy in terms of employment, production and export 

potentials. It has recorded a high rate of growth since 

Independence inspite of a stiff competition from the large scale 

sector. Prior to Independence the Small Scale Industry (SSI) in 

India occupied almost insignificant place in the national economy. 

The small scale industry was commonly known as a cottage 

Industry, which were located in rural areas. The Central 

Government began to take an active interest in the development of 

Small Scale Industry from 1947 onwards. 

The SSI Sector which plays a. pivotal role in the Indian 

economy in terms of employment and growth mainly due a to small 

capital layout and provides better employment as compared to the 

large scale sector. It does not require highly sophisticated 

technology. It can therefore, be used successfully in backward 

areas where the people have yet to be trained to meet the challenge 

of sophisticated technology. It helps to solve the problem of over 

crowding of cities due to decentralisation and the dispersal of 

industrial activities. It utilises the resources which otherwise would 

remain unused, employment generation solved the problem of 

surplus manpower in non-agricultural jobs, generation of foreign 



exchange, diversification of industrial structure, entrepreneurial 

development, regional development and industrial dispersal. 

India is confronted with several problems relating to capital, 

technology disparities as. the Small Scale Industry required less 

capital with low gestation period having high potential for 

employment generation and its importance in realising socio-

economic objective cannot be undermined. Thus the socio-

economic justice could be achieved through the establishment of 

Small Scale Industrial units.. Ultimately, the SSI units will improve 

the standard of living of the people in the country. 

SSI sector stands on priority as an instrument of 

industrialisation. Although large and medium scale industries 

generpte sizable employment, they require huge capital compared to 

SSI. In SSI even the skilled, marginally skilled and unskilled 

workers could be employed effectively. 

Over the years, SSI sector in India has emerged as a dynamic 

and vibrant partner in the process of development by consistently 

recording higher levels of growth as compared to overall industrial 

growth. It is important to note that the sector has demonstrated it 

strength through the years. The process of liberalisation and 

emerging World Trade Organisation (`INTO) regime 'have thrown 

open new challenges particularly for the SSI sector. 

The process opens up opportunities to expand and grow for some, 

while for others this poses a threat in order to turn threats into 



opportunities and achieve self generating expansion. The policies 

need to be growth oriented enabling SSI's to face the competition. 

The Small Scale Industry sector as an important segment of 

the Indian economy, accounts for around 95 percent of the 

Industrial units, 40 percent of the manufacturing sector output, 36 

percent of exports and provides direct employment to 18 million 

people in around 3.2 million registered SSI units in the country. 

The sector enjoys the pride of being second largest employer irn the 

country and offers a wide spectrum of products. The sector serves 

as a greenfield for the nurturing of entrepreneurial talent enabling 

the small scale units to graduate into medium scale. Therefore, the 

SSI sector has been receiving attention from the policy makers by 

way of support and incentives, infrastructural facilities, technology, 

marketing and other similar measures. 

1.1 CONCEPT AND DEFINITION OF SMALL SCALE INDUSTRY 

JANUARY 6, 1955 

A unit employing less than 50 persons if using power and less 

than 100 persons without the use of power, and with capital 

assets not exceeding Rs. .5 lakhs. 
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MARCH 18, 1959 

Undertakings which employ per shift less than 50 persons when 

using power and less than 100 persons when not using power. 

JANUARY 4. 1960 

A Small Scale Industries include all industrial units with capital 

investment of not more than Rs. 5 lakhs,, irrespective of the 

number of persons employed (capital investment includes land, 

building machinery and equipment). 

OCTOBER 31, .1966 • 

(A) Small Scale Industries - Small Scale Industries include all 

industrial units with capital investment not more than Rs.7.5 

lakhs irrespective of the number of persons employed. 

Investment in plant and machinery only is considered for this 

purpose. 

(13) 

	

A unit which produces parts, components, sub- 

assemblies and tooling for supply against known or anticipated 

demand of one or more large units, manufacturing/assembling 

complete products and which is not a subsidiary to or 

controlled by any large unit in regard to the negotiation of 

contracts for the supply of its goods to any large unit. This 

shall not, however preclude ann ancillary unit from entering into 

an agreement with a large unit giving it the first option to take 

formers output. 

A 



MAY 1, 1974 

(A) A Small Scale Industries - An undertakings having 

investment in fixed assets in plant and machinery not exceeding 

Rs.10 lakhs. 

(B) Undertakings having an investment in fixed assets in 

plant and machinery not exceeding Rs. 15 lakhs and engaged in 

(a) the manufacture of parts, components, sub-assemblers 

tooling or intermediates or 

(b) the rendering of services and supplying or rendering or 

proposing to supply or render 50 percent of their 

production of the total services, as the case may be, to 

other units for the production of other articles.. Provided 

that no such undertaking shall be a subsidiary of, or 

owned or controlled by any other undertaking 

DECEMBER 23, 1977 

All Industries with a capital investment of Rs. 1 lakh in plant 

and machinery and located in rural areas and small towns 

where population did not exceed 50,000 as per the 1971 

census..  

JULY 23, 1980 

(A) 	Small Scale Industries - The limit of investment in fixed 

assets in plant and machinery has been raised from Rs. 15 

lakhs to Rs.20 lakhs. 
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(B) 	Ancillary Industries - The limit of investment in fixed 

assets in plant and machinery has been raised from Rs. .15 

lakhs to Rs.25 lakhs. 

Tiny Industries - The limit of investment in fixed asset 

in plant and machinery has been raised from Rs. 1 lakh to Rs. 2 

lakhs. 

MARCH 1985 

(A) 	-Small Scale Industries - The limit of investment in fixed 

assets in plant and machinery has been raised from Rs. 20 

lakhs to Rs. 35 lakhs. 

(13) 	Ancillary industries - The limit of investment in fixed 

assets in plant and machinery has been raised from Rs. 25 

lakhs to Rs. 45 lakhs. 

(C) 	Tiny Industries - The limit of investment in fixed assets 

in plant and machinery upto Rs. 2 lakhs. 

JULY 24, 1991 

(A). 	Small Scale Industries - The limit of investment in fixed 

assets in plant and machinery has been raised from Rs 35 

lakhs to Rs. 60 lakhs. 

(B) 
	

Ancillary and export oriented units - The limit of 

investment in fixed assets in plant and machinery has been 

raised from Rs. 45 lakhs to Rs. 7 .5 lakhs. 



(C) 	Tiny Industries - The limit of investment in fixed 

assets in plant and machinery has been raised from Rs. .2 lakhs 

to Rs, 51akhs irrespective oflocation of the unit. 

JULY 1996 

Small Scale Industrial units - Small scale sector has been 

defined in terms of limit in investment in plant and machinery 

(original value). The present definition is as under 

(A) Small Scale Industries (SSI) 

Limit : Rs. 3001akhs 

(B) Ancillary Industries undertaking 

Limit : Rs. 300 lakhs. 

(C) Export oriented units (EOU) 

Limit : Rs. 300 lakhs 

(D) Tiny Enterprises 

Limit : Rs. 25 lakhs 

(E) Small Scale Service and Business Enterprises (SSSBE) 

Limit : Rs. 25 lakhs. 

DECEMBER 24, 1999 

A unit having investment in plant and machinery upto Rs. 10 

million is defined as an SSI unit, from an earlier limit of Rs. 30 

million which was raised from Rs. 6 million with effect from 

December 10, 1997 is Rs. 10 million. 
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Tiny Units : is defined in terms of investment in plant and 

machinery and the present upper ceiling .for this purpose is Rs. 

2.5 million with the subsequent revisions in 1980, 1991, 1997. 

The ceiling in the value of plant and machinery for Tiny units 

was raised to Rs. 2.5 million. 

1.2 GLOBAL VIEW OF SMALL SCALE INDUSTRY 

United States of America..: In the United States of America, the 

manufacturing firm is officially a small business for 

Government procurement purposes, if it is not dominant in its 

field of operations and if it has less than 500 employees, or if it 

is certified .as small by the small business administration 

purposes less than 250 employees, depending .on the size and 

the standard set for different industries. 

United Kingdom : Units employing less than 500 workers are 

generally referred to as small units in books and treaties on 

industrial subjects but it has no universal applicability. 

China : Small Scale Industry is defined based on product 

Group, investment ceiling 30 million yen (US$ 8 million). The 

definition of small Industry less quantified and vary with the 

product. 

Scandinavian Countries (Germany, Sweden, Norway and 

Denmark) : There is no official definition of a small industry. 

Units employing upto 300 workers are considered to .be a 



small, and units which employ 10 to 100 workers are taken to 

be a small scale units. 

JAPAN : Small Industries is meant those relatively small in the 

scale of management and capital investment, although the 

basis for classification varies according to the type of industry 

and cannot be generalised. The Government applies the term 

to those industries which employ less then 300 million yens 

(US$ 133000) and the commercial and professional Services 

sector with a capital of less than 10 million yens (US$26000) 

employing less than 50 persons. 

TAIWAN : In a manufacturing and processing sector any 

business employing less than 100 persons or with assets worth 

$ percent million is a small industry. 

KOREA : In manufacturing with more than 5 and less than 

200 employees employed or with total assets of less than 50 

million won and in mining with more than 5 employees and 

less than 300 employees or with assets of less than 50 million 

won (275 won i= 1 US Dollar). 

ITALY : Units having a capital investment of not more than 

1500 million lira and employing not more than 500 workers are 

considered to be small industries. 
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1.3 HISTORY OF THE DEVELOPMENT OF SMALL SCALE SECTOR 
IN INDIA 

In India, the small sector is a free sector, where the 

entrepreneur is not required to obtain the prior approval of the 

Government of India for setting up an enterprise in any 

manufacturing line of his choice. Each state has got his own policy 

for the development of Small Scale Industry. 

In the first five year plan which came into existence in 1951 

till 1956 an amount of Rs.43 crores (2.2 percent of the total plan 

outlay and 43.9 percent of the total industry outlay) was allocated 

exclusively for the development of small scale industrial sector 

inclusive of village industries. Out of the allocated amount Rs. 30 

crores (69.8 percent of the allocated amount) was spent on village 

and small scale industries. 

In the second five year plan (1956-61) stressed the need for a 

co-ordinated policy based on close collaboration between the 

Reserve Bank and Central co-operative Banks. An amount of 

Rs.180 crores (3.9 percent of the total plan outlay and 16.1 percent 

of the total industry outlay) was allocated for the development of 

SSI. Out of this amount a provision of Rs. 20 crores was made for 

setting of 'Industrial Estate' with .a view to provide conditions 

.favourable to working efficiency, maintenance of standard 

production. The_actual expenditure,incumel during this period was 

Rs. 175 crores 197.2 percent) of the allocated amount on village and 

SSI development. 
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Programmes for development in the third five year plan 

(1961 -66) included expansion of existing schemes and in addition 

to increasing, diversifying production and secure integration 

between small scale and large scale units over a wide range .of 

industries and the development of small industries as ancillaries. A 

provision of Rs. 264 crores (3.1 percent of the total plan outlay) and 

13.2 percent of the industrial outlaYs  in the third five year plan and 

Rs. 240 crores (90.9 percent of the allocated amount) was spent for 

the growth of this sector where as Rs.126 crores (87.5 percent) of 

the allocated amount was spent out of Rs. 144 crores proposed for 

three annual plans was 2.1 percent of the total plan outlay and 8.7 

percent of the industrial outlay. 

The. Fourth Five. Year. Plan (1969-74) aims at the fuller 

utilisation of the capacity already established, intensive 

development of selected industries including ancillaries and 

industrial cooperatives, promotion of industries in semi-urban, 

rural and backward areas.. An amount of Rs. 293 crores (1.8 

percent of the total plan outlay and 9.3 percent of the total industry 

outlay) was earmarked for the growth of village and. Small Scale 

Industries and Rs. 251 crores (87.7 percent of the allocated 

amount) was spent on this sector. 

The broad strategy proposed to be followed in the fifth five 

year plan was to entrail a considerable enlargement .of the 

development programmes for providing assistance and facilities in 
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various forms to these industries. An amount of Rs.510 crores ( . 1.3 

percent of the total plan outlay and 5.2 percent of the total 

industrial outlay) _for the development of village and Small Scale 

Industries. But out of this only .Rs.387 crores (75.9 percent) of the 

allocated amount) was spent on this sector, During the annual 

plan 1979-80, 75 percent of the amount allocated (Rs, 192 crores 

out of Rs.256 crores) was spent which stood at 2.1 percent of the 

plan outlay and 9,7 of the industrial outlay respectively. 

In the Sixth Five. Year Plan (1980-85). Rs. 1780 crores (1.4 

percent of the total outlay and 11.9 percent of the industrial outlay) 

was earmarked for the growth of village and. Small Scale. Industry 

sector and expenditure. of Rs. 1410 crores i.e. 79.2 percent of the 

total amount allocated was incurred on this sector. 

In the seventh five year plan (1985-90) an amount of Rs. 

2752 crores (1.5 percent of the total outlay and 12.3 percent of the 

industrial outlay) was allocated to Village As Small Scale Industry 

sector. In terms of production, the modern sector had a growth rate 

of 12,4 per cent as against the traditional sector showing a growth 

rate of 9.9 per cent in employment as against the traditional sector 

growth rate of 3.2 percent. The modern SSI showed .a growth rate 

of 6 percent per annum. 

The Eight Plan (1996-97) allocated a sum of Rs.6334 crores, 

11.15 percent of the total public outlay for the development of 

village & SSI. However, the actual expenditure was Rs. 7094 crores 
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i.e, 1.4 percent of the total outlay. In employment is concerned, 

the village and Small Scale Industries were able to provide 

employment to 575 lakhs persons in 1996-97. Out of this, the 

modern. SST sector provided employment to 228 lakhs person (1.e. 

40 percent of the total) and traditional sector to 347 lak_ h persons 

(60 percent of the total). A praiseworthy achievement of the village 

and small industries is their contribution to exports to the tune of 

Rs. 52230 crores in 1996-97 i.e. 44 percent of the total export. 

This proves that Village and Small Scale Industries are very 

important in our effort to globalise the Indian economy. 

Ninth plan mentions (2001-02) that non reserved areas 

have been higher than the reserved categories which is a proof of 

their inherent strength and resilience of small scale sector. As per 

the recommendation of Abid Hussein Committee, the Government 

has enhanced the investment from Rs.60 lakhs to 3 crores for Small 

Scale Industry and from 5 lakhs to 25 lakhs for the tiny enterprises. 

Government started setting up specialised branches of Banks 

exclusively meant for providing credit to SSI. The major problems 

faced by SS1 sectors are (i) inadequate flow of credit; (ii) use of 

obsolete technology, machine and equipment; (iii) poor quality 

standards; and (iv) inadequate infrastructural facilities. 

Regarding employment, total employment in the SSI sector 

will increase from 57.5 million to 66.6 million indicating an 

additional employment generation of the order of 9.1 million, out of 
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this modern sector contribution will be 3.6 million and that of the 

-traditional sector by 5.5 million. Over all the growth of employment 

will be of the order of 3.0 percent per annum which is higher than 

the rate of growth in any other sector of the economy in the ninth 

plan, The exports of SSI sector expected by 2001-02 of the order of 

104000 crores, the share of the modern sector will be Rs.86950 

crores i.e. 83,6 percent. 

It is obvious from the above analysis that small scale 

industries represent a very dynamic sector of the Indian economy 

and deserve all help, protection and encouragement. 

1.3.1 SMALL SCALE INDUSTRIES IN THE PLANS ANp POLICIES 

Small Scale. Industry has formed an integral part of the 

programmes of development during the five year plans. The growth 

of modern 'small scale industries in India has been regarded as one 

of the significant features of planned economic. development. Both 

the central and the state governments of India have taken several 

measures to encourage small -scale sector after eValtiating its . 

importance. In fact, the increasing allocation made in successive 

plans, cheap credit on priority basis, tax benefits, subsidies, 

concessions in impcirt of raw materials and machineries, 

reservation of several items for exclusiv4e production etc: reflect the 

promotional and protectionist policies adopted by the government 

towards the development of this sector. 
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INDUSTRIAL POLICIES 

According to the Industrial Policy 1948, cottage and small 

industries have got a very important role in the national economy 

offering, scope for individual village or co-operative enterprises and 

means for rehabilitation of displaced persons according to this 

poliCy the health, expansion of cottage depend on a number of 

factors such as provision of raw materials, cheap power, technical 

advice organised marketing of their products and education in the 

use of best available techniques. 

Industrial Policy 1956 

In this policy an attempt was made to rephase Industrial 

Policy in the light of changes that had taken place in the 

intermediate period of eight years the state would constantly 

endeavour to support these industries by restricting volume of 

production in the large sector by differential taxation, direct 

subsidies and reservation of spheres of production. 

Industrial Policy 1977 

This policy had given emphasis on effective promotion of 

small and cottage industries widely dispersed in rural and small 

towns. Also defined small scale industries as industrial units with 

an investment upto Rs.10 lakhs in case of ancillaries with an 

investment infixed capital upto Rs.15 lakhs. The promotional 

measures suggested include the list of items reserved for this 

category was expanded from 180 items to 807 items in May 1978, a 
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district industries centre was set up to provide services like credit 

facilities etc. 

Industrial Policy 1980 

The policy emphasised mainly on the broad socio-economic 

objectives. The limit of investment for small scale units and 

ancillaries was enhanced from 20 lakhs and Rs. 25 lakhs to Rs. 35 

lakhs and Rs.45 lakhs respectively but the number of items 

reserved for the small scale sector was reduced by deserving 200 

items. 

Industrial Policy 1990 

As per this policy, small scale industries have been defined as 

undertakings having an investment in fixed asset in plant and 

machinery not exceeding Rs. 60 lakhs. In case of ancillary 

industries, the limit of investment in fixed asset in plant and 

machinery has been increased to Rs.75 lakhs and the investment 

ceiling for tiny units has been fixed at Rs. 5 lakhs and Rs.2 lakhs 

for small service establishment. 

The primary objectives of the small scale industrial policy 

measures for promoting and strengthening small, tiny and village 

industries particularly in terms of growth of output, employment 

and exports. The sector has been substantially delicensed further 

efforts would be made to deregulate and debureaucratise the sector 
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TPBLE 1.1 

TheGpanth cif SS1 Sector in India 

Year SSI Sada •Indust/jai Sector 

1991 - 1992 310 Qe3 

ism -1963 5.60 233 

1933 - 1994 7.10 603 

1994 -1995 10.10 9.40 

1995- 1926 11:40 12.10 

19E6 - 1997 11.32 5.63 

1997 - 1993 646 6 73 

1926 -1999 7.70 4,10 

1999 - 2303 a16 6.53 

2000 - 2031 390 5.77 

S:ure: LagtiutiimSarater, ..talusry - Ititarch2C01. 

The Growth of SSI Sector in India 

rl...... ,  .s. 	. -..111=1 ... ...,-__..„ • ■ •11•11.,....,.,.....-....12 .,..,.."..-... 

• 1991-92 	1992,93 	1993-94 -199495 
	

1995-96 1996.97 
	

1997-98 . 199849 
	

199949 	2000.01 

SS1Sector 
	

Industrial Sector 

Chart 1.1 
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TABLE 1.2 

Overall peifomnce of Small Sage 

Year 
No. of units irk 

milli°n  

AroductIcn(Rs.gores) 
ElliPloYmet n 

 fin nilhons) 

E393ot 
- (US$ In bn at cuirent 

Price} 
(at curled 	' 	) t wilsbilt  la 	

i Pm) 
1993 	- 	1994 2.39 241648 241648 13.54 8.07 

(622) (15.45) (7.10) (3.95) 

1994 	- 	1995 Z57 .298886 296054 .14.66 926 

(7.53) (23139) (10.10) (5.16) (14.75) 

1995 	.- 	1996 2.66 362656 296385 •  1526 10,90 

(3.50) (21.34) (11.40) (4.09) (17.71) 

1996 	- 	1997 2.80 -411858 329935 16.00 11.06 

(526) (13.57) (11.32) (4.85) (1.47) 

1997 	- 	1998 2.94 462641 357749 16.72 11.96 

(5.00) (1Z33) (8.43) (4.50) (8:14) 

:1998 	- 	1999 3,08 385296 17.16 11.64 

(12.54) (7.70) (2.63) (-2-68) 

1999 	- 	2000 321  572887 416736 17.85 12.51 

(422) (10.03) (8.16) (4.02) (747) 

2300 	- 	2001 3.37 18.56 1•.13 

(4.98) (12.67) (8.09) (3.98) (4.96) 

Source: Laghu Udyog Sanachar, January -di 2002. 
Note : Figures in brackets give percentage growth over previous yes. 

Overall performance of Small Scale Industry 
30 - 

25 

5 i 
	

1993-94 1994-95 1995-96 1996-97 1 -99 1999.00 2000-01 

No. of units in million 	 —a—Production (Rs. Crores) at Current Price 
. A. Production (Rs. Crores) at Constant Price 

	
Employment 	(in millions) 

--me— Export 	 (US$ in bn at current price) 

Chart 1.2 
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with a view to remove all fetters on its growth potential, reposing 

greater faith in small and young entrepreneurs. 

1.4 ABOUT GOA AND ITS INDUSTRIAL BACKGROUND 

Goa is one of the smallest and most beautiful State in the . 

Country. Goa alongwith Daman and Diu were liberated from 

Portuguese rule on. 19th December 1961 and betaine an integral 

part of Indian Union. On 30th May 1987 it was delfriked from the 

Union Territory and conferred with Statehood_ As per 2001 census, 

population of the State is. 13.49 Iakhs. The, density of population is . 

316 per sq. km. Geographically situated between 15°48' 140 53' N 

latitude and 740 20' E and 730 40' E longitude. It total area is only 

3701 sq. kilometers. Administratively the State is organised into 

two districts namely North Goa comprising six. Talukas with an area 

of 1736 sq. ki3as. and South Goa comprising 5 Talukas with an area 

of 1966 sq. kms. In all there are 383 Villages of which 233 are in 

the North Goa Districts and 150 in South Goa District. There. are 

374 inhabited villages grouped into. 183 village. Panchaya.ts. As. per 

2001 Census there are 31 towns of which 13 are municipalities and 

18. are Census Town. 

After liberation from Portuguese rule in 1961, Goa has 

achieved significant progress in Industrial development. The 

contribution of secondary sector, to the Net State Domestic Product 

is about 30 percent. Goa has over 6000 registered Small Scale 
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Industrial Units and 138 large and medium industries most of them 

located in 18 industrial estates established in different parts of the 

State. 

The Tenth five year plan will ensure that all new industries 

are green and eco-friendly, non-polluting and preferably labour 

intensive to generate employment for the people of Goa. 

1.4.1 FIVE YEAR PLAN M GOA 

In Goa the Five Year Planning process started in the year 

1961. The State was brought into the mainstream of national 

development through implementation of the five year plans soon 

after liberation since third year plans onwards. The Table below 

gives the sectoral, sub-sectoral approval outlays and actual 

expenditure during five year plans holidays for village and small 

industry in Goa since 1962. 

Goa is one of the beautiful place not only in India but also 

known all over the world due to its long stretching beaches, 

churches, temples, mountains and valleys , historical monuments, 

climatic condition etc. The main occupations of the Goans were 

Agriculture, fishing, toddy tapping .. It was only after the liberation 

that the pace of industrialisation started spreading up in Goa Le. 

from manufacturing to export processing. It also attracts lots of 

tourists in the state and became the main tourist spot which results 

in flourishing in the hotel industry in Goa. 



TPIELE13 
SECktd/absectica apposedatialsaxiktul Enxrdkredrirg 

ReYea'AasHikM fcrM lageand&t Eil Ind iyine1a Int14-0 
Aar Ratftricd PipaecICIMaj Bparfaue 

111m1TheYeer Rai 1952 - 19E6 • 7914 3903 

Rail-tlicbj 19E6 - 1939 33E8 21.ee 

kthReYea Rai 1939 - 1974 55133 72X 

NithReYeer Ral 1974 - 1978 78co 3521 

Rall-ffidw 1978 - 1930 7503 6597 

MthReYea Rai 1933 - 1935 24281 21254 

WthReYesr Rai 1935 - 1933 51309 5 121 

Rail-tildw 1990 - 1962 620103 101074 

MlithReYea Rai 1962 - 1967 12E53 1357.78 

bitiReYeer Rai 1997 - 2:02 2355C0 NA 

93.rce: EhEctaaedRarirg&SaidicA Gakemet d Cca 

SectorallSub-Sectoral approved Outlays and actual expenditure during Five Year Plans 
Holidays for village and Small Industry in Goa. 

1962-66 	1966-69 
	

1969-74 
	

1974-78 	1978-80 
	

1980-85 
	

1985-90 	1990-92 
	

1992-97 
	

1997-02 
3 Plan 	Ran Holiday 	IV Ran 	V Plan 	Ran Holiday 	VI Plan 	VO Ran 	Plan HoOday 	VIO Plan 	D( Plan 

	

0 Approved Outlay 
	

El Expenditure (Rs. In lakhs) 

Chart 1.3 
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TABLE 1.4 

Growth of 551 in Goa after the post-Statehood period 
SS1 Units registered in Goa :1987-2001 (Rs. in Crores) 

Si.No. Year No. of Units Employment Fixed 
investment 

1 1987 1988 3271 22657 508 

2 1988 - 1989 3602 24438 603 

3 1989 - 1990 3924 26136 719 

4 1990 1991 4120 27238 807 

5 1991 - 1992 4344 38459 900 

6 1992. -.1993 4558 29672 999 

7 1993 - 1994 4787 30918  1126 

8 1994 1995 4995 32042 1224 

9 1995 - 1996 5118 33136 1344 

10 1996 1997 5278 34472 1576 

11 1997 - 1998.  5488 36734 1841 

12 1998 - 1999 5765 39432 2191 

13 1999 2000 5949 40797 2215 

14 2000 2001 6157 42312 2235 

Source : Economic Survey 2001-02 Government of Goa 

Growth of SSI in Goa after the Post Statehood period 

(1987-2001) 

III No. of Units 	113 Employment 	mFixed Investment (Rs. In crorej 

Chart 1.4 



TABLE 1.5 

Directorate of industries & Mines Yearwise No. of SS1 Units, 
Investment and Employment in Goa 

Year No. of Units 
Employment 

(Number) 

1961 	1970 305 3963 

1970 	- 	1971 118 1391 

1971 	1972 75 805 

1972 	- 	1973 108 1003 

1973 	1974 80 649 

1974 	1975 70 478 

1975 	1976 94 712 

1976 	1977 95 887 

1977 	1978 129 1033 

1978 	1979 114 901 

1979 	1980 135 995 

1980 	1981 124 759 

1981 	1982 184 1070 

1982 	- 	1983 238 1476 

1983 	1984 221 1024 

1984 	- 	1985 220 896 

1985 	1986 282 1415 

1986 	1987 315 1705 

1987 	1988 364 1495 

1988 	1989 331 1781 

1989 	1990 322 1698 

1990 	1991 196 1192 

1991 	1992 224 1131 

1992 	1993 214 1213 

1993 	- 	1994 229 1246 

1994 	1995 208 1124 

1995 	1996 123 1094 

1996 	1997 160 1336 

1997 	1998 210 2262 

1998 	1999 277 2698 

1999 	- 	2000 184 1365 

2000 	- 	2001 208 1515 

2001 	- 	2002 312 1911 
TOTAL 6469 44223 

1 
Investment (Rs. 

In lakhs) 

352.26 

211.66 

402.59 

236.12 

238.59 

353.32 

115.43 

161.91 

182.33 ' 

 166.98 

187.35 

252.17 

279.34 

222.65 

184.74 

288.72 

392.61 

854.97 

942.33 

1167.80 

872.76 

929.05, 

993.02 

1273.00 

975.46 

1204.31 

2322.20 

2653.36 

3491.55 

2350.49 

1863.94 

2436.57 
28559.58 

Source : Directorate of Industries and Mines, Panaji-Goa. 
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After liberation of the territory, the local self government, 

individuals and various developmental agencies and also 

Government of India took keen interest to develop industrial sector. 

At that time Goa's Economic and Social indicators were not 

particularly impressive. Prior to 1961, the dominant economic 

sector was Agriculture. After 1961, the Government of India in 

order to direct industrial investment to the region declared Goa as 

industrially backward area. A number of attractive incentives in 

the form of capital subsidy, sales tax exemption, tax holidays and 

exemption of other duties have been offered to the industrialist who 

intend to set up industry in this region. As a result the industrial 

growth of Goa has experienced a spurt and a number of small, 

medium and large scale industries have been established over this 

period specially in small scale industries (SSI) like manufacturing, 

food products, beverages, tobacco & tobacco products, textile 

products, jute, hemp and mosta, electronics, textiles, wood and 

wood products, furniture and fixtures, leather and leather fur 

products, engineering, paper and printing and allied industries, 

rubber plastics, electricals, petroleum and coal products, chemical 

products, pharmaceuticals and non metallic product, machinery 

tools and parts, manufacture of transport equipment and parts, 

electrical machinery appliances and supplier parts. By the year 

1995-96 there was so much increase in the industries that the 

number of units reached to 5118 with an overall investment of 

Rs.13441.47 lakhs by generating employment for 33136 people. 
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All this was possible due to the constant support and 

encouragement given by Government of India, State Government, 

EDC, SIDBI, SISI, etc. 

1.5 NEED FOR THE STUDY 

The Government of India and the State Governments has 

been pursuing a policy of protecting and promoting Small Scale 

Industry for a long time. In the planning process, the Small Scale 

Industry has been given a due recognition. 

Generally Small Scale Industries encounter many problems 

such as inadequate supply of raw materials, lack of technical know-

how, marketing facilities and inadequate finance etc. 

In Small Scale Industries financial reporting plays a very 

crucial role. Financial Reporting helps the management and top 

authorities to predict, compare and evaluate the firms earning 

ability. It makes it easy to take the economic decisions like 

investment and financing. The financial information of an 

enterprise is contained in the financial statements. Accounting is 

the guide post for management. A firm should know the financial 

implication of its operations. The financial records of a small scale 

enterprise are kept by the accounting system. It points out the 

problems faced or likely to be faced by the firm. It also brings to its 

notice opportunities that are likely to arise and indicates possible 

action when needed. 
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Financial reporting gives information for the various purposes 

such as making decisions concerning the use of limited resources, 

including the identification of crucial decision areas and 

determining the objectives of Small Scale Industry. It helps to 

effectively control and direct an organisation, human and material 

resources. It maintains and prepares on the custodianship of 

resources which facilitate social functions and control. 

Financial accounting system gathers, classifies, analysis, 

processes, interprets and communicates data about the economic 

activities of the firm. Financial information is nccded for a variety 

of purpose. They have direct or indirect interest in the work. The 

financial information helps the owner to know the return on 

investment and the security of the investment they have invested 

in the enterprise. They are interested to know periodically its 

performance. The managers are the custodian of their investment 

and therefore they must submit periodical financial reports to 

owners. 

Managers are decision makers for the enterprise. They are 

responsible for the overall performance of the firm, profitability, 

return on investment, capturing the market share, introducing a 

new product line are some of the issues in which he has to be very 

much strategic in his decision making. Financial information 

regarding, debt equity ratio, profitability ratio's, working capital 

management in the relevant areas. Creditors are supplying on 

credit basis to the Small Scale Industry. They are interested in 



continuing profitable performance of the firm so that they regularly 

receive interest and repayment of principal. They need accounting 

information to evaluate the firm's performance and to determine the 

degree of risk to which they are exposed. Investors are interested in 

the earnings, dividend and growth trends of the firm. Financial 

reporting gives them the fair idea about the performance and safety 

of their investments. 

Trade 'Unions and employees also use financial information to 

bargain on matters relating to salary determination, bonus, fridge 

benefit or working conditions on the basis of the accounting 

information. Customers can judge the prices being charged by the 

firm. While Government is a• regulating body which require 

fmancial information to provide various schemes for Small Scale 

Industry to determine the exact amount of taxable income of the 

enterprise. 

Majority of the Small Scale Industrial units do not maintain 

any record about the financial transactions properly on day to day 

basis. The financial records are not maintained properly by the 

Small Scale Industry in Goa. They don't maintain all the books of 

accounts required, nor follow the accounting policy and their 

transactions are also not passed on daily basis. They are done 

quarterly or half yearly with the help of a private accounts writing 

clerks. As far as owners of the small scale enterprise is concerned 

they don't have any idea about the books of accounts needed to 

communicate to them. Some are doing it as a formality, not 
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knowing anything about the practices, system of accounting and its 

need. So their financial and other decisions are mainly ineffective 

with less trust and confidence in it. Decisions are just taken 

according to their imagination. The decisions are ineffective, which 

ultimately results in developing sickness over a period of time. 

The main tool of control in case of Small Scale Industry is 

Budgeting. It is a most useful and widely used standard device of 

planning and control. It is an essential tool of the management for 

controlling costs and maximising profit. Costs can be reduced, 

wastages can be prevented when proper relationship between costs 

and income can be established, only when the various factors of 

production are combined in profitable way. Budget acts as a 

business barometer as it is a complete programme of activities of 

the business for the period covered. It is a process of determining 

various budgeted figures for the enterprises for the future period 

and for calculating variances, if any. In small scale enterprise, it is 

very essential for budgeting and control, which ultimately helps in 

profit planning and co-ordination. 

Cost Accounting started to be considered more as a technique 

for cost control as compared to cost ascertainment. Cost 

Accounting is a conscious and rational procedure by Accountants 

for accumulating cost and relating such costs -to specific products 

or departments for effective management action. Cost Accounting 

establishes budget standard costs and actual costs. Cost 

Accounting helps to increase the profitability. Each and every unit, 
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cost control will ultimately increase the profitability of a concern. 

Cost Accounting thus provides information to the management of 

small scale units for decision making. There is an inverse 

relationship exists between costs and profit. Small Scale Industrial 

units concentrates more on cost ascertainment rather than cost 

control. 

Standard costing is a technique which uses standard for 

costs and revenues for the purpose of control through variance 

analysis. It is a very important tool of cost control incase of small 

scale units. Standard costing involves the setting of predetermined 

cost estimates in order to provide a basis for comparison with 

actual costs. It provides a formal basis for assessing performance 

and efficiency and control cost by establishing standards and 

analysis of variances. In small scale units cost control techniques 

and awareness about it is mainly absent, as a result there are 

many unnecessary costs involved in a product structure. All these 

are the causes for unreasonable, irrational and baseless decision 

making in case of small scale units. If these irrational decisions 

make the product of small scale units more and more dearer 

resulting in higher prices and reduced turnover and less profit. 

Therefore it is very much essential to have a separate costing 

department in small scale units to take the right decision and 

increase the market share. 

Another problem faced by Small Scale Industries in Goa is 

not maintenance of proper books of accounts by small enterprises 
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regarding their business such as sales, profit, stock, capital, assets 

and liabilities. Many small scale units even do not have clear cut 

idea regarding the quantum of finance required by them nor its 

effective utilisation for maximising production and profits. Thus the 

financial decisions will be totally baseless and irrational. The small 

entrepreneurs who seek financial assistance to start a new 

industries do not have thorough knowledge regarding the industries 

financial needs. 

One more problem is of Capital Structure. Small scale newly 

established enterprises cannot collect sufficient debt as per their 

requirements, so easily because they are yet to establish their credit 

worthiness in the market. Naturally they rely on equity capital. 

But well established units generally have track record of their profit 

earning capacity, which helps them to create their credit 

worthiness. The lender feel safe to invest their funds in this type of 

units so they have an ample scope for this units to collect debt. 

Such units have to chalk out a plan to collect debt in such a way 

that the acceptance of debt becomes beneficial for the small 

enterprise in terms of increase in Earning Per Share (EPS) 

profitability and value of the firm. In Goa Small Scale Industry 

have a great problem in financing due to their low profitability and 

high burden of interest payment, which makes the small 

enterprises non-viable. It has to strive hard to have a optimum 

capital structure. 
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Working capital management is a significant fact of financial 

management due to the fact that it keeps the wheels of a business 

enterprise running. Working Capital Management is concerned 

with short term financial decisions which have been totally 

neglected in the financial  structure of a small scale units. Shortage 

of funds for working capital has caused many business to fail. Lack 

of efficient and effective utilisation of working capital leads to earn 

low rate of return on capital employed and compels to sustain 

losses so the need for working capital management in small scale 

enterprises is of great significance. 

Another area of negligence in the SSI is the Profitability 

Analysis. Profitability has been considered as one of the important 

aspects of any commercial business. It is a basic need for the 

survival of a particular business. Profit is a signal for allocation of 

resources and a yard stick for judging managerial efficiency. No 

small scale units can survive without earning profit. It is measured 

by studying the profitability of investment in it. It is essential to 

know the return on owners equity, return on investment, net profit 

margin, gross profit margin, fixed asset to profit, sales turnover etc. 

Most of the small scale units are totally unfamiliar with this type of 

analysis which helps them to plan profit and control it. 
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1.6 REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

The following is the review of literature: 

G. S. Gupta & A. K. A. Rathi,  had conducted an empirical study 

based on the primary data from a sample of 208 small scale 

chemical units in Gujarat for the year 1986 through 1990, the 

details on the various dimensions of the structure, conduct and 

performance are presented and the nexus among them is examined. 

The findings suggest no unique relationship among structure, 

conduct and performance. However, each of middle age, 

partnership form of organisation and location in Baroda, 

Ahmedabad districts has in general proved a beneficial structural 

features from the point of view of performance. 

Chandra Poojary M.,  had presented a paper which considers the 

erstwhile policies of the central and state government, with regard 

to the promotion of Small Scale Industries. The failures of these 

promotional programmes had indeed given a fillip to the 

liberalisation slogan that all the more is the reason why we should 

go back on all that and see what was projected and what went 

wrong. It also outlines the quantitative and qualitative aspects of 

the plan for the promotion of small scale industries as it was taken 

up in the district of Dakshin Kannada in Karnataka. 

S. Nanlundan,  he commented that there seem to be several reasons 

for the government's inability to enunciate a policy towards Small 

Scale Industry and to reformulate its programme. 
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Dr. M. Se/yam,  Small Scale Industry sector has several strengths. 

These are flexibility, inexpensive labour, reduced overheads, 

closeness to market and owner management. Small Scale Industry 

units can easily absorb new technology, new design, new process 

and the like. But they must be prepared to continually upgrade 

their production process and design. 

Suresh D. Tendulkar and T. A. Bhavani,  they argued that the policy 

has been and continues to be supply driven and paternalistic 

leading to dependency. In addition the individual unit centered 

atomistic approach of policy is dominated by continuous protective 

and discretionary promotional measures with perverse incentives 

effects for the healthy growth and of this segment. They suggested 

shift in policy is necessary in order to flexibly adjust to fast 

changing circumstances so as to better serve the long standing and 

as yet unattained objective of developing a vibrant and self reliant 

modern small scale industry. 

David Storey, Kevin Keasev, Robert Watson and Pooran Wvnerezvk, 

the fundamental problem in accounting for the different 

performance of small and large firms is that many small firms exist 

only for a very short period. Failure rates are more than ten times 

as high as in new small firms and large well established firms. It is 

for this reason that the book is devoted to a study of failure which, 

in our view is the central characteristic of the small business sector. 
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Dan Steinhoff & John F. Burgess,  the book brought out the most 

important aspects of small scale industries like personnel policies 

for small firm using computers in small business, international 

opportunities for small business. Accounting, taxes, day to day 

management and supporting cases with regard to each. 

Geoffrey Knott,  in an accessible style the book covered all aspects 

of financial management and made helpful comparisons among the 

management of personal corporate finances, social and ethical 

implications of decisions are considered, as are the latest 

development in the business sector such as takeovers and mergers. 

Vasant Desai  Small  Scale Industry is widely recognised as a 

powerful instrument for socio-economic growth and balanced 

sectoral development, create broader employment opportunities, 

entrepreneurship and skill development, ensure better use of 

scarce financial resources and appropriate technology, short 

gestation period, helps/assists large scale industries. 

R. V. Rao,  in his study, considered the development of small scale 

industries which offers us untold opportunities for building a 

decentralized sector of our economy which will make a significant 

contribution to the process of self sustained growth. In his opinion, 

it is the input output ration that is very important and small scale 

industries can survive on their own. 

Ashok K. Arora,  the book covered the analysis of importance of 

small scale industries in the Indian context, but also the various 
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five years plans and industrial policies of the government of India. 

Moreover, the comparison of growth of small scale industries in 

India has also been made. The institutions providing assistance to 

small scale industries have also been examined. A detailed study 

regarding the institutional finance and its impact on the growth of 

small scale industries has been made. 

T. N. Krishna Iver,  the growth of small scale industries during the 

last two decades have been phenoinenal. They have carved out a 

special place in the industrial map of India. They accounted for 55 

percent of the gross value of the output, 40 percent of the gross 

value of exports and over 60 percent of industrial employment. One 

of the factors which had helped in the accelerated growth of RITtaii  

scale industries in the country was the nationalization of major 

commercial. banks 

V Ram-al-air,  explained various promotional activities of APSSIDC 

followed by an analysis of its achievements in terms of various 

schemes and R:OI of the corporation. It outlines the growth of small 

scale industries in Andhra Pradesh with a view to obtain an idea 

about the trends in number of units, capital invested, employment, 

production, sales and exports. It also points out various methods 

of management control employed by the corporation over the 

activities of the public sectors units. The effectiveness of budgetary 

control and the regulatory of preparations and submission of 
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periodical reports are proved and the results of such investigation 

are carefully presented. 

N. T. Vedachalam,  in his study, incidence of industrial sickness in 

small scale industries has highlighted the cause of sickness of 

small scale units and has given his suggestions for overcoming 

them. He also drew the attention of the policy makers, bureaucrats 

and financial institutions for paying greater attention to the viability 

of the units sought to .be encouraged and the need for constant 

monitoring and timely help. 

Januar R. S.,  the book highlights a fresh look at the problems and 

policies adopted by the Government of India to accelerate the 

development of Indian economy. Through the development of Small 

Scale and Cottage Industries. In this study, he also evaluates 

subject such as Industrial sickness, Technology and Quality up-

gradation are carefully discussed. 

Jalal R. S.,  this book highlights about the various aspects of 

Industrial Growth and programmes for rural upliftment, 

development of Small Scale Industries, Regional Profile and studies 

and entrepreneurial profile . . 

Nataraian R.,  this book examines the various trends in Institutional 

financing .S .SI in underdeveloped economies of the world with 

special reference to Andhra Pradesh State. Keeping in view the 

economies of developing countries it critically studied the share of 

various agencies in fnancial assistance rendered to SSI concerns. 



The development of credit industry wise, organisation wise and type 

wise. The extent of post sanction control and supervision of the 

borrowed SSI units by financing agencies, the working capital 

advance to SSI sector by commercial banks and their attitude 

towards entrepreneur and degree of correlation between the 

advances and working capital of APSFC. 

Jain. 0. P.,  the book provides a wide ranging review of and a means 

of export market. On each major aspect of export expanding 

technique such as export market intelligence, improvement and 

control of production quality, incentives for export, export marking 

system and Institutional arrangements for export promotion. 

Daaar Indetieet,  he presents the major aspects of personnel 

problems of SSI such as recruitment, selection, training, wages, 

welfare measures, absenteeism, labour turnover, unionisation, 

strikes and victimisation as well as employer-employee relationship. 

1.7 OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY 

The focal theme of the study is on accounting and financial 

system of small scale industry in Goa. To fulfill the focal theme, the 

following specific objectives are selected: 

/. To investigate the accounting system and practices in the 

selected units 

2. To study the capital structure and financing patterns in the 

selected units and 

3. To examine the working capital and profitability analysis in the 

selected units. 
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1.8 DATA AND METHODOLOGY 

1.8.1 Data Collection 

(a ) Collection of data on registered Small Scale Industries Units in 

Goa from Directorate of Industries and Mines, Udyog 

Bhawan, Panaji-Goa. 

(b) Information collected from (Sample Selection) : 

1) List of Units registered with Directorate of Industries and 

Mines till 31st December 2000. 

2) Directory of Small Scale Industries Unit registered upto 

31st December 2000 from Goa Chamber of Commerce & 

Industries. 

3) Directory on Small Scale Industries Units registered by 

Goa Small Scale Industries Association 1995. 

4) List of units financed by Economic Development 

Corporation (EDC). 

5) List of units registered under Registrar of Company, Goa. 

6) List of units financed by Maharashtra State Finance 

Corporation (MSFC). 

7) List of units operating in Goa Industrial Development 

Corporation's industrial estates only. 

1.8.2 Preliminary Survey 

➢ Pilot study on 20 Small Scale Industries Units was done on the 

units located in different Talukas in Goa. 
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> FIELD SURVEY : personally visited nearly 50 Chartered 

Accountants of respective units and collected information 

through Questionnaire. 

> Units selected are from the group of the following categories i.e. 

pharmaceuticals, electricals, electronics, chemicals, plastics, 

engineering and food and beverages. 

> To physically locate and verify the status of as many units as 

possible. 

> Data processing of the feed back and compilation in the form, 

working, closed, likely to close units. 

1.8.3 Detailed Study 

> As per the Sample selected (i.e. 175 units). 

> Small Scale Industries units located in the industrial estates of 

Goa are selected. 

> preparing a comprehensive Questionnaire for the entrepreneurs, 

EDC, MSFC, C.A.'s and C.S. Sales Tax Commissioner were 

interviewed. 

> Selecting all the seven categories of units, like pharmaceuticals, 

electrical, electronics, chemicals, plastics, engineering and food 

and beverages. Classifying them into manufacturing industries. 

The sample is selected on the bases of two categories dividing 

the heterogeneous units into one group i.e. Stratified Simple 

Random Sampling Method. It is stratified into seven segments 

based upon the nature of the product. Secondly the sample 



selected is atleast 5 percent of the total universe and they should 

have atleast five years of existence in order to represent it in the 

sample. All together 175 units are grouped together and stratified 

into the above seven categories for the purpose of our study. Each 

strata consists of 25 units and is divided equally among all. 

The selection of the sample is done based upon the maximum 

number of units operating under a particular category. 

The data collected for this study is classified into two primary 

source and secondary source. Primary data have been collected 

through Comprehensive Questionnaire and personal interview. It 

was based on the pilot study conducted earlier taking into account 

the various aspects of the units, entrepreneurs, accounting 

practices, financial structure and working capital management, 

profitability analysis, techniques like ratio analysis have been 

adopted for analysis of data. 

Collection of data is a real challenge in case of Small Scale 

Industries because it is not compulsory for them to publish their 

accounts. They use to treat each and every detailed financial 

information as confidential. Most of the visits were not 

encouraging, They were not been very co-operative in providing the 

information needed. After so many frustrating visits to them again 

and again and after convincing them that it is for Academic nature 

they gave the information. The letter of introduction from my 

Research Guide, manager of Directorate of Industries and Mines, 

Sales Tax Commissioner, EDC, Chairman, General Manager of 
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GIDC and letter from each industrial estate manager (GIDC), local 

MLA's, through friends and relatives have helped greatly in over 

coming their misunderstanding. 

The Secondary data is collected from both published and 

unpublished sources, such as official documents, annual reports, 

hand books of statistics, booklets, pamphlets et cetera of the State 

and Central Government, CMIE, banks, corporations and private 

organisations. Central Government's five year plans, Industrial 

policy resolutions, Laghu Udyog Samachar, National Small 

Industries Corporation (NSIC), Statistical abstracts of Goa from 

Department of Statistics, commercial banks, MSFC, RBI bulletin, 

SBI Review and Report of ad-hoc committees and commissions, 

published annual reports. 

1.8.4 Ratios Used 

Debt-Equity Ratio 
Total Debts  
Total Equity 

Value Added Analysis 	= Total Sales - Material Cost. 

Fixed Cost  
Operating Efficiency 	= Total Cost 

Profit Volume (P/ V) Ratio 
Contribution  

Sales x 100 

Contribution 	 = Sales - Marginal Cost 

Break-Even Point 

Margin of Safety (MOS) 

Gross Profit Margin 

Fixed Cost 
P/V Ratio 

= Total Sales - Breakeven Sales 

Gross Profit  
Sales 
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Net Profit Margin 

Return on Networth 

Net Profit  
Sales 

Net Profit after Tax  
= 	Owners equity 

Return on Capital Employed = 	
Net Profit after Tax 

 Total Capital Employed 

Net Profit  
Return on Fixed Asset 	= Fixed Assets 

Net Sales  
Fixed Assets Turnover Ratio = Fixed Assets 

Cash Profit to Net Profit 	= Net Profit 
Cash Profit 

1.9 LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY 

The Study is not free from certain limitations due to the 

comprehensive coverage of Accounting and Financial practices in 

the selected units. The basic limitation is relating to the 

maintenance of books of accounts by the entrepreneurs. In a 

number of cases, the study relied upon the data provided by the 

Chartered Accountants and the Bankers of the units. Some of the 

specific limitation of the study are as follows : 

i) Sample selected are limited to its existence in the past 5 years. 

ii) Absence of separate accounting department in the SSI units. 

iii) Unscientific record keeping system. 

iv) Selection of units from 1995 to 2001. 

v) Earlier records / Books of Accounts are not available 

consistently. 
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vi) The study is also depending upon the Annual Accounts 

provided by the Chartered Accounts of the respective units. 

vii) Most of the results are based on the survey conducted in the 

year 2000-2001. 

viii) The study has been restricted only to 175 units. The 

unregistered industrial units are totally excluded from the 

purview of the study. Units are chosen at random from the 

selected industrial estates. The study covers the seven groups 

i.e. pharmaceuticals, electricals, electronics, chemicals, 

plastics, engineering and food & beverages. 

Despite these limitations, every effort has been taken to 

present the results in an organised manner. 

1.10 CHAPTERISATION SCHEME 

1 Introduction 

An introduction is provided in the first chapter, covering 

definitions, growth pattern, review of literature used for the 

study, description of the problem, objectives of the study, 

research methodology and limitations of the study. 

2 Profile of the Units and of Entrepreneurs 

In second chapter, the profile of the units and of the 

entrepreneurs is given, classification of units, gestation period, 

employee wise classification, capacity utilisation, area of 

marketing and finally the socio-economic background of 

entrepreneurs. 
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3 Accounting Practices 

The third chapter is on accounting practices, in SSI units in 

Goa, which covers financial accounting and cost accounting 

practices. 

4 Capital Structure and Financing Patterns 

The Chapter deals with capital structure and financing patters 

and the problems faced by the SSI unit. 

5 Working Capital analysis 

The Chapter covers mainly on Cash management, motives for 

credit sales, credit policy and inventory control methods in SSI 

units. 

6 Profitability Analysis 

The detail profitability analysis has been done which covered 

PP/ ratio, BEP analysis, Gross profit margin, net profit margin, 

return on net worth, on equity, fixed assets is been done and 

analysis of cash profit to net profit, receivable management, 

composition of inventory are been shown. 

7 Summary of Findings and Policy Suggestions. 

This Chapter summarizes the findings of the entire study with 

suggestions offered. 



PROFILE OF THE UNITS 
AND OF 

ENTREPRENEURS 



CHAPTER - II 

PROFILE OF THE UNITS AND 
OF ENTREPRENEURS 

The objective of this Chapter is to provide details about the 

175 Small Scale enterprises located in various parts of Goa and the 

Industrial Estates. Goa have an excellent infrastructure congenial 

for industrial development. The state have very high rate of saving 

and the per capita deposit in banks is over Rs. 50,000. However, 

the credit-deposit ratio being very low, there is a lot of potential for 

credit facilities to new industrial units. The State have a 

magnificent human development indicators, peaceful atmosphere, 

very good roads, highly reliable communication facilities, relatively 

better power and water supply, friendly, hospitable and 

hardworking people. It is pertinent to note that in a study 

commissioned by the confederation of Indian Industries, Goa have 

been placed at number two position in the overall composite 

ranking of 18 States of India. This indicates that Goa is the most 

favourable and natural destination for investment. 

The profile of the units selected for the study are with 

reference to the Age of the Unit, gestation period, nature of 

organisation, employee wise classification, capacity utilisation, 

turnover, competition, area of marketing, location etc. is presented. 



Efforts have also been made in this Chapter to present the 

profile of the entrepreneurs with reference to the establishment of 

the unit, classification of the entrepreneur on the basis of sex, 

religion, educational status, social status, nativity of the 

entrepreneurs, previous position of the entrepreneurs, experience 

and reason to take up the venture. 

Small Scale Industries in Goa are mainly located in the 

various Industrial Estates of Goa. There are altogether eighteen 

Industrial Estates situated in the two districts of Goa namely North 

Goa and South Goa Districts. The various Industrial estates are 

Verna, Kakoda, Kundaim, Honda, Mapusa, Cancona, Pilerne, 

Colvale, Corlim, Tivim, Sancoale, Tuem, Cuncolim, Pissurlem, 

Bicholim, Bethora, Margao and Madkaim. An Industrial Estate is a 

tract of land which is well developed with all such facilities 

essentially required for the growth and development of the units. It 

provides facilities like water, transport, electricity, Steam, Bank, 

Post Offices, Canteens etc. 

2.1 PROFILE OF THE UNITS 

Small Scale Industrial Unit develops, gains experience and 

maturity only after going through some years of experience. Long 

years of existence helps the units to understand the business 

environment and plan for the growth and expansion of the Unit. It 

helps to survive the unit based upon its past experiences. Keeping 
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this in view an efforts have been made to study and analyse the age 

of the Sample Units. 

In Table 2.1, it shows the age-wise classification of the 

sample units. The units are of varied age groups, from five years to 

thirty years. There are maximum number of 54 units representing 

30.86 percent of the total units from the age group of 5 years 

followed by the age group of 6-10 which represents 29.11 percent 

(52 units) of the total units. It is clear that below the age of five, 

units are struggling for survival and to establish whereas 62 units 

representing 35.43 percent of the total units are coming under the 

age group of 11 to 20 years of existence. Only seven units have got 

more than 20 years of existence. It is clear from the Table 2.1 that 

the units are well established and existing for a fairly long period of 

time. 

The small scale units have to face a challenge during the 

initial period of existence, it is the period of Gestation. Survival is 

very tough during this period as there are higher amount of 

expenditure and spendings as the returns are very low. The Table 

2.2 shows that the Gestation period varies from one month to 36 

months and above. In 0 to 5 months category, there are maximum 

number of units 54 representing 30.86 percent of total units 

followed by 42 units representing 24 percent of total units from the 

11 to 15 months time. In case of 6 to 10 months category, there are 

36 units representing 20.57 of the total. In case of 15 to 20 months 



TABLE 2.1 
AGE-WISE CLASSIFICATION OF UNITS 

Age Pharmac 
eutical 

Electri- 
cals 

Electro- 
nics 

Chemical Plastic Engines 
ring 

F & B Total 

From 5 6 8 2 6 12 10 10 54 
©% 24.00 32.00 8.00 24.00 48.00 40.00 40.00 30.86 
®% 11.11 14.81 3.70 11.11 22.22 18.52 18.52 100 

6 -10 4 10 5 9 9 7 8 20 
©% 16.00 40.00 20.00 36.00 36.00 28.00 32.00 29.71 
®% 21.05 7.89 23.68 13.16 7.89 13.16 13.16 100 

11 - 15 8 3 9 5 3 5 5 38 
©% 32.00 12.00 36.00 20.00 12.00 20.00 20.00 21.71 
®% 21.05 7.89 23.68 13.16 7.89 13.16 13.16 100 

16 - 20 5 3 8 3 1 2 2 24 
©% 20.00 12.00 32.00 12.00 4.00 8.00 8.00 12.71 
®% 20.83 12.5 33.33 12.5 4.17 8.33 100 

20 above 2 1 1 2 0 1 0 07 
©% 8.00 4.00 4.00 8.00 0.00 4.00 0.00 4.00 
®% 28.57 14.29 14.29 28.57 0.00 14.29 0.00 100 

TOTAL 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 175 
0% 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 
®% 14.29 14.29 14.29 14.29 14.29 14.29 14.29 100 

©% - represents column percentage 	0% - represents row percentage 
Source: Data Collected from Sample Industrial Units and Questionnaire. 

TABLE 2.2 
n Period in the Selected SSI Units in Goa 

Months Pharmac 
eutical 

Electri- 
cals 

Electro- 
nics 

Chemi cal Plastic Engine 
ering 

F & B Total 

0 - 5 9 10 5 4 12 4 10 54 
©% 36.00 40.00 20.00 10.00 48.00 16.00 40.00 30.86 
®% 16.67 18.52 9.26 7.41 22.22 7.41 18.52 100 

6 -10 7 6 4 8 4 3 4 36 
©% 28.00 24.00 16.00 32.00 16.00 12.00 16.00 20.57 
®% 19.44 16.67 11.11 22.22 11.11 8.33 11.11 100 

11 - 15 4 3 9 6 6 8 6 42 
©% 16.00 12.00 36.00 24.00 24.00 32.00 24.00 24.00 
®% 9.52 7.14 21.43 14.29 14.29 19.05 14.29 100 

16 - 20 2 3 3 3 2 6 4 23 
©% 8.00 12.00 12.00 - 12.00 8.00 24.00 16.00 13.14 
®% 8.70 13.04 13.04 13.04 8.70 26.09 17.39 100 

21 -25 2 2 2 2 1 0 0 09 
©% 8.00 8.00 8.00 8.00 4.00 0.00 0.00 2.14 
®% 22.22 22.22 22.22 22.22 11.11 0.00 0.00 100 

26 - 30 0 1 1 0 0 2 1 05 
©% 0.00 4.00 4.00 0.00 0.00 8.00 4.00 2.86 
®% 0.00 20.00 20.00 0.00 0.00 40.00 20.00 100 

31 - 35 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 03 
©% 4.00 0.00 0.00 4.00 0.00 4.00 0.00 1.71 
®% 33.33 0.00 0.00 33.33 0.00 33.33 0.00 100 

36 above 0 0 1 0 1 0 03 
©% 0.00 0.00 1.00 4.00 00 4.00 00 1.71 
®% 0.00 0.00 33.33 33.33 0.00 33.33 0.00 100 

TOTAL 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 175 
©% 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 
®% 14.29 14.29 14.29 14.29 14.29 14/9 14.29 100 

@% - represents column percentage 	0% - represents row percentage 
Source: Data Collected from Sample Industrial Units and Questionnaire. 
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Group, there are 23 units representing 13.14 percentage of the 

total. Where as nine units have got 21 to 25 months, 8 units have 

got a gestation period of 26 to 35 months while three units got a 

gestation period of above 36 months. Industry wise, from first 

month to 20th month, we have food & beverage and plastic have got 

the lowest (26 units each; 1 to 20) followed by pharmaceuticals, 

electrical, electronics(22 units each), where as in engineering and 

chemicals got the highest. In case of 21 to 36 months above, it is 

the plastic and food & beverage got the lowest where as rest of them 

got more units in that group. Over all the Gestation period is short 

for many of the industries units. Thus it is clear that the maximum 

number of sample units have a short gestation period. 

The business of Small scale industry can be of various forms 

as long as they satisfy the definition of a small scale unit as per the 

law. They can take any form like sole trader, partnership concern, 

co-operative society, Joint family business or joint stock company. 

It is according to the taste of the entrepreneur that have taken the 

various form. Each one enjoys its own advantages and limitations, 

but the entrepreneurs know what is they like. Such as nature of 

product and business, financial requirement, return available in the 

similar enterprises, public relations and contract, man power 

available. Keeping this above in mind an attempt was made in this 

study to know the different forms of organisations that are present 

in the small scale business. The Table 2.3 shows that 66 units 
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representing 37.71 percent are in the form of partnership business, 

27.43 percent (48 units) are in the form of sole trading. 43 units 

(25.57 percent) are in the form of joint stock company, 16 units 

(9.14 percent) are in the form of joint family, where as 2 units (1.14 

percent) are in the form of cooperative society. Industry wise plastic 

company tops the sole trading concern (13 units) out of 48 

representing 27.08 percent. Engineering is the highest in the 

partnership concern (14 of 21.21 percent). Joint stock company 

business is more popular among the electricals, 11 units (25.58 

percent), where as in the joint family business it is the 

pharmaceutical company 4 units (25.00 percent). 

Government promotes small scale enterprises due to it 

generates lots of employment opportunities for the local youths. 

Thus it tries to solve one of the biggest economic problem that is 

unemployment of the state. The Table 2.4 shows the details about 

the employment opportunities provided by various industries. 

Obviously it is a great boost for the economy. There are 40 units 

employing upto 10 workers each representing 22.86 of the total. 

Under the 11-20 category there are 65 units, 40 units employing 

upto 30 employees. It is further noticed that there are 19 units 

employing nearly 40 employees where as there are 7 units who 

employ upto 50 employees and 4 units employing above 50 

employees. Further details study reveals that the highest number 

of employment generation is in engineering chemicals and 
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TABLE 2.3 
Form Pattern Of 0 anisation In SSI Units 

Months Phamiac 
eutical 

Electri- 
cats 

Electro- 
nics 

Chemi- 
cal 

Plastic Engine 
ering 

F & B Total 

Sole trader 2 6 5 4 13 7 11 48 
©% 8.00 24.00 20.00 16.00 52.00 28.00 44.00 27.43 
®% 4.17 12.50 10.41 8.33 27.08 14.58 22.92 100 

Partnership 
concern 

7 8 10 11 7 14 9 66 

©% 28.00 32.00 40.00 44.00 28.00 56.00 36.00 37.71 
®% 10.61 12.12 15.15 16.67 10.60 21.21 13.64 100 

Joint Stock 
Company 

10 11 8 8 2 2 2 43 

©% 40.00 44.00 32.00 34.00 8.00 8.00 8.00 25.57 
®% 23.26 25.58 18.60 18.60 4.65 4.65 4.65 100 

Co-operative 
Society 

2 0 0 0 0 0 0 02 

@% 8.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.14 
®% 100 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 100 

Joint Family 4 0 2 2 3 2 3 16 
@% 16.00 0.00 8.00 8.00 12.00 8.00 12.00 9.14 
®% 25.00 0.00 12.50 12.50 18.75 12.50 18.75 100 

TOTAL 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 175 
@% 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 
®% 14.29 14.29 14.29 14.29 14.29 14.29 14.29 100 

- represents column percentage 	0% - represents row percentage 
Source: Data Collected from Sample Industrial Units and Questionnaire. 

TABLE 2.4 
Employee Classification among the selected SSI units in Goa 

No. of 
Employees 

Pharmac 
eutical 

Electri- 
cals 

Electro- 
nics 

Chemi- 
cal 

Plastic Engine 
ering 

F & B Total 

0 - 10  4 6 4 1 12 3, 10 40 
©% 16.00 24.00 16.00 4.00 48.00 12.00 40.00 22.86 
®% 10.00 15.00 10.00 2.50 30.00 9.50 25.10 100 

11 - 20 10 12 10 11 8 4 10 65 
VA 40.00 48.00 40.00 44.00 32.00 16.00 40.00 37.14 
O®% 15.38 18.46 15.38 16.92 12.31 6.15 15.38 100 

21 - 30 6 3 6 8 5 10 2 40 
©% 24.00 12.00 24.00 32.00 20.00 40.00 8.00 22.36 
ark 15.00 7.50 15.00 20.00 12.50 25.00 5.00 100 

31 -40 2 3 2 2. 0 8 2 19 
©% 8.00 12.00 8.00 8.00 0.00 32.00 8.00 22.86 
®% 10.52 15.79 10.52 10.52 0.00 42.11 10.52 100 

41 -50 1 1 2 2 0 0 1 07 
@% 4.00 4.00 8.00 8.00 0.00 0.00 4.00 4.00 
®% 14.29 14.29 28.57 28.57 0.00 0.00 14.29 100 

Above 50 2 0 1 1 0 0 0 04 
©% 8.00 0.00 4.00 4.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.29 
®% 50.00 0.00 25.00 25.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 100 

TOTAL 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 175 
©% 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 
®% 14.29 14.29 14.29 14.29 14.29 14.29 14.29 100 

0% - represents column percentage 	0% - represents row percentage 
Source: Data Collected from Sample Industrial Units and Questionnaire. 
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pharmaceuticals followed by electricals and electronics. Food & 

beverages employs the lowest number of workers. 

The success of an industry solely depends upon the 

utilisation of the installed capacity of the resources including 

machinery and tools. The Table 2.5 shows that the capacity 

utilisation of the various units. Six units operated within the 25 

percent of the capacity, 52 units work under 26.50 percent 

capacity, 93 units work under 51 to 75 percent capacity where as 

only 24 units out of the total 175 work above 75 percent capacity. 

Under utilisation of the capacity is the major problem of the Goan 

industry. There is a huge unused capacity get wasted everytime. 

Thus, it reduces the overall productivity of a manufacturing unit. 

Among the industry wise, the maximum number of units whose 

capacity utilisation is above 75 percent are electronics, electricals 

followed by food & beverages, engineering, in case of chemicals and 

plastic it is the lowest capacity utilisation. It is found that the 

installed capacity is rarely utilised by SSI sectors. That is the major 

reason for failure of SSI in Goa. Unutilised capacity will increase 

the fixed cost per unit which will ultimately increase the cost of 

production. Against this back ground, an attempt is been made to 

identify the reasons for under utilisation of the installed capacity. 

The reasons for under utilisation of capacity are many but the 

main reasons are: Lack of demand, raw material and power 

shortage, shortage of finance. Labour strikes and labour problems 
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and lack of maintenance. The Table 2.6 reveals details about the 

above reasons mentioned. 

Lack of demand is a major cause of under utilisation of 

capacity in case of chemicals, pharmaceutical and electricals units, 

where as raw material shortage and power is the cause of under 

utilisation in case of food and beverage, plastic and electricals 

units. Shortage of finance is the cause of under utilisation in the 

case of pharmaceuticals, engineering, electronics and plastic units, 

except electricals units rest all have labour problem as a cause of 

under utilisation. Lack of maintenance is a problem for electronics, 

plastic, food & beverage units. 

Table 2.7 depicts the turnover classification of the units. 

Industry wise the pharmaceutical, electricals, engineering and food 

& beverage units have done quite well. Where as electronics, 

chemicals and plastics have got less turnover compared to the other 

group. Turnover reveals the efficiency and productivity of various 

resources of the units. It is also clear from the table that in the 

category of one lakh to below five lakh turnover there are 54 units 

having a 30.86 percent of the total. 40 units representing 22.86 

have a turnover, above five lakh and below ten lakhs, 36 units 

representing 20.57 per cent of the total have a turnover upto 20 

lakh. In the category of 21 to 35 lakhs, there are 23 units 

representing 13.14 percent, 12 units representing 6.88 percent of 

the total have got a turnover upto 50 lakhs where as in the category 
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TABLE 2.5 
Capacity Utilisation of the selected SSI units 

Capacity Pharmac 
eutical 

Electri- 
cats 

Electro- 
nics 

Chemi- 
cal 

Plastic Engine 
ering 

F & B Total 

0 - ' 25 1 1 0 2 0 1 1 6 
©% 4.00 4.00 0.00 8.00 0.00 4.00 4.00 3.43 

26 - 50 10 6 6 10 9 8 3 52 
©% 40.00 24.00 24.00 40.00 36.00 32.00 12.00 29.71 

51 - 75 12 14 14 12 15 13 13 93 
©% 48.00 56.00 56.00 48.00 60.00 52.00 52.00 53.14 

76 -100 2 4 5 1 1 4 7 24 
©% 8.00 16.00 20.00 4.00 4.00 16.00 28.00 13.71 

TOTAL 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 175 
©% 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 

©% - represents column percentage 
Source: Data Collected from Sample industrial Units and Questionnaire. 

TABLE 2.6 
Reasons For Under Utilisation Of Ca aci 

Reason Pharm 
aceutic 

al 

Electri- 
cals 

Electro- 
nics 

Chemi- 
cal 

Plastic Engine 
ering 

F & B Total 
Average 

Mean 
Lack of 
demand 

50 55 45 60 35 45 40 47.14 

Raw Material 
& Power 
Supply 

24 40 35 35 40 35 45 36.29 

Shortage of 
Finance 

19 05 10 2 10 15 5 9.43 

Labour 
Problem 

5 0 5 3 5 5 5 4 

Lack of 
Maintenance 

2 0 5 0 10 0 5 3.14 

TOTAL 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 
Source: Data Collected from Sample Industrial Units and Questionnaire. 

Chart 2.1 
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of above 50 lakhs turnover we have got 10 units representing 5.71 

percent. Thus it was found that the overall turnover wise the units 

are doing well inspite of many problems. 

Small scale units in Goa are facing the biggest challenge ever 

so far due to the competition factor. They face competition not only 

from local manufacturers, but also from national and international 

large scale and Multinational Companies. The Table 2.8 reveals the 

competition in the line of activity with reference to two main factors, 

that is local market and outside market. In case of pharmaceutical 

units, the competition from local market is the highest, 0.75 

percent and from outside market 25 percent. Electricals, it is 80 

percent local market and 20 percent outside market, electronics it 

is 58 percent local and 42 percent outside market. In case of 

chemicals it is almost equal from local and outside market. In case 

of plastics, it is the local market which dominated with 82 percent 

and outside 18 percent. But the engineering units have a different 

story all together. They have got 42 percent local and 58 percent 

outside market competition. In food & beverages, it is again more 

or less equal with 51 percent local and 49 percent outside market. 

Although the picture shows local market dominated over the 

outside market but still the severity of outside market is very strong 

and it is going to take up the place of local market very soon if the 

efforts are not made to retain its market share. 
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TABLE 2.7 
Turnover Wise Classification of the selected SW units in Goa (Rs. in 

Lakhs ) 

Lakhs 
(Rs.) 

Pharmac 
eutical 

Electri- 
cals 

Electro- 
nics 

Chemi- 
cal 

Plastic Engine 
ering 

F & B Total 

0 - 5 2 1 14 12 18 2 5 54 
©% 8.00 4.00 56.00 48.00 72.00 8.00 20.00 30.86 

6-10  4 8 6 10 4 4 4 40 
©% 16.00 32.00 24.00 40.00 16.00 16.00 16.00 22.86 

11 - 20 6 7 4 3 3 8 5 36 
()% 24.00 28.00 16.00 12.00 12.00 32.00 20.00 20.57 

21 - 35 7 6 1 0 0 2 7 23 
©% 28.00 24.00 4.00 0.00 0.00 4.00 28.00 13.14 

36 - 50 4 2 0 0 0 3 3 12 
©% 16.00 8.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 12.00 12.00 6.88 

50 above 2 1 0 0 0 6 1 10 
©% 8.00 4.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 24.00 4.00 5.71 

TOTAL 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 175 
©% 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 

()% - represents column percentage 
Source: Data Collected from Sample Industrial Units and Questionnaire. 

TABLE 2.8 
The Competition In The Line Of Activity In The Selected SSI Units In 

Goa 
Pharmac 

eutical 
Electri- 

cals 
Electro- 

nics 
Chemical Plastic Engineering F & B 

Local Market 75 80 58 55 82 42 51 

Outside 
Market 

25 20 42 45 18 58 49 

TOTAL 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 

Source: Data Collected from Sample Industrial Units and Questionnaire. 
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The place is very important function of marketing. The 

business units have to study the whole heterogeneous market and 

segment if accordingly. Table 2.9 depicts, the area of marketing in 

the percentage form with reference to various sectors. It is found 

that the maximum number of units are catering the needs of local 

area (62 percent), district market (10.57 percent) and in case of 

region wise, it is 9.86 percent. Overall state wise is 6.14 percent 

and other states is 11.43 percent. The export market is not yet 

gained momentum among the selected sample units. It is mainly 

due to the risk involved in it and the competition from the large 

scale units that have mainly discouraged the units. But still their 

efforts are on to explore foreign markets. 

2.2 LOCATION OF A BUSINESS UNIT 

Location refers to the area or exact place where the business 

unit is actually established for the conduct of manufacturing 

activities. An ideal location of a unit ensures stability and 

prosperity while unscientific location creates many difficulties and 

.problems. Government also takes keen interest in location of 

industries due to the balanced industrial development. Location 

decision is to be taken after considering the factors like scope for 

expansion and development, business diversification, cost of the 

land and lease land available, Government policies, availability of 

basic facilities and some economic factors. The location of unit is 

classified based upon city, municipality/town and rural/village in 
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Goa. It found that most of the places are well connected to rail and 

road transport, that is why it doesn't make much of the difference. 

From the Table 2.10, it was found that 88 units representing 50.29 

percent are located in the urban/municipality area followed by 75 

units representing 42.86 percent in rural or village area and only 12 

units representing 6.86 are located in the city. The definition of 

city, town and village is considered based upon the census report. 

Industry wise units which are located in cities are engineering (12), 

food & beverages (4), electronics (3) and electricals (2). Where as 

the maximum units representing from all the seven category are 

located in municipality, in which the engineering and food & 

beverages are the highest followed by the others. In case of rural 

village area it was the second highest location of units in which 

plastics (16) and pharmaceuticals (14) dominated over the rest. 

The Table 2.11 reveals the various reasons which influenced 

the location decision. While ascertaining the value, a five point 

scale was designed and the various factors were evaluated by taking 

their mean value only. The various factors are studied separately 

and their final results are shown in the Table 2.11. Accordingly, 

Government subsidies is one of the most important reasons for 

location having the highest percentage i.e. 4.68 followed by site cost 

(4.33). Scope for expansion is another factor gets the highest 

percentage (4.08). Access to a customer is also very important. 

Accordingly, SSI units (3.81) as far as infrastructure is concerned 
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TABLE 2.9 
The Area Of Merketing of the Sample Units in Goa 

Area Pharmac 
eutical 

Electri- 
cals 

Electro- 
nics 

Chemi- 
cal 

Plastic Engine 
ering 

F & 8 Total 
Mean 

Local 70 68 48 32 65 71 80 62.00 
District 8 10 12 15 20 5 4 10.57 
Other Region 10 12 10 16 8 	• 7 6 9.86 
State wise 5 2 12 12 8 6 3 6.14 
Other States 7 8 18 25 4 11 7 11.43 
Exports 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.00 

TOTAL 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 
Source: Data Collected from Sample Industrial Units and Questionnaire. 

TABLE 2.10 
Location Of The Sample Units 

Location Pharmac 
eutical 

Electri- 
cals 

Electro- 
nics 

Chemi- 
cal 

Plastic Engine 
ering 

F & B Total 

City 0 2 3 0 1 2 4 12 
©% 0.00 8.00 4.00 0.00 4.00 8.00 16.00 6.86 
®% 0.00 16.67 25.00 33.33 41.67 50.00 58.33 100 

Town 11 10 13 16 08 15 15 88 
©% 44.00 40.00 52.00 64.00 32.00 60.00 60.00 50.29 
®% 12.50 11.36 14.77 18.18 9.09 17.05 17.06 100 

Village 14 13 9 9 16 8 6 75 
©% 56.00 52.00 36.00 36.00 64.00 32.00 24.00 12.86 
®% 18.67 17.33 12.00 12.00 21.33 10.67 8.00 100 

TOTAL 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 175 
©% 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 
®% 14.29 14.29 14.29 14.29 14.29 14.29 14.29 100 

- represents column percentage 	e% - represents row percentage . 
Source: Data Collected from Sample Industrial Units and Questionnaire. 
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Factors influencing Location Decision 

11111.- 4.08 	 4.68  

2.91  
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2.78 
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M Labour Cost 	 0 Access to Customer 
	

113 Proximity to Raw Material 

■ Access to Supplier 	 Scope for Expansion 

TABLE 2.11 
Factors Influencing Location Decision In The Selected Ssi Units In Goa 

Factors Pharmac 
eutical 

Electri- 
cats 

Electro- 
nics 

Chemi- 
cal 

Plastic Engine 
ering 

F & B Total 
Average 

Mean 
Value 

Subsidies/ 
State aid 

4.56 4.68 4.76 4.60 4.72 4.84 4.60 4.68 

Infrastructure 3.44 3.08 3.24 3.36 3.56 2.92 3.28 3.27 
Site Cost 4.44 4.40 4.16 4.24 4.56 4.32 4.16 4.33 
Labour Cost 2.20 2.64 3.00 2.00 2.60 3.28 3.32 2.78 
Access to 
Customer 

3.72 3.76 3.52 3.04 4.12 3.96 4.20 3.81 

Proximity to 
Raw Material 

3.08 2.52 2.68 2.36 2.88 2.56 3.60 2.78 

Access to 
Supplier 

2.92 3.20 2.96 2.52 3.00 
. 

2.45 3.64 2.91 

Scope for 
Expansion 

4.16 4.12 3.92 4.24 3.92 4.36 3.84 4.08 

Source: Data Collected from Sample Industrial Units and Questionnaire. 

Chart 2.2 
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almost all the industrial estates have got the same facilities except 

one (Verna Industrial Estate) which have got almost all the factors 

favourable to it. Where as the rest of the factors have got the 

moderate weightage. 

Industry wise study of infrastructure factor shows that it 

have got a good response. The Table 2.11(A) which shows response 

of the sample units on a five points scale from the lowest to the 

highest states that the maximum number of units (99) comes under 

the third category i.e. moderate among them the food & beverage 

have got the highest number of units (17) followed by engineering 

(16), chemicals (16) and electricals (15). On the fifth point on the 

scale i.e. very high, it was found that 15 units representing 8.57 

percent and pharmaceutical (4), plastic (3) were at the top. On the 

fourth point on the scale i.e. high, there are 41 units which is 

toped by the plastics. Infrastructure basically includes, transport, 

marketing, power and fuel or electricity, financial services, water 

and good sufficient place for expansion and development. 

Infrastructural factor is the most important factor for the growth, 

expansion and development of any industry. 

Location of an industry is influenced by the availability of an 

adequate and suitable labour force. Labour cost is based upon 

availability of adequate and suitable labour force. Availability of 

cheap labour is particularly important in the case of labour 

intensive industries. In the Table 2.11(B) which shows the location 
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TABLE 2.11(A) 
nalysis Of The Location Decision-The Impact Of Quality Of Infrastructure 

Scale Pharmac 
eutical 

Electri- 
cals 

Electro- 
nics 

Chemi- 
cal 

Plastic Engine 
ering 

F & B Total 

1 0 0 1 0 0 2 0 3 
©% 0.00 0.00 4.00 0.00 0.00 8.00 0.00 1.71 

2 3 5 2 1 2 3 1 17 
©% 12.00 20.00 8.00 8.00 8.00 12.00 4.00 9.71 

3 12 15 13 16 10 16 17 99 
©% 48.00 60.00 52.00 64.00 40.00 64.00 68.00 56.57 

4 6 3 8 6 10 3 5 41 
©% 24.00 12.00 32.00 24.00 40.00 12.00 20.00 23.43 

5 4 2 1 2 3 1 2 15 
©% 16.00 8.00 4.00 8.00 12.00 4.00 8.00 8.57 

TOTAL 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 175 
©% 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 

MEAN 3.44 3.08 3.24 3.36 3.56 2.92 3.28 3.27 
C)% - represents column percentage 
Scale : 1 - Very Low; 2 - Low; 3 - Moderate; 4 - High; 5 - Very High. 
Source: Data Collected from Sample Industrial Units and Questionnaire. 

TABLE 2.11(B) 
-THE IMPACT OF LEVEL OF WAGE COSTS 

Scale Pharmac 
eutical 

Electri- 
cals 

Electro- 
nics 

Chemi- 
cal 

Plastic Engine 
ering 

F & B Total 

1 5 3 2 3 4 1 1 19 
©% 20.00 12.00 8.00 12.00 16.00 4.00 4.00 10.86 

2 13 7 6 9 7 4 2 48 
©% 52.00 28.00 24.00 36.00 28.00 16.00 8.00 27.43 . 

3 5 12 10 8 10 11 13 69 
©% 20.00 48.00 40.00 32.00 40.00 44.00 52.00 39.43 

4 1 2 4 2 3 5 6 21 
©% 4.00 8.00 16.00 8.00 12.00 20.00 24.00 12.00 

5 1 1 3 3 1 4 3 16 
©% 4.00 4.00 12.00 12.00 4.00 16.00 12.00 9.14 

TOTAL 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 175 
©% 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 

MEAN 2.20 2.64 3.00 2.00 2.60 3.28 3.32 2.78 
©% - represents column percentage 
Scale : 1 - Very Low; 2 - Low; 3 - Moderate; 4 - High; 5 - Very High. 
Source: Data Collected from Sample Industrial Units and Questionnaire. 



decision and impact of it on the wage costs. It have been put in a 

five point scale from lower to higher. Its mean value is 2.78 shows 

that the impact is moderate. It also reveals that 69 units (39.43 

percent) are moderate category and 48 units (27.43 percent) are low 

category. Wage costs are also based upon casual, unskilled, skilled 

and supervisory staff. It is costly to bring labour force from outside. 

Another location decision is based on the level of rent/lease 

or site cost. The rent or site cost is high in Goa except in some 

industrial estate where the price of land is controlled by the State. 

Otherwise the site cost is high. It is mainly, Goa is considered as a 

tourist destination and there is heavy migration of population from 

the neighbouring states to Goa. So heavy demand for land have 

increased the cost of land. Table 2.11(C) shows that 101 units 

(57.71 percent) say that the influence of rent or site cost is very 

high where as 45 units (25.71 percent) says that the impact of site 

cost is high, while the rest 29 units have a moderate or low cost of 

site. Industry wise the picture shows that plastics units(4.56) have 

got the highest impact of site cost followed by pharmaceuticals 

(4.44 percent), electricals (4.40), engineering (4.32), chemicals 

(4.24), electronics and food & beverage (4.16) where as the overall 

average shows 4.33. 

Entrepreneurs are anxious to locate themselves close to the 

customers. Customers can be an individual/ household or an 

industrialist. This will help them for easy and quick sale and to 
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reduce the working capital requirement. It can also reduce the 

transport cost drastically. In the Table 2.11(D) shows the impact of 

access to customer. The overall result shows 3.81 average which is 

moderately high. The impact of this factor is more, according to 

industry wise the food & beverage units have got the greatest 

impact (4.20 average) followed by plastic (4.12) where as the lowest 

among them is chemicals units (3.04). 

Location decision is not influenced much by the factor called 

proximity to supplier. This can be seen clearly from the Table 

2.11(E), which shows 2.91 average as its impact. Thus, it reveals 

that the impact is very low, only food & beverages (3.64), electricals 

(3.20) and plastics (3.00) shows some moderate influence where as 

the rest of them are below moderate rate. It shows that the impact 

of this factor on location is very low. 

The regular supply of raw materials in adequate quantities 

over a long period is the basic requirement of every business unit. 

Like impact of proximity to suppliers, impact of proximity to raw 

material is also very low is evidenced from the above Table 2.11(F), 

which shows the overall mean value of the location, decision factor, 

proximity to raw material (2.78 mean value). The Table shows that 

the industry wise food & beverage got the highest mean value to 

raw material factor for location decision (3.60) followed by (3.08) by 

pharmaceuticals. Overall in the moderate and low category have 



TABLE 2.11(C) 
Analysis Of The Location Decision-The Impact Of Level Of Rent/Lease Or 

Site Cost 
Scale Pharmac 

eutical 
Electri- 

cals 
Electro- 

nics 
Chemi- 

cal 
Plastic Engine 

ering 
F & B Total 

1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 3 
()% 0 0 4.00 0 0 4.00 4.00 1.71 

2 1 1 3 1 1 1 1 9 
©% '. 	4.00 4.00 12.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 5.14 

3 2 1 2 4 1 3 4 17 
©% 8.00 4.00 8.00 16.00 4.00 12.00 16.00 9.71 

4 7 10 4 8 6 4 6 45 
()% 28.00 41.00 16.00 32.00 24.00 16.00 24.00 25.71 

5 15 13 15 12 17 16 13 101 
©% 60.00 52.00 60.00 48.00 65.00 60.00 52.00 57.71 

TOTAL 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 175 
()% 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 

MEAN 4.44 4.40 4.1 4.24 4.5b 4.32 4.16 4.33 
-©%-- represents column percentage 
Scale : 1 - Very Low; 2 - Low; 3 - Moderate; 4 - High; 5 - Very High. 
Source: Data Collected from Sample Industrial Units and Questionnaire. 

TABLE 2.11(D) 
Analysis Of The Location Decision-The Impact Of Access To Customer 

[Proximity)  
Scale Pharmac 

eutica 
Electri- 

cals 
Electro- 

nics 
Chemi- 

cal 
Plastic Engine 

ering 
F & B Total 

1 0 0 1 3 0 0 0 4 
©% 0 0 4.00 12.00 0 0 0 2.29 

2 2 1 4 3 1 2 1 14 
()% 8.00 4.00 16.00 12.00 4.00 8.00 4.00 8.00 

3 8 10 5 6 5 6 5 45 
©% 32.00 40.00 20.00 24.00 20.00 24.00 20.00 25.71 

4 10 8 11 8 9 8 7 61 
©% 40.00 32.00 44.00 32.00 36.00 32.00 28.00 34.86 

5 5 6 4 5 10 9 12 51 
©% 20.00 24.00 16.00 20.00 40.00 36.00 48.00 29.17 

TOTAL 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 175 
©% 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 

MEAN 3.72 3.73 3.52 3.04 4.12 3.96 4.20 3.81 
- represents column percentage 

Scale : 1 - Very Low; 2 - Low; 3 - Moderate; 4 - High; 5 - Very High. 
Source: Data Collected from Sample Industrial Units and Questionnaire. 
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Table 2.11(E) 
Analysis Of The Location Decision-The Impact Of Access To Supplier 

(Proximity) 
Scale Pharmac 

eutical 
Electri- 

cats 
Electro- 

nics 
Chemi- 

cal 
Plastic Engine 

ering 
F & B Total 

1 4 3 3 5 2 4 2 23 
©% 16.00 12.00 12.00 20.00 8.00 16.00 8.00 13.14 

2 6" 5 6 9 6 10 3 45 
©% 24.00 20.00 24.00 36.00 24.00 40.00 12.00 25.71 

3 9 7 8 6 9 7 5 51 
©% 36.00 28.00 32.00 24.00 36.00 28.00 20.00 29.14 

4 5 4 5 3 6 3 7 33 
©% 20.00 16.00 20.00 12.00 24.00 12.00 28.00 18.38 

5 1 6 3 2 2 1 8 23 
©% 4.00 24.00 12.00 8.00 8.00 4.00 32.00 13.14 

TOTAL 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 175 
0% 100 100 100 100 100 100 _ 100 100 

MEAN 2.92  3.20 2.96 2.52 3.00 2.48 3.64 2.91 
0% - represents column percentage 
Scale : 1 - Very Low; 2 - Low 3 - Moderate; 4 - High; 5 - Very High. 
Source: Data Collected from Sample Industrial Units and Questionnaire. 

TABLE 2.11(F) 
Analysis Of The Location Decision-The Impact Of Proximity To Raw 

Material 
Scale Pharmac 

eutical 
Electri- 

cats 
Electro- 

nics 
Chemi- 

cal 
Plastic Engine 

ering 
F & B Total 

1 2 5 3 6 3 3 2 24 
©% 8.00 20.00 12.00 24.00 12.00 12.00 8.00 13.71 

2 6 9 8 9 7 9 3 51 
©% 24.00 36.00 52.00 36.00 28.00 36.00 12.00 29.14 

3 8 6 9 6 8  L 	10 5 52 
0% 32.00 24.00 36.00 24.00 32.00 40.00 20.00 29.71 

4 6 3 4 3 4 2 8 30 
©% 24.00 12.00 16.00 12.00 16.00 8.00 16.00 17.14 

5 3 2 1 1 3 1 7 18 
©% 12.00 8.00 4.00 4.00 12.00 4.00 28.00 9.71 

TOTAL 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 175 
©% 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 

MEAN 3.08 2.52 2.68 2.36 2.88 2.56 3.60 2.78 
CY% - represents column percentage 
Scale : 1 - Very Low; 2 - Low, 3 - Moderate; 4 - High; 5 - Very High. 
Source: Data Collected from Sample Industrial Units and Questionnaire. 
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got the largest number of units i.e. 52 (29.71) and 51 (29.14) 

respectively. Overall it shows a moderate to low mean value. 

State aid may be in the form of tax exemption, tax holidays, 

concessions and subsidies, financial aid, easy availability of bank 

loan, availability of land at low price and provision of water, 

electricity on priority basis. State aid is usually provided to units 

established in backward/rural areas. Table 2.11(G) shows the 

location decision due to state and it is clear from the Table that the 

maximum number of units are very much favourable towards this 

decision. The overall mean value showed a very healthy picture 

4.68. Industry wise almost all the industries have got a higher 

impact and among them engineering have got the 4.84 mean value 

followed by electronics 4.76, plastic 4.72, electricals 4.68, chemicals 

and food & beverage 4.60 each and pharmaceuticals 4.56. 

Scope for future expansion is also another location decision. 

Attention should be given while selecting a region or site regarding 

future availability of proper water supply, sufficient land, raw 

materials, electricity, labour and so on. The Table 2.11(H) depicts 

the location decision. The impact of scope for future expansion it is 

evidenced from the fact that almost all the sample units have 

shown a high consideration for this factor. Thus the overall mean 

value shows 4.08. Industry wise engineering have got the highest 

priority (4.36) followed by chemicals (4.24), pharmaceuticals (4.16), 
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TABLE 2.-11(G) 
Anal sis Of Thee LocationDecision-State Aid 

Scale Pharmac 
eutical 

Efectri- 
cats 

Efectro- 
nics 

Chemi- 
cal .  

Plastic Engine 
ering 

F & 6 Total 

()% 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2 0 0 o' o' 0 cy 0 

0% 0 0 
3 3 2 1 2 1 0 2 11 

©% 12.00 8.00 4.00 8.00 4.00 0 8.00 6.29 
4 5 4 4 6 5 4 6 

©% , -2-6.00 	. 16.00 	, 16.00 	. 24.00 , 20.00 , 16.00 24.00 , 19.43 . 
5 17 19 20 17 19 21 17 130 

0% ' 68.00 16.00 80.00 68.00 16.00 84.00 68.00 74.29 
TOTAL 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 175 

©% 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 
MEAN - 4.56 4.68 4.76 4.60 4.72 4.84 4.60 4.68 

0% - represents column percentage 
Scale : 1 - Very Low; 2 - Low; 3 - Moderate; 4 - High; 5 - Very High. 
Source: Data Collected from Sample Industrial Units and Questionnaire. 

TABLE 2.11(H) 
Analysis Of The Location Decision-The Impact Of Scope For Future 

Expansion 

Scale 

Pharmac 
euticat 

Etectri- 
Gals 

Electro- 
nics 

Chemi- 
cat 

Plastic Engine 
ering 

V&8 Total 

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
VA 0 0 0 0 0 0. 0 0 

2 0 -1 1 0 3 2 2 9 
0 4.00 4.00 4.00 0 12.00 8.00 8.00 5.14 

3 6 7 5 5 2 8 
24:00 -16:00 28:00 20:00 20:00 -8:00 32.00 21.14 

4 9 11 10 9 8 6 7 60 
©% 36.00 44_00 40_00 36.00 3200 24.00 2800 34.29 

5 9 7 11 9 15 8 69 
0% 40:00 36.00 28.00 44.00 36100 60:00' 32.00 39.43 

TOTAL 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 175 
.0% 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 

MEAN-  4:56 4.68 476 4.60 4.72 4:84 - 460 4.68 
0% - represents column percentage 
Scale : 1- Very Low; 2 - Low; 3 - Moderate; 4 - High; 5 - Very High. 
Source: Data Collected.frorn Sample Industrial,Units, and. Questionnaire. 
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electricals (4.12). Thus, almost all the units have shown a greater 

consideration to this decision. 

Table 2.12 depicts the generation of the unit. Generation is 

classified into three first venture generation - Unit started by the 

entrepreneur himself, inherited one and taken from others. The 

Table shows that there are as many as 130 units representing 

74.29 percent one first generation venture followed by 24 units 

(13.7) are taken over from someone and 2.1 units, (12.00) are 

inherited one Industry wise first venture category, chemical 

industry tops it with 22 units representing 88.00 percent of the 

total chemical units followed by pharmaceuticals and electricals 

with 20 each (80 percent). in the inherited one. The food & beverage 

is the highest with 6 units (24 percent) followed by engineering 85 

units (2o.00 percent): Taken from other again electronics got the 

highest 6 (25 percent), food & beverage 6 (20.00 percent) where as 

incase taken from others, chemical units it only one that is taken 

over and inherited one it is electronics units (I) single inherited one. 

2.3 SOCIO-ECONOMIC BACKGROUND OF ENTREPRENEURS 

Entkepiciieurship is an attitude of mind which can take risks 

but calculated ones. He is a person who act as a catalyst fostering 

initiative, pi 	ilioting and maintaining economic -activities for the 

production and dibti 	ibution of wealth. The need for the broad 

based entrepreneurial class arises in order to activate the factors of 
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production leading to a higher rate of economic growth, dispersal of 

economic aunties, development of backward and tribal areas, 

creation of employment o_pporturrities, improvement of the standard 

of living of the weaker section of the society. Several fat-tors go into 

the making of an entrepreneur. The socio political and economic 

conditions, the availability of industrial technology and know how, 

state of art and culture of business and trading, existence of 

markets for products and services and the incentives and facilities 

available for starting an industry all have a bearing on the growth 

of entrepreneurship. Keeping this function in view, an attempt was 

made in this study to know the Socio-economic background of the 

entrepreneurs. 

Business world is mostly dominated by males and SSI in Goa 

are not different from the rest of the world. The Table 2.13 reflects 

the entrepreneurs classification according to gender. It is clear 

from the sample study that out of the total 175 units it was found 

that 134 units representing 76.57 percent are run and managed by 

male person. Where as 41 units representing 23.43 percent by 

female. It have also come to the light that although it is the name 

of a female but the business is actually run and managed by the 

male. According to the industry wise classification, it states that in 

electronics industry it is 22 units (88 percent) are run by men 

followed by pharmaceuticals (21J and engineering (20) among the 

women category. It is the food & beverage dominated 10 
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TABLE 2.12 
Generation Wise Classification Of The Units 
Pharmac 

eutical 
Electri- 

cats 
Electra- 

nits 
Chemi- 

cal 
Plastic Engine 

ering 
F & B Total 

First Venture 20 20 -18 .19 ..117 14 130 
VA 80.00 80:00 72:00 88:00 16.00 68.00 56.00 74.29-  

15.38 15.38 1185 16:92 14.61 130)8 10.77 100 
Inherited One 3 2 1 2 2 5 6 21 

0% 12.00 8_00 400 8.00- 800 20.00 24.00 12.00 
®% 14.29 9.52 4.76 9:52 9.52 23.81 28.57 100 

Taken from 
others 

2 3 6 1 4 3 5 

©% 8.00 12.00 24.00 4.00 16.00 12.00 20.00 13.91 
®% 8.33 12.5 25.00 4.17 16.67 12.50 20.83 100 

TOTAL 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 175 
.0% 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 
citk% 1429 1429 1 1429 14.29 1429 1429 14.29 100 

0% - represents column -percentage 	e% - repreents raw permntage 
Source: Data Collected from Sample Industrial Units and Questionnaire. 

TABLE 2.13 
GENDER CLASSIFICATION OF. THE ENTREPRENEURS 

_Phannac 
eutical,' 

. 
-Chemi- 

ca 
,Plastio -.Engine 

wing: 
4B Total 

Male 2t 19- 22 -  14 1-9 28 15. 134-  
©% 84:00 96:00 -88:00 72.00 76.00 80.00 - 60:00 76.57 
011)% 15.67 . ^ 14.18 16.42 13.43 14.18 1493 11_19 100 	• 

Female 4 & 7 & 5 10 41 
®% - 16:00 24:00 12:00 28:00 24.00 20:00 40:00 23.43 
(ID% 9.76. 14.63 7.32 17.07. 1463 12.20 24139  100 

TOTAL 25 25 26 25 . 	25 . 	175 
0% .  1#30 	- 100 	• - 1,00 	- 100 100 	• 100 • 100 	-. • 100 
®% 14.29 - 	1'429-  • 1429 • 1429 - 1429? • 1429-  - ¶4.29: TOO' 

©% - represents column percentage 	OD% - represents row percentage 
Source: Data Colledted-from.Sampleindustnal-Units and Questionnaire.. 
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e 	senting 40 percent of the total followed by chemicals with 

sever -units and electricals and plastics b12( mills each. The growth 

of women enticpreneurs is rather fast in Goa as compared -  to other 

states. Women are -now -coming up to undertake various challenges 

and government also gives them good support in various fields so 

the women -entrepreneurship -is -on the verge -of growth. 

Entrepreneurs religion also have a great rOle to play in the 

development of entrepreneurship, The Table 2,14, it was found in 

Goa the entrepreneurs are of various religious background. The 

majority of small scale units are owned by Hindu religion 75 units 

142;86 percent). - The -Christian it is 51 units representing 29.14 

- percent, where as Muslims are at the lowest • level .  4 units (2.29 

percent). and Other religion like Jams,. Paris,. Marwadis,. Sikhs are 

also enjoying quite a big share 45 units .f25.71 percent). Hindu 

religion entrepreneurs is the highest due to family business 

inherited and partnership wherein the others are giving a tough 

competition for the rest of them. 

Education gives a person an isnAigjit  to- think rationally 

and develop his innovative, creative skills and -knowledge -a-bout the 

various aspects of organising and-. administrating the issues. 

-Keeping this in view an attempt is been made in this study to know 

the educational background of the entrepreneurs- is given, in the 

Table 2.15. It shows -that the maximum number of entrepreneurs 

are with. post graduate qualification 64 units (36.57 percent). 



TABLE 2.14 
RELIGION BACKGROUND Of THE ENTREPRENEURS 

Religion Entrepreneurs 
Flindu .75 

@%- 42.86-  
Muslims 

0% 229 
Christians 5-/ 

()% 29.14 
Others 45 

@% 25.71 
Total 1.75. 

go% 100 
0% represents column percentage 
'Source: Data Collectedfrom Sample -industrial Units and Questionnaire. 

TABLE -2.15 . 
Educational Backuround Of Entrepreneurs 

- -manna ' 
ceutita 

1 

-Eleciri- 
cars 

Electra-- 
 nits 
- Choral- ' 

cat 
Plastic Engine 

ring 
--F & B Total 

Illiterate 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
©%.4 0 o o a 0.. a 0 a 

a 0 0 '0 0 0 
Primary 0 0 a a a 

-o% 0 0 0 o o o o 0 
®9A3 0 .0 ,0 -0 .0 _o .0 

Secondary a t a a a 0- 2' 3 
©% 0 4.00 0 0 0 0. 8.00 1.71 
e% 0 .33.33 0 .0 0 0 66.67 100 

S.S.C.E a 4- 1 0 t 1- 5,  
0 16.00 12.00 4.00  4.00 2.00 8.00 

®% 28.57 21.43 0 7.14 7.14 35.71 100 
Technical 0- . 10 8 0- 6 13 2 39 

V% 0 40:00 '8:00 -0 24:00 52:00 3:00 22.22 
00/0 0 25.64 20:51' 0 15:38 33.33 5.13 100 

Graduate 6- 1 .1 11 55 
-.CA 24.00 .28:00 28:00 44:00 •32.00 20:00 44:00 31.43 
e% 10:91 12.73 12.73 20:00 14:55 9.09' 20:00 100 

Post graduate & 
above 

19 3 14 10 '6 -5 

Q%- 7e.00- 12,:00 28.00 5600 40:0a 2400 20:00 36.57 
Vio 29.69 4.69 10. 134 21.88 15.63 9.38 7:81 100 

TOTAL 25.  25-  25 25 25-  25-  25-  175 
0% 1-00 1-00 1-00- 1.00 - 1 -00 - 100 - 100. 100- 
®% 1 -4.29 14.29 14.29 14.29 -14.29 14.29 14.29 100 

0% - represents column percentage 	0% - represents row percentage 
Source: Data Collected from Sample Industrial Units and Questionnaire. 



followed by graduates 31.43 percent (55 units) .  with technical 

education 22.29 percent j39 units) and with S.S.C.E. 8 percent (14 

units), secondary level 1.71 percent (3 -  units). The sample shows 

that there was no one with educational qualification of an 

entrepreneurs below secondary level. In the industry wise, the 

pharmaceuticals were found with 19 post graduates, and six 

graduates, electricals with the maximum entrepreneurs are 

technical education/skill 10 units (25:64 percent). Electronics it is 

technical education and graduation representing 8 units (20.51 

percent) and 7 units (12.73 percent). Chemical industry it is 14 

units (21.88 percent) entrepreneurs with P.G., plastic units 10 -  

followed by graduates and technical, engineering 13 units (33.33 

percent) technical and food & beverage 11 graduates (20.00 

percent) overall the entrepreneurs have got good educational status. 

Our society consists of various classes or castes and 

casteism again another factor that have influenced the business to 

a larger extent. We have various communities like Brahmins,. 

Sudhras, Vanni's (business class) and other Backward Classes, but 

for the purpose of our understanding, they have been grouped into 

forward class (FC), backward class mq, schedule caste ..(SC .) and 

schedule tribes (ST). The Brahmins and Sudhras are grouped 

under forward class/caste. Vanni's in the BC. The Table 2.16 

depicts the overall picture of the entrepreneur community status. It 

is clear that the 49.71 _percent (66 units), schedule caste 12 percent 
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(21 units) and one unit owned by schedule tribes. According to 

industry wise comparison it shows that 20 units of chemical 

industry (80.00 percent) have got the highest number of forward 

class entrepreneurs followed by pharmaceuticals 16 (64.00 percent) 

and electricals 12 (48 percent), engineering 12 (48 percent) in the 

backward class it is food & beverages 14 (56.00 percent) is the 

highest followed by plastics 11 units (44.00 percent) and electrical 

and electronics 10 units each (40. -00 percent). Schedule caste it is 

plastic industry 6 units (24.00 percent) and schedule tribes one 

unit is from electricals. The government have given lots of 

incentives to encourage backward; schedule caste and schedule 

tribes communities in Goa as a result this community is coming up 

now to take up the venture. 

GOa is a tourist destination of the world and trade and 

commerce is concerned have got a little scope. Most of the 

industries who are doing well are the service oriented industries. 

Agriculture is the old traditional occupation of Goan people. There 

was a little hesitation for manufacturing industries to come to Goa 

earlier but now with the new industrial policy and promotion of 

small scale sector it have gained more and more importance. It 

have attracted many entrepreneurs not only from Goa and India but 

also from the world over. The industrialist from Goa are mainly 

from various states of India where in majority of them are from 

Maharashtra. There are quite a large number of entrepreneurs 
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from Gujarat, Karnataka, Kerala, Tamil Nadu, Rajasthan and 

Andhra Pradesh. The Table 2.17 shows the native state of the 

entrepreneurs. There are as many as 91 entrepreneurs are from 

Goa and representing 52 percent of the total sample and 84 

entrepreneurs are from other states (48.00 percent). Industry wise, 

pharmaceuticals 19 (76.00 percent) are from other states, 

electricals 11 (44.00 percent), electronics 13 (52.00 percent), 

chemicals 15 (60.00 percent), plastics 12 (48.00 percent), 

engineering 8 (32.00 percent) and food & beverage 6 (24.00 percent) 

are from the outside Goa. 

District of location of the entrepreneurs is shown in the - Table 

2.18. Goa have got only two districts namely North Goa and South 

Goa. The division of industries are more or less evenly distributed. 

The Table shows that 90 units (51.43 percent) are located in the 

South and 85 units (43.57) are located in the North. Industry wise, 

pharmaceuticals 18 units (72.00 percent), plastics 16 units (64 

percent), chemicals 13 units (52 percent), engineering 12 units (80 

percent), food & beverages 14 units (56 percent), engineering 13 

units (52 percent). Where as in the South electronics 12 units (48 

percent), food & beverages 14 units (56 percent), engineering 13 

units (52 percent), electricals 15 units (60 percent). Many 

entrepreneurs are attracted towards Goa from other states mainly 

due to the various tax holidays, tax concessions, subsidies of 

various kind, sales tax exemption and other facilities. 
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'T-ABLE 2.16 
Community Background Of Entrepreneurs 

Phannac 
eutical 

Electri- 
cats 

Electra- 
nics 

Chemi- 
cal 

Plastic Engine 
ering 

F & B Total 

F. G. 16 12 1.1 20 _8 12 8 87 
64:00 48.00 94.00 80.00 32.00 48.00 32.00 49.71 

®% 18:39 13.79 12:64 22.99 -920 1-3:79 920 100 
13__G_ 6 10 10 5 11 10 14 66 

©% 24.00 4©.00 40:00 20:00. 4400. 40:00 56:00 37.71 
-8% 9:09 -15:15 -15:15 7:58 -16.67 -15:15 21:21 100 

s. C. 3 2 4 0 6 3 3 21 
©%. 12.00- 8:00 16:00 24.00 , 12.00 12.00 12.00- 
®% 14.29 9:52 1905 0 28:57 14.29 14.29 100 

S.T. 0 a a 0 0 
cm 0 4.00 0 0 0 0 0 0.57 
a% 0 100 0 0 0 0 ,0 100 

TOTAL 25 25 Z5 25 25 25 25 175 
- 	 0% 10-0 - 100 -too loo 100 100 100-  100 

%.. 14.29i .4.29..14.29.29 14.29 14.29 1.4.29 14.29 100 
©% - represents column-percentage 	•6% - represents row percentage 
F.C.-: Forward Class; B:C.-'13ackwarti Class; - S:C.- Schedule Caste; --S.T.- Scheduled Tribes:. 
Source: Data Collected from Sample Industrial Units and Questionnaire. 

TABLE 2.17 
Native-Stater OtE 	eurs- 

Pharmac 
eutical-  

Electri- 
cals 

Electra- 
nits 

Chemi- 
cal' 

Plastic Engine 
ering 

F & B Total 

Goa 6 14 12 10 13 17 19 91 
OW 2400 56.00 49:00 40.00 52.00. 68.00 76.00 52.00 

:6:59 15.38 13.19 10:99 14.29 11168 20.88 100 
Other States 19 11 13 15 12 8 84 

0% 76.00 44.00 52_00 60.00 48.00 32.00 24.00. 4600 
SD% .22.62 13.10 15.48 17:86 14.29 9.52 7.14 100 

TOTAL 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 175 
()% 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 
6% . 14.29 . 14.29 14.29 1429 1-4.29 14.29 1429 100 

-©91,7 -*represents zolUrrin'perceritage 	-'represents row percentage 
-Source: -  Data Coilected'from-Sample.IndUStrialUnitt and QuestiOnnaire. 
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The professional background of the entrepreneur is also a 

very important factor for choosing this .present venture. Table 2.1q 

states the occupational background of the entrepreneur. For the 

purpose of our study, we have designed the following pattern. 

Employee of the same type of industry, unemployment, retired 

employee, artisan/traders, partner of the unit. Occupational 

background gives the line of activity in which he is good in. It gives 

the person an experience in the line of activity to handle and to 

administer. It also builds up his confidence to face the new 

challenges. 

From the above Table it is clear that maximum number of the 

entrepreneurs were the employee of the ,SA me  type of business. 

Somewhere before it is 48 entrepreneurs representing 27.42 

percent It have encouraged them to take up the same business 

because of their confidence, great interest. 24 , percent (42 

entrepreneurs). were unemployed who took .up this profession. It is 

also due to the encouragement given by the Central and the state 

government in the form of easy loan, lots of subsidies and 

concessions. In the same way 42 artisans/traders (24 percent). 

who had taken over this occupation because of their technical 

knowledge and skills, 35 entrepreneurs had taken. up the 

occupation due to their experience in the some type of job in the 

firm of partner of the unit and 8 entrepreneurs (4.57 percent) who 

carry on the business are the retired employee of the private or 
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TABLE 2.18 
District Wise Location of Units 

Pharm 
aceutic 

al 

Electri- 
cats 

Electra 
-nics 

Chemi 
-cal 

Plasti 
c 

Engin - 

eering 
F & B - Total 

North Goa 18 10 5 13 16 12 11 85 
0% - 72.00 40.00 . 20.00 52.00 _ 64.00 _ 48.00 44.00 43.57 . 
0% 21.18 11.76 5.88 15.29 18.82 14.12 12.94 100 

South Goa 7 15 20 12 9 13 14 90 
()% 28.00 60.00 . 	80.00 48.00 36.00 52.00 56.00 51.43 
0% , 7.78 16.67 22.22 13.33 10.00 14.44 15.56 100 

TOTAL 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 175 
@% - 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 
6.% . 14.29 14.29 14.29 14.29 14.29 14.29 14.29 100 	- 

- represents column percentage 	VA) - represents row percentage 
Source: Data Collected from Sample Industrial Units and Questionnaire. 

TABLE 2.19 
a k round Of The Entrepreneurs 

Pharm 
aceutic 

al 

, Electri- 
cats 

Electra 
_nics  

Chemi 
-cal 

Plasti 
c 

Engin 
eering 

, F & B Total 

Employee 2 5 8 4 9 2 18 
©% 8.00 20.00 32.00 16.00 36.00 8.00 72.00 27.42 

®% 4.17 10.42 - 	16.67 8.33 18.75 4.17 37.50 100 

Unemployed 8 4 10 8 6 6 0 42 

©% 32.00 16.00 40.00 32.00 24.00 24.00 0 24.00 
0% 19.05 9.52 23.81 , 19.05 14.29 14.29 0 100 

Retired employee 0 0 2 1 0 3 2 8 

e% 0 0 8.00 4.00 0 " 12.00 8.00 4.57 
0% 0 0 25.00 12.5 0 37.5 25 100 

Artisan/Trader 9 9 4 5 8 5 2 42 	- 

0% 36.00 36.00 16.00 20.00 32.00 20.00 8.00 24.00 
0% 21.43 21.43 9.52 11.90 19.05 	' 11.90 4.76 100 

Partner of Unit , 6 7 1 7 2 9 3 35 
0% 24.00 • 28.00 4.00 28.00 8.00 • 36.00 12.00 - 20.00 
0% 17.14 20.00 	• 2.86 20.00 5.71 25.71 8.57 100 

TOTAL 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 175 
e% 100 100 100 . 	100 . 	100 100 100 100 
®% - 14.29 	- 14.29 	• 14.29 14.29 14.29 14.29 14.29 . 100 

4% - represents column percentage 	OD% - represents row percentage 
Source: Data Collected from Sample Industrial Units and Questionnaire. 
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public sector enterprises. Maximum number of employees who take 

up food & beverages is 18 (72 percent), unemployed 10 (48 

percent) from electronics, retired employees engineering 2 (12 

percent), artisans and traders were pharmaceuticals and electricals 

9 each(36 percent) and among partners in the unit were 

engineering 9(25.71 percent) were the highest i.e. their respective 

field. 

Thus, the previous position of the entrepreneur influences the 

entrepreneurs to choose the type of industrial activity which is more 

profitable and long lasting. 

Entrepreneurs experience in the line of activity is very 

important. Only through experience one can know the detail 

aspects involved with the job. He can become more creative and 

innovative in handling the resources of the organisation. Table 2.20 

reflects the managerial or technical experience possessed by the 

entrepreneurs, it was found that 163 entrepreneurs representing 

93.14 percent have got the technical/managerial experience. 

Industry wise all have got the full experience except electricals 5 

entrepreneurs (20 percent) ,, electronics 4 entrepreneurs (16 

percent) and chemicals 2(12 percent) did not have any experience. 

Experience helps a person to do the right thing at the right time 

and the right manner. It can reduce wastage and spoilage of all 

kinds and increase the productivity of the unit to the highest level. 
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Experience possessed by the entrepreneurs is of different 

kinds. The broad classification is done i.e. on the job experience 

and off the job experience. The Table 2.21 depicts the nature of 

experience measured in terms of mean value. It shows that the 

entrepreneur is having more on the experience 4.04 mean value 

compared to off the job experience which is 3.65 mean value. 

Further, an indepth study revealed in the form of the Table 2.21A 

regarding off the job experience and Table 2.21B regarding on the 

job experience. In Table 2.21A - off the job experience, 44 

entrepreneurs (25.19 percent) got high and 40 entrepreneurs 

(22.86 percent) got moderate off job-experience on an average most 

of the entrepreneur according to industry wise got moderated 

experience In Table 2.21E exhibits on job experience, where as 61 

entrepreneurs representing 34.86 percent) got the very high 

experience and 38 entrepreneurs representing 21.71 have got the 

moderate on the job experience. Overall it shows that the on the 

job experience was slightly higher than the off the job experience. 

The mean value distribution also in Table 2.21 shows in all the 

industry on the job experience is higher except electronics where off 

the job experience (3.84 percent) is higher than the on the job 

experience (3.68 percent). 

Small  Scale Industry creates an opportunity for 

entrepreneurship development with initiative to rise on their own 

ability and  through hard work. The factors which go into the 
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TABLE 2.20 
n r 1 /Technical Experience Of Entrepreneurs 

Pharmac 
eutical 

Meath- 
cats 

Electra- 
nits 

Chemi- 
cal 

Plastic Engine 
ering 

F & B Total 

Yes 25 20 21 22 25 25 25 163 
C)% 100 80.00 84.00 88.00 100 100 100 93.14 
®% 15,34 12,70 12.89 13,50 1 .534 1 . 5.34. 15.34 100 

No 0 5 4 3 0 0 0 12 
©% 0 20.00 t6.00 12.00 0 0 0 6.86 
®% 0 41.67 33.33 25.00 0 0 0 100 

TOTAL 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 175 
CO % 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 
(fb% 14.29 14.29 14.29 14.29 14.29 14.29 14.29 100 

C)% - represents column percentage 	®% - represents row percentage 

f & B Total 

4.08 4.04 

3.96 365 

Pharmac 
eutical 

Elector 
cats 

Electra- 
nits 

Chemi- 
cat 

Plastic Engine 
ering 

On Job 4.24 4.16 3.68 4.16 3.80 4.16 

Off Job 3.48 3.76 3.84 3.72 3.60 3.16 

Source: .Data.Collected-from-Sample Industrial- Units and- QUestionnaire. 

TABLE 2.21 NATURE OF EXPERIENCE (Mean Value) 

Source: Data Collected from Sample Industrial Units and Questionnaire. 
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TABLE 2.21A 
Nature Of Experience - Off The Job Of The Entrepreneurs 

Scale Pharmac 
eutical 

Electri- 
cals 

Electro- 
nics 

Chemi- 
cal 

Plastic Engine 
ering 

F & B Total 

1 4 2 1 1 2 3 1 14 
0% 16.00 8.00 4.00 4.00 8.00 12.00 4.00 8.00 
0% 28.57 14.29 7.14 7.14 14.29 21.42 7.14 • IOC 

2 2 2 3 3 3 4 2 19 
(D% 8_00 	. 8.00 12.00 12.00 12.00 16.00 8.00 10.88 
OM 10.52 10.52 15.79 - 15.79 15.79 21%05 10.52 - 	100 

3 4 5 5 6 6 9 5 40 
©% 16.00 20.00 20.00 24.00 , 24.00 36.00 20.00 22.86 
OM 10.00 12.50 12.50 15.00 15.00 22.50 12.50 100 

4 8 7 6 7 8 4 8  44 
©% .0.00 28.00 24.00 28.00 24.00 16.00 24.00 25.14 
60!n 1.8.18 15.91 13.64 15.91. 13.64 9.09 13.64 1.00 

5 7 9 10 8 8 5 11 58 
Q% 28.00 36.00 40.00 32.00 32.00 20.00 44.00 33.14 
®% 12.07 15.51 17.24 13.79 13.79 8.62 18.97 100 

TOTAL 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 	175 
C)% 100 100 100 100 _ '.. 1:00 100 - - 	100.......400 
8% 14.29 14.29 14.29 14.29 14.29 14.29 14.29 	100 

---- 	-MEAJV - a 48 3 76--  184 -  an-  a 60 116 a96 	a 65 
0% - represents column percentage 	00!0 - represents row percentage 
Scale : I - Very Low; 2 - Low 3 - Moderate; 4 - High; 5 Very High. 
Source: Data Collected from Sample Industrial Units and Questionnaire. 

TABLE 2.21B 
- ON THE JOB OF THE ENTREPRENEURS 

-- Scale Phannac 
eutical 

Electri- 
cals 

Electro- 
nics 

• Chemi- 
cal 

• Plastic . Engine 
ering 

F & B • Total 

1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 2 
()% 0 0 ' 	4.00 0 4.00 0 0 1.14 

2 0 1 2 0 1 0 1 5 
0% 0 4.00 8.00 0 4.00 0 4.00 2.86 

3 2 4 8 6 7 5 6 38 
0% 8.00 16.00 32.00 . 	24.00 	' . 28.00 20.00 24.00 21.71 

4 15 10 7 9 9 11 8 69 
0% 60.00 40.00 • 28.00 • 36.00 36.00 • 44.00 32.00 39.43 

5 8 10 7 10 7 9 10 61 
0% 32.00 40.00 28.00 40.00 . 25.00 . 36.00 40.00 34.86 

TOTAL 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 175 
0% 100 100 100 100 	• 100 	• 100 	• 100 100 

MEAN 4.24 4.16 3.68 4.16 3.80 4.16 4.08 4.04 
40% - represents column percentage 
Scale : I - Very Low; 2 - Low, 3 - Moderate; 4 - High; 5 - Very High. 
Source: Data Collected from Sample Industrial Units and Questionnaire. 



making of an entrepreneur includes the individual who take 

initiative, establish, maintain and expand new enterprises. In short 

Small Scale Industries is the beehive of entrepreneurship 

innovation and development. 

2.4 MOTIVATIONAL FACTORS ANALYSIS 

Motivational factors are the encouraging factors that drive an 

entrepreneur to take up the venture one may get attracted due to 

flexibility involved in it. Subsidies and incentives, high demand, 

profitability, cheap labour and raw material etc. It have attracted 

all kinds of entrepreneurs, literate, -illiterates, highly educated from 

the state, from other states and from other countries also. A study-

is done by identifying certain factors and studying them in details 

reveals the following conclusions. 

In the Table 2.22(A) shows the motivation due to self 

employment. There is a general notion that self employment is the 

best employment. Everybody like to be the boss of oneself and 

enjoy lots of freedom and that is why there is a heavy rush for self 

employment. In the above Table, the entrepreneurs are put on a 

five point scale of measurement from very low to very high. It is 

clear that as many as 93 entrepreneurs (53.4 percent) rated this 

factor as very high value where as 44 entrepreneurs representing 

25.14 percent rated in high category where as 26 entrepreneurs 

rated as moderate value. 



Table 2.22(B) depicts the motivation due to a better 

prospects. 85 entrepreneurs predict that there is very high prospect 

in the business, 73 entrepreneurs (48.57 percent) representing 

(41.71 percent) predict high prospect and 17 entrepreneurs predict 

moderate prospects. 

Encouragement through friends and relatives is another 

reason for motivation. Table 2.22(C) reveals that 63 entrepreneur 

(36 percent) say that they were very highly encouraged by this 

factor, where as 53 entrepreneurs representing 30.29 percent were 

highly motivated, 37 entrepreneurs 21.14 percent were moderately 

encouraged. The encouragement through friends and relatives have 

got a very high impact on the entrepreneur. 

Another motivational factor is due to support and incentives 

offered. Table 2.22(D) shows the standing of various entrepreneurs 

due to support and incentives. 98 entrepreneurs representing 56 

percent were very highly motivated, 37 entrepreneurs 21.14 

percent highly motivated and 24 entrepreneurs 13.71 percent 

moderately motivated. This motivational factor have a direct impact 

on the entrepreneurs. 

Still another reason for motivation is due to past experience 

of the entrepreneur. Table 2.22(E) reflects that past experience 

have moderate impact on the entrepreneur motivation. 48 
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TABLE 2.22(A) 
Motivation To Take Up This Line Of Activity in the selected SSI Units - 

Self Eni lo ment 

Scale 
, Pharmac 

eutical 
• Electri- 

cats 
• Electro- 

nits 
Chemi- 

cal 
Plastic • Engine 

wing 
F & B Total 

1 0 0 1 1 0 2 0 4 
()% 0 0 4.00 4.00 0 8.00 0 2.29 

2 1 2 1 2 1 1 0 8 
©% 4.00 8.00 4.00 8.00 4.00 4.00 0 4.57 

3 3 5 6 4 3 3 2 26 
()% 12.00 20.00 24.00 16.00 12.00 12.00 8.00 4.86 

4 6 5 7 6 7 8 5 
©% 24.00 20.00 28.00 24.00 28.00 32.00 20.00 25.14 

5 15 13 10 12 14 11 18 93 
()% 60.00 52.00 40.00 48.00 56.00 44.00 72.00 53.14 

TOTAL 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 175 
©% 1'00 100 100 1'00 100 100 100 100 

MEAN_ _ 4.40_ _ 	4.1_6 3.96 4.04 4.36 4700 - .64 -  - 4.-22-  - 
©% - represents column percentage 
Scab : 1 - Very Low; 2 - Low; 3 -Moderate; 4 - High; 5 -  Very High. 
Source: Data Collected from Sample Industrial- Units and Questionnaire. 

TABLE 

Nbtivalicnibillkettrlivs Linecf AdhArty in the Seledad SSE Mils .;', Better RoSpeds 

Scale 6acbltatsElm utics Chariot .  P1ĉ stic Encjneeing F&B Total 
1 0 4 0 0 0 0 '0 '0 

Ciiic 0.00 o.00 000 de0 0.00 0.00 000 0.00 
Vic 0.00 040 OM 003. 0.W 0.00 0.03 0.00 

2 0 0 0 '0 'o '0 0 0 
C9/c 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 . 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.03 

ge/0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.03 

3 1 2 3 0 4 6 

CY/c 4.(1) aoo 4.00 1200 0.00.  16.00 24.00 9.71 

05/6 . 11.76 17.65 aoo 23.53 35.29 100.00 

10 9 lib 13 9 73 
CA 36.a0 23.00 40.00 36(10 6400 52.00 36(0 41.71 

®Yo 1233 9.59 13.70 1233  21.92 17.81 1233 100.00 

5 15 1.6 14 13 9 8 10 85 

IgY/c 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.03 
®3/0 17.65 18.82 16.47 15.29 10.59 9.41 11.76 100.00 

MIA 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 175 
loam =Da loam 103.0) laloo loam 100.00 100.00 

(% 14.29 14.29 14.29 14..9 14.29 14.29 14.29 aaldb 
Man 456 456 452 440 436 416 416 433 

CP/o- repaisetscckmpeorlage 	qP/o- reptseis rcwpaccriax 
Smle 1-Vey tom, 2 - Lay, 3- Mxlerate; 4- Filth; 5 - Vey Ficjt 
Saxe E a Qtected franatirle InIsbie Lilts at amlicrnare 
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TABLE 222(C) 

Mlivalion To Take Up Tlis Lire of Activity in the Wetted SSE Units - Frierxis 
Enozragerrert 

Sole Plnatk Electricals Bearaics thenical Plastic fling F &B Tcbd 
1 2 1 2 1 0 0 1 7 

CA &00 400 &00 400 0.00 (100 400 _ 400 

®Yo 28.57 1429 28.57 1429 0.00 0.00 14.29 100.00 
2 3 2 2 2 3 2 1 15 

CPA 1200 &CO &00 &CO 1200 &CO 400 857 

®Yo 2200 13.33 13.33 13.33 2200 13.33 6.67 100.00 
3 7 5 6 5 4 5 5 

CA 28.00 2200 24.03 2200 16.00 2200 2200 2114 
gyp 38. 92 13.51 16.22 13.51 10.81 13.51 13.51 100.00 

4 6 7 8 9  9 6 8 53 

VA 2400 28.00 32.00 36.00 36.00 24.00 32.00 30.29 
(Pk 1132 13.21 15.09 16.98 16.98 1132 15.09 100.00 

5 7 10 7 8 9 12 10 63 
CY/c 0.00 0.00 OM 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

C4)/0 1L 11 15.87 1111 1270 14.29 19.05 15.87 100.00 

Tolal 25 25 25 25 25 25 175 

CA 100.00 100.00 11X100 100.03 1C0.00 100.00 100.00 - 100.00 

®Yo 1429 1429 14.29 1429 1429 1429 14.29 100.00 
NMI 3.52 3.92 3.64 3.M 3.96 4.12 400 3.86 
Cfro- nVeSerfs oiLrrn patoartaw 

 

®'/o- tem:wits rum parcertacx 
Rale: 1 - Nity Log, 2-1 3- MxI3-ae; 4-10; 5- Vey 
Spice Cala Ie 1nipeIrdii UisadQ.iaTare. 

TABLE 2.22(D) 
Motivation To Take Up This Line Of Activity in the Selected SSI Units- 

Su000rt And Incentives 
Scale Pharm 

aceutic 
al 
1 

Electri- 
cats 

2 

Electro 
-nics 

3 

Chemi 
-cal 

4 

Plasti 
c 

5 

Engin 
eering 

6 

F & B 

7 

Total 

1 0 0 0 2 2 2 1 7 
©% 0 0 0 8.00 8.00 8.00 4.00 4.00 

2 0 0 1 1 3 1 3 9 
CD% 0 0 4.00 4.00 12.00 4.00 12.00 5.14 

3 1 2 3 2 4 5 724 
0% 4.00 8.00 12.00 8.00 16.00 20.00 28.00 13.71 

4 4 2 5 8 5 7 6 37 
©% 16.00 8.00 20.00 32.00 20.00 28.00 24.00 21.14 

5 20 21 16 12 11 10 8 98 
©% 8.00 84.00 64.00 48.00 44.00 40.00 32.00 56.00 

TOTAL 25 25 _ 25 25 25 25 25 175 
©% 100 100 100 100 100 _ 100 100 100 

MEAN 4.76 4.76 4.44 4.08 3.80 3.88 3.68 4.20 
0% - represents column percentage 
Scale : 1 - Very Low; 2- Low; 3- Moderate; 4- High; 5 - Very High. 
Source: Data Collected from Sample Industrial Units and Questionnaire. 
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entrepreneurs (27.43 percent) have got very high rating, 61 

entrepreneurs 34.86 percent rates is as moderately motivating. 

Infrastructural facilities is another motivating factor for 

entrepreneurs. Table 2.22(F) shows the rating for the various 

entrepreneurs. It states that only 25 entrepreneurs representing 

14.29 percent are very highly motivated, 47 entrepreneurs 26.86 

percent are highly motivated and most of them are moderately or 

low motivational rating. 

The analysis of all the motivational factors displayed in the 

Table 2.22(G) showed the mean value of various motivational 

factors. Among them all the highly rated factor is due to better 

prospects (4.39 mean value), then followed by self-employment 

(4.22), subsidies (4.20) and the lowest is infrastructure (3.28). 

Infrastructural factors become the lowest because everybody knows 

the fact that the Goa state is fully dependent on other neighbouring 

states for their necessities like power 86 fuel, supply of raw material, 

labour, etc. 

Industry wise analysis shows that in pharmaceuticals the 

subsidies got the highest mean value (4.76) and infrastructure got 

the lowest (3.04). In case of electricals the subsidies got the 

highest (4.76) and infrastructure is the lowest (3.28), electronics it 

is subsidies (4.44) is the highest and infrastructure is the lowest 

(3.12). Chemicals, better prospects is the highest (4.40) and past 
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TABLE 2.22(E) 
Motivation To Take Up This Line Of Activity in the Selected SSI Units - Past 

Experience 
Scale Pharmac 

eutical 
Electri- 

cals 
Electra- 

nics 
Chemi- 

cal 
Plastic Engine 

ering 
F & B Total 

1 0 2 0 2 1 1 1 7 
©% 0 8.00 0 8.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 

2 2 4 3 5 6 2 4 26 
()% 8.00 16.00 12.00 20.00 24.00 8.00 16.00 14.86 

3 6 7 6 4 5 2 3 33 
©% 24.00 28.00 24.00 16.00 20.00 8.00 12.00 18.86 

4 9 8 10 6 7 12 9 61 
©% 36.00 32.00 42.00 24.00 28.00 48.00 36.00 34.86 

5 8 4 6 8 8 8 48 
@% 32.00 16.00 24.00 32.00 24.00 32.00 32.00 27.43 

TOTAL 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 175 
©% 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 

MEAN 3.92 3.32 3.76 3.52 3.44 3.96 3.76 3.67 
- represents column percentage 

Scale : 1 - Very Low; 2 - Low; 3 - Moderate; 4 - High; 5 - Very High. 
Source: Data Collected from Sample Industrial Units and Questionnaire. 

Table 2.22(F) 
Motivation To Take Up This Line Of Activity in the Selected SS! Units - 

Infrastructu re Facilities 
Scale Pharmac 

eutical 
Electri- 

cals 
Electra- 

nics 
Chemi- 

cal 
Plastic Engine 

ering 
F & B Total 

1 3 2 1 2 1 2 1 12 
©% 12.00 8.00 4.00 8.00 4.00 8.00 4.00 6.86 

2 4 3 5 1 5 3 2 23 
©% 16.00 12.00 20.00 4.00 50.00 12.00 8.00 13.14 

3 10 8 11 7 12 11 9 68 
©% 40.00 32.00 44.00 28.00 48.00  44.00 56.00 38.80 

4 5 10 6 10 4 5 7 47 
©% 20.00 40.00 24.00 40.00 16.00 20.00 28.00 26.86 

5 3 2 2 5 3 4 6 25 
()% 12.00 8.00 8.00 20.00 12.00 16.00 24.00 14.29 

TOTAL 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 175 
©% 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 

MEAN 3.04 3.28 3.12 3.60 3. 12  3.24 3.60 3.28 
10% - represents column percentage 
Scale : 1 - Very Low; 2 - Low; 3 - Moderate; 4 - High; 5 - Very High. 
Source: Data Collected from Sample Industrial Units and Questionnaire. 
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TABLE 2.22(G) 
Analysis Of Motivational Factors (Mean 

. Factors Pharmac 
eutical 

Electri- 
cats 

Electro- 
nics 

Chemi- 
cal 

Plastic Engine 
ering 

F & B Total 

Self 
Employment 

4.40 4.16 3.96 4.04 4.36 4.00 4.64 4.22 

Subsidies 4.76 4.76 4.44 4.08 3.80 3.88 3.68 4.20 
Better Prospects 4.56 4.56 4.52 4.40 4.36 4.16 4.16 4.39 
Friends Support 3.52 3.92 3.64 3.84 3.96 4.12 4.00 3.86 
Infrastructure 3.04 3.28 3.12 3.60 3.12 3.24 3.60 3.28 

Experience 3.92 3.32 3.76 3.52 3.44 3.96 3.76 3.67 

Source: Data Collected from Sample Industrial Units and Questionnaire. 

experience is the lowest (3.52), plastics, self employment and better 

prospects is the highest (4.36) and infrastructure is rated as the 

lowest (3.12). In engineering, better prospects is rated the highest 

(4.16) and subsidies is rated the lowest (3.88) and finally in food 86 

beverage, self employment is rated at the highest mean value (4.64) 

and infrastructure is rated the lowest (3.60). Therefore, it is clear 

from the above analysis that entrepreneurs enter in small scale 

business due to better prospects, self employment and subsidies. 
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ACCOUNTING 
PRACTICES 



CHAPTER - III 

ACCOUNTING PRACTICES 

The basic function of Accounting is to serve as a means of 

communication. It communicates the results of business operations 

to various parties who have some stake in the business, since it is a 

language of business. All companies, firms and small scale 

enterprises even non profit making enterprises in particular are 

required to keep certain Accounting records that will show and 

explain the companies transactions. The need for accounting is all 

the more great mainly to know, what he owns? What he owes? 

Whether he have earned a profit or suffered a loss on account of 

running a business? What is his financial position i.e. whether he 

will be in a position to meet all his commitments in the near future 

or he is in the process of becoming a bankrupt. 

Companies Act 1956, have made it compulsory for all the 

companies registered under its Act to prepare complete books of 

accounts as per its guidelines, where as for sole traders and 

partnerships firms the Act is not applicable. Many of the sole 

trading concerns and partnership firms are coming under the 

preview of small scale business enterprises and for them the Act is 

relaxed. Business enterprises have to communicate with the 

internal and external parties and maintaining cost and financial 

records becomes the part and parcel of their routine activities. The 



Internal management requires the books of Account to take the 

decisions that will improve the efficiency and profitability, external 

parties may demand it due to their interest in it. 

Like any other business operations, small scale industry also 

have to maintain two types of records, costing and financial. 

Financial records involves the financial statement (i.e. profit and 

Loss Account and Balance Sheet). For any legal entity, it is 

mandatory for them to prepare at the end of the year the financial 

statement. Whether they like it or not, all small enterprises, 

partnership and joint stock companies are required to maintain the 

financial statement compulsorily. It may be due to request/ 

demand from income tax, sales tax, banks, lenders, creditors, 

suppliers or from the financial institutions who give long/short 

term loans to the units or general investors they have to prepare the 

financial statement from time to time. In small scale enterprises, it 

is due to government which gives various incentives and subsidies, 

creditors who supplies on credit to SSI, financial institutions which 

gives the various types of short term and long term finances, Banks 

which give loan to small scale industries will evaluate the financial 

statements first before granting any credit and finances to SSI. It 

becomes necessary for the unit to get its accounts audited by a 

qualified accountant or Chartered Accountant from time to time 

and give his comments on the financial standing of the units. He 

have to prepare a statement to know from where the funds have 

come and for what purpose expenses it have incurred. Sometimes 
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it have to give the ratio analysis and trends analysis, fund flow 

statement, common size statements analysis. 

Thus, financial statement act as a guarantor of financial 

health of the company, without this statement it will be extremely 

difficult for any outside party to lend or give credit to small scale 

enterprises. 

Keeping the importance of Accounting in mind an attempt is 

made to study the accounting practices followed by small scale 

industry in Goa. 

3.1 FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING 

Accounting have a significant role to play in any Business 

organisation whether it is sole proprietorship or a big joint stock 

company. It is very important to have a separate accounting 

department that maintains the various books of Accounts and 

reports it to management from time to time. In small scale industry 

it is mainly the owner who prepared the books of Accounts that to 

as per his own whims and fancies. In Table 3.1 it is clear from the 

sample of 175 units only 89 units representing 50.86 percent are 

maintaining a separate accounting department where as 86 units 

representing 40.14 percent do not maintain a separate accounting 

department. Industry wise it is the chemicals representing 60 

percent of the total units electricals, plastics, food 85 beverages 



recorded the lowest percentage below (50 percent) who maintain a 

separate accounting department. 

It is clear from the analysis that Accounting neglected area in 

Small Scale Industries. Accounting is done by the owner that too 

as per his own wish. 

Basically, there are two main , systems of Accounting or 

keeping the records of the business transactions in a regular and 

systematic manners. It may be in the form of single entry or double 

entry system of Accounting. This system can be maintained by any 

business organisation whether it is a joint stock company, 

partnership firm or sole trading concern whether it is small scale 

business or large business houses, it is a must. Table 3.2 shows 

single entry or double entry system of accounting. It is found that 

171 units representing 97.71 percent of the total units followed 

double entry system of accounting while only 4 units (2.29 percent) 

followed the single entry system. In plastics and food & beverages, 

it is 2 units each representing just 8 percent. Most of the units 

have found the double entry system to be the most suitable for the 

purpose of recording the transaction. Out of 175 units only 2 units 

each from plastics and food & beverages are carrying out single 

entry system of book keeping. 



TABLE 3.1 
intenance f Accounting Department by SSI Units 

Pharmaceutical Electricals Electronics Chemical Plastic Engineering F & B Total 

Yes 15 11 13 16 8 15 11 89 

C/0 60.00 44.00 52.00 64.00 32.00 60.00 44.00 50.86 

®°/0 16.85 12.36 14.61 17.98 8.99 16.85 12.36 100.00 

No 10 14 12 9 17 10 14 86 

C/0 40.00 56.00 48.00 36.00 68.00 40.00 56.00 49.14 

®°/0 11.63 16.28 13.95 10.47 19.77 11.63 16.28 100.00 

Total 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 175 

©0/0 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 

® 0/0 14.29 14.29 14.29 14.29 14.29 14.29 14.29 100.00 

C/0 - represents column percentage 	®0/0 - represents row percentage 
Source: Data collected from Sample Industrial Units and Questionnaire. 

TABLE 3.2 
f Accounting followed by the Sample SW Units ‘ 

Pharmaceutical Electricals Electronics Chemical Plastic Engineering F & B Total 

Single Entry 0 0 0 0 2 0 2 4 

©0/0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 8.00 0.00 8.00 2.29 

(Dcib 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 50.00 , 	0.00 50.00 100.00 

Double Entry 25 25 25 25 23 25 23 171 

©0/0 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 92.00 100.00 92.00 97.71 

@WI, 14.62 14.62 14.62 14.62 13.45 14.62 13.45 100.00 

Total 25 • 25 25 25 25 25 25 175 

©°/0 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 

®0/0 14.29 14.29 14.29 14.29 14.29 14.29 14.29 100.00 
C)% - represents column percentage 	®°/0 - represents row percentage 

Source: Data collected from Sample Industrial Units and Questionnaire. 



3.1.1 VOUCHER 

Auditor checks the books of account on the basis of vouchers. 

It is a document of the office that gives authentication to the book-

keeper to pass the necessary entries. Any activity of accounts 

starts first with the maintenance of voucher register. Whether large 

scale business or small scale business, one cannot avoid voucher 

register. On the basis of voucher an accountant gives treatment to 

a transaction. In other words, Vouchers are necessary to pass a 

transaction. In Table 3.3, it is revealed that almost all the small 

scale units, maintain the Voucher Register. It only implies that SSI 

are aware of the importance of voucher in the business. It helps to 

cross check the accounts and its reliability. It mainly classifies into 

two debit voucher and credit voucher. 

Generally vouchers are maintained in two different ways i.e. 

date-wise and transaction-wise. Most of the vouchers are 

maintained according to data-wise but in case of contract work or 

job works and some other cases vouchers are maintained according 

to separate transaction-wise. Most of the small scale units follow 

data-wise classification of voucher. In Table 3.4 shomis the basis for 

Voucher Register, 121 units representing 69.14 percent of the total 

followed the date-wise voucher whereas 54 units representing 30.86 

percent followed job/contract wise i.e. transaction-wise Voucher 

Register. Industry wise maximum electronics units maintains date 

wise voucher 20 units 80 percent followed by engineering 19 units 
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TABLE 3.3 
Preparation of Voucher Register by the Sample SSI Units. 

Pharmaceutical Electricals Electronics Chemical Plastic Engineering F & B Total 
Yes 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 175 

0% 100.00 100.00  100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 
e% 14.29 14.29 14.29 14.29 14.29 14.29 14.29 100.00 

No 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
©% 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0% 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

Total 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 175 
CY% 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 

(0% 	14.29 	 14.29 	14.29 	14.29  
0% - represents column percentage 	0% - represents row percentage 

Source: Data collected from Sample Industrial Units and Questionnaire. 

14.29 14.29 14.29 100.00 

    

TABLE 3.4 
Basis for Voucher Register 

Pharmaceutical Electricals Electronics Chemical Plastic Engineering F & B Total 
Date-wise 16 18 20 17 14 19 17 121 

00/0 64.00 72.00 _ 80.00 68.00 56.00 76.00 68.00 69.14 
®0/0 13.22 14.88 16.53 14.05 11.57 15.70 14.05 100.00 

Transaction-1 9. 7 5 8 11 6 8  54 
00/0 36.00 28.00 20.00 32.00 44.00 24.00 32.00 30.86 

®0/0 16.67 12.96 9.26 14.81 20.37 11.11 14.81 100.00 
Total 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 175 

©% 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 
®0/0 14.29 14.29 14.29 14.29 14.29 14.29 14.29 100.00 

CI% - represents column percentage 	®% - represents row percentage 
Source: Data collected from Sample Industrial Units and Questionnaire. 



(76 percent), electricals 18 units (72 percent) and chemicals and 

food & beverages 17 units each represents 68 percent each. Job 

wise register were mainly common among plastics 4 units (44 

percent) followed by pharmaceuticals 9 units (36 percent). It is 

understood from the above Table most of the units followed date-

wise Voucher Register whereas only few cases they maintained 

transaction wise voucher. 

3.1.2 JOURNALS 

Journal is prepared after the voucher register. Journal keeps 

all the records of the business transactions in an orderly manner. 

Journal is a book of original entry. It is a book of daily record. All 

the Transactions are subsequently posted and transferred to 

respective ledgers which ultimately helps to prepare the Trial 

balance and the financial statements. Various Journals are 

prepared based upon the transactions and size of the business. 

Small business enterprises prepare sometimes one journal while 

others prepare various others journals. To have a systematic book 

keeping, one must know first how to journalise the transactions. 

The overall Journal is also knows as the General Journal in 

case of small scale units in which all the business activities are 

recorded accordingly. When the transactions become numerous, 

special journals are used. Thus, in modern times a journal is 

divided into various books known as " Subsidiary Books". Many 

Small Scale units feel it is convenient and time saving in 



maintaining one Journal. Table 3.5 reveals the type of Journals 

maintained by SSI. 74 units out of 175 sample units representing 

42.29 percent of the total have maintained one General Journal to 

record all the transactions, wherein plastics industries with 18 

units representing 72 percent stand first followed by food tts 

beverages 13 units ( 52 percent), electricals with 11 units with 44 

percent and engineering with 10 units (40 percent) and engineering 

with 10 units (40 percent) while pharmaceuticals 5 units with 20 

percent is reported lowest among them all. 

The two journal sets are maintained basically for the (i) Sales 

and Receipts, and (ii) Purchases and disbursements. These are 

maintained by those units whose transaction are slightly higher 

than the usual. The Table 3.5 showed that out of 175 units, 21 

units representing 12 percent of the total were found to have 

prepared two sets of journals in which pharmaceuticals with 7 

units representing 28 percent, engineering with 5 units 

representing 20 percent and electricals with 3 units (12 percent) 

were on the top of the Table while units like chemicals and plastics 

with one units each were at the bottom of the Table. 

A set of three journals maintained when the business 

transaction are varied in number and various types too. The 

three sets of journals consists of (i) General Journal, (ii) Cash 

disbursement, and (iii) cash receipts journals. This Journal is 

used where the business buys on cash basis and sells on cash 
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basis. It can be seen from the Table 3.5 that 53 units out of the 

sample size of 175 units representing 30.29 percent have 

maintained three sets of journals. Industry wise it showed that 

chemicals with 13 units representing 52 percent, electricals with 9 

units representing 36 percent and pharmaceuticals with 8 units (32 

percent) are mostly favouring three journals sets while units like 

engineering with 3 units representing 12 percent and plastic 4 units 

with 16 percent are reported to be the least followers of this type of 

Journals. 

A set of five journals are maintained by business units where 

the transactions are numerous and the size of the business is also 

big. The five type of journals consists of (I) General Journal, (ii) 

Purchavee Journal, (iii) Sales Journal, (iv) Cash receipts Journal, 

and (v) cash disbursements Journal. This type of Journals 

maintenance system is less popular among the small scale units. 

The Table 3.5 shows that 27 units representing 15.43 percent in 

which engineering with 7 units, 28 percent and pharmaceuticals 

and electronics with 5 units each are at the top while electricals, 

chemicals and plastics with 2 units each representing 8 percent are 

reported to be the lowest users of the system. Overall the small 

scale units in Goa are using predominantly General Journal and 

three sets of Journal while two sets of Journals and five sets are 

less popular among the small scale units in Goa. 



3.1.3 LEDGERS 

A ledger contains a group of Accounts. All the entries made 

in the Journal must be posted into the ledger. It is a book of final 

entry. After the transaction have been posted into its debit and 

credit elements in a Journal, each such debit or credit element 

must be transferred to the respective Ledger Accounts. Many small 

scale units maintained the General Ledger. Sometimes two other 

ledgers like account payable and account receivable ledger are 

separated from the General Ledger and prepared separately. Still if 

the transactions are more then in addition to this two ledgers, 

General Ledger is also prepared. Table 3.6 shows the type of Ledger 

maintained by the small scale units. It is noted that out of 175 

sample units, 131 units representing 74.86 percent followed only. 

General Ledger where in electronics with 20 units (80 percent), 

plastics 22 units with 88 percent and chemicals and food 86 

beverages 19 units each with 76 percent are one of the top users of 

this system while 44 units representing 25.14 percent followed 

General Ledgers and other in which pharmaceuticals 9 units 

representing 36 percent, engineering with 8 units representing 32 

percent and electricals with 7 units representing 28 units are the 

main followers of this type of Ledgers. It only reveals that nearly 

one fourth of the total units are particularly maintaining General 

Ledgers and others to keep the upto date record of the customers 

and suppliers from time to time. 
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TABLE 3.5 
Tvoe of Journal Maintained by the SSI Units 

Pharmaceutical Electricals Electronics Chemical Plastic . Engineering F & B Total 
One Journal 5 11 9 18 10 13 74 

$0% 20.00 44.00 32.00 36.00 72.00 40.00 52.00 42.29 
®°/0 6.76 14.86 10.81 12.16 24.32 13.51 17.57 100.00 

Two Journal 7 3 2 1 1 5 2 21 
©oh 28.00 12.00 8.00 4.00 4.00 20.00 8.00 12.00 

®°/0 33.33 14.29 9.52 4.76 4.76 23.81 9.52 100.00 
Three 3ourna 8 9 10 13 4 3 6 53 

©°/0 32.00 36.00 40.00 52.00 16.00 12.00 24.00 30.29 
®°/0 15.09 16.98 18.87 24.53 7.55 5.66 11.32 100.00 

Five and abol 5 2 5 2 2 7 4 27 
©0/0 20.00 8.00 20.00 8.00 8.00 28.00 16.00 15.43 

®°/0 18.52 7.41 18.52 7.41 7.41 25.93 14.81 100.00 
Total 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 175 

CD% 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 
®°/0 14.29 14.29 14.29 14.29 14.29 14.29 14.29 100.00 

Crio - represents column percentage 
	

(kicYci - represents row per Source: Data collected from Sample Industrial Units and Questionnai 

TABLE 3.6 
Types of Ledgers followed by the SSI Units 

Pharmaceutical Electricals Electronics Chemical Plastic Engineering F & B Total 
General Ledg 16 18 20 19 22 17 19 131 

@ 0/0 64.00 72.00 80.00 76.00 88.00 68.00 76.00 74.86 
®°/0 12.21 13.74 15.27 14.50 16.79 12.98 1430 100.00 

General 7 3 2 1 1 5 2 21 
@ 0/0 28.00 12.00 8.00 4.00 4.00 20.00 8.00 12.00 

®°/0 33.33 14.29 9.52 4.76 4.76 23.81 9.52 100.00 
Total 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 175 

@Wo 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 
0°/0 14.29 14.29 14.29 14.29 14.29 14.29 14.29 100.00 

Crio - represents column percentage 
	

®Wo - represents row rx Source: Data collected from Sample Industrial Units and Questionnai 



3.1.4 CASH BOOK 

Cash Transactions are recorded in a book called Cash Book 

or Cash Journal. Cash book is both of prime entry and a book of 

final entry. It serves the two main purposes 

e ►  to record transactions pertaining cash as we write in any other 

subsidiary book of original entry and 

e ►  to give us the balance of cash on hand as given by any other 

Ledger Account. 

Cash Book can be any of the followed types. Simple cash 

book or single column cash book in which all the cash and bank 

transactions are passed through the same column, it have two 

sides. Receipt side and Payment side. Double column cash book 

have column and discount column, cash column is to record cash 

receipts and payments while discount column is meant for 

recording discount received (Credit Side) and discount allowed 

(Debit side). Triple column cash book contains the three column 

i.e. cash, discount and Bank column and multiple column cash 

book is maintained when a entrepreneur maintains more then one 

bank account. This cash book can be used to record transactions 

with each individual bank separately, thus there can be as many 

columns on either side of the cash book as per the number of Bank 

Account operated by an entrepreneur. Table 3.7 shows 

maintenance of cash book by the units and it is very interesting to 

see that all the 175 units maintained the cash book. It only shows 
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how important is the cash book for the small scale industry. It 

also depicts the importance of Accounting system for the business. 

3.1.5 PETTY CASH BOOK 

The Petty Cash Book as its very name suggests is a cash book 

in which are recorded cash payments of small amounts for which it 

is generally not possible to issue a cheque. Small business 

expenses are required to be properly recorded into cash book and it 

is done through petty cash book. It is usually maintained on the 

basis of imprest system. Here a fixed amount is advanced to the 

petty cashier at the beginning of the period by the chief cashier. He 

submits his accounts at the end of the period and fresh advance is 

given after examining the accounts by the Chief cashier. It is very 

important for small scale enterprises to have a petty cash book to 

record correctly and come to a correct picture of profit or loss at the 

end. Table 3.8 depicts the maintenance of petty cash book by SSI. 

It is clear from the Table that 152 units representing 86.86 percent 

does not maintain petty cash book only 23 units representing 13.14 

percent maintains it. It can be inferred from the Table that petty 

cash system is not popular among the SSI units in Goa. 

Entrepreneurs mainly don't know the system and its usefulness to 

the business. And those who know the system fail to implement 

because they think it is a waste of time to prepare petty cash book. 

Industry wise it is food 86 beverages 6 units representing 24 percent 

of the total in it and engineering 5 units representing 20 percent of 
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TABLE 3.7 
Cash Book Maintenance by the SSI Units 

Pharmaceutical Electricals Electronics Chemical Plastic Engineering F & B Total 
Yes 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 175 

©% 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 
et% 14.29 14.29 14.29 14.29 14.29 14.29 14.29 100.00 

No 0 0 0 0  0 0 0 0 
©% 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

(ID% 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Total 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 175 

©% 100.00 100.00 - 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 
0% 14.29 14.29 14.29 14.29 14.29 14.29 14.29 100.00 

0°/0 - represents column percentage 	0% - represents row percentage 
Source: Data collected from Sample Industrial Units and. Questionnaire. 

TABLE 3.8 

Pharmaceutical 
Petty Cash Book 

Electricals 
Maintenance 

Electronics 
by the 

Chemical 
Sample SSI 

Plastic 
Units 
Engineering F & B Total 

Yes 2 4 2 3 1 5 6 23 
©0/0, 8 16 8 12 _ 4 20 24 13.14 

00/0 8.7 17.39 8.7 13.04 4.35 21.74 26.09 100 
No 23 21 23 22 24 20 19 152 

©0/0 92 84 92 88 96 80 76 86.86 
®0/0 15.13 13.82 15.13 14.47 15.79 13.16 12.5 100 

Total 25 25 25 25 _ 25 25 25 175 
©% 100 100 100  100 100 100 100 100 

®0/0  _ 	 14.29 14.29 14.29 14.29 14.29 14.29 14.29 100 
00/0 - represents column percentaae 	A Wo - reoresents row percentaoe 

Source: Data collected from Sample Industrial Units and Questionnaire. 



it maintained the petty cash book, it is also popular to some extent 

among the electricals units representing 16 percent and chemicals 

12 percent of their respective total. 

3.1.6 BANK RECONCILLIATION STATEMENT 

A Bank Reconciliation Statement is a statement reconciling 

the balance as shown by the Bank Pass book and the balance as 

shown by the cash book. The main idea behind preparing such a 

statement is to know the causes of difference between the two 

balances and pass necessary correcting or adjusting entries in the 

books of the firm. It is very much essential before finalising the 

books of Accounts. Thus, Bank Reconciliation is a statement which 

shows the closing balances as per cash book and as per pass book 

on a particular date and the various items of differences which are 

adjusted to reconcile these two balances. In the study an attempt 

is made to know whether small scale industries prepare Bank 

Reconciliation. Table 3.9 shows that 119 units representing 68 

percent prepare Bank Reconciliation statement while 56 units 

representing 32 percent have not prepared it. Further insight into 

the Table showed that electronics with 21 units (84 percent), 

electricals 19 units(76 percent) and chemicals 18 units (72 percent), 

pharmaceuticals 17 (68 percent) were at Lhe top of the list in Bank 

Reconciliation. Whereas food 8b beverages, engineering and plastics 

units. The Bank Reconciliation system is not popular. It is 

neglected mainly due to lack of expertness in the units. 
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3.1.7 DEPRECIATION 

Every entrepreneur wants to know the profit earned by him. 

In order to calculate profit, depreciation on fixed assets have to be 

charged against the revenue that is earned. Depreciation is the 

allocated cost on a fixed assets. In other words, depreciation is the 

diminution in the value of a fixed asset due to a constant use of the 

asset concerned. It is also explained as the loss in the productive 

capacity of an asset, measured and expressed in monetary terms. 

Depreciation is closely related to profit or loss determination 

for the period. Unless depreciation is charged against the revenue, 

one cannot ascertain the income properly. It is necessary to charge 

the depreciation mainly to ascertain the true profits, present the 

true financial position or replacement of assets. Previously 

provision of depreciation was left to the discretion of the 

management whether to provide or not but the Companies Act 1956 

makes it clear that it is necessary and more so when the company 

declares the dividends. In all these are the necessary conditions for 

providing depreciation. The Table 3.10 reveals the position of the 

units providing for depreciation and it is clear that almost all the 

small scale units have provided for depreciation irrespective of their 

type of business. It was observed that direct tax benefit reduces 

the outflow of cash and helps in tax planning. 

Computation of depreciation is revealed in The Table 3.11. 

Although most of the small scale entrepreneurs are aware of the 



TABLE 3.9 
Preparation of Bank Reconciliation Statement by the Sample SSI Units 

Pharmaceutical Electricals Electronics Chemical Plastic Engineering F & B Total 
Yes 17 19 21 18 16 15 13 119 

©0/0 68.00 76.00 84.00 72.00 64.00 60.00 52.00 68.00 
®0/0 14.29 15.97 17.65 15.13 13.45 12.61 10.92 100.00 

No 8 6 4 7 9 10 12 56 
©% 32.00 24.00 16.00 28.00 36.00 40.00 48.00 32.00 

®0/0 14.29 10.71 7.14 12.50 16.07 17.86 21.43 100.00 
Total 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 175 

©0/0 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 
®0/0 14.29 14.29 14.29 14.29 14.29 14.29 14.29 100.00 

©% - represents column percentage 	® 0/0 - represents row percentage 
Source: Data collected from Sample Industrial Units and Questionnaire. 

TABLE 3.10 
Depreciation Provision Allowed 

Pharmaceutical Electricals Electronics Chemical Plastic Engineering F & B Total 
Yes 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 175 

©0/0 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 
®0/0 14.29 14.29 14.29 14.29 14.29 14.29 14.29 100.00 

No 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
©cyo 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

®0/0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Total 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 175 

©cyo 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 
®0/0 14.29 14.29 14.29 14.29 14.29 14.29 14.29 100.00 

©% - represents column percentage 	®°/0 - represents row percentage 
Source: Data collected from Sample Industrial Units and Questionnaire. 



provision of depreciation but many of them do not know how to 

compute the depreciation. It is seen in the Table that 156 units 

representing 89.14 percent got their depreciation computed by a 

private auditor. Whereas 19 units representing 10.86 percent did 

it through their own accounting department. Industry wise, only 

electricals 5 units (20 percent), chemicals 4 units (16 percent), 

engineering and pharmaceuticals 3 units each representing 12 

percent have shown some sort of awareness, but overall they are 

ignorant about it. It is due to the lack of qualified person who can 

handle the accounts. Here persons are told to do any type of work 

and there is no fixed duty as such for the employees specially non-

technicals and experts. 

3.1.8 METHOD OF DEPRECIATION 

There are various methods of allocating depreciation, such as 

fixed installment method, depletion, diminishing balance method, 

machine hour rate method, annuity method, insurance policy 

method, sinking fund method, sum of years of digits method, group 

depreciation method, double declining method etc. The fixation of 

depreciation amount is based upon the cost of the asset, estimated 

scrap value and estimated useful life of the asset and it depends 

upon the enterprise to enterprise. The most widely used methods 

were straight line method or diminishing balance method. In case 

of straight line method the depreciation charges goes maximum 

upto 95 percent of the original cost of the asset over a specified 
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TABLE 3.11 
Sources of Calculation of Depreciation 

Pharmaceutical Electricals Electronics Chemical Plastic Engineering F & B Total 
Accounting D 3 5 2. 4 1 3 1 19 

©Wo 12.00 20.00 8.00 16.00 4.00 12.00 4.00 10.86 
®% 15.79 26.32 10.53 21.05 5.26 15.79 5.26 100.00 

Private 22 20 23 21 24 22 24 156 
CD% 88.00 80.00 92.00 84.00 96.00 88.00 96.00 89.14 
0% 14.10 12.82 14.74 13.46 15.38 14.10 15.38 100.00 

Total 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 175 
(V)/0 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 

®% 14.29 14.29 14.29 14.29 14.29 14.29 14.29 100.00 
()% - represents column percentage 	®% - represents row percentage 

Source: Data collected from Sample Industrial Units and Questionnaire. 

TABLE 3.12 
Method of Depreciation Followed by the Sample SSI Units 

Pharmaceutical Electricals Electronics Chemical Plastic Engineering F & B Total 
Dimishing 24 25 25 23 24 25 23 169 

()% 96.00 100.00 100.00 92.00 96.00 100.00 92.00 96.57 
®Wo 14.20 14.79 14.79 13.61 14.20 14.79 13.61 100.00 

Straight Line 1 0 0 2 1 0 2 6 
©% 4.00 0.00 0.00 8.00 4.00 0.00 8.00 3.43 
0% 16.67 0.00 0.00 33.33 16.67 0.00 33.33 100.00 

Total 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 175 
CD% 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 
0% 14.29 14.29 14.29 14.29 14.29 14.29 14.29 100.00 

()% - represents column percentage 	00/0 - represents row percentage 
Source: Data collected from Sample Industrial Units and Questionnaire. 



period. As far as companies are concerned it is governed and 

decided by the Companies Act 1956, the rate of depreciation and 

the method to be followed. 

Table 3.12 shows that most of the business units followed the 

diminishing balance method of depreciation 169 units representing 

96.57 percent, whereas 6 units representing (3.43 percent) followed 

straight line method of depreciation. Industry wise food 85 beverage 

2 units, chemicals 2 units, pharmaceuticals and plastics one unit 

each followed the straight line method while rest of all followed 

diminishing balance method. 

Awareness about depreciation method followed is shown in 

Table 3.13, it is clear that 147 entrepreneurs representing 84 

percent are aware about the depreciation method. While 28 

entrepreneurs representing 16 percent are not aware of it. Industry 

wise, it shows that maximum entrepreneurs were aware of the 

depreciation methods except few like chemicals 7 units, electronics 

and food 85 beverages 5 units each, pharmaceuticals and plastics 4 

units each, engineering 2 units and one electricals were not aware 

of the depreciation policy to be followed. They simply followed the 

advise given by the Chartered Accountant or an Auditor. 

3.1.9 Purpose of providing a certain amount of depreciation 

or choosing a particular method of depreciation is due to some 

specific reasons such as to enjoy the maximum tax benefit, creating 

fund for the replacement of the asset or to maintain the uniform 
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capacity intact from the beginning. The study reveals that the 

purpose of providing depreciation varies from enterprise to 

enterprise as it can be seen from the Table 3.14. Out of the total 

101 entrepreneurs representing 57.71 percent were providing 

depreciation for tax planning. Where as 52 entrepreneurs said it is 

due to all the above reasons and 13 units said due to maintaining 

its capacity intact, while 9 units expressed due to replacement of 

the old assets. According to industry wise, engineering (18 units), 

food 86 beverages (16 units), chemicals (16 units) and plastics 15 

units were found to have gone above 60 percent of their respective 

size was for tax planning purpose while pharmaceutical 10 units 

and electricals 9 units were due to other reasons. 

3.1.10 FINANCIAL REPORTING 

Reporting is a formal technique of communication of all the 

data to those who need to take the business decisions. It is a 

process providing information to all internal as well as external 

parties. Internal is for its own improvement and development 

where as external is due to their interest in the business, it 

included, shareholders, bankers, financial institutions, customers, 

creditors, suppliers and the government. 

The primary object of reporting is of two types: first 

appraising the management with the actual performance and 

secondly to enable the management to make scientific and sound 

decisions. The main basic form of financial reporting is the Balance 



TABLE 3.13 
Awareness about Depreciation Method Followed 

Pharmaceutical Electricals Electronics Chemical Plastic Engineering F & B Total 
Yes 21 24 20 18 21 23 20 147 

©oh) 84.00 96.00 80.00 72.00 84.00 92.00 80.00 84.00 
®0/0 14.29 16.33 13.61 12.24 14.29 15.65 13.61 100.00 

No 4 1 5 7 4 2 5 28 
C)% 16.00 4.00 20.00 28.00 16.00 8.00 20.00 16.00 
0% 14.29 3.57 17.86 25.00 14.29 7.14 17.86 100.00 

Total 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 175 
©96 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 

®0/0 14.29 14.29 14.29 14.29 14.29 14.29 14.29 100.00 
C) 0 - represents column percentage 	0% - represents row percentage 

Source: Data collected from Sample Industrial Units and Questionnaire. 

'CZ 	 TABLE 3.14 
Purpose/Motive of Providing Depreciation 

  

 

Pharmaceutical Electricals Electronics Chemical Plastic En ineerin F & B Total 
Tax Planning 12 10 14 16 15 18 16 101 

©0/0 48.00 40.00 56.00 64.00 60.00 72.00 64.00 57.71 
®0/0 11.88 9.90 13.86 15.84 14.85 17.82 15.84 , 100.00 

To Replace 1 2 1 1 2 1 1 9 
©0/0 4.00 8.00 4.00 4.00 8.00 4.00 4.00 5.14 
®0/0 11.11 22.22 11.11 11.11 22.22 11.11 11.11 100.00 

Maintaining 2 4 2 1 1 1 2 13 
©0/0 8.00 16.00 8.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 8.00 7.43 
®0/0 15.38 30.77 15.38 7.69 7.69 7.69 15.38 100.00 

All of the 10 9 8 7 7 5 6 52 
©0/0 40.00 36.00 32.00 28.00 28.00 20.00 24.00 29.71 
0% 19.23 17.31 15.38 13.46 13.46 9.62 11.54 100.00 

Total 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 175 
©oh, 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 
00/0 14.29 14.29 14.29 14.29 14.29 14.29 14.29 100.00 

0% - reoresents column oercentaae ®% - reoresents row perCenti Source: Data collected from Samole Industrial Units and Questionnaire. 



Sheet and Profit and Loss Account. In case of small scale 

industries, it is the most widely used method of reporting. In 

association with Profit and Loss Account and Balance Sheet 

number of other reports are also sent to the interested parties. 

3.1.10.1 Table 3.15 depicts the financial reporting practices of 

small scale units. Directors report are prepared and presented in 

15 units representing 8.57 percent of the total units, where as large 

number of units, 160 units representing 91.43 percent have not 

prepared and presented directors report. It is mainly prepared in 

case of medium scale units, most of the units were found not 

having directors. The entrepreneurs is the whole and sole of it and 

under such circumstances directors reports are sidelined. This can 

be seen from the Table 3.15. 

3.1.10.2 Profit and loss A/c and Balance Sheet, are also known 

by many entrepreneurs as financial statements. It is one of the 

common methods of reporting practice followed by all the units 

irrespective of their size. It may be vertical form or horizontal form, 

there is no hard and fast rule now. There is no prescribed format 

given by the Companies Act, it is entirely left to an entrepreneur. 

From the Table 3.15 it is clear that all the 175 units used this 

practice of financial reporting. This report gives the actual financial 

standing of the company. All the external parties like shareholders, 

creditors, banks, financial institutions & Government Agencies 

demand for financial statement along with other statements. Small 
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scale units are fully aware of the importance of these statement as 

can be seen from the Table 3.15. 

3.1.10.3 Auditors Report and Notes on Profit & Loss Account are 

other financial Reports. From the Table 3.15 again it is clear that 

all the units prepared the Auditors reports. It is mainly due to the 

fact that all the small scale units got their accounts audited by a 

Chartered Accountant and it is a proof of Authentication of the 

financial statement. Notes on Profit 8s Loss Account is given by only 

26 units (14.86 percent) of the total where as large number of units 

were found either not having known or not having prepared it. 

Notes on Profit & Loss Account makes the Profit 8s Loss Account 

more transparent. It helps to understand the profitability of the 

units very well. 

3.1.10.4 Most of the small scale units have not followed the 

schedules to Balance Sheet which can be seen from the Table 3.15, 

only 45.71 percent units prepared the Balance Sheet as per the 

Schedules provided by the Companies Act 1956. While 54.29 

percent units did not follow the schedules to Balance Sheet. Five 

years results were given by only 12 units representing 6.86 percent 

where as 93.14 percent units did not bother about five year Report 

presentation. Ratio play an important role and it helps to analyse 

the financial statements to understand well. Financial Ratios give 

quick and ready picture of the financial standing of the units. The 

Table 3.15 states that 68 units (38.86 percent) of the total were 
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TABLE 3.15 
Financial Reporting Practices by the Sample SSI Units 

Yes No Total 

Directors Report 15 160 175 
®0/0 8.57 91.43 100.00 

Profit & Loss a/c 175 0 175 

®0/0 100.00 0.00 100.00 

Balance Sheet 175 0 175 
@oh 100.00 0.00 100.00 

Auditors Report 175 0 175 
@oh 100.00 0.00 100.00 

Notes on P & L A/c 26 149 175 

(V/0 14.86 85.14 100.00 
Schedule to Balance 
Sheet 80 95 175 

®% 45.71 54.29 100.00 

Five Year Result 12 163 175 
®0/0 6.86 93.14 100.00 

Financial Ratio's 68 107 175 

Wok 38.86 61.14 100.00 

Accounting Policies 14 161 175 
®0/0 8.00 92.00 100.00 

Fund flow Statements 55 120 175 

8')/0 31.43 68.57 100.00 

Value Added 2 173 175 
®0/0  1.14 98.86 100.00 

Inflation Account 
Statements 0 175 175 

®cyo 0.00 100.00 100.00 

Human Resource 0 175 175 
®0/0 0.00 100.00 100.00 

Social Accounting 0 175 175 
®0/0  0.00 100.00 100.00 

Segment Reporting 45 130 175 
(V/0 25.71 74.29 100.00 

®0/0 - represents row percentage 
Source: Data collected from Sample Industrial Units and Questionnaire. 

TABLE 3.16 
Presentation of P & L A/c and Balance Sheet 

Yes No 
Traditional Form 155 115 

0% 88.57 65/1 
Tabular Form 20 60 

()% 11.43 34.29 
Total 175 175 

@)% 100.00 100.00 
0% - represents Column percentage 
Source: Data collected from Sample Industrial Units and Questionnaire. 
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found to have presented financial ratios along with the financial 

statement i.e. Balance Sheet and Profit 86 Loss Account while 61.14 

percent were found to have not observed the practice of financial 

reporting. 

3.1.10.5 Accounting policies followed or change in the 

Accounting policies are to be communicated through the financial 

statements and it is surprising to know that only 14 units 

representing 8 percent of the total have reported about the 

accounting policies while 92 percent units have not followed this 

policy. It can be seen from the same Table 3.15 above. Fund flow 

statement gives the detail information about how the funds are 

raised and utilised. It is very important statement required for the 

decision makers to improve the efficiency of the fund. Table 3.15 

shows that 55 units representing 31.43 percent issued the fund 

flow statement along with other statements while still 68.57 percent 

have not followed this statement of reporting. 

Other statements of reporting like value added statement, 

inflation accounting statement, human resource accounting 

statement, social accounting statement are generally not prepared 

by any one of those units except value added statement by just 2 

units. It shows that small scale units are not well versed with the 

latest reporting system which can be seen from the above Table 

3.15. 
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3.1.10.6 Segment reporting is a very effective system of reporting 

now a days to understand the financial position of the company or 

units. Consolidated accounting statement may lead to misleading 

the stakeholders sometimes so segment reporting is come to their 

rescue. It helps to understand the each and every segment of the 

units and to initiate necessary action against it. Out of the total 

175 units, 45 units representing 25.71 percent followed segment 

reporting technique. Whereas for 130 units representing 74.29 

percent it is still unknown statement. 

3.1.10.7 Form of presentation of Profit and Loss Account and 

Balance Sheet which can be seen from the Table 3.16. It is stated 

that 155 units representing 88.57 percent of the total units followed 

the traditional form of presentation while 20 units representing 

11.43 percent units use tabular form of presentation of Profit and 

Loss Account. 

While 115 units representing 65.71 percent used traditional 

form of presentation of Balance Sheet while 60 units representing 

34.29 percent used tabular form of presentation. This variation is 

possible because there is no strict format to be followed 

compulsorily by all the small scale units. 

Financial reporting have a long way to go for the small scale 

units to come to the modern sophisticated methods of reporting. It 

is only then possible for the small scale units to understand their 

weaknesses. Reporting is now reached to such an extent that some 



units required the information and performance on day to day 

basis. It is more acting as a traditional method of Annual 

reporting. One important fact is to be noted here is adopting 

segment reporting technique is gaining more and more importance 

and popular among small scale units in Goa. Still some units 

thought other financial statement reporting are time consuming 

and costly process. 

With the computers in Accounting the financial reporting 

system could have been improved but that have not happened in 

case of SSI because very few of them were using the new 

Accounting packages that • makes the job of record keeping and 

reporting much more easier. 

3.2 COST ACCOUNTING 

Cost Accounting primarily deals with collection, analysis of 

relevant cost data for interpretation and presentation for various 

problems of management. Cost Accounting is the process of 

ascertaining cost from the point at which expenditure is incurred or 

committed to the establishment of its ultimate relationship with 

cost centres and cost units. It measures the operating efficiency of 

an enterprise. 

Cost Accounting is the application of Accounting and Costing 

Principles, methods and techniques in the ascertainment of costs 

and the analysis of saving or excess as compared with standards. It 

helps the management to ascertain cost of product, of a job, or a 



contract and to develop cost standard. In small scale industries 

pricing is very crucial decision and cost accounting helps in 

determining the selling price for a product. Profit maximisation is 

one of small scale units and minimizing the cost of manufacturing 

by company actual cost with standard. It controls cost by 

providing various information on cost. Although cost Accounting is 

internal aspect of an organisation, still it have an indispensable 

effect on determining the profitability. 

Cost records are the base for the management information 

system. It generated regular performance statements which 

management needs for control purposes. 

Cost accounts starts with maintenance of costing department 

or cost centre where cost is ascertained and used for the purpose of 

cost control and evaluation of the various responsibility centres. In 

the Table 3.17 shows that only 21 units representing (12 percent) of 

the total units were found to have a separate costing department 

while most of them 154 units representing (88 percent) did not have 

a separate costing department. As costing department is a separate 

department headed by a separate Cost Accountant, small scale 

units considered it as an additional cost. Among the units having a 

separate costing department are pharmaceuticals and food as 

beverages 6 units each representing 24 percent each, engineering 5 

units representing (20 percent) and chemicals 3 units (12 percent) 

and electricals one unit (4 percent). It is clear from the Table that 
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TABLE 3.17 
Maintenance of Costing Department 

Pharmaceutical Electricals Electronics Chemical Plastic Engineering F & B Total 
Yes 6 1 0 3 0 5 6 21 

©°/0 24.00 4.00 0.00 12.00 0.00 20.00 24.00 12.00 
8% 28.57 4.76 . 0.00 14.29 0.00 23.81 28.57 100.00 

No 19 24 25 22 25 20 19 154 
©% 76.00 96.00 100.00 88.00 100.00 80.00 76.00 88.00 

8% 12.34 15.58 16.23 14.29 16.23 12.99 12.34 100.00 
Total 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 175 

e% 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 
0% 14.29 14.29 14.29 14.29 14.29 14.29 14.29 100.00 

© 0/0 - represents column percentage 	8 0/0 - represents row percentage 
Source: Data collected from Sample Industrial Units and Questionnaire. 



in small scale units costing is neglected area and whatever cost 

records are done by the owners himself as per his own wisdom 

which are mostly unscientific. 

3.2.1 METHOD OF COSTING 

The techniques and process of ascertaining costs are 

different. The principles in every method of costing are the same 

but the methods of analysing and presenting the costs differ with 

the nature of business. There are various methods of costing such 

as job costing, contract costing, process costing, operation costing, 

batch costing, unit costing, department costing, cost plus costing 

and multiple costing etc. 

	

3.2.1.1 	Job costing is common in commercial foundries and 

drop forging shops and plants making specialised industrial 

equipments. It is adopted where production is not highly repetitive 

and consists of jobs or lots so that material and labour costs can 

be identified by order number. Table 3.18 depicts that 47 units 

representing 26.86 percent of the total units followed job costing 

and most prominent among them are engineering 15 units out of 

25(60 percent), plastics 14 units *56 percent), electronics 8 units 

(32 percent), pharmaceuticals 6 units representing 24 percent, 

while it is further noticed that no units from chemical and food as 

beverages were found to have employed job costing. 

	

3.2.1.2 	Process costing is used when a product passes through 

different stages, each distinct and well defined under such 
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TABLE 3.18 
Method of Costing Adopted 

Pharmaceutical Electricals Electronics Chemical Plastic Engineering F & B Total 
Sob Costing 6 4 8 0 14 15 0 47 

(D 0/0 24.00 16.00 32.00 0.00 56.00 60.00 0.00 26.86 
®0/0 12.77 8.51 17.02 0.00 29.79 31.91 0.00 100.00 

Process Costi 2 17 13 15 0 1 16 64 
CD% 8.00 68.00 52.00 60.00 0.00 4.00 64.00 36.57 

®0/0 3.13 26.56 20.31 23.44 0.00 1.56 25.00 100.00 
Contract Cost 0 1 0 1 10 4 4 20 

CD% 0.00 4.00 0.00 4.00 40.00 16.00 16.00 11.43 
®0/0 0.00 5.00 0.00 5.00 50.00 20.00 20.00 100.00 

Operating Co 2 1 1 5 0 3 4 16 
CD% 8.00 4.00 4.00 20.00 0.00 12.00 16.00 9.14 

®0/0 12.50 6.25 6.25 31.25 0.00 18.75 25.00 100.00 
Batch Costinc, 15 2 3 4 1 2 1 28 

CD% 60.00 8.00 12.00 16.00 4.00 8.00 4.00 16.00 
®0/0 53.57 7.14 10.71 14.29 3.57 7.14 3.57 100.00 

All 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
CD% 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

®0/0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Total 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 175 

©% 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 
®0/0 14.29 14.29 _ 	14.29 14.29 14.29 14.29 14.29 100.00 

Crio - represents column percentage 	®Wo - represents row percentage 
Source : Data collected from Sample Industrial Units and Questionnaire. 



circumstances it is desired to know the cost of production at each 

stage. In order to ascertain the cost of it, process costing is 

employed. In the Table 3.18 it is clear that 64 units representing 

36.57 percent of the total units used process costing method. 

Industry wise, electricals with 17 units representing 68 percent of 

the respective product units followed by food 135 beverage 16 units 

representing 64 percent, chemicals 15 units representing 60 

percent of the units and electronics 13 units representing 52 

percent of the product used process costing where as only two from 

pharmaceuticals and one from engineering and not a single unit 

from plastics are used process costing method. 

	

3.2.1.3 	Contract costing and Job costing are not differing much, 

a contract is a big job while a job is a small contract. It is called as 

Terminal costing. Contract costing method is used by 20 units 

representing 11.43 percent of the total units and it is mainly used 

by plastics units. 10 units (40 percent of the particular industry) 

while in engineering and food 85 beverages, it is used by 4 units (16 

percent) while in electricals and chemicals it is used by one unit 

each. None of the pharmaceuticals and electronics units used 

Contract costing method. 

	

3.2.1.4 	Operating Costing method is used where expenses are 

incurred for provision of services. Here the total expenses regarding 

operation are divided by the units as may be appropriate and cost 

per unit of service is calculated. This method is used by 15 units 
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representing 8.57 percent of the total and industry wise, chemicals 

5 units and food & beverages 4 units, engineering 3 units, 

pharmaceuticals 2 units while electricals and electronics one unit 

each and non from plastics used Operating Costing. 

3.2.1.5 	Batch Costing is used where orders or jobs are arranged 

in different batches after taking into account the convenience of 

producing articles. The unit of cost is a batch or Group of identical 

products, instead of a single job order or contract. In the Table 

3.18 showed that 28 units representing 16 percent of the total units 

used batch costing and industry wise, pharmaceuticals industry 

with 15 units representing 60 percent are the highest users while 4 

units of chemicals (16 percent), 3 units of electronics representing 

12 percent, two units each in electricals and engineering and one 

unit each in plastics and food & beverages used Batch Costing. 

It is clear that process costing is the most widely used 

method followed by Job costing and Batch costing. No Industry is 

found with multiple or composite costing methods. 

Besides the above methods of costing, the techniques like 

marginal costing, direct costing, absorption or full costing and 

uniform costing are employed by various units. It may be direct 

cost or indirect costing as per the nature of business and its 

operations. 
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3.2.2 MATERIAL ISSUE PRICING 

Costs which can be identified easily and indisputably with a 

unit of operation or cost centre are direct material cost. The cost 

incurred on materials used to further the manufacturing process 

which cannot be traced into the end product and the material 

required in the production process but not necessarily built into the 

product are called indirect materials. There are various methods of 

pricing material issues. They include, Actual cost method, LIFO 

(Last in first out method), FIFO (First in first out method), simple 

average method, weighted average cost method. 

In the Table 3.19 shows the material issue pricing. It is 

noticed that 70 units representing (40 percent) followed First in 

First Out Method. This method is suitable more where the size of 

the raw materials is large and bulky and its price is high and can be 

easily identified in the stores separately. Industry wise, it is 

engineering 12 units (48 percent), chemical 13 units (52 percent), 

electronics 11 units (44 percent) and pharmaceuticals 10 units (40 

percent) are the main followers of FIFO. 

While 42 units representing 24 percent overall followed the 

Last in First Out method. Industry wise pharmaceuticals and 

plastics with 8 units each (32 percent each) one at the top followed 

by chemicals 7 units (28 percent), electronics 6 units (24 percent) 

and engineering 5 units (20 percent). Here the Issues are priced 

out at the most recent batch received and continued to be charged 
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until a batch is arrived into stock which can be seen in the Table 

3.19. Further the Table shows that 63 units representing 36 

percent followed Average method - Simple Average Cost method and 

industry wise, it is food & beverages with 13 units (52 percent) 

followed by electricals 12 units (48 percent), plastics with 10 units 

(40 percent) are the major industries followed average method. This 

method is calculated without any regard to the quantities involved. 

The Simple Average Cost is arrived at by adding the different prices 

paid during the period for the batches purchased by dividing the 

number of batches. 

3.2.3 TYPES OF WAGES 

The labour cost is incurred on the employees who are 

employed directly or indirectly in making the product are called 

total labour cost.. The labour cost is classified into three category, 

Time wages, piece wage and contract wage, which are used widely 

by many business units and specially by small scale units. From 

the Table 3.20 it is clear that 52 units representing 29.71 percent 

used time wage i.e. the number of hours spent by an employee in 

doing a job and in industry wise, it is very much common among 

food & beverage 17 units (68 percent) followed by electronics 9 

units (36 percent), electricals and chemicals 7 units each (28 

percent) each. 

55 units representing 31.43 percent followed piece wage 

system which can be seen from the Table 3.20. Industry wise, it 
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6.00 
3.85 

24430 
11.54 

*40.00 
18.18 

TABi.E 3.19 
Analysis of the Material.Issue Pricing 

FPharmiceutical‘ Electricals Electronics Chemicaj Plastic Engineering &IB  Total, 
42 LIFO 

©0/0  32.00 16.00 24,00 28.00 3?:po. 20.00 16.00 . 24.00 
100.00 gok 19:05 9.52 14;29 16.67 ig.95 11.90 9.52 . 

FIFO 10 1. 2, 70 
00/0  40.00 , 36.09 44.00 52.06 28.00 48.00 32.00, 40.00 

..(p)0/0  14.29 12.436 15.71 18.57 17.14 , 11.43 , 100.00 
Average Meth 12 10 13 63 

©01/0  28.00 48200 32.00 20.06, 40.0 32,00 52,00. 36.00 
®0/0  11:11 19 ;05 12.70 .794 15.07 12.70 20.63, 100.00 

Total 25 25 25 25 25 25 175 
60/0 100.00 1 00,00 100.00 100.00' 100,00 loo.00 1,00.00 100.00 

®0/0  14.29 14.29 14.29 14.2s, 14.29 14.29 • .14,29. 100.00 
- represents colUrir percentage - represents row percentage Sobite : Data to)lected from Sample Industrial UnitS and QUestIonni 

TABLE 3.20 
Type of Wages Paid b h SSI . Units V t f .  

CheiniCal Pharmaceutical E leCtron iCi  Electricals Plastic F Engineeiing Total, 
TimeWaget 52 14 7  

" To 28.00 16.00 36.00 29.71 68.00 
®o/0  17.3t 13.46 7.69 13.46 100.00 32,69 

Piece Wage .10 12 55, 
.32.00 24.00 28430 

.12,73  
©0 0  48.00 12.00 31.43 

100.00 10.91 14. 5 ®% 21.82 5.45 
Contract Wag ∎  10 . 15 12 11, 

40:00 .48.00  60.00 ©Wo 24.po 36. 00  44.0 ,0 20.00 
7.35 

38.86 
4010  22.0.6 8.82 13.24 16.18 14.71 17.65 100.00 

Total 25 2$ 25 25 25 25, 175 
loco() 100.00 100.00 100,00 lOchOb 100,00 ©Pk 100.00 100.00 

®o10  14.29 14.2.9, 14.29 14.29 14.29 14.29 . 14.29 100.00 
crio - . represents Polurrin perCentage 	- represerits row percientage Soure Data tolletted from Sample Ind ustrial Units and QUestiOnni 



reveals that engineering 12 units (48 percent), electronics 10 units 

(40 percent), chemicals 9 units (36 percent) are the major followers 

of this system. Here the wages are paid as per the number of units 

manufactured or produced by an employee. 

Contract wages was followed by 68 units representing (38.86 

percent) and industry wise, it showed that pharmaceutical 150 

units (60 percent), plastics 12 units (48 percent), engineering 11 

units (44 percent), electricals 10 units with 40 percent and 

chemicals with 9 units (36 percent) were on the top of the Table 

followed by electronics, food as beverages, see Table 3.20. 

Overall the entrepreneurs were found to have favoured 

contract wages or piece wage system in small scale units in Goa. It 

is mainly because they like to identify the cost directly to the 

activity or a job. 

3.2.4 OVERHEADS 

Overheads are the indirect costs which cannot be allocated to 

any specific job process because they are not capable of being 

identified with any specific job or process. It involves estimating or 

budgeting overhead costs in advance as accurately as possible and 

apportioning them to production. Some costs cannot be identified 

as arising from the activities of one specific department or function. 

These non-allocable costs must be apportioned on some logical 

basis to be divided between the related cost centres. Apportionment 

is the division of costs among two or more cost centres in 
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proportion to the estimated benefits received. There are various 

methods of allocation of overheads can be seen from the Table 3.21. 

Under material cost basis, overheads are calculated by 

dividing actual or budgeted overheads during the period by 

actual/ budgeted material cost. From the Table it is clear that 9 

units of food 85 beverages used this method of allocation of cost 

followed by pharmaceutical 3 units, electricals 2 units, electronics 

and plastics one unit each. There are as many as 16 units 

representing 9.14 followed material cost basis allocation. 

Labour cost basis is followed in 39 units representing 22.29 

percent. Industry wise, it is plastics 8 units (32 percent), electricals 

and food 8s beverage 7 units each, chemicals 6 units and electronics 

5 units. It is calculated by dividing Budgeted/ actual overhead cost 

by budgeted or actual labour cost. The most widely used method is 

the machine hour rate method. The Table shows there are 107 

units representing 61.14 percent followed this method. Industry 

wise, the more prominent one are chemicals 19 units (76 percent), 

pharmaceuticals and engineering 18 units each (72 percent), 

electronics 17 units (68 percent), plastics 15 units (60 percent), 

electricals 14 units (56 percent). Thus, overhead is calculated by.  

dividing Budgeted or actual overhead by Budgeted or actual 

machine hours during the period. Labour hour rate used by 

engineering 2 units and food 8s beverages one unit. It is 

calculated/ computed by dividing budgeted/actual overhead by 
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TABLE 3.21 
Method of Allocation of , Overheads by he Sample Units 

Pharmaceutical Electricals Electronics Chemical Plastic Engineering F & B . Total 

Material Cost 3 . 2 1 0 , 1 16 
Crk 12.00 8.00 4.00 0.00 4.00 0.00 36.00 9.14 
0% 18,75 12.50 6.25 0.00 6.25 0.00 56.25 100.00 

Labour Cost 39 
©0/0 16,00 28.00 20.00  24.00 32.00 8.00 28.00 22.29 
®%  17.95 12.82 15.38 20.51 5.13 17.95 100.00 

Machine Hour 
Rate  .18 . 14 17 19 15 . 18 . 6 107 

00/0  72.00 5600 68.00 7600 60.00 72.00 24,00 61.1,4 
00/0 16,82 13.08 15.89 17.26 14.02 16,82 5.61 100.00 

Labour Hour 
Rate 

0% 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 8.00 4.00.  1.71 
0% 0.00  0:00 0.00 0.00 0.00 66,67 33.33 100.00 

Rate per Unit 
Output 4 2 2 0 1 10 

©oh 0.00 8.00 8.00 0.00 4.00 12,00 8.00 5.71 
@oh 0.00 20.00 20.00 0.00 10.00 30,00 20.00 100.00 

Total 25 25 25 25 175 
©oh 100.00 100.00 100',00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 

®0/0 14,29 14.29 14.29 14.29 14.29 14,29 1,4.29 - 	100.00 
OW- represents column percentage ®% - represents row percentage 
Source : Data collected from Sample Industrial Units and Questionnaire. 



Budgeted or actual direct labour hours. Where the rate per unit 

method is followed by 10 units representing 5.71 percent. Among 

industry, engineering 3 units (12 percent), electricals, electronics 

and food 85 beverages 2 units each (8 percent) and one unit of 

plastic. It is computed by dividing Budgeted or actual overhead by 

number of units produced or budgeted. From the above analysis it 

is clear that machine hour rate method is widely used for allocation 

of overheads by Small Scale Industry. 

3.2.5 ASCERTAINING PRODUCT COST 

There are two major methods of determination of product 

cost. They are average cost and marginal cost. These two costs 

determination helps the management to face the competition and to 

determine appropriate product cost. It helps to understand the 

profitability concept very well. In small scale units it is very 

important to determine the accurate product cost due to the 

existence of competitors. 

3.2.5.1 Average Unit Cost 

This method apportions total manufacturing costs to the 

various products by using an average unit cost obtained by dividing 

the total number of units produced into the total manufacturing 

cost of all units produced are measured in terms of the same unit 

and do not differ greatly. Then this method can be used without 

much disadvantage. It is computed by total manufacturing cost 
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divided by total number of units produced and when the finished 

products of various kinds are involved in that case weighted average 

cost method is used by multiplying by weight factor to apportion 

total costs to individual units. In the Table 3.22, it is clear that 132 

units representing 75.43 percent used Average unit cost method of 

cost determination. Further insight into the Table shows that 

industry wise in case of plastics, almost all the units used average 

cost while chemicals it is 96 percent followed by engineering 88 

percent, pharmaceuticals 72 percent, food & beverages 64 percent, 

electricals 60 percent and electronics 48 percent are used average 

unit cost. 

3.2.5.2 Marginal Cost Method is another method of cost 

determination. It is the amount at any given volume of output by 

which aggregate costs are changed if the volume of output is 

increased or decreased by one unit. In this method, variable costs 

are charged to cost units and the fixed costs attributable to the 

relevant period is written off in full against the contributions for 

that period. It is a very important method of cost ascertainment 

from the Table 3.22 it shows that 43 units representing 24.57 

percent followed marginal cost method in which electronics 13 units 

(52 percent), electricals 10 units (40 percent), food & beverages 9 

units (36 percent and pharmaceuticals 7 units (28 percent) followed 

this method. 
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Finally it is clear that most of the small scale units followed 

average cost method in cost ascertainment. 

3.2.6 INVENTORY VALUATION 

Inventories are unconsumed or unsold goods purchaveed or 

manufactured. Inventories are assets which includes stock of 

finished goods, work in progress, raw materials and components. 

Valuation of inventory is necessary for determining the true income 

earned by a business during a particular period. To ascertain the 

true Gross Profit, inventory valuation is a must. Excess of sales 

over cost of goods sold is Gross Profit. Cost of goods sold is 

ascertained by adding opening inventory and deducting closing 

inventory from purchavees. The Balance Sheet does not disclose 

the correct financial position of the business if the inventories are 

not valued properly. 

Inventory valuation will differ from system to system. In case 

of Cost Accounting, inventories are valued at cost, here cost 

includes the aggregate cost of purchavee, cost of conversion, and 

other cost incurred in bringing the inventories to their present 

location. From the financial accounting point of view, it is valued at 

cost price or market price whichever is lower. Market price of 

valuation of inventory implies taking the current prevailing price 

while valuating the inventory. Table 3.23 shows the valuation of 

inventory is done by the small scale units. It is interesting to note 

that 53 units representing 30.29 percent followed market price. 13 
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TABLE 3.22 
Determin tion of Product-Cost by the Sample Units 

Pharmaceutical Electricals Electronics Chemical Plastic Engineering F & ft Total 
Average Cost 18 15 12 24 25 22 16 132 

0% 72.00 60.00 48.00 96.00 100.00 88.00  64.00 75.43 
®Wo 13.64 11.36 9.09 18.18 18.94 16.67 12.12 100.00 

Marginal cost 10 13 43 
28.00 40.00 52.00 4.00  0.00 12.00 36.00 24.57 

0%  16.28 23.26 30.23 2,33 0.00 6.98 20.93 100.00 
Total 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 175 

00/0  100.00 100,0p 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 
004 14.29 14.29 14.29 14.29 14.29 14.29 14.29 100.00 

C/0 - represents column percentage 
	

0/0 - repreSent8 row Source : Data collected from Sample Industrial UnitS and Questions 

TABLE 3.23 
Inventory V 	tion Icy the IsSI Units in Gioa 

Pharmaceutical Electricals' Electronics Ch. emical Plastic Engineering  F & 0 Total 
Market Value 10 13 6 4 7 6 53 

cok 28.00 4Q.p0 52.00 24.00 16.00 28.00 24.00 30.29 
Cf.0% 13.21 18,67 24.53 11..32 7.55 13.21 11.32 100.00 

Cost Value 10 11. 10 , 61 
0°/0 40.00 44.00 40:00 28.00 24.00 32.00 36.00 34.86 

.Q%4 16.39 18.03 16.39 11.48 9.84 13.11 14.75 100.00 
Whichever is I 8  4 2 1,2 15 10 10 61 

(Ook  32,00 16.00 8.00 48.00 - 60.00 40.00 40.00 34.86 
0 06 13.11 6.56 328 19.67 24.59 16.39 16,39 100.00 

Total 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 175 
o 100.00 100.00 100,00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 

19% 14,29 14.2• 14.29 14.29 14.29 14.29 14.29 100.00 
Cr/0 - represents coluMn percentage ®% - represents row percente SoUrce : Data collected from Sample Industrial Units and Questionn; 



units of electronics (52 percent), electricals 10 units (40 percent), 

engineering and pharmaceuticals 7 units each (28 percent each), 

plastics and food & beverages 6 units each (24 percent each) 

followed market value method. 61 units representing 34.86 percent 

followed cost price as inventory valuation. This is done where 

units have got its cost centre. Industry wise, it shows that 11 units 

of electricals (44 percent), 10 units each of pharmaceuticals, 

electronics (40 percent each), 9 units of food & beverage, 8 units 

representing 32 percent in engineering followed cost value method. 

Where as equal number of units representing same 34.86 percent of 

the total units followed cost or market price whichever is less 

method. Industry wise, 15 units representing 60 percent of 

plastics, 12 units (48 percent) of chemicals, 10 units each in 

engineering and food & beverage followed cost or market price 

whichever is less method. 

3.2.7 COST EVALUATION AND CONTROL 

Cost evaluation is mainly for cost control. Historical costing 

or actual costing is a system where costs are ascertained after they 

are incurred. It is a post mortem of the costs. Thus it have failed 

in finding mistakes and inefficiencies which all lead to variation in 

profit. Cost control is simply the prevention of waste within the 

existing environment. This environment is made up of the agreed 

operating methods for which standards have been developed. These 
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standards may be expressed in a variety of ways from budgetary 

control to standard costing and variance analysis. 

Cost can be controlled by a company with its actual results 

against the standards set so that waste can be measured and 

appropriate action can be taken to correct the activity. It is the 

process of utilising the available resources economically. Thus, it 

regulates the action so as to keep the elements of cost within the 

set parameters. Costs control starts from established cost 

standards and attempts to keep the costs of operation of a process 

in line with those standards. The process of cost control starts with 

establishing standards. Then appraising with the actual 

performance and finally taking corrective measures. 

The tools of cost evaluation and control are numerous such 

as Budgetary control, Standard costing and Variance analysis. 

One of the important cost evaluations and Control is the 

Standard Costing. Standard Costing is a technique which uses 

standards for costs and revenues for the purpose of control through 

variance analysis. Standard costing ascertains the costs whereby it 

gives information about the standard costs, the actual cost and the 

difference between these costs, popularly known as Variance. Thus 

the technique of standard cost study consists of ascertainment of 

standard, measuring the variance by comparing the actual costs 

with standard costs, controlling costs by the variance analysis and 

finally reporting to the management for taking proper action to 
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maximise the efficiency. The first step in development of standard 

cost is by studying and setting standard to labour, material and 

overheads. Small Scale Industry sets standards in different ways in 

this study. An analysis is done with respect to material standard 

setting, labour standard setting and overheads standard setting to 

understand the effect of cost control measure and to reduce or 

eliminate the irrelevant costs incurred. In the Table 3.24 reveals 

the material fixing standard and the study shows that 128 units 

representing 73.14 percent used material standards. While 26.86 

percent units have not followed it. The industry wise, above 60 

percent of the units in each category followed material standard 

except food els beverages where there are 14 units 56 percent. The 

respective total used material standard. With the help of material 

standards, small scale units study the material price variance and 

material usage variance. It is good to know that maximum units 

used cost standards for materials. 

3.2.8 LABOUR COST STANDARD 

It is the planned average cost of direct labour for a specified 

amount of direct labour effort to be used at standard performance 

over a specified period. It is usually expressed as a cost per unit of 

time. Setting of standard cost of direct labour involved a) Fixation 

of standard time, b) Fixation of standard rate. Labour cost 

standards helps to study labour variances. It plays a crucial role 

as in small scale units most of them are labour intensive as a result 
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TABLE 3.24 
Fixing Material Standard by the Sample Units 

Pharmaceutical ElIctricais Electronics Chemical Plaine Engineering F & B Total 
Yes 6 11 47 

004 24.00 36.00 20.00 12.00 28.00 24.00 44.00 26.86 
®ok 12.77 19.15.  6.38 14.89 12.77 23.40 100.00 

too 19 16 20 22 18 19 14 128 
cok 76.00 6' .00. 80.00 88.00 72.00 76.00 56.00 73.14 

® 13/0 14.84 ` 	12.50 15.63 17.19 14.06 14.84 10.94 100.00 
Total 25 5 25 25 25 25 25 175 

0% 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 
®0/0 	14.29 	1'.29 	14.29 	14.29 	14.29 	14.29 	14.29 	100.00 

©0/Q representi column percentage @Oh • represents row percente Source : Data collectedqcom Sample Industrial Units and QuestIonm 

TABLE 3.25 
Setting Labour Cost Standard by the Sample Units  

Pharmaceutical Electricals Electronics Chemical Plaitit• Engineerin9 F & B Total 
Yes 7 10 4 49 

©cyo 28.00 40.00 32.00 36.00 20.00 : ' 24.00 16.00 28.00 
0°70 14.29 20.41 16.33 18.37 10.20 12.24 8.16 100.00 

No 18 15  17  16 	- 19 21 126 
©0/0 72.00 60.00. 68.00 64.00 80.00 76.00 84.00 72.00 

®% 14.29 11.90 13.49 12.70 15.87 15.08 16.67 100.00 
To:/al 25 25 25 25 25 25 175 

©% 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 
0% 14.29 1429, '14.29 14.29 14.29 14.29 14,29 100.00 

repreents 'column percenta9e @To • represents row percenti Source : Data collected froM Sample Industrial Units and Questionn 



setting proper labour policy is a must for the improvement and 

development of labour. Labour variance consists of labour cost 

variance, labour rate variance and labour efficiency variance. In the 

Table 3.25 shows the setting of cost standards for labour. In small 

scale units, this method is not so popular which can be seen from 

the above Table. 126 units representing 72 percent were found to 

have not set any labour standards while only 49 units representing 

28 percent are aware of labour cost standards. The industry wise, 

electricals 10 units (40 percent), chemicals 9 units (36 percent), 

electronics 8 units (32 percent) are the main utilisers of this 

standard. 

3.2.9 OVERHEAD STANDARDS 

Overhead cost Standards are partly variable . Setting 

standard overhead costs requires the determination of 1) Standard 

capacity and 2) Standard Overhead costs for other capacity. The 

Standard overhead costs can be computed using theoretical ideal 

capacity, normal, capacity or expected actual capacity. 

Table 3.26 depicts the Overhead Standards. Only 24 units 

representing 13.71 are using overhead cost standard while 151 

units (86.29 percent) did not follow overhear standard. Small scale 

units found it difficult and complex to divide between variable and 

semi-variable cost as a result this method is used by very few units 

which knows the importance of overhead standards. 
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TABLE 3.26 
ming overneaa stanaaras 

Pharmaceutical Electricals Electronics Chemical Plastic Engineering F & B Total 
Yes 8 3 10 3 0 0 0 24 

©0/0  32.00 12.00 40.00 12.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 13.71 
00/0  33.33 12.50 41.67 12.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 100.00 

No 17 22 15 22 25 25 25 151 
©0/0 68.00 88.00 60.00 88.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 86.29 

®0/0  11.26 14.57 9.93 14.57 16.56 16.56 16.56 100.00 
Total 25 25 25 25 25 25. 25 175 

©oh 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 
00/0  14.29 14.29 14.29 14.29 14.29 14.29 14.29 100.00 

Cao - represents column percentage ®% - represents row percent Source : Data collected from Sample Industrial Units and Questionn. 

TABLE 3.27 
Cost Centre Maintenance Analysis of selected SSI Units 

Pharmaceutical Electricals Electronics Chemical Plastic Engineering F & B Total 
Yes 4 6 5 9 4 8 2 38 

©0/0  16.00 24.00 20.00 36.00 16.00 32.00 8.00 21.71 
®0/0  10.53 15.79 13.16 23.68 10.53 21.05 5.26 100.00 

No 21 19 20 16 21 17 23 137 
©0/0  84.00 76.00 80.00 64.00 84.00 68.00 92.00 78.29 

®0/0  15.33 13.87 14.60 11.68 15.33 12.41 16.79 100.00 
Total 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 175 

©oh 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 
®0/0  14.29 14.29 14.29 14.29 14.29 14.29 14.29 100.00 

00/0 - represents column percentage ®Wo - represents row percents Source : Data collected from Sample Industrial Units and Questionn 



3.2.10 COST CENTRE is a location, person or item of equipment 

for which cost may be ascertained and used for the purpose of cost 

control. Having a cost centre is of paramount importance as it 

deals with various areas like personal and impersonal cost centres, 

production and service cost centres, process cost centre, profit 

centre. In small scale industry, cost centres are absent due to the 

cost involved in establishment of cost centre. Small Scale 

Industrial units thinks it as an additional cost which can be seen 

from the Table 3.27. Only 38 units representing 31.71 percent are 

found to have had a separate cost centres which equip the 

management to control and reduce the unnecessary cost by 

reporting/ informing them from time to time. Large number of units 

137 units with 78.29 percent have not maintained any cost centre. 

Industry wise, it shows that 9 units from chemicals (36 percent), 

engineering 8 units (32 percent) and electricals 6 units (24 percent) 

were on the top among those which have maintained separate cost 

centre. 

3.2.11 VARIANCE ANALYSIS 

Variance analysis is the process of analysing variances by 

sub- dividing the total variance in such a way that management can 

assign responsibility for standard performance. After the standard 

costs have been fixed the next stage in the operation of standard 

costing is to ascertain the actual cost of each element and compare 

them with the standard already set.. Computation and analysis of 
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variance is the main objective of standard costing. The deviation of 

actual from the standard is called variance. 

Variance may be favourable or unfavourable depending upon 

whether the actual resulting cost is less or more than the standard 

cost. Small scale industry have to study the variances and should 

take corrective action against such factors which lead to decline in 

efficiency and productivity of the unit. Table 3.28 reveals the first 

variance analysis i.e. natural cost variance and it can be seen 

clearly in the Table that 137 units representing 78.26 percent not 

practiced material cost variance while only 38 units representing 

21.71 percent carried out material cost variance. Industry wise, 

only chemicals with 10 units (40 percent) and electricals 8 units (32 

percent) were at the top while pharmaceuticals and engineering 

were the lowest user of this variance. It is clear that variance 

(material) is not popular among them. 

3.2.12 LABOUR COST VARIANCE : Labour variances arise due to 

difference in actual rates and standard rates of labour. The 

variation in actual time taken by workers and the standard time 

allotted to them for performing a job. The labour variance can be 

analysed as follows. Labour cost variance, labour rate variance, 

and labour time or efficiency variance, labour idle time variance, 

and labour mix variance. The Table 3.29 shows labour cost 

variance. It is cleared that only 33 units representing 18.86 percent 

followed labour cost variance while 142 units (81.14 percent) have 
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TABLE 3.28 
variance Analysis - material cost oy tne Sample units in um 

Pharmaceutical Electricals Electronics Chemical Plastic Engineering F & B Total 
Yes 2 8 6 10 4 2 6 38 

0% 8.00 32.00 24.00 40.00 16.00 8.00 24.00 21.71 
00/0  5.26 21.05 15.79 26.32 10.53 5.26 15.79 100.00 

No 23 17 19 15 21 23 19 137 
0% 92.00 68.00 76.00 60.00 84.00 92.00 76.00 78.29 
©% 16.79 12.41 13.87 10.95 15.33 16.79 13.87 100.00 

Total 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 175 
©% 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 
w/o  14.29 14.29 14.29 14.29 14.29 14.29 -' 14.29 100.00 

0% - represents column percentage ®% - represents row percenta Source : Data collected from Sample Industrial Units and Questionn 

TABLE 3.29 
variance Analysis - Lamour cost oy tne sample Sbl. units in uoa 

Pharmaceutical Electricals Electronics Chemical Plastic Engineering F & B Total 
Yes 2 6 4 3 5 7 6 33 

©% 8.00 24.00 .16.00 12.00 20.00 28.00 24.00 18.86 
©% 6.06 18.18 12.12 9.09 15.15 21.21 18.18 100.00 

No 23 19 21 22 20 18 19 142 
©% 92.00 76.00 84.00 88.00 80.00 72.00 76.00 81.14 

@o/c, 16.20 13.38 14.79 15.49 14.08 12.68 13.38 100.00 
Total 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 175 

0% 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 
0% 14.29 14.29 14.29 14.29 14.29 14.29 14.29 100.00 

©% - represents column percentage O% - represents row percenta Source : Data collected from Sample Industrial Units and Questionn, 
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not followed labour variances. Industry wise, it is found common 

among engineering 7 units (21.21 percent), electricals and food 8s 

beverage 6 units each followed by plastics 5 units. There is a poor 

response again for labour variance also due to their inability to 

undertake such study. Small scale units have to come out from 

such type of attitude if they want to become more competitive and 

challenging. 

3.2.13 OVERHEAD VARIANCE : It is the difference between 

Standard overheads for Actual output i.e. Recovered overhead and 

Actual overheads. It is the total of both fixed and variable overhead 

variances. In small scale units, overhead variance is used by very 

few units can be evidenced from the Table 3.30. It is only 13 units 

(7.43 percent) used overhead cost variance while large number of 

units 162 representing 92.57 percent have not followed overhead 

cost variance. Industry wise, it is chemicals 4 units, electronics 3 

units and pharmaceuticals and engineering 2 units each are some 

of the units used overhead cost variance. It may be the 

computation of variances that keeps the small scale units away 

from using the various variances. 

3.2.14 STANDARD COSTING TECHNIQUE : is most widely used 

technique but in case of Small Scale Industry, it was found there is 

a poor response to this system. It is mainly due to the cited by the 

entrepreneurs. It requires technical skill person to set standards 

which is a costly affair for Small Scale Industrial units. It requires 
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frequent revision of standard and the office staff to compute 

accurately. Maintenance of the cost data base is expensive for 

Small Scale Industry. It shows that the cost consciousness habits 

are still not come to the Small Scale entrepreneurs, alternately it 

affects the decision making process in a large way. 

3.2.15 BUDGET 

A budget is a detailed plan of operation for some specific 

future period. It is an estimate prepared in advance of the period to 

which it applies. It is a tool both planning and control. Budgetary 

control is a control measure in which the actual state of affairs is 

compared with the budget so that appropriate action may be taken 

with regard to any deviations. It provides detailed plan of action for 

a business over a definite period of time. It also coordinates all the 

activities of various departments of a business. It supplies 

information on the basis of which some corrective action can be 

taken. Budgetary control is an essential tool of management for 

controlling costs and maximising profits. It helps to identify the 

areas of efficiency and inefficiency. It provides a yardstick against 

which the performance of the firm can be evaluated. Preparing a 

Budget is a prime necessity of any business organisation whether 

small scale or large business houses. In Small Scale Industry it is 

of special importance as it helps to know the inefficiencies and 

target the future goal by eliminating the waste and misuse of 

resources. 
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TABLE 3.30 
variance Analysts - uverneaas oy tne sample SSI units in uoa 

Pharmaceutical Electricals Electronics Chemical Plastic Engineering F & B Total 
Yes 2 1 3 4 0 2 1 13 

©cyo 8.00 4.00 12.00 16.00. 0.00 8.00 4.00 7.43 
®0/0 15.38 7.69 23.08 30.77 0.00 15.38 7.69 100.00 

No 23 24 22 21 25 23 24 162 
©% . 	92.00 96.00 88.00 84.00 100.00 92.00 96.00 92.57 

00/0  14.20 14.81 13.58 12.96 15.43 14.20 14.81 100.00 
Total 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 175 

©% 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 
®% 14.29 14.29 14.29 14.29 14.29 14.29 14.29 100.00 

©% - represents column percentage ®% - represents row percent Source : Data collected from Sample Industrial Units and Questions 

TABLE 3.31 
Budgetary Practices followed by Sample SSI Units in Goa 

Pharmaceutical Electricals Electronics Chemical Plastic Engineering F & B Total 
Yes 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 175 

©% 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 
®0/0 14.29 14.29 14.29 14.29 14.29 14.29 14.29 100.00 

No 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
©0A; 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

®0/0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Total 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 175 

ecyo 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 
®0/0 14.29 14.29 14.29 14.29 14.29 14.29 14.29 100.00 

©% - represents column percentage ®% - represents row percent Source : Data collected from Sample Industrial Units and Questionn 1 



3.2.15.1 Preparing Budget compels and motivates management 

to make an early and timely study of its problems. It generates a 

sense of caution and care. It helps them to direct capital and other 

resources into the most profitable channels. In Table 3.31 the 

small scale units prepared budget ever year. It shows that small 

scale units have really understood the importance of budget and 

budgetary control which helps them to plan and control. They have 

realised that they can control the expenses and make the best use 

of the capital and resources with the help of budget. 

Preparing budget is a job of an expert or experienced and 

skilled person. It is not possible for any clerk or officer to prepare 

an effective budget which plans, coordinates, communicates and 

controls the performance of a business. That is why in Table 3.32 a 

study is done to know who prepares the budget. In 13 units 

representing 7.43 percent, budget is prepared by the Accounting 

department while 38 units (21.71 percent), budget is prepared by 

private auditor. It is mainly due to some of those units don't have a 

separate accounts department and secondly, the owners are also 

not so educated to understand it. So they have the services of 

private auditor to prepare the budget. While in 124 units 

representing 70 percent of the total units budget is prepared by the 

owner himself. Most of the units where owners prepare the budget 

are chemicals 20 units (80 percent), plastics 21 units (84 percent), 

engineering and pharmaceuticals 18 units (72 percent) and 

electricals 17 units (68 percent), electronics 16 units (64 percent) 
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and food & beverage 14 units (56 percent). Here the owner 

prepared the budget by himself and sometimes in consultation with 

the Accounting department. It is good to know that most of the 

owners are aware of preparing the budget. 

3.2.15.2 Budget Manual: 	It is necessary to define the 

responsibilities of persons engaged in a budgetary programme and 

sets out the routine, the forms and records required under 

budgeting. It specifies the procedure to be followed in developing 

the budget and report of the budget information and actual 

operating data to be used. It is the document of policies and 

procedures involved in implementation of budgetary control system. 

It is very important in a budget to know who is responsible, Fixation 

of responsibility, Specifying the procedure of reporting and all other 

details to be communicated properly. In Table 3.33 which depicts 

the budget manual, it shows that only 14 units representing (18 

percent) prepared the Budget Manual, while large number of small 

scale units have not prepared budget manual i.e. 161 units 

representing 92 percent of the total. 40 units in electricals, 

engineering and food & beverage followed budget manual. 

3.2.15.3 Budget Period : It is an important factor in developing a 

comprehensive budgeting programme. It is a period for which the 

budget is prepared. A budget can be a long-term budget or short 

term budget. A short term budget is generally prepared for one year 

or lesser period may be for quarterly. Monthly or weekly. It will not 
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TABLE 3.32 
Source of Budget Preparation among me sample 551 units in %toe 

Pharmaceutical Electricals Electronics Chemical Plastic Engineering F & B Total 

Accounting De 2 2 4 1 1 0 3 13 
©0/0 8.00 8.00 16.00 4.00 4.00 0.00 12.00 7.43 

@oh 15.38 15.38 30.77 7.69 7.69 0.00 23.08 100.00 
Private Audits 5 6 5 4 3 7 8 38 

©oh 20.00 24.00 20.00 16.00 12.00 28.00 32.00 21.71 
@oh 13.16 15.79 13.16 10.53 7.89 18.42 21.05 100.00 

Owners 18 17 16 20 21 18 14 124 
©oh 72.00 68.00 64.00 80.00 84.00 72.00 56.00 70.86 

@oh 14.52 13.71 12.90 16.13 16.94 14.52 11.29 100.00 
Total 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 175 

©oh 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 
@oh 14.29 14.29 14.29 14.29 14.29 14.29 14.29 100.00 

00/0 - represents column percentage ®% - represents row percenta Source : Data collected from Sample Industrial Units and Questionn i 

TABLE 3.33 
BudgetManual maintained by Sample SSI Units in Goa 

Pharmaceutical Electricals Electronics Chemical Plastic Engineering F & B Total 
Yes 6 0 1 6 1 0 0 14 

©% 24.00 0.00 4.00 24.00 4.00 0.00 0.00 8.00 
0% 42.86 0.00 7.14 42.86 7.14 0.00 0.00 100.00 

No 19 25 24 19 24 25 25 161 
©oh 76.00 100.00 96.00 76.00 96.00 100.00 100.00 92.00 

@oh 11.80 15.53 14.91 11.80 14.91 15.53 15.53 100.00 
Total 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 175 

()% 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 
@we, 14.29 14.29 14.29 14.29 14.29 14.29 14.29 100.00 

0% - represents column percentage CV/0 - represents row percenta Source : Data collected from Sample Industrial Units and Questionni 



exceed the full accounting year. The long term budget which 

extends to five or even more years is used for implementation of 

long range plans, activities, objectives and for control purpose. The 

Table 3.34 depicts the Budget Period followed by small scale units. 

It is clear that 120 units representing (31.43 percent) prepared long 

and short run budget for planning and control. Industry wise, 

mainly chemical 11 units (44 percent), pharmaceuticals 10 units 

(40 percent) and engineering 9 units (36 percent) followed long term 

budgeting where as majority of the small scale units followed short 

run budget. 

3.2.15.4 Master Budget : It is prepared from the summaries of 

functional Budgets. It is the summary budget that incorporates the 

key figures and totals of all other budgets. It is sometimes called as 

Comprehensive Budget. It is a tool for coordinating all the 

individual budgets of an organisation into an acceptable effective 

plan. If incorporates plans and budgetary goals for a small segment 

of a business enterprises. It is truly an integrative tool that cuts 

across divisional boundaries in order to coordinate the firm's 

diverse activities. A comprehensive budget normally contains an 

income statement, a balance sheet, a statement of cash receipts 

and disbursement and schedules of production, purchases and 

fixed assets acquisitions. It checks and controls all the other sub-

budgets on the basis of this budget, the management generally 

takes the major decisions. Table 3.35 shows the preparation of 

master budget by the small scale units. It is clear from the Table 
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TABLE 3.34 
Budget Period followed by the Sample SSI Units in Goa 

Pharmaceutical Electricals Electronics Chemical Plastic. Engineering F & B Total 
Short Run 15 20 19 14 18 16 18 120 

ook 60.00 80.00 76.00 56.00 72.00 64.00 72.00 68.57 
®0/0  12.50 16.67 15.83 11.67 15.00 13.33 15.00 100.00 

Long Run 10 5 6 11 7 9 7 55 
0% 40.00 20.00 24.00 44.00 28.00 36.00 28.00 31.43 

®0/0  18.18 9.09 10.91 20.00 12.73 16.36 12.73 100.00 
Total 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 175 

0% 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 
®0/0  14.29 14.29 14.29 14.29 14.29 14.29 14.29 100.00 

Crio - represents column percentage (V )/0 - represents row percents Source : Data collected from Sample Industrial Units and Questionn, 

TABLE 3.35 
Preparation or master euaget oy tne sample SSI units in uoa 

Pharmaceutical Electricals Electronics Chemical Plastic Engineering F & B Total 
Yes 3 1 0 5 0 1 0 10 

©% 12.00 4.00 0.00 20.00 0.00 4.00 0.00 5.71 
@cm) 30.00 10.00 0.00 50.00 0.00 10.00 0.00 100.00 

No 22 24 25 20 25 24 25 165 
ook 88.00 96.00 100.00 80.00 100.00 96.00 100.00 94.29 

®0/0  13.33 14.55 15.15 12.12 15.15 14.55 15.15 100.00 
Total 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 175 

©% 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 
la% 14.29 14.29 14.29 14.29 14.29 14.29 14.29 100.00 

©oh - represents column percentage ®% - represents row percenta Source : Data collected from Sample Industrial Units and Questionn, 



that only 10 units representing 5.71 percent prepared master 

budget while 165 units representing 94.29 percent have not 

prepared master budget. Only 5 units (20 percent) of chemicals, 3 

units of pharmaceuticals, electricals and engineering one unit each 

prepared the comprehensive Master Budget to coordinate and 

control all the other functional budget, while rest of them preferred 

preparing only functional budgets. 

It is clear from the above analysis that Accounting practices 

are classified into two financial and cost Accounting. Financial 

Accounting practices are mainly followed by majority of the small 

scale units, either it is due to their own interest or may be forced by 

the Banks, financial institutions, various government agencies etc. 

It is a good move from the small scale units but the quality of 

maintaining these accounts have to be improved a lot and it's a long 

way to go for SSI units. 

While Cost Accounting practices are concerned it is pretty 

miserable situation among small scale units. They have not yet 

realised the importance of cost consciousness and cost control to 

improve their profitability. One can improve the profitability by 

reducing cost or by improving the productivity of a concern. Cost 

accounting techniques really gives the entrepreneur the awareness 

about the mounting cost and necessity to control it. It also gives 

the various controlling tolls but the small scale units entrepreneur 

are still not convinced by those tools. They always consider it as 
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unnecessary increase in cost to have a Costing Department and 

should be able to take more a risk to face the new challenges 

coming up in their day to day life. 
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CHAPTER - IV 

CAPITAL STRUCTURE AND 
FINANCING PATTERN • 

Finance is the main pre-requisite for every productive 

operation. For many of the business problems, solutions are found 

on financial strength of the unit. The functions of raising funds, 

investing them in assets and distributing returns earned from 

assets to shareholders are known as Financial Management. While 

performing these functions, a firm attempts to balance cash inflow's 

and out flows. Finance requires skillful planning, control and 

execution of a firm's activities. 

Finance is one of the constant problem, and if Small Scale 

Industries require finance then they must have adequate credit. 

Credit is available on the basis of the credit worthiness of the 

entrepreneur. Finance is called the science of money. It is the 

basic requirement for starting and running every human activity in 

a purposeful manner for expansion, diversification and development 

of business activities finance is a must. The importance of finance 

function in Small Scale Industry have increased considerably 

mainly due to the use of capital intensive technology and difficulty 

in raising finance from different sources. Finance is needed for a 

business for promotional activities, to invest in fixed capital 



requirement, working capital requirement and for developmental 

purpose. 

4.1 CAPITAL PLAN - It is primarily a statement estimating the 

amount of capital and determining its composition. Financial plan 

requires a great deal of foresight and imagination while preparing it. 

It is a plan that gives the blueprint of the financial structure of a 

company. It is a statement which tells, how much capital will be 

required, how it will be collected and utilised. It tells about the 

total capital requirement of a unit and what are the ways and 

means of raising it and most productive, rational and scientific way 

of using it. It helps in the total capitalisation of the unit. Thus, it 

helps to estimate the financial needs of the enterprise and ensure 

adequate supply of capital to the units, minimise the cost of raising 

funds and provide flexibility to the financial structure of an 

enterprise. 

Before preparing a capital plan the enterprise should decide 

the short term and long term needs and formulate the policies to 

raise the required finance. It have to decide the forms of securities 

to be issued for capital collection and the proportion of various 

kinds of securities to be issued. Administration of financial / 

capital plan is very important. It have to see the timely payment of 

interest and return of the capital raised and if possible try to renew 

the plan if it is not working as per it's requirement. Financial 
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capital plan brings financial discipline and ensures orderly 

functioning of an enterprise. 

4.2 CAPITAL GEARING - A unit collects capital through two 

ways i.e. ownership securities and creditorship securities. The 

proportion of each type of securities, the ratio between the various 

types of securities is to be raised in the total capitalisation of unit is 

done by Capital Gearing. High Gearing is a situation when an unit 

have agreed to pay fixed rate of interest or dividend on a very large 

portion of its funds. So, here the creditorship securities are more 

than the ownership securities where as low geared unit is one 

where it is not bound to pay large amount of fixed return on the 

Capital employed. Capital Gearing is an important tool of financial 

management it brings about proper compromise between liquidity 

and profitability. It helps to acquire capital at a cheaper interest 

rate. Initially, for a new unit the larger proportion of capitalisation 

is through equity capital so it is low geared. Thus the well being 

and success of an enterprise depends to a larger extent on the 

application of proper capital gears as warranted by the situation in 

which the enterprise is operating. Small scale units have to utilise 

this technique like Capital Gearing to improve the profitability and 

give liquidity to the total capital structure. 
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4.3 TRADING ON EQUITY - When an unit uses borrowed capital 

as well as owned capital in a regular conduct of its business it is 

said to be trading on equity. It means taking the advantage of 

equity share capital over borrowed fund on reasonable basis. It 

also suggests additional profits that equity shares earn because of 

issuing other forms of securities. It represents the arrangement 

under which an enterprise uses borrowed funds carrying a fixed 

rate of interest in such a way so as to increase the rate of return on 

equity shares. By issuing creditorship securities with fixed return, 

the dividend rate can be substantially raised with reference to 

equity shareholders. The main objective of trading on equity is to 

ensure maximum possible return on investment to the equity 

shareholders and also to influence adequate management control. 

Trading on equity can be classified into two, Trading on thin 

equity and Trading on thick equity. It ultimately helps the equity 

shareholders to get attractive return on their investment. It thus 

develops their loyalty towards the firm. It helps to the enterprise for 

expansion and growth. It helps to develop an optimal capital 

structure which involves minimum cost and maximum return and 

control to equity shareholders. Such tool is also important when we 

decide about capital structure. Satisfying the owners/equity 

holders by maximum or decent return on investment is the prime 

necessity of any business unit to keep their financial structure 

strong and stable. 
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4.4 CAPITAL STRUCTURE - Capital Structure refers to the mix 

of long term sources of funds such as debentures, long term debt, 

preference shares, capital and equity share capital including 

reserves and surpluses. Firms with unplanned Capital Structure 

can prosper in short run but face difficulties in raising funds and 

economising the use of their funds in the long run. 

A small scale units capital structure can be planned with an 

objective of maximising shareholders wealth. It suggests the ratio 

between owned capital and borrowed capital. Capital structure of a 

company involves a decision regarding the ratio of ownership 

capital to borrowed capital, between short term and long term 

capital and the ratio among different sources of finance for capital 

which includes loans, bonds, share issues and reserves. 

Determination of an optimum capital structure is a 

formidable task. There are significant variations among industries 

and among individual companies within an industry in terms of 
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capital structure. The chief financial officer of a company should 

develop an appropriate capital structure which is most 

advantageous to the company. This can be done only when all 

these factors which are relevant to the company's capital structure 

decision are properly analysed and balanced. The Capital Structure 

should be planned generally keeping in view the interest of the 

equity shareholders and the financial requirements of the company 

in order to know what would be the proposition of equity and debt 

in a capital structure of a unit, There is a need to understand the 

relationship between financial leverage and cost of capital. The 

Capital structure decision is a continuous one and have to be taken 

whenever a firm needs additional finances while planning for capital 

structure every company should develop an appropriate capital 

structure which is most advantageous to the company and the 

owners. Obviously, there cannot be a uniform capital structure 

which suits the requirement of all companies. In other words the 

Capital structure have to be tailored in such a way so as to suit the 

needs of a particular company. 

This proper mix of debt and equity minimises overall cost of 

capital and maximises the market value of the firm. Incursion of 

debt into the total capital have an effect of pulling down the firms 

cost of capital. The cost of capital tends to reach its lowest point at 

a certain stage with continuous increase in debt equity ratio and it 

takes sometimes for the investors to realise the increasing financial 

risk of the firm that is inherent in a continuous increase in the Debt 
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equity ratio. In Small Scale Industry, capital structure is quite 

simple. A large number of units starts production with the capital 

contributed by the entrepreneurs or by money borrowed from 

relatives, friends and shown as capital while only among the bigger 

small scale units capital is raised from the public. 

4.5 FINANCIAL LEVERAGE - 	To understand the capital 

structure it is very important to know the financial leverage. 

Leverage is the employment of fixed assets or funds for which a firm 

have to meet fixed costs/fixed rate of interest obligation irrespective 

of the level of activities attained/ level of operating profit earned. 

The higher the leverage, higher the profit and vice versa. But a 

higher leverage obviously implies higher outside borrowing and 

hence riskier. There are two types of leverages operating and 

financial. The leverage associated with Investment activities is 

called as operating leverage. We are more concerned about 

financial leverage for the purpose of fmancing decision of the firm. 

Leverage associated with financing activities is called Financial 

Leverage. 

Financial leverage represents the relationship between the 

firms earnings before interest and taxed and the earnings available 

for ordinary shareholders. It is concerned with the effect of changes 

in EBIT on the earnings available to equity holders. It is the ability 

of a firm to use fixed financial changes to magnify the effects of 

changes in EBIT on the firms earning per share. It involve the use 
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of funds obtained at a fixed costs in the hope of increasing the 

return to the shareholders. Favourable or positive leverage occurs 

when the firm earns more on the assets purchased with the funds, 

then the fixed cost of their use. Unfavourable leverage occurs when 

the firm does not earn as much as the funds cost. The degree of 

financial leverage can be measured with the help of the following 

formula 

Percentage change in EPS 	DFL= Degree of financial leverage 
DFL =   EPS = Earning per Share 

Percentage change in EBIT EBIT = Earning before interest & Tax 

When the percentage change in EPS, resulting from a given 

percentage change in EBIT, is greater than the percentage change 

in EBIT, the financial leverage exists it means that if DFL is greater 

than one shows that there is a financial leverage. 

The determination of Capital Structure in practice involves 

additional considerations in addition to the concerns about EPS, 

value and cash flow. Attitude of managers with regards to financing 

decisions are quite often influenced by their desire not to lose 

control to maintain operating flexibility and to have convenient and 

cheaper means of raising funds. 

4.6 CONCERN FOR DILUTION OF CONTROL - In designing the 

capital structure sometimes the existing management is governed 

by its desire to continue control over the company. The existing 

management team not only wants control and ownership but also 
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to manage the company without any outside interference. This is 

needed in case of widely held company and closely held company. 

Desire to maintain operating flexibility is one of the most 

serious considerations in setting up the capital structure. 

Flexibility means the firm's ability to adapt its capital structure to 

the needs of the changing conditions. The company should be able 

to raise funds without undue delay and cost, whenever needed to 

fmance the profitable investments. It should also be in a position to 

redeem its preference capital or debt whenever warranted by the 

future conditions. The financial plan should be flexible enough to 

change the composition of the capital structure as warranted by the 

company's operating strategy and needs. 

4.7 EASE OF RAISING CAPITAL INEXPENSIVELY - There should 

be investors to purchased a security in a given period of time and to 

demand reasonable return. Marketability does not influence the 

initial capital structure, but is an important consideration to decide 

about the appropriate timing of security issues. The Company have 

to see the market condition whether it is a boom period or 

depression and floating costs also. 

4.8 CAPACITY FOR ECONOMIES OF SCALE - The size of a 

company may influence the availability of funds from different 

sources. A small firm fmds great difficulties in raising long-term 

loans. To obtain long term loan it will be available at higher rate of 
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interest and in convenient terms. In case of small firms to make 

their financial structures very flexible management finds it very 

difficult. Small firms depend on share capital and retained 

earnings for their long term funds. It is quite difficult for them to 

raise share capital in the capital markets. Also, the capital base of 

small firm is so small that they are not allowed to be registered in 

the stock exchanges. 

4.9 EBIT - EPS ANALYSIS - It is one of the basic objectives of 

financial management to design an appropriate capital structure 

which can provide the highest Earning Per Share (EPS) over the 

firm's expected range of Earning Before Interest & Tax (EBIT). EPS 

is a yard stick to evaluate the firms performance for the investors. 

The level of EBIT varies from year to year shows how successful the 

firms operation are. EBIT. - EPS approach is an important tool for 

designing the optimal capital structure framework of the firms. 

Keeping in view all the above aspects of finance, an attempt 

was made in this study to know the financial structure, its ratio's 

and measure the degree of financial leverage in the selected small 

scale units. 

4.10 DEBT-EQUITY - The debt-equity Ratio determined to 

ascertain the soundness of the long term financial policies of the 

company. It shows the relationship between borrowed funds and 

owner's capital is a popular measure of the long term financial 
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solvency of the firm. This ratio indicates the relative proportions of 

debts and equity in financing the assets of a firm. It is computed by 

using the following formula 

Total Debt 
Debt-Equity Ratio = 

 

Total Debt + Net Worth 

In the Table 4.1 shows the total debt equity analysis. It is 

clear from the Table that debt capital is more than the equity 

capital in all the cases. The overall figure showed 62.05 percent 

was the debt capital in the total capitalisation of the units and 

37.95 percent is equity capital. This indicated that the firms have 

lots of chance to go for trading on equity but as far as external 

parties are concerned they visualise that there is more risk involved 

in it. But it all depends upon firm to firm, unit to unit and person 

to person. The overall ratio showed 1.64 and food & beverage 

showed 2.10 higher than the overall average, it means in food & 

beverage debts are more than the equity which is also very clear 

from the above Table. Where as in case of chemicals the debts are 

the lowest among all it is 58.58 percent which showed a debt equity 

ratio of 1.41. Small scale units are more depended on external 

debts and assistance given by the outsiders. It is costly but they 

don't mind it. 

Again in the Table 4.2 shows the number of units under total 

debt-equity ratio in the various categories . Here the debt equity 

ratio is divided into three category: Below one, one and upto two 
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TABLE 4.1 
Total Debt - Equity Ratio followed b the Sample SSI Units 

Capital Structure 

■ 

Pharmaceutical Electricals Electronics Chemical  Plastic Engineenns _ F & B 
Total' 

Average 

Equity Capital  39.15 40.06 55.58 41.42 38.10 39.41 , 32.20 37.95 

Debt Capital 60.85 60.00 64.42 58.58 61.90 60.59 67.80 62 05 

Total 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 

Ratio  1.55 1:50 1.82 1.41 1.02 1.54 2.10  1.85 

Source : Data collected from Sample Industrial Units and Questionnaire. 

TABLE 4.2 
Total debt - Equity Ratio (NUmber of Units) 	- 

Debit Equity Ratio Pharmaceutical Electricals Electranics . Chemical Plastic Engineerino F & B Tote 
Below 1 16 

©% 0.00 12.00 16.00 4.00 12.00 0.00 . 	4.00 9.14 
0%  12.50 14.75 ' 25.00 6.25  18.75 -12.50 6.25 10600 

Between 1 & 2 16 18 	' 15 21 17 . 	1 9  . 22 127 
crk 60.00 ' 72.00 ' 50.00 0400 68.00 76.00 .  88.00 72.57 
0% 11611i 14.17 11.81 15.54 13.39 14.96 17:32 100.00 

Above 2  . 	32 
©% ' 32:00 ' 15.00 24.00 12.90 20.00 '10.00 8.00 18.29 
gm 25:00 12.50 18.75 9.38 15.63  12.50. 6.25 10000 

Total 25 25 25 .25 .25 25 25 175 
ook 1 00.00 100.00 1 66. 00 100,06 loam . 	s 	100.00 

.  100.00 100.00 
100.00 cm 14:29 14.29 14.29 14.29 14.29 14.29, 14.29 

ei yo  - represents column percentage 	cargo - represe*row percentage 
Source : Data collected from Sample Industrial Units and . Questionnaire 	 , 



and above two. It further revealed that 127 units representing 

72.57 percent were found to have had one and below two debt 

equity while 16 units representing 9.14 percent registered a debt-

equity ratio below one where as 32 units representing 18.29 percent 

units recorded debt-equity ratio above two. It also revealed that 16 

units whose ratio was below one were very conservative and did not 

like to take any risk mainly electronics, electricals and plastics 

units. Their capital structure showed very rigid and fixed. It lacks 

in the quality of flexibility in the capital structure but they enjoyed 

good public confidence. 127 units were found on an average as per 

the standard debt equity ratio 2:1. They are not high and not low 

also, and they maintained a good balance debts and equity capital 

to enjoy the investors support. While in case of 32 units the debt 

equity ratio was above 2 which only means they are having a very 

aggressive type of capital structure. Their maximum capital in the 

capital structure consisted of debt capital. They enjoyed lots of 

flexibility and control in the capital structure. Most of the 

pharmaceuticals units (8 units), electronics 6 units, plastics 5 units 

and engineering and electricals 4 units each are the main units 

whose debt-equity ratio was above two i.e. above the standard ratio. 

It is a risky structure and needs to be constant appraisal, checks 

and control on all the resources from time to time. They enjoyed 

lots of flexibility but at the same time it involves risk too. It is good 

to see that some of the units are ready to take risk in the business. 
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4.11 LONG TERM DEBT-EQUITY RATIO - can be seen from the 

Table 4.3. It indicated that on an average long term debt is 0.96 

paise of each rupee of net worth. Equity shareholders are therefore 

relatively more than the interest of the creditors. Obviously capital 

structure is neither so conservative nor so lenient also, it is on an 

average equal. The practice of employing relatively lower proportion 

of long term borrowed capital is desirable in case of small scale 

units in view of instability and unpredictably of profits. The 

fmancial strength of these units is strong and the financial risk is 

low. 

The highest average ratio of long term debt to shareholders 

equity is recorded in engineering (1.23) followed by electricals (1.06) 

and chemicals (0.96). The lowest ratio is recorded in 

pharmaceuticals (0.82) times followed by plastics 0.85 times. It is 

noted that higher debt equity ratio means higher dependence on 

debts and lower means lower dependence on debts. 

In the Table 4.4 shows long term debt-equity in terms of 

number of units. Again here the long term debt-equity ratio is 

classified into three categories i.e. below one, one and upto two and 

above two. 146 units (83.43 percent) posted a long term debt-

equity ratio below one and in the category of one and below 2, there 

are 46 units representing 14.86 percent while above 2 there are just 

3 units (1.71 percent). The industry wise, in category of below one 

food 86 beverage 25 units (100 percent) have the highest followed by 
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TABLE 4.3 	
. 

Lon . Term debt - E. ui 	Ratio 

Components :  of Capital Pharmaceutical Electricals, il  Electronics Chemical  Plastic , Engineering ,  F & B 
Total 

Average 
Equity Capital  45.16 51.42  48.18 49;02 46.62 56-16  4&21 49.00 

51.00 Long Tenn debt 54:84 48.58 51.82 50.98 ' 	64.18 44.94 61/9 

Total 100600 100.00 _ 1 	100.00 100.00 , 100.00 100106 100.00 100:00 

Ratio  0.82 1.08 0.93 0.96
.  

1;85 1.23 0.93 0.96 

Source : Data collected from Sample Industrial Units , and Questionnaire 

TABLE 4.4 
Long Term Debt to Equity - Number of Units 

Debt Equity Ratio Pharmaceutical  EleCtricals Electionics chemical Plastic , . Engineering ,  F 8, B Total 
BeloW 1 16  24 20 .  10 20 146 

0%  84.00 98.00 80.00 72.00 ' 	62.00 80.Q0 100.00 83.43 
QVA 10.96 ' 1644" 13.70 	' 12.33 15.75 , 13.70 17:12 100.00 

Between 1, & 2, 8. '1 f. 	5 6 , 	'2 . 4 0 28 
©% 32.00 4.00  20.40 .  24.00' . 0,00  '4.40 0.00 14.86 
®04 30.77 . 3.85 19.23 23.08  7.69 . 15.38 .o.oa 100:0o i 

Above 0 
CD% 4.00 ciao 0.00 4.40 .. 0.00 . 4.00' 000 1.71 
0% 33.83 0.00 0.00 33.33' 0.00 • 33.33 0.00 100:00) .. 

Total  25 25, 25  25 - 25 	' ' 25 25 175 
% 106.,00 100.00 '100.00  100,00 ,100,00 , 10000 100.00' 100.001 -  

et* 

Vib - represents column percentage 
Source : Data Collected from 

14.29 
0% 

Semple Industrial Units 

14.29 	i 	14.29 
- represents nom; percentage 

and Questionnaire 

14.29 14.29' ?i 4.29 14.29 100001 • 



the electricals 24 units (96 percent), electronics and engineering 20 

units each (80 percent). In the category of one and below two the 

long term debt equity in terms of units wherein pharmaceuticals 8 

units (32 percent), chemicals 6 units (24 percent), electronics 5 

units (20 percent) and engineering 4 units (16 percent) were found 

in case of above two category. Thus, units consisted of 

pharmaceuticals, chemical and engineering, one unit each. Thus, it 

showed the extend to which debt financing have been used in the 

business. A high ratio shows that the claims of creditors are 

greater than those of owners. A very high ratio is unfavourable 

from the firms point of view. This introduces inflexibility in the 

firms operations due to the increasing interference and pressures 

from creditors. A high debt company also known as highly 

leveraged or geared is able to borrow funds on very restrictive terms 

and conditions. A low debt-equity ratio implies a greater claim of 

owners than creditors. 

4.12 COVERAGE RATIOS - These ratios are computed from 

information available in the Profit and Loss Account. For a normal 

firm, in the ordinary course of business, the claims of creditors are 

not met out of the sale proceeds of the permanent assets of the 

firms. The obligations of a firm are normally met out of the 

earnings or operating profit. These claims consists of i) Interest on 

loans preference dividend and iii) amortisation of principal or 

repayment of the instalment of loans or redemption of preference 
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capital on maturity. The ability of the firm to service its claims is 

called coverage ratios. It reassures the relationship between what is 

normally available from operations of the firms and the claims of 

the outsiders. It also measures the debt servicing capacity of a 

firm. The interest coverage ratio or the times-interest earned is one 

of the most conventional coverage ratios used to test the firm's debt 

servicing capacity. A higher ratio is desirable but too high ratio 

indicates that the firm is very conservative in using debt and it is 

not using credit to the best advantage of shareholders. A lower 

ratio indicates excessive use of debt or inefficient operation. The 

firm should make efforts to improve the operating efficiency or to 

retire debt to have a comfortable coverage ratio. The three 

important factors that determine the value are i) the operating 

profit; ii) the total amount borrowed; and the effective rate of 

interest. Coverage Ratio can be applied to interest coverage, 

dividend coverage and equity shareholders coverage. 

4.13 INTEREST COVERAGE RATIO - Interest coverage ratio 

determines the debt servicing capacity of a business enterprise 

keeping in view fixed interest long-term debt. It shows the 

relationship between earnings before interest and tax (EBIT) and 

fixed interest charges. It is expressed in percentage or number of 

times. The format for computation is 

Interest Coverage = Earnings Before Interest. &  Taxes(EBIT)  
Interest 
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This ratio shows how many times the interest charges are covered 

by EBIT out of which they will be paid. If the business enterprise is 

able to earn a return on the assets higher than the rate of interest 

on long-term debt, the enterprise makes an overall profit. However, 

if the enterprise runs the risk of not earning a return on asset equal 

to the interest cost of the long-term loan, the enterprise makes an 

overall loss. The interest coverage ratio measure the degree of 

protection to creditors from default on the payment of interest by 

the company. Table 4.5 showed the position of the small scale 

units with reference to the interest coverage. It is clear that the 

overall 39.45 percent of the profit is going for interest payment of 

the small scale units and the industry wise, it is electronics which 

paid the highest 42.18 percent followed by engineering 41.42 

percent and electricals 40.81 percent while the lowest interest is 

paid by chemicals 35.71 percent, plastics 38.12 percent and 

pharmaceuticals 39.10 percent. The overall interest coverage ratio 

interest coverage rate shows 1.53 and industry wise chemicals got 

the highest 1.80 followed by plastics 1.62 and pharmaceuticals 

1.56. While the lowest ratio is noticed in case of electronics 1.37, 

engineering 1.41, electricals 1.45 and food 84 beverage 1.51. 

It can be concluded from the above analysis that units like 

chemicals, plastics, pharmaceuticals have got a higher debt 

servicing capacity compared to the others. They have got the 

interest coverage ratio more than the overall ratio of 1.53 where as 

rest of the industrial units have got interest coverage ratio below the 
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overall ratio. It reflects also how best the funds specially the debts 

are utilised to maintain reasonable interest coverage. 

The interest coverage ratio is also studied from the number 

of units coming under the different category of interest coverage 

ratio can be seen from the Table 4.6. It is clear that 69 units were 

found in the category of 2.1 to 3.00 ratio of interest coverage and 

the units which had the highest were electronics (15 units), plastics 

14 units and pharmaceuticals and chemicals 10 units each. While 

67 units were noticed under the category of 1.1 to 2.00 ratio. 

Wherein chemical (14 units), electricals (13 units) and food 8s 

beverage (12 units) were on the top of the list. In Group 3.1 to 4.00 

category, there are 24 units and was dominated by engineering (10 

units) followed by pharmaceuticals 6 units. In 4.1 to 5.00 ratio 

there are 8 units where in electronics, engineering and food 8s 

beverage have got 2 units and plastics one unit. In 6.1 to 7.00 ratio 

again there are three units two from food 8s beverage and one from 

engineering. While in 7.1 to 8.0 category there is one unit which 

from food 136 beverages. There are no units whose interest coverage 

ratio is below one and above eight. 

4.14 SOURCES OF FINANCE - One of the major characteristic 

feature of small scale units is that the personal funds of the 

entrepreneur form a substantial proportion of the total assets. 

Most of the units are not corporate entities. The owner of small 
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TABLE 4.5 
interest Coverage Ratio 

Components Pharmaceutital Electricals Electronics Chentical Plastic . Engineerin ' F & B 
Total 

. Average 
EBIT e0.80 69,19 ' 57:82 . 64.29 , 61.88 58:58 61.18  80.55 

Interest ' 39.10 	' 40,81 42.18 35.71 ' 	38.12 41.42 39.80 ' 39.45 

Ratio 1.58  1.45 1.37 . 1.80 1.62 	, 1A1 1.51 1.53 

Source : Data collected from Sample lildusfrial units and Questionnaire 	, 

TABLE 4.6 
cdvera e Ratio - Number of Units 

Ratio. Pharmaceutic,1 Electricals Eledtronics Chemical Plastic Engineering' F & B Total 
OA -1.0  Q 0 
1.11-10Q 14  12 67 
2.111 -1.00, 1 

. 

15 - 10 14 e9 
3.11- 4.00 10 24 
4.1) - 5.00 2  
5.11;6,00 a 4 . 0 I 
6.11-1.00  
7.11- 8.00 , 
8.11-"9.00 , 
9.1,-10.0.0 	' 0 
Total 25 25 ' 25 25  25 25 25 1/5 
Source : 	i ate collected from Sample lifidus vial` Units and Questionnaire  



scale units have to undertake a considerable amount of higher risk 

than those of corporate units. 

The sources that provide the working capital requirements 

are commercial banks, co-operative banks, money lenders, 

Maharashtra State Finance Corporation. Where as fixed capital 

needs are usually met by the State Government, State Financial 

Corporation, National Small Scale Industries Corporation, 

Commercial Banks, State Industrial Development Corporation. 

Fixed and working capital are the two important needs of a 

business finance. Fixed capital is needed to buy the long term 

capital requirement while working capital is needed for the business 

to buy the short term capital needs. In the Table 4.7 showed fixed 

and working capital ratio in the small scale units. As it is clear 

from the Table that the overall fixed and working capital ratio is 

1.28 where in 56.14 percent of the total capital in small scale units 

consists of fixed capital while 43.86 percent of capital is working 

capital. Industry wise analysis showed that fixed capital to working 

capital ratio was more in case of engineering 2.40, it was more than 

the overall average ratio of 1.28. Where in 70.61 percent of the 

capital consists of fixed capital and only 29.39 percent capital is 

working capital. Engineering units are coming up now and initially 

for any unit fixed capital will be high. Pharmaceuticals units were 

next to engineering with a ratio of 1.50 and it is also more than the 

overall ratio. In pharmaceutical it was 60 percent capital is fixed 
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and 40 percent working capital. In food and beverage, total fixed 

capital needs were 59.47 percent and working capital was 40.53 

percent and the overall ratio showed 1.47 times more than the 

overall average. Chemicals with 1.46 in the fourth in the above 

category of industries, it showed that 59.42 percent capital is fixed 

capital and 40.75 percent is working capital. In case plastics units 

the ratio was the lowest i.e. 0.71 followed by electricals 1.00 and 

electronics 1.08. In the case of plastics the fixed capital 

requirement was 41.50 percent and working capital requirement 

was 58.50, in electronics it was 50.07 percent in fixed capital and 

49.93 working capital. It showed that fixed and working capital 

requirement was more or less is same in case of electronics. In 

electricals it was 51.81 percent fixed capital and 48.19 percent was 

working capital. 

Overall it revealed comment that most of the units were at the 

initial stages so their fixed capital/long term capital requirement 

was more except in case of plastic and rest were found to have had 

the higher percentage of fixed capital requirement. 

4.15 SOURCES OF FIXED CAPITAL/LONG TERM FUNDS 

Fixed capital is required in the business to buy the fixed 

assets for the business. It is a capital that is needed to meet the 

permanent or long term needs of the business. Fixed capital 

determines the smooth and efficient working of the business. This 

capital is required most at the time of establishment of a new unit 
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and also for expansion, diversification and maintenance of the 

existing enterprise. Fixed capital remains invested in the business 

as long as the units or enterprise operates. The amount of fixed 

capital required varies from unit to unit but this amount is quite 

large as fixed assets are very costly. The fixed capital is collected 

as per the estimate made in the capital plan. It provides strength 

for the survival and stability to a unit specially manufacturing. The 

amount of fixed capital is based upon the nature of business, the 

size of the unit and method of manufacturing the product. Fixed 

capital is the back bone of the business. 

Sources of Fixed Capital Borrowed (External) in case of Small 

Scali Units 

Banks MSFC Financial Institutions Government Subsidies Other 
Sources 
including 
own 
source 

In this study an attempt is made to know the various long 

term sources (external) which financed he small scale units in Goa. 

As far as internal are concerned they include paid up capital of 

ordinary Equity Shares, Preference Shares, Deferred Shares and 

Forfeited Shares. In the Table 4.8 showed the sources of fixed / 

long term capital (external) borrowed by the small scale units. It 

showed that 45.80 percent of the fixed capital came from the 
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TABLE 4.7 

CoMponent & Ratio  Pharmaceutical 

- ---- - - 

Eiectdcals 

- 	- -.- 	- 

Eleatronics CheMical PlaStic Enoineet1ng F & B 
Total 

AVeratie 

Fixed Capital 60.00 51.81 50:07 ._...., 59.52 41A0 70.61 . 59A7 5&14 

WOrking Capital  40.00 48.19 49:93 40.75 58.80 29.39 40.53 43.90 

Ratio ' 	1.50 1.08 1.00 , 11.46 0.71 2.40 1 AT 1.28 

Source : Data collected from Sample Industrial Units and Questionnaire 

TABLE 4.8 
ce of Fixed Capital BO dinged 

Source of Finance Pharmaceutical ElOctricals Electronics , Chemical Plastic EngineeAng 
48.51• 

8 F & 
60.21 

Total 
Averat 

45.8 Banks 30.15 40.32 46.71 4251  52.17 

fit'SFC 10.26 12.14 15.10 10.26 1181 15.18 5.15 11.41 	' 

Financial Institution 18.12 15.91 10.72 35.1 10.11 14.81 10.17 16.44 

Govt. Subsidies 24.52 20.10 22.841 6.27 5.18 1. 	18.15 10.11 15.31 

Other Source 16.95 11.53 4.63 5.75 20.73 135 14.38 11.04 

Total 100400 100.00 100.00 100.00 10080 100.00 100.00 100.00 

Source : Data collected from Semple Industrial Units and Questionnaire 



commercial banks and the highest among them was food 8s 

beverages sector which have got 60.21 percent of their total fixed 

capital through commercial banks followed by plastics and 

engineering 52.17percent and 48.51 percent respectively. The 

lowest among them were the pharmaceuticals 30.15 percent and 

electricals 40.32 percent. Commercial banks provided a wide 

ranging financial assistance to small scale units in the form of 

equity support and term loans which can be used for long term 

establishment, expansion, modernisation and renovation. Another 

important source of fixed capital is the Maharashtra State Financial 

corporation which represented 11.41 percent of the overall fixed 

capital. It is mainly utilised by engineerings 15.18 percent followed 

by electronics 15.10 percent, electricals 12.14 percent and 

engineering . 11.81 percent.. Financial institution played a very 

important role in the financing of small scale units they proved 

16.44 percent of the total fixed capital finance to small scale units. 

In chemicals units with 35.21 percent, pharmaceuticals with 18.12 

percent, electricals (15.19 percent) and food 86 beverages with 

(10.17 percent) of their respective total capitalisation of the units. 

In Goa, the major attraction for small scale units is the 

government subsidy. The subsidies are many and their rates are 

also very high in Goa. It can be seen from the above Table 4.8 that 

overall Government subsidies consisted of 15.31 percent of the total 

fixed capital borrowed and the industries which are on the top of 

the Table are pharmaceuticals (24.52 percent), electronics (22.84 
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percent), electricals (20.10 percent) and engineerings (18.15 

percent). Another important source of fixed capital finance is from 

other sources i.e. money lenders, friends and relatives. The Table 

showed that in case of plastics 20.73 percent came from other 

sources followed by pharmaceuticals and electricals (16.95 percent). 

It is clear that maximum fixed capital finance was provided 

by commercial banks followed by other sources while Maharashtra 

State Finance Corporation have relatively reduced its role in case of 

financing fixed capital needs. 

4.16 SOURCES OF WORKING CAPITAL BORROWED 

Working capital requirement is the amount of funds which 

the small scale industry must have to finance its day to day 

activities. An adequate working capital ensures a regular and 

orderly working of a business unit. Working capital is that part of 

total capital which is required for purchasing current assets, to 

meet regular recurring needs of a business unit. Table 4.9 showed 

the sources of working capital borrowed. It showed that 71.91 

percent of the total working capital is from commercial Banks. It is 

the highest in all the types of Industry but among them engineering 

with 80.11 percent was the highest followed by chemicals 76.24 

percent, plastics 75.82 percent and pharmaceuticals 72.82 percent. 

9.06 percent of the overall working capital was from own source 

and among the own source, electronics was with 15.12 percent, 

food & beverage with 10.18 percent, electricals 10 percent, were on 
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the top of the list while 19.04 percent of the total working capital 

requirement was from other source. Other source included fund 

borrowed from money lenders, suppliers credit, friends and relatives 

etc. Electricals with 24.76 percent is on the top of the list followed 

by electronics 24.07 percent, pharmaceuticals 19.08 percent, 

chemicals 18.20 percent. 

It can be inferred from the above analysis that Banks played 

a crucial role in working capital requirement of a business. The 

own source of capital is not yet developed. While other source is 

again a crucial source for small scale industry although they have 

to pay slightly higher interest rate on some of the funds borrowed 

through these source still small scale industrial units prefer that 

mainly there are less formalities and procedures involved. For a 

small scale unit, working capital management is particularly 

important mainly small scale units may decrease its investments in 

fixed assets by renting or leasing plant and equipment. However, 

there is no way of avoiding an investment in working capital 

requirements. 

4.17 SOURCES OF OWNED FUND (EQUITY BASE) 

Owned source is one where the entrepreneurs did not have 

to fall back up on the outside costly source. This is the source 

which build up the strength of the enterprise. It included equity 

share, retained earning and subsidies received from the 

Government. Every business organisation whether partnership, 
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sole trading or joint stock company are allowed to issue equity 

shares. But due to their small size of the issue they cannot be 

traded in the stock exchange and as a result the moveability of 

such shares is very slow. In the Table 4.10 showed the sources of 

owned fund and it is clear from the Table that 86.61 percent of the 

owned fund was funded by the equity shares and the industry wise, 

engineering was with 90 percent of the total equity base followed by 

chemicals 89 percent, plastics 88 percent were on the top of the 

Table. It is revealed further that 8.86 percent of the total equity 

base was funded by retained earning and prominent industries 

among them were electronics 12 percent of the total equity base 

followed by food & beverage and pharmaceuticals 10 percent each , 

and chemical with 9 percent were on the top of the list. Subsidies 

are another source of equity base which consists of 5 percent of the 

total equity. Industry wise, it is pharmaceutical with 8 percent, 

electricals and food & beverage 6 percent each and plastics with 5 

percent were on the top among the industries. 

It is clear from the above analysis that maximum portion of 

the own fund/equity base was from equity capital which was 

financed by the owner himself or by some of the financial 

institution. It is very interesting to note that retained earning is 

also playing a very important role in funding equity base most of 

the units have realised the importance of retained earning in 

financing its own business while subsidies are also assisting the 

owner to build up the equity base of the unit to some extent. 
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TABLE 4.9 
Sources of Working Capital Borrowed 

Source of Working 
Capital Pharmaceutical 

. 	. 

Electricals Electronics . Chemical PlaStic . Engineering , 
80.11 	, 

F & B 
72.31 ' 

Total 
Average 

Banks  72.82 66.24 , 	60.81 , 76.24 , 76.82 1'1.91 

Own SoUrce 8.10 '10.00 15.12 5.56 545 5.28 10.18 9.06 

Other Sources 19:08 24.76 24.07 18.20 ,16.03 14.61, 17.61 19.04 

Total 100.00 100.00 100.00 loom 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 

Source : Data collected from Sample industrial Units and Questionnaire 

TABLE 4.10 
Source of Own Fund (equity base) Anal si 

Source of Equity , Pharmaceutical Electricals Electronics Chemical ,Platitic Engineering F & B 
. Total 
AVerage 

Equity,Share 82.00 86.00 84.00 89.00 ' 	88.00 90.00, 84.00 ' 86:14 

Retained Earning , 10.00 8.00 12.00 9.00 , 7.00 ' 6.00 10.00 0.86 

Subsidies 8.00 6.00 	. 4.00, , 2.00 6.80 4.00 , 6.00 6.00 

Total 100.00 100.00 	i 100.00  100,00 100.00 100.00 100.00 moo 

Source : Data collected from Sample Industrial Units And Questionnaire 



4.18 TYPES OF LOAN USED - Table 4.11 showed the type of loan 

used by the small scale units. Term loan is a long term type of 

loan. Small scale industries find it difficult to secure adequate 

finance from institutional sources even for their working capital 

requirements because of their own inherent limitations on the one 

hand and the generally high standard applied by the lending 

institutions to borrowers on the other. Banks and other lending 

institutions find it difficult to assess their credit worthiness. Long 

term and short term loan is required for the business to finance 

their fixed and current assets of the business unit. Long term loans 

are given in the form of term loans to small scale units is given 

generally for more than one year. The only problem the small scale 

industries face, is that they are not regarded as sufficiently credit 

worthy because they are not able to satisfy the criteria laid down by 

lenders. The Table 4.11 shows that except three units of plastics 

rest of all the units used term loan as one of to finance their 

business. 

4.19 CASH CREDIT AND BILL FINANCING FACILITY - are 

considered to be the short term loan facilities. To small  scale units, 

cash credit limit is sanctioned after completing necessary 

formalities by the borrower. The bank opens a cash credit account 

in the name of the borrower and the cash credit limit sanctioned is 

credited to this cash credit account. Generally cash credit facility is 

given a • sin  st goods "hypothecated" or pledged with the bank. Cash 
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TA = LE 4.11 
Type of Lban used 14 the units  	, 

TYpee of Loans Pharmaceutical  Electricals I Electronics CheMical  Plastic, • Engineering F & B Total Units 
172 Term Loan 25 25   25 	' 25  22 	' . . 	25  25 

Cash Credit 25  21 2S 25 .  . 25  22 161 

Bills Facility   10 

Source : Data collected from Sample Industrial Units and. Questionnaire 



credit facility is useful for meeting working capital needs of 

business. In the above Table shows the cash credit standing of 

small scale units out of 175 units 161 units were found to have 

utilised this facility. Industry wise, all the units of electricals, 

plastics and engineering used cash credit facility while incase of 

pharmaceutical 20 units used, electronics 21 units, chemicals 23 

units and food & beverage 22 units used cash credit. 

Bills facility is another type of loan (short term) used by small 

scale units. Commercial banks provide short term finance to 

business enterprise by discounting their bills of exchange, 

promissory notes. Business enterprises get ready cash against bills 

and this provides additional liquidity to them for business purposes 

along with discounting of bills bank issue letter of credit in favour of 

their customers. Bills facility is not so popular among small scale 

units in Goa, as it can be seen from the Table, only 7 units out of 

175 used this facility and the units which used this are 

pharmaceuticals 2 units, plastics 3 units, food & beverages 3 units 

and engineering 2 units only. 

The analysis revealed that most of the small scale units 

utilised Term Loan and Cash Credit as a means of financing. Bills 

facility have not been understood by many of the small scale units, 

so it is less popular means of financing. 

As it was learnt that most of the small scale units have got 

higher creditorship fund in the form of loans credits and borrowing 
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as a result it -makes the units highly geared. The interest burden 

on small scale units goes on increasing as some of the funds were 

borrowed with a high interest rate, that ultimately reduces the 

profitability of the unit. At times they find it so much over 

burdening that they stop producing. Manufacturing and this is one 

of the reasons the sickness in small scale business units. It can be 

evident from the Table 4.12 which showed the rate of interest on 

term loan. In 0-10 percent interest rate it was observed only three 

units which acquired their finance at that rate of interest. They 

included pharmaceuticals two units and electricals one unit. In the 

interest range of 11-15 percent, there were 66 units representing 

37.71 percent of the total units. The top most units which have 

acquired loans at this rate of interest were chemicals and 

engineering 12 units each followed by plastics 10 units, electricals 9 

units and the lowest in this Group were pharmaceuticals 6 units 

followed by electronics 8 units and electricals and food & beverage 9 

units each. In the interest range of 16-18 percent there are 70 

units representing 40 percent of the total. The top three sectors are 

plastics 14 units, pharmaceuticals 12 units and food & beverage 11 

units. The lowest in this Group were electricals 6 units followed by 

electronics 7 units and chemicals and engineering 10 units each. 

In the interest range of 19-21 percent there are total 28 units which 

borrowed their funds represented 16 percent of the total units. The 

major units which have borrowed at this interest rate is electrical & 

electronics 8 units each, food & beverage and pharmaceuticals 4 
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TABLE 4.12 
Rate of Intetest on Term Loans 

Semi Pharrnacoutipai giectrieois kificArdnks . P.fiefriiCal - Plastic, Enginemiiig F & , a ' total 
0-10 _ ` 2 1 o Y  0 o 	' 3 

cok , 5.00  4.00 0.00 , 0,00 , 	0,to 	, •0.00 . .0.00 ;1.71 
46% •  ,06.07 33,3 , 0.00 0.00' . '0.00 	, 0.00 „0.00 160.00 

ii .:15 	" 12 - 10 12 9, 66 
0% 24:00 36.00 32.06 40.06 . 40.60 40.00  6.00 87.71 

6%, 0.09 13,64 12.12 15.18 15.15 ' 	18:18 ' 13 ..64 ' 	100.00 
113 - 18 12 10 14 10 , 11 70 

Co4 40.00' „ 24.00  20.00 40.00 50.00 	,  4006 ' .44.00 40:00 
. 0% . 17:14' . 8.57 10.00 14.29' , 20.00 	, 14:29 , 15.71 - 100.06 

19.:t1 ' , 	l3,. 
• Iticgi' 16.99' _3?..00  32.00 6.00" 	- . 0 :00' 8.00  16.00 .16.06 

,(16% •  ; 14.29' . 	i'.3.6/ 	' 20.57 7.14 , 000 	, 7.14 . 1'4.9 ' 	100.00 
2; L 24 ',.1 1 8 

*4 4.00 	- 4.00 8.00 4.00 , 	4.00 	. , 4.00 4.00 4.57 
px:, 

1 12.50 12,50 . 25.00 12.50 , 12.50 12.50 1250 100.00 
Abirie 24 

0 00 
9 

000 
:0 

 0.00 
, : 	0 
, 6.00' 

0 
, 6.00 64) 0.00  'o.ckcj 	' 0.00 

6%  0.60 0.00 • 0.00 
 25 

  0.00' 
25 

. 0,00 
, 	25 

,0.0o 
. 25  

0.00 
25 

0.00 ' 
176 total 25 25 

004 100.00 1•00.00. 100.06 100,00, 100,00. 100.0.0 1016,00 , 100.00 
6% 1410 	14,20 , 14.29 14.29 •  14.29 . 1429 1429 100.00 

poys, -: represents column perceotogp 	, 	P°4 -.represents row perdentage" 
Sourde : Data collected frOrn SaMple Ind6itrillOnits and Questibnnaire 



units each and chemicals and engineering 2 units each while there 

was no unit from plastics which have borrowed from this range. In 

interest range of 22-24 percent there were 8 units representing 4.57 

percent and the major units are electronics two units and one unit 

each from the rest six segments. At above 24 percent interest, there 

was no unit noticed. 

It is clear from the above analysis that most of the units were 

found under the range of 11 to 21 percent range. It was noticed 

majority of the units have borrowed funds at high interest rate 

mainly because of their low credit worthiness in the market and as 

a result they had to find some one who can lend finance to them 

and it was fulfilled only at the cost of high interest rate. 

Small scale units acquire creditorship securities in the form 

of long term and short term financing. In the case of long term 

loans, the interest rates are slightly lower as the entrepreneurs have 

the option of choosing. They are not in a hurry it gives him 

reasonable time to think. In the case of short term loans the time 

to think is very short and the needs are very urgent, entrepreneurs 

cannot postpone the needs. They have to keep the production 

process working smooth, so, they will acquire the loan at higher 

interest rate with less formalities and complexities. In the Table 

4.13 showed the rate of interest on short term loans. It is clear that 

in the interest range of 0-10 percent there were 9 units representing 

5.14 percent wherein chemicals 3 units, pharmaceuticals and 
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TABLE 4.13 
oan 

Interest Rates Pharmaceutical Electricals Electronics dhaMiCal .Plaatic 	- Engineering F '9,13 • ' ,Total  .TOtal , 
0-10 1 	' o 9 

0% 8.00 4.00 8.00 	' 	, 12.00  4.00 ' 0.00  0:00 ' J  ,.5.14 

8% 22.22 11.11 22,2 	' 83.38  11.11  0.09. ,o,O6 loo.Oor 
11 - 15 10 lg 7 X 12 11; id /(v. 	1 

o% 40.00 48.00 28,00 - 48.00 42.00 . .44.00 *40.90' 1 40.00' 
6% 14.29 17.14 10,00 . 	1'7.14 	- . 1t44 , ' 1§11. 1429 ' - 	, 100.001 I 

16 - 18 12 , 10  11, 	' . 64 1 
0% 48.00 32.00 40: 00 ' 32.00  28.00 ,  p.00  4400 06.57 
0% 18.75 12.50 15.63 ' 12:5p  10.94 : `ip.0, 	- 1719 :100.0a' 

. 16 	1 19 - 21 . , 	3: , 
0% 4.00 4.00 1600 '  4.00 16.00 ,  8.00   ,12.00 9:14 
0% 6.25 6.25 25.00 . 6.25 2500 _ ' 12.60 .1$.75 ' ' 160.0 

22 - 24 0 1 2 1 2 3 1 , 	.ioh. 	' 
o% 0.00 4.00 8.00 	. 400 9.b0 , , 	'12:0o - ,.  .4',00 ' 	1 5:11 	' 
0% 0.00 10.00 20.0o ' ,fo.00 *:-.).00 	, '(-5,0o 	' ,ip.00' 	1 

 13 , 
'1,00.0o 

6. Above 24 
0% 0.00 8.00 apo ' 0.00 , 	12.00 	, ' 4.09 ,0:0O ' 3.4$ 
e% 0.00 33.33 0.00  0.00 0.00 r' 16.67  .0:00 . ' 1,00.001 

Total 25 25 25 25 , . i5:_ 	. .  175. 
(3% 100.00 100.00 , 100.00 ' 100.00 100 00 , '101:00'' ,. :00,90` 1 1,00 ' 	 .0o' 

e % 14.29 14.29 14.29 ' 14.29 14.29  , : 14R9 ' )  100.00' 
0% - represents column percentage 	8% - represents row percentage . 

Source : Data collected from Sample Industrial Units and Questionnaire 



electronics 3 units each. In 11-15 percent range of interest, there 

were 70 units representing 40 percent and the most prominent 

among them were electrical and chemicals 12 units each followed 

by engineering 11 units and food 86 beverage and pharmaceuticals 

10 units each. 

In the range of 16-18 percent interest, there were 64 units 

representing 36.57 percent and the top most among them were 

pharmaceuticals 12 units, food 86 beverage 11 units, electronics 10 

units and electricals, chemicals and engineering 8 units each 

respectively. In the range of 19-21 percent interest there were 16 

units where in 4 units each in case of electronics and plastics, 3 

units in the case of food 86 beverage and two units in engineering. 

In the range of 22-24 percent there were 10 units where in 

engineering with 3 units, electronics and plastics 2 units each while 

in the case of above 24 percent interest range there were 6 units 

representing 8.43 percent. Industry wise, it was electricals two 

units, plastics 3 units and engineering one unit. 

It is clear that the short term loans are acquired at much 

more costly rate than the long term loan. It is interesting to note 

that even in the interest bracket of above 24 percent interest 6 

units were found. The number of units in the higher interest rates 

were more mainly due to the urgency of the funds and secondly 

their poor credit worthiness. 
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4.20 PROBLEM IN OBTAINING FINANCE - Small scale industries 

are generally not regarded as sufficiently credit worthy because they 

are not able to satisfy the criteria laid down by lenders. While 

granting medium and long term loans the lending agency not only 

assesses credit worthiness of borrowers and the security offered by 

them but also an observance of rules and regulations governing 

such advances. The unit should show the prospects of improving 

its earning capacity -and profit, if financial assistance is granted to 

them and various other expectations are laid down by the lenders. 

Strict requirements of security and rigid prescription of acceptable 

collateral. Delay involved in the sanction of loans are some of the 

problems faced by small scale units in Goa. It can be evident from 

the Table 4.14 which showed the problems in obtaining finance. 

Out of 175 units 135 units representing 77.14 percent of the total 

have expressed their concern in obtaining finance while 40 units 

representing 22.86 percent have not found any problem in 

obtaining finance. Industry wise 22 units from engineering 

expressed their concern while 3 units did not face any problem in 

obtaining finance. In electronics it was 21 units which have 

problem while 4 units did not have any such problem in obtaining 

finance. In electronics 21 units which raised their concern over 

obtaining finance. 

The maximum number of units in a particular segment 

expressed happiness as they did not face any problem in obtaining 

finance were plastics 8 units, followed by electricals and food & 
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TABLE 4.14 
Problems irf obialpin Anarice 

EloOtio  T4tai  
135 

Engineerin ► 	ra,  YB 
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beverage 7 units each. Chemicals 6 units, pharmaceuticals 5 units, 

electronics 4 units and engineering 3 units. 

The forgoing analysis showed that most of the Small Scale 

Industries have a problem in obtaining finance. It is due to the 

various reasons which were discussed in the above topic. In 

addition to that some typical problems faced by small scale units 

were identified. One of such problem is due to credit squeeze. The 

Table 4.15 showed the details regarding the credit squeeze 

problems created by the lenders and financial institutions, and how 

it affected the small scale units in Goa. The severity of the problem 

is measured by a 5 point scaling technique and presented it in 

terms of the mean value. It is clear that 77 units with 44 percent of 

the total have faced a very severe problem due to the policy of the 

lending institution. While 61 units 34.86 percent one have faced a 

high problem, 25 units (14.29 percent) faced moderated problems 

regarding credit squeeze, 9 units were on low level and 3 units with 

1.71 percent were at the very low level. Higher the point on the 

scale more severe is the problem. The overall mean showed 4.14 

which ultimately falls under the very high degree category. While 

industry wise the plastics units with 4.44 average mean value was 

on the top followed by engineering 4.32 and the lowest among them 

was pharmaceuticals with 3.56 mean value which fell under 

moderate category followed by electricals and food & beverage 4.00 

mean value each representing high degree of credit squeeze. It is 
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TABLE 4.15 
Preblernt in obtaining Finance Credit Squeeze 
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also interesting to note that 12 units were noticed under the 

category of low to very low degree. 

4.20.1 PROBLEM OF SECURITY - Not having enough security 

to provide as a pledge or hypothecation is the another problem of 

Small Scale Industry in Goa. With out security, it is rare that small 

scale units can raise finance from the financial institution and 

money lenders. It is mainly due to low credit worthiness of the 

entrepreneurs that demands high security against the finance. In 

the Table 4.16 showed the problem in obtaining finance among the 

small scale units due to the security. It can be seen that 86 units 

(49.14 percent) were found to have faced very severe problem in 

raising funds due to poor security, while 63 units (36 percent) faced 

high degree of such problem, 17 units (9.71 percent) faced 

moderate problem, 8 units have faced low problem and one unit 

have faced very low problem. The overall average mean showed 

4.29 which means overall very severe problem faced by SSI units. 

Industry wise, the average mean value again showed very high 

degree of problem for the types of industries. The highest among 

them was the food 86 beverages (4.52) and the lowest among them 

was engineering with 4.04 mean value. 

4.20.2 DELAY IN SANCTIONING LOAN - There are two stages 

involved in granting of loan i.e. sanctioning and disbursement. 

There is a General complaint by the entrepreneur that it takes a lot 

of time in getting the loan sanctioned and also lot of time is wasted 
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TABLE 4.16 
Problems in obtaining Finance - Security Problem 
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in disbursement of loans. Table 4.17 showed the problem faced by 

small scale entrepreneur in obtaining finance due to delay in 

sanctioning and disbursement. 84 units representing 48 percent of 

the total said there was a high degree of delay in sanctioning the 

loan, 41 units representing 23.43 percent of the total complained 

that there was very high degree of delay in sanctioning the loan, 40 

units complained that there was moderate delay in sanctioning loan 

while 10 units said there was low or very low degree of delay in 

sanctioning. The overall average mean value showed 3.87 which 

means high degree of delay. Industry wise, it showed electronics 

and chemicals have got 4.04 mean value for each category which is 

higher than the overall average mean and it is coming under very 

high category. While engineering with 3.64 mean and 

pharmaceuticals and electricals with 3.80 each are at the least 

affected among all. 

In Table 4.19 an attempt is been made to show the 

comparative analysis of mean value regarding the problems faced 

by small scale entrepreneurs in obtaining finance. All the problem 

i.e. Credit squeeze, security, delay in sanction and disbursement 

and corruption are shown with their average mean value are shown 

in the above Table. It revealed that almost all the problems have a 

very high degree of effect on small scale industries except delay in 

sanctioning and disbursement which recorded 3.87 degree means 

high degree. Among all security was the most severe problem as it 

can be seen with the highest degree of average mean value 4.29 
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TABLE 4.17 . 
Prbblems in obtaining Finance - Delay in Sanction  
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It is understood from the entrepreneurs that although it have got 

the second place but its involvement is in almost all the problems 

faced by small scale entrepreneurs. Among the pharmaceuticals, 

security is the major problem. Credit squeeze is the major problem 

of electronics units followed by security 4.16. It is very interesting 

to note that credit squeeze and security have the same degree of 

mean value 4.44 in case of plastics industry followed by delay in 

sanctioning and disbursement 4.04 mean value. In engineering 

industry, it was credit squeeze 4.32 is the major drawback followed 

by food & beverages it is security the major problem due to their 

low asset backing. 

4.21 REPAYMENT PERIOD - Repayment of loans is suppose to be 

the main financial difficulty for many entrepreneurs. Repayment 

period starts much before they could utilise this fund in the 

business and starts earning proper rate of return. Once the loans 

granted and disbursed, whether it is a short term or long term loan 

the interest starts mounting up, but it doesn't go at the same rate 

in the earnings of the business. So the entrepreneurs always 

expect the lender of funds should be little bit lenient during this 

term. To understand this main problem of the entrepreneurs the 
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TABLE 4.19 
roblelns in obtaini ng 	 Comparative o arative An I s s Me n Value 

. 	 , 
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J 
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repayment period is divided into three categories i.e. Repayment 

period of term loan soon after first month onward, after the 

Gestation period and after a definite period. 

The Table 4.20 represented the repayment period of term 

loans - long term in nature. It is clear from the Table that 136 

units representing 77.71 percent have got a repayment period after 

a definite period. The definite period may start from one years to 

two years or more. Industry wise, electronics 22 units representing 

88 percent followed this period of repayment while food & beverage 

with 15 units (60 percent) were at the lowest among this category. 

The Table showed that there were 34 units (19.43 percent) which 

repayment period was after the Gestation period. It's a great relief 

to the units which faced major problem of establishment and 

market capturisation. Initially it was the food & beverage industry 

8 units (32 percent) was top on the list followed by pharmaceuticals 

7 units (28 percent) and least among them was electronics and 

chemicals with 3 units each. There are still 5 units representing 

2.86 percent of the total one had a repayment period soon after the 

first month onwards and it's a big challenge for them to make the 

payment within the time limit. 

Overall it showed that the maximum units have got a definite 

repayment period in case of term loan. It is because the fund 

lenders realised that it is very difficult for them to make the 

payment of instalment amount of loan and interest when they have 
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not started earning it, where as those five units representing two 

from food & beverage and one each from chemicals, plastics and 

engineering were not given any such concession. 

Position of repayment of short term loans of small scale 

entrepreneurs from Goa are shown in the Table 4.21 again having 

the same criteria. Repayment after first month onwards, after 

Gestation period and after definite period. It can be seen from the 

Table that 146 units representing (83.43 percent) came under the 

first category which repayment period started soon after the first 

month. Industry wise, all the units representing 80 percent fell in 

these category except pharmaceuticals 18 units (72 percent), 

electricals 19 units (76 percent) while plastics with 24 units (96 

percent) were on the top of the list. Total of 8 units repayment was 

after the Gestation period and 21 units after the definite period. 

Here 146 units fell under first category i.e. Repayment soon 

after one month because it is a short term loan and short term 

loans are to be repaid mainly within one years period of time.. This 

loan is taken only when the investment in the long term Assets are 

already made. 

4.22 FAIL TO REPAY LOAN INSTALMENTS 

For some units the sickness comes initially from the 

beginning due to their failure to make the timely payment of loan 

instalment when the unit becomes the defaulter, and the situation 

continues for a long period, then such units are considered as 
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insolvent and action is taken against them to repay the instalment 

amount and the penal interest due to non-payment. Table 4.22 

revealed the position of the small scale units in terms of repayment 

of loan instalments. It is clear that 126 units representing 72 

percent have answered saying that they never failed in repayment of 

loan instalment on time. While 30 units representing 17.14 percent 

have failed in repayment of loan instalment and 19 units 

representing 10.86 gave no response to this question. They were 

worried about the reputation of the units if the answer is negative. 

The units which failed to repay loan instalments most are food & 

beverages and chemicals 8 units each while electricals were the 

least with just one unit which failed to repay the loan instalment 

on time. Many of the entrepreneurs revealed after deep discussion 

that they took second loan to repay the first loan and third to repay 

second and that is how short term loans goes not circulating from 

time to time 

It is clear that the major problem of repayment is the long 

term loan as it involves huge amount and huge interest repayment 

also. Therefore, Small Scale Industry fallback mostly on owned 

fund rather than borrowed fund. This will help the small scale 

units atleast in the initial period to build up and grow well and as 

far as possible small scale units have to see how to minimise the 

cost of financing and interest there on the loans. Last movement 

makes the units to borrow the funds from the costliest source 

which will ultimately make them  defaulters.  
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WORKING CAPITAL 
ANALYSIS 



CHAPTER - V 

WORKING CAPITAL ANALYSIS 

A study of working capital is important to internal and 

external analysis of an organisation because of its close 

relationship to day-to-day operations of a business. Inadequate 

management of working capital is one of the leading causes of 

business failures. The term working capital refers to short term 

funds required for financial operating cycle in the business. These 

funds are used for carrying out the routine activities consists of 

purchase of raw materials, payment of direct or indirect expenses, 

investment in stock and stores, credit granted to customers and to 

maintain required amount of cash. Shortage of funds for working 

capital have caused many businesses to fail. Lack of efficient and 

effective utilisation of working capital leads to earn low rate of 

return on capital employed. 

Working capital refers to total of all the current assets which 

is referred as Gross working capital. It also refers to the excess of 

current asset over current liabilities which is net working capital. 

The gross working capital is defied as the current asset of the firm 

notably cash and marketable securities, accounts receivable and 

inventory 

The investment in current asset should always be adequate. 

Excessive and inadequate investment in current asset is 



dangerous and should be avoided as they destroy the firm's 

liquidity as well as profitability. Another alternative definition 

of net working capital is that portion of firm's current asset 

financed with long term funds. In other words the level of net 

working capital in the firm is a measure of liquidity and also 

suggests the extent in which working capital needs may be 

financed by the permanent sources of funds. The basic objective 

of working capital management is to manage the firm's current 

asset and current liabilities .in such a way that the satisfactory 

level of working capital is maintained. 

From the point of view of time, working capital may be 

divided into two categories viz. Permanent and temporary capital. 

Permanent working capital represents the assets required on 

continuing basis over the entire year. It is that part of current 

asset which represents the very minimum level of raw materials, 

goods in process, finished goods, stores, receivables and cash that 

is required at all times to carry out a minimum level of business 

activities. Basically it is financed out of long term source of funds. 

Where as temporary working capital represents additional assets 

required at different times during the operation of the year. This 

is also known as variable working capital. On the bases of 

changes in business activity, the volume of temporary working 

capital fluctuates. A firm will finance its seasonal and current 

fluctuations in business operations through short-term debt 

financing. 
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The success of a small scale industry depends on the 

availability of adequate working capital which ensures the 

purchase of raw material at competitive prices and payment for 

labour. The need of working capital arises because there is a time 

gap between purchases and production, production and sale and 

sale and realisation of cash. During these period the company 

should have ready cash to keep business running. Adequate 

working capital enables a firm to avail cash discount facilities 

offered to it by the suppliers. Cash discount - reduces the cost of 

purchases. An adequate working capital enables a firm to make 

prompt payment and it is a base to create and maintain Goodwill. 

It facilitates to meet situation of crisis and emergencies. Again 

goodwill can be maintained by regular production and discharging 

the orders on time. A small scale unit can avail easy loans from 

the banks due to their high credit worthiness. Thus, it helps the 

unit to operate its business more efficiently. Working capital can 

assist in building the investors confidence by paying regular 

dividends to its investors. For small concerns efficient working 

capital management is still more essential to ensure purchase of 

inputs at competitive prices and timely payment to factors of 

production. 

In short, need for working capital arises in specially Small 

Scale Industry in order to buy and stock necessary quantities of 

raw materials and stores, to meet all the expenses relating to 

production, o carry the necessary quantities of finished goods till 
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they are sold, to carry the receivables when the sales are on credit 

basis and to make advance payments for goods and services. 

Through effective control over the investment in current assets 

consisting of inventories, bill receivables, shot term investments, 

cash and bank balance and prepaid expenses. 

5.1 CASH MANAGEMENT 

Cash Management is one of the key area of working capital 

management. Cash is also the most important current asset for 

the operations of the business. Every activity in an enterprise 

revolved round the cash because cash is limited in an enterprise. 

It is, therefore, desirable that available cash must be managed 

properly. A small scale unit should keep sufficient cash. Cash 

shortage will disrupt the concerns manufacturing operation while 

excessive cash will simply remain idle, without contributing 

anything towards the firm's profitability. There are two basic 

objectives of cash management which include to meet the cash 

disbursement needs as per the payment schedule and to minimise 

the amount covered up as cash balances. 

Small scale units have a very challenging task in front of 

them regarding cash management. In order to manage cash 

smoothly and efficiently, they should understand motives of 

holding cash. Table 5.1 showed the standing of small scale units, 

motive behind holding cash. Overall 83.81 percent of the total 

cash was kept by all the units mainly due to transaction purpose. 
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The transaction motive requires a small concern to hold the cash 

to meet routine cash requirements to finance the transactions in 

the ordinary course of business. It needs cash to make payments 

for purchases, wages & salaries and other operating expenses, 

taxes, dividends etc. Thus, the transaction motive refers to the 

holding of cash to meet anticipated obligations whose timing is not 

perfectly synchronised with cash receipts. Food & beverage units 

have kept the highest percent i.e. 89.10 followed by plastics, while 

electronics was the lowest among them with 78.71 percent. 

Precautionary motive is the need to hold cash to meet 

contingencies in future. The precautionary amount of cash 

depends upon the predictability of cash flows. If cash flows can be 

predicted with accuracy, less cash will be maintained for an 

emergency. A small concern keeps cash balance to meet 

unexpected cash needs arising out of unexpected contingencies 

such as floods, strikes, presenting of bills for payment earlier than 

the expected date, sharp increase in prices of raw materials etc. It 

is seen that 14.62 percent of the cash is kept due to precautionary 

motive. The industry which predicts the precautionary nature of 

holding cash the most was electronics with 21.20 percent followed 

by engineering 16.09 percent while the units which predicts least 

about this motive were food & beverage 8.90 percent, electricals 

12.88 percent. Speculative motive is the motive of a concern to 

take advantage of opportunities which present themselves at 

unexpected moment and which are typically outside the normal 
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course of business. It is passive and aggressive for example, an 

opportunity to purchase raw materials at a reduced price on 

payment of immediate cash. A chance to buy securities, a firms 

ability to borrow at short notice in the event of any emergency, to 

make purchases at favourable prices. Among the small scale 

units, 7 was clear that overall 1.57 percent cash of the total is 

kept for speculative purpose and the industry wise it is 

pharmaceuticals 4 percent, chemicals 3 percent and electricals 

and food & beverage 2 percent each. 

Yet another motive to hold cash balances is to compensate 

banks for providing certain services and loans. Banks provide 

certain services to their clients free of charge and they expect the 

clients to keep a minimum cash balance with them, which help 

them to earn interest and thus compensate them for the free 

service provided. But this motive is not popular among the small 

scale units as evidenced above that there was not a single unit 

provided cash to counteract compensating motive. 

It is interesting to note that the major motives of providing 

cash among small scale units are transactions and precautionary, 

in order to meet their short term borrowings. 

5.1.1 CASH PLANNING AND CONTROL - Cash Planning helps 

to anticipate future cash flows and needs of the firm and reduces 

the possibility of idle cash balances which lowers firms 

profitability and cash deficits which can cause the firm's failure. 
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Cash planning is a technique to plan and control the use of cash. 

It projects the financial conditions of the firm by developing a 

projected cash statement from a forecast of expected cash inflows 

and outflows for a given period. Cash plans are very crucial in 

developing the overall operating plans of the firm. Cash planning 

may be done on daily, weekly, monthly or job wise basis. The 

period of frequency of cash planning depends upon the philosophy 

of the firm and its size. Table 5.2 showed the cash planning basis 

of small scale units. It is interesting to note that 92 enterprise 

representing 52.57 percent followed cash planning on monthly 

basis. Most of the units which followed monthly cash planning 

were plastics 20 units (80 percent), chemicals 18 units (72 

percent) and pharmaceuticals 15 units (60 percent) while the least 

among them were engineering 6 units (24 percent), weekly basis 

cash planning was been done by 34 units (19.43 percent of the 

total). These units were basically medium scale units. The top 

among them in the list are electricals 9 units (36 percent) followed 

by engineering 8 units (32 percent) while the lowest among them 

were pharmaceuticals, electronics & plastics with 2 units each. 

27 units representing 15.43 percent of the total followed daily 

basis of preparation of cash planning and the prominent among 

them were electronics and food & beverage 8 units each followed 

by electricals 4 units, while job-wise or project-wise, cash planning 

is done by 22 units (12.57 percent) with engineering 10 units (40 

percent) is the highest, followed by pharmaceuticals 5 units (20 
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TABLE 5.1 
sh by the Sam. 	.. le Units (percentage 

Pharmaceutical Electricals Electronics  Chemical Plastic _ Engineering F & B 
Total 

Average 
83.81 Transaction Motive 80.50 85.12 78.71 81.23 88.11 83.91 89.10 

Precautionary 15.50 12.88 21.29 15.77 11.89 16.09 8.90 14.62 

Speculative 4.00 2.00 0.00 3.00 0.00 0.00 2.00 1.57 

Compensating 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

Total 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 
Source : Data collected from Sample Industrial Units and Questionnaire. 

TABLE 5.2 
Cash Planning - Time Factor by the Sample Units 

Pharmaceutical 
_ 

Electricals Electronics Chemical Plastic Engineering F & B Total 
Daily 3 4 8 1 2 1 8 27 

()% 12.00 16.00 32.00 4.00 8.00 4.00 32.00 15.43 
®% 11.11 14.81 29.63 3.70 7.41 3.70 29.63 100.00 

Weekly 2 9 2 5 2 8 6 34 
()% 8.00 36.00 8.00 20.00 8.00 32.00 24.00 19.43 
6% 5.88 26.47 5.88 14.71 5.88 23.53 17.65 100.00 

Monthly 15 10 13 18 20 6 10 92 
()% 60.00 40.00 52.00 72.00 80.00 24.00 40.00 52.57 

®% 16.30 10.87 14.13 19.57 21.74 6.52 10.87 100.00 
Job/Project wise 5 2 2 1 1 10 1 22 

cm 20.00 8.00 8.00 4.00 4.00 40.00 4.00 12.57 
®% 22.73 9.09 9.09 4.55 4.55 45.45 4.55 100.00 

Total 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 175 
0% 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 

sok 14.29 14.29 14.29 14.29 14.29 14.29 14.29 100.00 
6% - represents column percentage 	6% - represents row percentage 
Source : Data collected from Sample Industrial Units and Questionnaire. 



percent). It is very interesting to note that there are quite a 

number of small scale units who followed daily, weekly and job-

wise cash planning. 

5.1.2 TOOLS OF CASH PLANNING - Cash planning is done on 

the basis of net cash forecast by preparing cash Budget, 

forecasting the overall working capital position with the previous 

experience of planning. In the Table 5.3 showed the Basis of cash 

planning. It is interesting to note that 84 units representing 48 

percent of the total followed cash planning based upon their 

previous experience, while 44 units (25.14 percent) used the cash 

flow statement as cash planning tool and 47 units (26.86 percent) 

used cash budget to plan their cash requirement. Industry wise 

analysis showed that 64 percent (16 units) of pharmaceuticals 

used previous experience as a basis for cash planning followed 

by60 percent (15 units) of chemicals. Cash budget is a means of 

forecasting. Cash is the highest among food 86 beverages 10 units 

(40 percent) and plastic 9 units (36 percent) while cash flow 

statement as a basis of cash planning is the highest among 

engineering 11 units (44 percent) followed by electricals 7 units 

(28 percent). It is understood from the above analysis that the 

small scale units have to improve cash planning by using more 

and more scientific tools to plan their cash as accurately as 

possible. 
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5.1.3 SHORTAGE OF CASH - The small scale units should 

decide about the appropriate level of cash balances. The cost of 

excess cash and the danger of cash deficiency should be matched 

to determine the optimum level of cash balances. Minimum or 

shortage of cash is the real problem for the financial management 

to solve. In the Table 5.4 showed the problem of cash shortage 

faced by the various units. There is not a single unit when 

interviewed expressed that they have not faced any problem of 

cash shortage so far. Further the Table showed that 91 units 

representing 52 percent of the total had the severe problem of 

cash shortage frequently. The industry which claimed the highest 

were food as beverage 19 units (76 percent) followed by electricals 

18 units (72 percent), electronics 16 units (64 percent) and the 

least among them were engineering 9 units 48 percent of the total 

had the severe problem of cash shortage occasionally and the 

highest among them were chemicals 17 units (68 percent) followed 

by engineering 16 units (64 percent). 

The above analysis showed that the unsystematic cash 

planning is the main cause of severe cash shortage to small scale 

units. To overcome this problem the SSI should fall back on tools 

like cash budgeting and cash flow statement analysis more and 

more rather then depending more on past experience. Shortage of 

cash is the major factor for effecting the smooth functioning and 

productivity of the small scale units. Precautions must be taken 
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TABLE 5.3 
Cash Planninva Basis among the SSI Units in Goa 

Pharmaceutical Electricals Electronics Chemical Plastic Engineering F & B Total 
Cash Budget 4 6 8 4 9 6 10 47 

cm 16.00 24.00 32.00 16.00 36.00 24.00 40.00 26.86 
(1)% 8.51 12.77 17.02 8.51 19.15 12.77 21.28 100.00 

Cash Flow Statement 5 7 4 6 6 11 5 44 
®% 20.00 28.00 16.00 24.00 24.00 44.00 20.00 25.14 
0% 11.36 15.91 9.09 13.64 13.64 25.00 11.36 100.00 

Previous experience 16 12 13 15 10 8 10 84 
®% 64.00 48.00 52.00 60.00 40.00 32.00 40.00 48.00 
VA 19.05 14.29 15.48 17.86 11.90 9.52 11.90 100.00 

Total 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 175 
CO% 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 
®% 14.29 14.29 14.29 14.29 14.29 14.29 14.29 100.00 

0% - represents column percentage 	Cr% - represents row percentage Source : Data collected from Sample Industrial Units and Questionnaire. 

TABLE 5.4 
The Severity of Cash Shortage among the Sample Units 

Pharmaceutical Electricals Electronics Chemical Plastic Engineering_ F & B Total 
Frequently 10 18 16 8 11 9 19 91 

®% 40.00 72.00 64.00 32.00 44.00 36.00 76.00 52.00 
OM 10.99 19.78 17.58 8.79 12.09 9.89 20.88 100.00 

Occasionally 15 7 9 17 14 16 6 84 
0% 60.00 28.00 36.00 68.00 56.00 64.00 24.00 48.00 

(g)% 17.86 8.33 10.71 20.24 16.67 19.05 7.14 100.00 
Never 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

©% 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
OD% 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

Total 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 175 
0% 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 

00A 14.29 14.29 14.29 14.29 14.29 14.29 14.29 100.00 
0% - represents column percentage ®% - represents row percentage 	Source : Data collected from Sample Industrial Units and Questionnaire. 



to predict cash planning as accurately as possible. The various 

reasons for severe cash shortage among small scale units were : 

5.1.3.1 Delay in Realisation of Book Debts : In the Table 5.5 

showed severity of cash shortage due to delay in realisation of 

book debts. The problem is put on a five point scale. To measure 

the severity of the problem it is clear from the Table that 70 units 

representing 40 percent of the total were found to have had a very 

high degree of severity of this problem and the major units that 

suffered this problem were engineering 18 units (72 percent), 

pharmaceuticals 10 units (40 percent) and chemicals 12 units (48 

percent). 66 units representing 37.71 percent were found to have 

had high degree of such problem with plastic 12 units (48 percent) 

were the highest. 32 units representing (18.29 percent) fell under 

the moderate category and top most among them were food 8s 

beverage 7 units (28 percent) followed by pharmaceuticals 6 

units. The 7 units which fell under low or lower degree or very 

lower degree where in they did not face any problem and there 

were not much book debts. It was also shown by calculating 

average and mean value while all the units got average mean value 

above the overall mean value and the lowest among them was food 

8s beverage (3.52). The highest among all was engineering with 

4.64 mean value. 

Another reason for severe cash shortage was due to stock 

holding. Table 5.6 depicted the picture of all the sample units 

and also showed how severe is the problem. Again the problem is 
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TABLE 5.5 
- Delay in Realisation among the Sample Units 

Scale Pharmaceutical Electricals Electronics Chemical Plastic Engineering F & B Total 

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 . 2 2 

©% 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 8.00 1.14 

2 0 0 1 0 1 0 3 5 

©% 0.00 0.00 4.00 0.00 4.00 0.00 12.00 2.86 

3 6 5 5 3 4 2 7 32 

0% 24.00 20.00 20.00 12.00 16.00 8.00 28.00 18.29 

4 9 13 11 10 12 5 6 66 
©% 36.00 52.00 44.00 40.00 48.00 20.00 24.00 37.71 

5 10 7 8 12 8 18 7 70 
C)% 40.00 28.00 32.00 48.00 32.00 72.00 28.00 40.00 

Total 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 175 
CYY0 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 

Mean 4.16 4.08 4.04 4.36 4.08 4.64 3.52 4.13 
0% - represents column percentage Source : Data collected from Sample Industrial Units and Questionnaire. 

TABLE 5.6 Reasons for Cash Shortage - Stock Holdings 
Scale 	 Pharmaceutical 	Electricals 	Electronics 	Chemical 	Plastic 	Engineering 	F & B 	Total 

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 
©% 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 8.00 1.14 

2 2 1 1 1 3 1 2 11 

0% 8.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 12.00 4.00 8.00 6.29 

3 9 6 5 4 7 4 5 40 
0% 36.00 24.00 20.00 16.00 28.00 16.00 20.00 22.86 

4 8 10 9 12 9 7 9 64 
©% 32.00 40.00 36.00 48.00 36.00 28.00 36.00 36.57 

5 6 8 10 8 6 13 7 58 
0% 24.00 32.00 40.00 32.00 24.00 52.00 28.00 33.14 

Total 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 175 
0% 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 

Mean 3.72 4.00 4.12 4.08 3.72 4.28 3.68 3.94 

()% - represents column percentage. 	Scale : 1 - Very Low, 2.- Low, 3 - Moderate, 4 - High, 5 - Very High. 
Source : Data collected from Sample Industrial Units and Questionnaire. 



measured on a five point scale. Starts with very low to very high. 

The overall average mean value showed 3.94 which means high 

degree. 58 units representing (33.14 percent) fell under very high 

degree of cash shortage while 64 units (36.57 percent) were high 

degree of cash shortage, 40 units fell under moderate and 13 units 

were under low to very low category. The mean value showed 

engineering have the very high level of cash shortage (4.28 mean) 

followed by electronics 4.12 mean while the lowest was among 

food & beverages 3.68 mean value. The 3.94 overall mean value 

stated that the small scale units have high degree of cash shortage 

due to stock holding. The small concerns have to find out ways 

and means to reduce stock holding position and convert the stock 

into cash at the earliest. 

5.1.3.2 Credit squeeze by the commercial banks have a duel 

effect i.e. one on the working capital and secondly the cash 

shortage. Credit squeeze by the banks due to low performance of 

the small scale units and irregular payments of credit granted. It 

can be seen from the Table 5.7 which showed severe cash shortage 

due to credit squeeze. There were as many as 60 units were under 

the category of very high severe cash shortage due to credit 

squeeze while 56 units have high category, 37 units were under 

moderate category, 18 units under low and 4 units under very low 

category. The overall mean value showed 3.86 i.e. above moderate 

and industry wise severe cases were plastics 4.44 mean, 

electronics 4.16 while pharmaceuticals have got the lowest 2.36 
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mean value. Low profit, low public trust and low credit worthiness 

and ultimately low credit given or at a high interest rate. Small 

scale units have to improve its performance and make regular 

payments of installments of credit granted. It equally affects the 

working capital finance. 

5.1.3.3 Diversification of funds is another cause of cash 

shortage among small scale units. Funds are granted for one 

purpose but utilised for some other purpose .leads to 

misappropriation by diversifying the funds creates a cash shortage 

which is shown in the Table 5.8. It showed that 12 units have 

severely misappropriated the funds and have a very high degree of 

diversification of funds for which it was sanctioned. 13 units were 

under high degree, 69 units were under moderately diversified 

while 81 units have a low level of diversification. The overall mean 

value showed 2.56 but industry wise, food 85 beverage have got 

3.08 mean, electronic 2.88 mean value and rest of them got less 

than the overall mean, while electricals got 2.36 mean value. 

Overall they were found least diversified the funds other than for 

which it was actually given but still there were some units who 

had diversified the fund and severe shortage of cash have 

occurred. 

5.1.3.4 Lack of proper planning is yet another reason for severe 

cash shortage. Faulty or wrong estimate of cash will become 

wrong and ultimately will create cash shortage as we have noted 

earlier that many of the entrepreneurs are planning their finance 
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TABLE 5.7 
Reasons for Cash Shortage - Cash Squeeze among the Sample Units 

Scale Pharmaceutical Electricals Electronics Chemical Plastic Engineering F & B Total 
1 0 0 0 1 0 2 1 4 

()% 0.00 0.00 0.00 4.00 0.00 8.00 4.00 2.29 
2 4 2 1 3 1 3 4 18 

0% 16.00 8.00 4.00 12.00 4.00 12.00 16.00 10.29 
3 7 4 5 7 4 5 5 37 

©% 28.00 16.00 20.00 28.00 16.00 20.00 20.00 21.14 
4 10 8 8 8 6 9 7 56 

0% 40.00 32.00 32.00 32.00 24.00 36.00 28.00 32.00 
5 4 11 11 6 14 6 8 60 

0% 16.00 44.00 44.00 24.00 56.00 24.00 32.00 34.29 
Total 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 175 

()% 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 
Mean 2.36 4.12 4.16 3.60 4.44 3.60 3.68 3.86 
OcYo - represents column percentage. Scale : 1 - Very Low, 2 - Low, 3 - Moderate, 4 - High, 5 - Very High. 

Industrial Units and Questionnaire. Source : Data collected from Sample 

TABLE 5.8 
Reasons for Cash Shortage - Diversification of Funds among the Sample Units 

Scale Pharmaceutical Electricals Electronics Chemical Plastic Engineering F & B Total 
1 5 6 2 6 7 5 2 33 

0% 20.00 24.00 8.00 24.00 28.00 20.00 8.00 18.86 
2 11 8 6 7 5 7 4 48 

C)% 44.00 32.00 24.00 28.00 20.00 28.00 16.00 27.43 
3 7 8 12 8 10 11 13 69 

0% 28.00 32.00 48.00 32.00 40.00 44.00 52.00 39.43 
4 1 2 3 2 2 1 2 13 

0% 4.00 8.00 12.00 8.00 8.00 4.00 8.00 7.43 
5 1 1 2 2 1 1 4 12 

0% 4.00 4.00 8.00 8.00 4.00 4.00 16.00 6.86 
Total 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 175 

0% 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 
Mean 2.68 2.36 2.88 2.48 2.40 2.44 3.08 2.56 
co% - represents column percentage. Scale : 1 - Very Low, 2 - Low, 3 - Moderate, 4 - High, 5 - Very I- Source : Data collected from Sample Industrial Units and Questionnaire. 



based upon past experience and not based on cash budgeting or 

cash flow statement which may mislead them many a times. 

Table 5.9 showed the cash shortage due to lack of proper 

planning. The shortage of cash have arrived due to lack of proper 

planning among the various units, 15 units have got very high 

problem, 36 units were found to have had problem at high level, 

78 units have got moderate shortage of cash due to this issue 

while 46 units have got low or very low level of cash shortage. 

Overall it showed a mean value of 2.98 but plastic units with 3.64 

mean, electricals 3.40 mean and electronics with 3.00 mean were 

above the average overall mean value. Higher the mean value 

indicates higher the cash shortage due to improper planning. 

Small scale industries should plan properly for the cash. It should 

be done only after cash budgeting and cash inflow and cash 

outflow analysis. Although it showed a moderate or low mean i.e. 

2.98, still small scale units have to improve their planning quite a 

lot specially with reference to plastics, electricals and electronics 

units and others too. 

In Table 5.10 showed the comparative analysis of mean 

value due to severity of cash shortage. It is clear from the Table 

that small scale industry faced severe cash shortage due to delay 

in the realisation of book debt which can be evident from the 

overall mean value of 4.13 highest among all. Stock holding is 

next to delay in realisation of book debts which shows a mean 

value of 3.94 while the least among them is the diversification of 
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TABLE 5.9 
o e - ack of Pro er Plannin_ amon the Sam le Units 

Scale Pharmaceutical 
_ 

Electricals 
. 

Electronics Chemical Plastic Engineering F & B Total 
1 3 2 4 3 1 8 2 23 

CM 12.00 8.00 16.00 12.00 4.00 32.00 8.00 13.14 
2 2 2 3 4 2 6 4 23 

0% 8.00 8.00 12.00 16.00 8.00 24.00 16.00 13.14 
3 12 9 10 14 8 10 15 78 

0% 48.00 36.00 40.00 56.00 32.00 40.00 60.00 . 44.57 
4 6 8 5 10 1 3 36 

©% 24.00 32.00 20.00 12.00 40.00 4.00 12.00 20.57 
5 2 4 3 1 4 0 1 15 

0% 8.00 16.00 12.00 4.00 16.00 0.00 4.00 8.57 
Total 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 175 

©% 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 
Mean 2.76 3.40 3.00 2.80 3.64 2.16 2.88 2.98 
em - represents column percentage. Scale : 1 - Very Low, 2 - Low, 3 - Moderate, 4 - High, 5 - Very I- Source : Data collected from Sample Industrial Units and Questionnaire. 

TABLE 5.10 
Reasons for Cash Shortage - A Comparative Analysis (mean value) among the Sample Units 

Pharmaceutical Electricals Electronics Chemical Plastic Engineering F & B 
Total 

Average 

4.13 
Delay in the Realisation 
of Book Debt 4.16 4.08 4.04 4.36 4.08 4.64 3.52 
Stock Holdings 3.72 4.00 4.12 4.08 3.72 4.28 3.68 3.94 
Credit Squeeze 2.36 4.12 4.16 3.60 4.44 3.60 3.68 3.86 

Diversification of Funds 2.68 2.36 2.88 2.48 2.40 2.44 3.08 2.56 

Lack of Proper Planning 2.76 3.40 3.00 2.80 3.64 2.16 2.88 2.98 

Industrial Units and Questionnaire. Source : Data collected from Sample 



funds which have got a mean value of 2.56. Credit squeeze also 

have got 3.86 mean which is also high except diversification of 

funds and lack of proper planning, rest of them were found to 

have had severe effect of cash shortage on small scale units. 

3.1.3.5 Cash management is necessary in order to avoid cash 

shortage. Cash shortage is the main cause of business downfall. 

Due to cash shortage, a unit may become insolvent or bankrupt. 

It affects the relationship with banks, creditors and suppliers of 

raw material as prompt payment is not possible. The firm may 

lose trade discount due to lack of cash. The advantages 

favourable to business opportunities may not be available to the 

firms and it will be difficult for the firm to meet unexpected 

contingencies and any emergencies. This situation may 

ultimately lead the firm or unit to sickness. Small scale units it is 

very difficult to come out from the downfall due to cash shortage. 

5.1.4 The Table 5.11 showed the Impact of Cash Shortage on 

outside borrowing. Due to cash shortage it is very difficult for the 

entrepreneur to grow and develop. As he cannot generate enough 

cash to meet his day to day requirement he have to fall back upon 

outside borrowing to build up his business. The borrowings are 

available at a high cost which will only reduce the profitability of 

the concern as there will be lots of cash outflow in the form of 

interests. The Table showed 63 units (36 percent of the total) were 

noticed having very high rate of borrowings due to shortage of 

cash, 81 units had to borrow at a high level while 27 units went 
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for outside borrowing at moderate level and 4 units at low level. It 

showed a overall average mean value of 4.16 which was found 

under the high level borrowing and among the industry wise 

plastic and engineering were at the top with each of them are 4.28 

mean value followed by electricals 4.20 mean. It revealed that 

maximum units were falling back on outside borrowing with high 

interest rates. 

Foregoing opportunities due to cash shortage is shown in 

the Table 5.12. It may be to avoid a trade discount or buying raw 

material at a lower rate or investing in some assets etc. It is clear 

from the Table that 24 units (13.71 percent) have lost great 

opportunities due to shortage of cash. 33 units claimed that they 

also lost some good opportunities to a large extent. While 83 

units were affected moderately and 35 units said they were 

affected the least. The overall average mean value showed 3.21 

which is above moderate. Industry wise plastic units 3.40 mean 

have claimed that they lost the maximum good opportunities 

followed by electronics 3.32 mean while the least among them is 

electricals with 2.27 mean value, engineering with 2.52 and 

pharmaceuticals with 2.92 mean claims they were least affected 

due to shortages of cash. 

Another impact of cash shortage is curtailment of 

production. This will be the least expected step in any business 

organisation. Keeping the existing production capacity ideal and 

ultimately under utilising all the other productive resources. The 
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TABLE 5.11 
Impact of Cash Shortage - Outside Borrowings among the Sample Units 

Total Engineering F & B Chemical  Plastic Electricals Electronics Pharmaceutical Scale 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0% 
4 1 2 0 0 1 2 0 

0.00 0.00 2.29 8.00 0.00 0.00 4.00 0% 4.00 
27 4 6 3 2 3 4 3 5 

15.43 16.00 24.00 12.00 8.00 12.00 0% 20.00 16.00 
81 14 12 11 12 11 9 12 4 

56.00 48.00 46.29 44.00 36.00 48.00 48.00 ©% 44.00 
8 10 10 63 9 9 5 8 9 

32.00 40.00 40.00 36.00 36.00 ©% 32.00 36.00 36.00 
25 25 25 25 25 25 25 175 Total 

100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100. 00 40% 
4.16 Mean 4.04 4.20 4.04 4.28 4.28 3.64 4.00 

- represents  column percentage. Scale : 1 - Very Low, 2 - Low, 3 - Moderate, 4 - High, 5 - Very High. 
Source : Data collected from Sample Industrial Units and Questionnaire. 

TABLE 5.12 
Impact of Cash Shortage - Foregoing Opportunity among the Sample Units 

Scale Pharmaceutical Electricals Electronics Chemical Plastic Engineering 
1 2 0 1 1 0 4 

0% 8.00 0.00 4.00 4.00 0.00 16.00 
2 4 2 3 2 3 8 

@% 16.00 8.00 12.00 8.00 12.00 32.00 
3 9 13 12 14 13 10 

©OA 36.00 52.00 48.00 56.00 52.00 40.00 
4 6 7 5 5 5 2 

©% 24.00 28.00 20.00 20.00 20.00 8.00 
5 4 3 4 3 4 1 

©% 16.00 12.00 16.00 12.00 16.00 4.00 
Total 25 25 25 25 25 25 

@% 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 
Mean 2.92 2.27 3.32 3.28 3.40 2.52 

Total F & B 
1 9 

5.14 4.00 
26 4 

16.00 14.86 
83 12 

47.43 48.00 
33 3 

12.00 18.86 
24 5 

20.00 13.71 
175 25 

100.00 100.00 
3.21 3.28 

0% - represents column percentage. Scale : 1 - Very Low, 2 - Low, 3 - Moderate, 4 - High, 5 - Very High. Source : Data collected from Sample Industrial Units and Questionnaire. 



result is obvious that there is sharp downfall of profit. Increase in 

unnecessary cost, wear and tear or obsolescence of time. The 

Table 5.13 depicts the curtailment of production due to shortage 

of cash. It showed further that 30 units (17.14 percent) were very 

highly involved in reducing the production capacity, 78 units were 

also involved in reducing the production due to shortage of enough 

cash. 43• entrepreneurs said they are moderately affected while 

24 units were involved least. The overall average mean value 

showed 3.60 and industry wise plastic with 4.00 mean was on the 

top followed by chemicals 3.84 mean. Where as pharmaceutical 

was at the lowest with 3.04 mean. Exception of pharmaceuticals, 

electricals and engineering rest of them were having a mean value 

more. Then the average overall reduction of production is one of 

the most severest impact on small scale units due to cash 

shortage. 

For small scale units payment of dues on time is very 

crucial. Payment of dues possible for the small scale units only 

when they make enough profits and profitability can be improved 

only when working capital in the form of cash is managed well. 

The Table 5.14 showed the impact of cash shortage as a result the 

small concern are unable to pay the dues. Out of the 175 units as 

many as 35 units were having a very great problem in payment of 

their dues and 58 units were also having high problem to pay the 

timely dues, 67 units were affected moderately while 15 units were 

affected the least. The mean value of this factor showed 3.63 and 
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TABLE 5.13 
Impact or cam ,nonage on me ,ample units - uurtaument or rroaucuon 

Scale Pharmaceutical Electricals Electronics Chemical Plastic Engineering F & B Total 
1 3 2 1  0 0 2 9 

cyA 12.00 8.00 4.00 0.00 0.00 8.00 4.00 5.14 
2 4 1 2 2 1 3 2 15 

()% 16.00 4.00 8.00 8.00 4.00 12.00 8.00 8.57 
3 9 8 4 6 5 7 43 

()% 36.00 32.00 16.00 24.00 _ 	20.00 28.00 16.00 24.57 
4 7 12 13 11 12 9 14 78 

©% 28.00 48.00 52.00 44.00 48.00 36.00 56.00 44.57 
5 2 2 5 6 7 4 4 30 

0% 8.00 8.00 20.00 24.00 28.00 16.00 16.00 17.14 
Total 25  25 25 25 25 25 25 175 

0% 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 
Mean 3.04 3.44 3.76 184 4.00 3.40 3.72 3.60 
elm - represents column percentage. Scale : 1 - Very Low, 2 - Low, 3 - Moderate, 4 - High, 5 - Very High. Source : Data collected from Sample Industrial Units and Questionnaire. 

TABLE 5.14 
Impact of Cash Shorta e on Sample Units - Unable to pay the dues 

Scale Pharmaceutical Electricals Electronics Chemical Plastic Engineering F & B Total 
1 0 0 0 1 0 0 2 3 

00A" 0.00 0.00 0.00 4.00 0.00 0.00 8.00 1.71 
2 2 4 2 1 0 1 2 12 

00A 8.00 16.00 8.00 4.00 0.00 4.00 8.00 6.86 
3 7 9 10 9 8 11 13 67 

0°4 28.00 36.00 40.00 36.00 32.00 44.00 52.00 38.29 
4 9 8 7 8 10 11 5  58 

oyo 36.00 32.00 28.00 32.00 40.00 44.00 20.00 33.14 
5 7 4 6 6 7 2 3 35 

0% 28.00 16.00 24.00 24.00 28.00 8.00 12.00 20.00 
Total 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 175 

©% 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 
Mean 3.84 3.48 3.68 168 3.96 3.56 3.20 3.63 
o% - represents column percentage. 	Scale : 1 - Very Low, 2 - Low, 3 - Moderate, 4 - High, 5 - Very High. Source : Data collected from Sample Industrial Units and Questionnaire. 
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among the industry wise plastic with 3.96 was the highly affected 

one followed by pharmaceuticals 3.84 and the lowest affected 

units were food 8s beverage 3.20 and electrical 3.48 mean value. 

Regular payment of dues, instalments and interest of the 

creditors, banks is very important otherwise it affects adversely its 

goodwill and creditworthiness. 

The comparative analysis of mean value of various impact of 

cash shortages - are shown in the Table 5.15. It revealed that 

outside borrowings with high interest rate (4.16) is the major 

problem of small scale industries during cash shortage followed by 

unable to pay the dues/loans (3.63 mean) while foregoing 

opportunity is the lowest with 3.21 mean value. Outside 

borrowing with high interest rate is the most severe affect of cash 

shortage on the units. So, it is very much essential to plan 

properly the cash and manage the cash inflow and outflows most 

accurately by following cash budgeting. 

5.2 CREDIT MANAGEMENT - When a small scale units sell 

good or services on credit the payment are postponed to future 

dates and receivables are created. Receivables are assets 

representing amounts owed to the firm as a result of sale of 

goods/ services in the ordinary course of business. Credit sales is 

resorted to by a firm to push up its sales which ultimately results 

in pushing up the profits earned by the firm. At the same time, 

selling goods on credit results in blocking of funds in Account 
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receivables. Account Receivable represent an extension of credit 

to customers, allowing them a reasonable period of time in which 

to pay for the goods which they have received. Extension of credit 

involves risk and cost. The management should weigh the 

benefits as well as cost to determine the goal of receivable 

management. Receivable constitutes a substantial portion of 

current asset of several firms. If a small concern sells goods on 

credit it will be in a position to sell more goods than if it insisted 

on immediate cash payment. Increase in sales results in higher 

profits for the unit. A firm may have to resort to granting of credit 

facilities to its customers because similar facilities being granted 

by the competing firms to avoid the loss of sale. Credit 

management is needed in order to determine the credit policy, to 

determine the credit terms, to determine collection policies and 

methods, and to control the receivable. 

It is necessary to maintain the optimum level of size of 

receivables in case of small scale units. The optimum investment 

in receivable will be at a level where there is a trade off between 

costs and profitability of the firm. When the firm resorts to a 

liberal credit policy, the profitability of the firm increased on 

account of higher sales. However, such a policy result in 

increased investment in receivable, increased chances of bad 

debts and more collection costs. If the total investment in 

receivables increases then the problem of liquidity arises. On the 

other hand, a stringent credit policy reduces the profitability but 
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TABLE 
on the S 	le Units - Comparative Anal is (mean value 

Pharmaceutical Electricals Electronics chemical Plastic Engineering F,413,  
Total 

Average 
Foregoing the 2.92 '132 _128 140 2.52 3.28:, 3.21 . 

Borrowing at higher rate 4.04: 4.20, ',too A04 4.28 4.28 184, C16 
Production 3.04 .  344 3.76 4.00 140 3.72. 150 
Unable to pay Loan 3.84 	 148 ,, 	. 3„68 S.68 3.98 3.66 3.20 163 
Source : Data collected from Sample_Indystrial units and Questionnaire. ' 

TABLE 5.18;._ 
Anal_ sis of Credit Sales - The Composition of Sales . 

Pharmaceutical 

. 

Electricals Electronics chemical Plastic Engineering F 8i B 
Total 	- 

Average 
Cash Sales 31.00, 29:59 , 27.59 3419 47,87 24.89 45.00 3C56 
Credit Sales 68.10 , 70:41 ' 72.41 61 01 52,13 75.11 5C10 65.44 
Total 100.0-  0 100.00 - , 	, 	,  100.00 . 11 .00:00 100.00 100.00 100.00 -  100.00 
Source : Data collected from Sample Industrial Units,and duestionnalre. 

TABLE 5.17 
The otives forCredit Sales , 	, 

Pharmaceutical 

. 

Electricals , Electronics Chemical Plastic Engineering F. 8< B. 
Total 

Average 
To Face Competition 88.44 69:67 . 70.96 58,15 5021 " , 89.71 75.61 66.11 
As an Obligation 15.89, ' 19.91. 10A6 26.07 -  40.98 18.19 10.21 20.33 
Asa Tradition 15.67 	' , 	10.42 • 18.58 15.18 8.81 	' 12.10 14.18 1156 
Total 100.00 

- 	. 	. 	, 100.00 ' 100.00 10000 100.00 100.00 100.00 100,00 _ 
Source : Data collected from Sample Industrial Units and duestionnaire.  



increases the liquidity of the firm. Optimum credit policy occurs 

at a point where there is a trade-off between liquidity and 

profitability. The optimum credit policy should also be based 

upon the credit standard, credit terms and collection efforts. 

Table 5.16 revealed the composition of Sales of Small Scale 

units. It is clear from the Table that 65.44 percent of the total 

Sales is credit sales while 34.56 percent is cash sales. Further 

insight in the Table, showed that cash sales is more in cash of 

plastic 47.87 percent followed by food 135 beverages 45.90 percent. 

It states that they have more stringent credit policies and they 

enjoy good amount of market share. So, their sales are on cash 

basis. In case of credit sales, it is engineering with 75.11 percent 

followed by electronics 72.41, electricals 70.41 percent were the 

highest. It is mainly due to the stiff competition, eagerness to 

increase the market share and profit leads to increase credit sales. 

While in case of food 135 beverage (54.10 percent) and plastic (52.13 

percent) revealed that the credit policy is more stiff except food 85 

beverage and plastics. Rest of them have got credit sales more 

then 65 percent. 

5.2.1 BASIS OF CREDIT POLICY - A firm may follow a lenient 

or a stringent credit policy when a small concern is following a 

lenient credit policy it tends to sell on credit to customers on very 

liberal terms and standards. In contrast, a stringent credit policy 

sells on credit on a highly selective basis only to those customers 
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who have proven creditworthiness and who are financially strong. 

Small scale units in practice feel the necessity of granting credit 

due to the reasons mentioned in the Tables 5.17. 66.11 percent of 

sales are credit sales in order to face the competition, higher the 

degree of competition, the more the credit granted by a firm, 

competition is more in case of food and beverage 75.61 percent 

followed by electronics 70.96 percent. 20.33 percent of the total 

SSI units considered it as an obligation to grant credit inorder to 

increase the sales and capture the wide share of the market. The 

Table showed that plastic units (40.98 percent) was the highest 

followed by chemicals 26.67 percent, while 13.56 percent of the 

total units considered it as a tradition of granting credit. The 

industries which followed this most were electronics 18.58 percent 

followed by pharmaceuticals 15.67 percent. So, most of the small 

scale units followed credit sales mainly to face competition. With 

the new trends of globalisation, it is very difficult for the small 

concern to sell their product on cash basis if they want to survive 

in the market. Internally they are not in favour of credit sales due 

to large amount of bad debts still they can't help it. As a tradition 

it becomes their policy from the beginning onwards but as an 

obligation small scale units are forced to give credit inspite of their 

trouble. 

Evaluation of credit-worthiness of the individual desirous to 

obtain credit from the firm is based upon the credit policy and 

credit analysis. To a large extend credit policy of a small concern 



is based on five important aspects i.e. (i) Character or the 

willingness of the customer to pay (ii) capacity or the ability to 

pay (iii) conditions or the prevailing economic conditions of the 

country (iv) capital or availability of funds to the firm and (v) 

collateral or the value and nature of security to be provided by the 

customers. The subjective judgement of the credit manager is an 

important input to such decision. Successful credit policy is 

based upon obtaining credit information. The sources of credit 

information may be internal or external. 

Internal sources of information is collected by filling the 

various forms and documents giving details about financial 

operations, past record of the customer also can be availed to 

know his credit worthiness. While external sources may be 

employed the following information.. Table 5.18 which showed the 

credit policy basis of the small scale units. The major credit is 

given based on the financial statement. 55.75 percent financial 

statement throw light on the applicant's financial stability, 

liquidity, profitability and debt capacity helpful in assessing the 

overall financial position and credit standing of the firm. The real 

difficulty arises in obtaining the financial statements of 

partnership and individual, particularly the audited accounts 

since they do not have legal obligations to audit their accounts. It 

can be seen from the Table that chemical units with 62.50 percent 

and electronics 61.18 percent followed this reference for their 

credit worthiness. 28.96 percent of the total credit is given being 
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the customer is the Government Agency or Government reference. 

Small scale units here in Goa give second position to Government 

due to the delay to get the quick payment. If the customer being 

the Government then it takes lots of time to recover the debt and 

the money is blocked which adversely effects the working capital 

standing too. The industries which give credit to government 

maximum are engineering 58.81 percent followed by 

pharmaceuticals 36.77 percent while food 66 beverage was the 

lowest to give credit to government. 

A unit can ask the prospective customer to give trade 

references. It may insist to give the names of such persons or firm 

with whom the customer have current dealings. The trade 

references may be contacted personally to obtain all relevant 

information required by the unit. The honesty and seriousness of 

the reference should be examined. Thus, the small concern can 

insist on furnishing the references of the firms of repute. From 

the Table it is clear that 14.58 percent of the total credit is granted 

based upon trade references. Industry wise, it showed food and 

beverages was the highest followed by chemicals 19.81 percent 

and the least among them was engineering 5.51 percent. Bank 

reference is another basis of Granting Credit. But this source is 

not so popular among small scale units in Goa mainly because 

indifference of banks in providing information. The banker do not 

give clear answers to the enquiries made by the firm even bank 

provides the information which cannot be taken as a basis for 
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believing_ that the customer will be able to settle his dues in time. 

So bank reference is considered as the least important and used 

method of credit granting. It can be seen from the Table that only 

0.71 percent of the credit is granted based on this policy and the 

units which used Bank reference to grant credit were food & 

beverage 2.10 percent, pharmaceuticals 1.95 percent, plastics 

0.95 percent and engineering, 0.50 percent. So the small units 

prefer to grant credit to those customers who have the ability to 

make the payment on time. 

5.2.2 CREDIT TERMS - The stipulations under which the firm 

sells on credit to customers are called credit terms. The 

stipulations included 1k the credit period and (ip) the cash 

discount. Credit period is the length of time for Which credit is 

extended to customers. It is generally stated in terms of a net 

data. A units credit period may be governed by the industry 

norms. But depending on its objectives the unit can lengthen the 

credit period. It can tighten its credit period if customers are 

defaulting too frequently and bad debt losses are building up. 

Credit period sanctioned is- shown in the Table 5.19, it can 

vary from one week to five weeks. There are 84 units who were 

given credit period more then five weeks. It is mainly due to-

'competition -and cu-sto-mers demand. Among them engineering 

and electronics with 18 units each are at the- top position followed 

-by -electricals 15 units. 50 were given -credit for three weeks to five 
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TABLE 5.18 
sis of Credit Policy 	(Credit Credit Worthiness Customer 

Pharmaceutical Electricals Electronics Chemical Plastic Engineering F & B 
Total 

Average 
Bank Reference 1.95 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.95 0.50 2.10 0.71 
Trade Reference 9.10 11.15 17.91 19.81 15.71 5.51 22.71 14.58 
Financial Status 52.18 59.71 61.18 62.50 58.81 35.18 60.51 55.75 
Government Deptt. 36.77 29.14 20.91 17.69 24.73 58.81 14.68 28.96 
Total 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.20 100.00 100.00 100.00 
Source : Data collected from Sample Industrial Units and Questionnaire. 

TABLE 5.19 
Credit Period Sanctioned 

Scale Pharmaceutical Electricals Electronics Chemical Plastic Engineering F & B Total 
Up to 1 week 2 1 1 1 2 0 5 12 

()% 8.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 8.00 0.00 20.00 6.86 
1 to 3 week 6 3 1 2 6 1 10 29 

@% 24.00 12.00 4.00 8.00 24.00 4.00 40.00 16.57 
3 to 5 weeks 7 6 5 9 9 6 8 50 

@% 28.00 24.00 20.00 36.00 36.00 24.00 32.00 28.57 
5 and above 10 15 18 13 8 18 2 84 

@% 40.00 60.00 72.00 52.00 32.00 72.00 8.00 48.00 
Total 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 175 

0% 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 
em- represents column percentage. Source : Data collected from Sample Industrial Units and Questionnaire 



weeks and the top most position are chemicals and plastic 9 units 

each followed by food 8s beverages 8 units. There are 29 units who 

were given credit for one week to three weeks where in food 86 

beverage with 10 units is at the top followed by pharmaceuticals 

and plastics with 6 units each. While in the category of up to one 

week period credit granted we find 12 units with food 86 beverage 5 

units is the top and pharmaceuticals and plastics again have got 2 

units each. 

Along with credit policy small scale units require a collection 

policy also. All the customers do not pay the bills in time. Some 

are delaying the payments while some become bad. In order to 

reduce this risk of becoming bad debts the small concern have to 

accelerate its efforts of collections. Prompt collection is needed for 

fast turnover of working capital and to reduce the amount of bad 

debts. Limited concern have to be very cautious in taking the 

steps in order to collect from the slow paying customers. If a unit 

is strict in its collection policy with the permanent customers who 

are temporarily slow payers due to the economic conditions, they 

will get offended and may shift to competitors. 

In the Table 5.20 which showed the credit collection period 

of the small scale units. It showed the average collection period of 

the units. There are 31 units on an average whose collection 

period is upto one month where in food 86 beverage with 8 units 

followed by pharmaceuticals and plastics with 6 units each were 

on the top of the Table while electronics, engineering with 2 units 
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each were at the lowest. Credit collection period from one month 

to three month, there are 46 units with pharmaceuticals 12 units 

followed by plastics 8 units were on the top of the list while 

engineering with 3 units was at the lowest. From 3 months to 5 

months credit collection period was taken by 58 units in which 

electronics with 11 units followed by chemicals 10 units were 

leading in that category while pharmaceuticals with 5 units were 

at the lowest. Five months and above for collection of credit is 

taken by 40 units, with engineering 11 units and electricals and 

chemicals with 8 units were on the top while three sectors: 

pharmaceuticals, plastics and food & beverage were found to have 

had 2 units each. The overall practice showed that the collection 

period is more for engineering units and less for food & beverage. 

5.2.3 . CREDIT RECOVERY POLICY : The policy adopted by the 

small scale units to recover the credit granted to the customers 

was displayed in the Table 5.21. The first step to recover the 

credit from customer is writing letter and reminding him through 

telephone etc. Writing letter to the customers may remind him 

about the debts to be payable by him. 80 entrepreneurs reported 

that they used this method i.e. chasing letters to customers to 

repay the debts at a very high level and the industry wise it is the 

electricals and chemicals with 13 units each were on the top of the 

list followed by electronics and engineering with 12 units each. At 

the higher level, it was found that 59 units where in chemicals 10 



TABLE 5.20 
Credit Collection Period followed by the Sample Units in Goa 

Scale Pharmaceutical Electricals Electronics Chemical Plastic Engineering F & B Total 
U• to 1 month 6 4 3 2 6 2 8 31 

o.. •. e 1 ..111 III ;,111 • .111 ;JO ,IlIl . 
ID% . 1 	. • O • . 	; • . • .3 . 11.11 

1 to 3 month 12 	1 7 4 5 8 3 7 46 
0% 48.00 28.00 16.00 20.00 32.00 12.00 28.00 26.29 
6% 26.09 15.22 8.70 10.87 17.39 6.52 15.22 100.00 

3 to 5 month 5 6 11 10 9 9 8 58 
CA 20.00 24.00 44.00 40.00 36.00 36.00 32.00 33.14 

OD% 8.62 10.34 18.97 17.24 15.52 15.52 13.79 100.00 
5 month and above 2 8 7 8 2 11 2 40 

cm 8.00 32.00 28.00 32.00 8.00 44.00 8.00 22.86 
8% 5.00 20.00 17.50 20.00 5.00 27.50 5.00 100.00 

Total 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 175 
0% 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 

010% 14.29 14.29 14.29 14.29 14.29 14.29 14.29 100.00 
cm- represents column percentage 	®% - represents row percentage Source : Data collected from Sample Industrial Units and Questionnaire 

TABLE 5.21 
Analysis of Credit Policy adopted for 'prompt payments - Chasin9 Letters by the Sample Units 

Scale Pharmaceutical Electricals Electronics Chemical Plastic Engineering F & B Total 
1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 

$0% 4.00  0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 4.00 1.14 
2 1 0 1 0 2 1 2 7 

©% 4.00 0.00 4.00 0.00 8.00 4.00 8.00 4.00 
3 5 3 4 2 4 5 4 27 

©% 20.00 12.00 	. 16.00 8.00 16.00 20.00 16.00 15.43 
4 8  9 8 10 _ 9 7 8 59 

©% 32.00 36.00 32.00 40.00 36.00 28.00 32.00 33.71 
5 10 13 12 13 10 12 10 80 

©% 40.00 52.00 48.00 52.00 40.00 48.00 40.00 45.71 
Total 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 175 

©% 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 
Mean 4.00 _ 	4.40 4.24 4.44 4.08 4.20 3.96 4.19 
cm- represents column percentage. Scale :1 - Very Low, 2 - Low, 3 - Moderate, 4 - High, 5 - Very High. Source : Data collected from Sample Industrial Units and Questionnaire 



units and electricals and plastics with 9 units each were on the 

top of the list. 27 units used this method at moderately while 9 

units were either at low or very low level. The mean value showed 

overall 4.19 where in chemicals with 4.94 is the highest followed 

by electricals 4.40, while food 8s beverage with 3.96 is at the 

lowest. 

In Table 5.22 showed the policy adopted by small scale units 

for prompt payments through personal contacts. It is interesting 

to note that 136 units representing (77.71 percent of the total) 

were very highly using this method, followed by 35 units (20 

percent) at high level and four units (2.29 percent) at the 

moderate level. The overall mean showed 4.75 which is very high 

level of adopting personal contact for prompt payments of credits. 

Among the industry wise, it showed electricals, electronics and 

engineering having same 4.80 each as a mean value which is more 

than the overall average mean. While pharmaceuticals with 4.64 

mean and food 136 beverage with 4.72 is at the lowest. Personal 

contact is one of the most direct way of recovering the credit 

granted. 77.71 percent of the units fully depended upon this 

method. They said it is most effective and quick instead of writing 

letters. The industries which relied on this most are electricals, 

electronics, engineering, chemicals and plastics. 

In order to get the prompt payments it is also necessary to 

use some techniques like cash discount. It is an incentive for the 

customer to pay less than what is actual. The Table 5.23 showed 
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TABLE 5.22 
Policy adopted for Prompt Payments - Personal Contacts 

Scale 	 Pharmaceutical 	Eiectricals 	Electronics Chemical 	Plastic 	Engineering 	F & B 	Total 
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

so% 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0% 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
3 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 4 

CA 4.00 0.00 4.00 4.00 0.00 0.00 4.00 2.29 

4 7 5 3 4 6 5 5 35 
CA 28.00 20.00 12.00 16.00 24.00 20.00 20.00 20.00 

5 17 20 21 20 19 20 19 136 
CA 68.00 80.00 84.00 80.00 76.00 80.00 76.00 77.71 

Total 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 175 
0% 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 

Mean 4.64 4.80 4.80 4.76 4.76 4.80 4.72 4.75 
0% - represents column percentage. 	Scale :1 - Very Low, 2 - Low, 3 - Moderate, 4 - High, 5 - Very High. Source : Data collected from Sample Industrial Units and Questionnaire 

TABLE 5.23 
Credit Policy adopted for Prompt Payments - Cash Discounts by the Sample Units 

Scale 
_ 	. 

Pharmaceutical Electricals Electronics Chemical Plastic Engineering F & B Total 
1 2 1 1 3 1 4 2 14 

CA 8.00 4.00 4.00 12.00 4.00 16.00 8.00 8.00 
2 4 4 3 7 2 9 4 33 

CA 16.00 16.00 12.00 28.00 8.00 36.00 16.00 18.86 
3 8 13 6 8 4 8 6 53 

CA 32.00 52.00 24.00 32.00 16.00 32.00 24.00 30.29 
4 6 4 8 4 8 2 7 39 

ayo 24.00 16.00 32.00 16.00 32.00 8.00 28.00 22.29 
5 5 3 7 3 10 2 6 36 

©% 20.00 12.00 28.00 12.00 40.00 8.00 24.00 20.57 
Total 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 175 

©% 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 
Mean 3.32 3.16 3.68 2.88 3.96 2.56 3.44 3.29 
0% - represents column percentage. Scale : 1 2  Very Low, 2 - Low, 3 - Moderate, 4 - High, 5 - Very High. Source : Data collected from Sample Industrial Units and Questionnaire 



the policy adopted by small concerns for prompt payment through 

cash discount. It is noted that 75 units are involved in giving high 

or very high discount to customers for prompt payments while 53 

units followed moderate approach. While 47 units were not so 

convinced about this technique of giving discount for prompt 

payment. The average mean showed a figure of 3.29 which is 

slightly more than moderate. Among the industry wise plastic 8 

units showed some high respect for this method with 3.96 mean 

value followed by electronics with 3.68, food 85 beverage with 3.44 

and pharmaceuticals 3.32 were some what higher than the overall 

average mean value. Since the customers, to take advantage of 

the discount would like to pay within the discount period which 

reduces the amount of bad debts of the units. 

Another important technique used to get the prompt 

payments is the priority supply. The regular customer are to be 

taken care of even if they pay little late. But those customers who 

make the payment fast without much wastage of time are to be 

given some special treatment. They should be given first because 

of their prompt payments. The Table 2.24 showed the policy 

adopted for prompt payments in the form of priority supply. 54 

units (30.86 percent) gave very high priority to their customers, 

while 60 units gave high priority. 47 units considered it 

moderately and 14 units gave low priority in supply. The industry 

wise, the food 85 beverage gave very high priority which can be 

seen from the Table with 4.20 mean value followed by engineering 
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with 4.00 mean value. The overall position is seen with the mean 

value given in the Table 3.88 while plastic with 3.64 mean value 

and chemicals with 3.72 are the lowest among them. They did not 

believe much in this technique of priority supply. It is right to give 

priority to customers who make prompt payment and who are 

regular in buying the product. 

The Table 5.25 showed the comparative analysis of the 

various techniques used for the prompt payments of their dues. It 

is clear that small scale units gave high priority to personal 

contact (4.75 mean) to collect their credit dues. They have 

experienced that personal contact is very effective tool followed by 

chasing letters and reminders. To customers to make the 

payments it is also given high priority which can be noticed from 

the average mean value i.e. 4.19 mean. While priority in supply 

also become effective which can be seen from the Table with 3.88 

and finally the cash discount which is slightly more effective than 

the moderate category. It is noted here that each industry gave 

importance to various techniques depending upon their 

confidence, nature and size of the unit as seen. Cash discount is 

given the lowest priority among all small scale units have more 

trust on personal contact to collect their credit dues and it have 

become effective tool of credit recovery. 

5.3 MANAGEMENT OF INVENTORY : Inventory constitutes the 

most significant part of current asset. Inventory are the stocks of 
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TABLE 5.24 
Credit Policy adopted for Prompt Payments - Priority in Supply by the Sample Units 

Scale Pharmaceutical Electricals Electronics Chemical Plastic Engineering F & B Total 
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

CO% 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 , 
2 1 2 4 2 3 1 1 14 

()% 4.00 8.00 16.00 8.00 12.00 4.00 4.00 8.00 
3 7 8 6 9 8 6 3 47 

©% 28.00 32.00 24.00 36.00 32.00 24.00 12.00 26.86 
4 10 7 5 8 9 10 11 60 

@% 40.00 28.00 20.00 32.00 36.00 40.00 44.00 34.29 
5 7 8 10 8 5 8 10 54 

@% 28.00 32.00 40.00 24.00 20.00 32.00 40.00 30.86 
Total 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 175 

©% 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 
Mean 3.92 3.84 3.84 3.72 3.64 4.00 4.20 3.88 
ow° - represents column percentage. Scale : 1 - Very Low, 2 - Low, 3 - Moderate, 4 - High, 5 - Very High. Source : Data collected from Sample Industrial Units and Questionnaire  

TABLE 5.25 
Credit Policy adopted for ar2 r n  

Electricals 

p t Payments -  

Electronics 

Comparative 

 Chemical 

Analysis (mean 

Plastic 

value) 

Engineering F & B 
Total 

Average Pharmaceutical 
Chasing Letters 4.00 4.40 4.24 4.44 4.08 4.20 3.96 4.19 
Personal contact 4.64 4.80 4.80 4.76 4.76 4.80 4.72 4.75 
Cash Discount 3.32 3.16 3.88 2.88 3.96 2.56 3.44 3.29 
Priority in Supply 3.92 3.84 3.84 3.72 3.64 4.00 4.20 3.88 
Source : Data collected from Sample Industrial Units and Questionnaire 



the product that a unit is manufacturing for sale and the 

components that make up the product. It consists of assets that 

will be sold off in the future in the normal course of business 

operation. Proper inventory management is important to the 

financial health of the small concern. If the goods are out of 

stock it may force the customer to turn to its competitors which 

will result in a loss of sale and profit. Excessive level of inventory 

will result in large inventory carrying costs. The various forms in 

which inventories exist in a manufacturing concern are raw 

material and units which have been purchased and stored for 

future productions. 

Work-in-progress Inventories are semi-manufactured 

products and finished goods inventories which are completely 

manufactured products and are ready for sale. Small scale 

manufacturing concerns will have high levels of all three kinds of 

inventories. 

The need for holding inventories comes due to the three 

most general motives. Such as transaction motive which 

emphasises need to maintain inventory to facilitate smooth 

production and sale operations as there is always a time lag 

between demand and supply. 

The precautionary motive necessitates holding of inventories 

to guard against the risk of sudden unpredictable changes in 

demand and supply forces and other factors such as labour strike, 
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transport strike etc. While the speculative motive influences the 

decision to increase or decrease inventory levels to take advantage 

of price fluctuations or to take discount on bulk purchases. 

A small scale unit should maintain adequate stock of raw 

materials for a continuous supply to the factory for an 

uninterrupted production. A proper stock of finished goods have 

to be held as the small scale unit cannot produce goods 

immediately when goods are demanded by the customers. 

Therefore stock of finished goods have to be maintained for 

sudden demand from customers. Substantial finished good of 

inventories should also be kept to meet the peak demand. 

The basic objective of efficient inventory management is to 

maximise the wealth of business organisation and its owners. 

While attaining this simple objective, a small concern have to face 

with the problem of meeting two conflicting needs (1) to maintain 

a large size of inventory for efficient and smooth production and 

sales operation and (2) maintain a minimum investment in 

inventories to maximise profitability. The objective of investment 

management should be to determine and maintain the optimum 

level of inventory investment. As both excessive and inadequate 

inventories are not desirable. Thus, the efficient and smooth 

management of inventories is a challenging task as inventory 

constitute the majority portion of the current asset which in turn 

determine the working capital of the small scale units. 
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The major components of inventory i.e. raw materials, work-

in-progress and finished goods have to be tackled well to avoid any 

inadequacy or excess of inventory maintenance. Keeping this in 

view, a study is conducted to know the position of composition of 

inventory. Among the small scale units which were shown in the 

Table 5.26. The Table showed that 29.38 percent of the total 

inventory consists of raw materials, 13.74 percent of the total 

inventory consists of work-in-progress and 56.88 percent consists 

of finished goods. ACcording to industry wise analysis, it showed 

that the maximum amount of raw material stock is maintained by 

electricals 37.01 percent followed by chemicals 32.27 percent. 

Industry like plastics 20.74 percent and engineering 25.44 

percent maintained the lowest position of raw materials stock. In 

work-in-progress, electronics with 19.16 percent, engineering with 

16.81 percent were the" maximum maintenance of this type of 

stock while food & beverage 8.72 percent and chemicals 9.11 

percent maintained the lowest level of stock. Finished goods 

constitute nearly 60 percent of the total stock and the maximum 

amount of finished goods is maintained by plastics with 65.07 

percent followed by food and beverages with 60.08 percent while 

electronics with 49.71 percent and pharmaceuticals 56.11 percent 

were reported to be keeping the lowest position of finished goods. 

It is understood that the larger the amount of inventory in small 

scale units, the lesser and lesser amount of liquidity. It will block 

the major position of working capital plus it will increase the 



warehouse cost of the goods. So, it is important to market the 

goods as early as possible and keep the production cycle moving 

continuously. 

5.3.1 INVENTORY MANAGEMENT TECHNIQUE 

Inventory management leads to wealth maximisation. To 

achieve this, a small concern should determine the optimum level 

of inventory. Determining the optimum inventory level involves 

two types of costs: Ordering Costs and Carrying Costs. 

Ordering Cost is used incase of raw material and includes 

the entire costs of acquiring raw materials. The ordering costs 

increasing in proportion to the number of orders placed. Where 

there is large inventory level maintained there will be few orders 

and the ordering cost will be relatively small. In case of small 

scale units the ordering cost is increasing any time. 

Carrying cost incurred for holding a given level of inventory. 

It includes opportunity cost of funds invested in inventories. 

Carrying cost move in direct proportion to Inventory size, higher 

the inventory size, higher the carrying costs and lower the 

inventory size, lower the inventory costs. In Table 5.27 showed 

the system of order followed by small scale units. It showed that 

14 units (8 percent) acquired inventory at single order and the 

units which give more importance for this technique were plastics 

5 units followed by electronics 3 units. 101 units representing 

57.71 percent of the total were found to have ordered accurately to 
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TABLE 5.26 
Statement showing the Composition of Invent 	c nt 

Pharmaceutical Electricals Electronics Chemical Plastic En Ineering F & B 
Total 

Average 
29.38 Raw Material 27.87 37.01 - 31.13 , 32,27 20.74 25.44 31.20 

Work in Progress 16.02 12.18 19.16 ' 	9.11 14,19 ' 16.81 ' 8.72 13.74 
Finished Goods 56.11 50.81 49,71 58,62 65.07 67.7$ , 60.08 5&08 
Total 100.00 10000 100.00 100.00 10000 100.00 locim 100o0 
Source : Data collected from Sample Industrial Units and Questionnaire  

TABLE 5.27 
Statement showing the order system . followed 

Scale Pharmaceutical Electricals , EleCtronics CheMical ' Plastic Engineering ' F & B ' Total 
14 Single Order 2 2 2, 

	. 
0% 0.00 8.00 12.00 r  8.00 ' 20.00 - 8.00 . 0.00 ' 8.00 
Gm 0.00 14.29 21.43 14:29  3571 14.29 0.00 '100100 

According to need 18 15 16 15 17 ' 101 
0% 72.00 60.00 64.00 - 2000 - 60:06 08.00 ' 60.00 ' 57.71 
0% 17.82 14.85 15.84 4.95 14:85 16.8$, ' 14.65 100.00 

8 E.O.Q.is determined 1  2' 
©% 12.00 4.00 '0.00 p.og p.o0 	• 0.00 0.0o • 4.57 
0% 37.50 12.50 0.00. 25,00 0.00 	• 25.00 • ago •100, 00 

Fixed Qty. system 4 7 6 16 ' 	4' 
0% 16.00 28.00 24.00 54;00 - 20.00 . 16.00 . 40.00  29.71 
0% 7.69 13.46 11.54 3077 9.62 7.69 ' 19.23 

25 
. 100;00: • _ 

175 Total 25 25 25 25 2 ' 25 ' 
0% 100.00 100.00 ' 100.00 100.00 ' 100.00 100.00 ' 100.00 . .10000 

01)% _ 14.29 14.29 ' 14.29 	, ` 	14;29  14:29 . - 	- 14.29 ' 14.g9 • . 101 :00 
©% _ representa column percentage diP/0 - represents row percentage Source ; Data collected from Sample Industrial Wits arm) Questionnaire 



their needs. They did not keep large amount of stock but ordered 

as and when the need arose. The ordering cost was higher in this 

case. All the units followed this technique but top most among 

them were pharmaceuticals 18 units, engineering 17 units, while 

the chemicals 5 units were the least following this system. There 

are 8 units representing 4.57 percent followed economic order 

quantity and the main users were pharmaceuticals 3 units 

followed by chemicals and engineering 2 units each. Ordering 

fixed quantity system was followed by 52 units (29.71 percent) and 

this system is the best used by chemicals 16 units followed by 

food and beverages 10 units. 

It is clear that most of the small scale units followed need 

based system of ordering inventory and fixed quantity system 

while single order system and economic order quantity (E.O.Q.) it 

seems not so popular among the small scale units. 

5.3.2 INVENTORY CONTROL TECHNIQUES : The financial 

manager should aim at an optimum level on the basis of the trade 

off between cost and benefit to maximise the owner's wealth. 

Efficiently controlled inventories make the firm flexible. Inefficient 

control lead the small scale units out of stock and sometimes pile 

up unnecessary stocks which increase the level of investment and 

makes the unit unprofitable. The various techniques used to 

efficiently control inventory were ABC analysis,. Economic Order 

Quantity (E.O.Q.), Minimum Level Stock and Maximum Level 
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Stock maintenance and control of stock. To understand these 

methods and what extent they are used to control inventory by the 

small scale units, an attempt is made. 

5.3.3 ABC ANALYSIS 

Where there are many items in the inventory it becomes 

essential to have a value item analysis in which attempts to relate 

how the inventory value is concentrated among the individual 

items. This method divides inventory into three classes. A, B and 

C. Items in class 'A' constitute the most important class of 

inventories as far as the total values of inventory is concerned. 

Items in B' constitute an intermediate position while those in item 

`C' are quite negligible. The classification is based on value, usage 

rate and criticality of the item. It is an analytical approach that 

provides the most control for very important item. This analysis 

classifies inventories according to the importance of each 

component. This analysis helps to give more importance and 

control to most important inventory and less important to less 

important components. This technique is used in all types of 

businesses and specifically among SSI. The Table 5.28 shows the 

ABC analysis of inventory valuation among small scale units in 

Goa. It showed that 84 units (48 percent) did not prepare any 

ABC analysis of valuation of inventory. While 91 units 

representing (52 percent) followed ABC analysis in inventory 

control. Industry wise it showed that this technique was used by 
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chemicals (19 units) and pharmaceuticals 10 units. 	The 

technique of ABC analysis of inventory control is not known to 

some of the small scale units while rest of them did not have a 

confidence in the system. It is a very important technique of 

inventory control and all the SSI units must follow this 

techniques. 

5.3.4 ECONOMIC ORDER QUANTITY is a Quantity of material 

to be ordered which takes into account the optimum combination 

of Bulk discounts from high volume purchases, usage rate, stock 

holding cost, storage capacity, order delivery time and cost of 

processing the order. It is an optimum size of either a normal 

outside purchase order or an internal production order that 

minimises total annual holding and ordering costs of inventory. It 

is mainly to discover the optimum level of inventory management. 

The optimum level will be that quantity which minimises the total 

costs associated with inventory. The Economic Order Quantity 

(EOQ) Technique is not popular among the small scale units in 

Goa. As it can be seen from the Table 5.29 which showed that 

only 8 units followed EOQ and they were mainly pharmaceuticals 

3 units, engineering and chemicals 2 units each and electricals 

one unit where as 167 units representing 95.43 percent of the 

total were found not familiar with the system/technique. It was 

observed, for in our foregoing analysis that most of the small scale 

units order or but the raw material according to their needs. To 
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TABLE 5.28 
le SSI Units in Goa 

Pharmaceutical Electricals Electronics Chemical Plastic Engineering F & B Total 

No 15 8 9 6 20 10 16 84 
CA 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0% 17.86 9.52 10.71 7.14 23.81 11.90 19.05 100.00 

Yes 10 17 16 19 5 15 9 91 
0% 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0% 10.99 18.68 17.58 20.88 5.49 16.48 9.89 100.00 

Total 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 175 
©% 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0% 14.29 14.29 14.29 14.29 14.29 14.29 14.29 100.00 

0% - represents column percentage ®% - represents row percentage Source : Data collected from Sample Industrial Units and Questionnaire 

TABLE 5.29 
Economic Order Quantity followed by the Sample Units 

Pharmaceutical Electricals Electronics Chemical Plastic Engineering F & B Total 
No 22 24 25 23 25 23 25 167 

©% 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
8% 13.17 14.37 14.97 13.77 14.97 13.77 14.97 100.00 

Yes 3 1 0 2 0 2 0 8 
©% 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
8% 37.50 12.50 0.00 25.00 0.00 25.00 0.00 100.00 

Total 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 175 
©% 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

8% 14.29 14.29 14.29 14.29 14.29 14.29 14.29 100.00 

0% - represents column percentage 	®% - represents row percentage Source : Data collected from Sample Industrial Units and Questionnaire 



purchase inventory at EOQ sometimes it require large amount of 

money which the SSI are lacking in. So, EOQ technique is not 

acceptable among small scale units although it is much more 

profitable and economical. 

Manager might choose to maintain a suitable level of safety 

or buffer stock according to the maximum probability of being out 

of stock or a minimum probability of not being able to meet all 

demands from customers. When there is no demand and the item 

is out of stock there are no stock out cost and no foregone 

contribution to profit. When the customers are unsatisfied as a 

result there is a loss of present and future business due to 

dissatisfaction. The stock out costs will prove substantial. 

Therefore, most inventory control techniques concentrate on 

minimum stock level, rather then on minimising stock outs. To 

understand this case an attempt is made to know whether small 

scale units were able to maintain this level, and to what extent it 

maintains it. 

Base stock or minimum level of stock is the lower limit 

below which the inventory of any stock items should not normally 

be allowed to fall. Their level is also called safety stock or buffer 

stock level. The main object of establishing this level is to protect 

against stock out of a particular stock item and in fixation of 

which average rate of consumption and the time required for 

replenishment lead time are very important consideration. Lead 

time is the anticipated time lag between the dates of issuing orders 
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and receipt of materials. 	It is necessary to know the 

consumption pattern of small scale units to know this to what 

extent the small units maintain base stock. It can be understood 

from the study conducted which is shown in the Table 5.30. It 

showed that only 13 units out of 175 units did not maintain 

minimum level of stock/base stock and the units which did not 

maintain it were food 86 beverage 6 units, electronics 4 units and 

electricals 3 units. While the large number of units representing 

162 units (92.57 percent) followed inventory base stock or 

minimum level of stock. It is clear that maintaining base or 

minimum level of stock is very much essential for all types of 

industries. While the objective of the financial manager will be to 

keep the lowest total cost i.e. carrying cost and stock-out cost. 

The decision regarding the maintenance of the minimum 

level of inventory is based upon the consumption pattern and the 

lead time. Consumption pattern is known based on the past 

experience. It showed how much stock of inventory is required at 

the end of the week or month to be kept as a base stock top carry 

on the production and distribution work smoothly. In case of 

lead time procurement, a small concern may carry very small 

stock of an item in raw material inventory if its supplier is nearby. 

If a key component is made available on a made-to-order basis 

from far off, manufacturer who have heavy backing of orders, 

larger inventory of this item is essential. To understand this a 

study is conducted from the small scale units which can be seen 
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TABLE 5.30 
Maintenance of Base Stock oy the Sample units 

Pharineceutical Electricals EleCtronics CheMical Plastic Engineering F & B Total 

No  0 4 0 0. 0 .  13 

CIPii, ' 0,00 ,  0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

VA aor.) 23.013  30.77 0.00 0.00 0.00 46.15 100:00 .  
I 	 ■ 

Yes 25 22 ' 21 25 25 25 19 162 

0°% 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

VAI 1 643 13.56 12.96 ' 	15.43 15.43 , 15.43 11.73 100.00 

Total 15 25 25 25 25 25 25 175 

0°A 
.

0:00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0,00 

0% 14529 , 14.29 14.29 14.20 14.29 14.29 14.29 100.00 

®% - represents column percentage 	8% :- represents row percentage 
- 	e 

Source : Data collected from Sample IndustrialUnits and Questionnaire 

TABLE 5.31 
!UPS for me minimum IOWA OT $tocK oy me *ample ow units 

- Phariraceuftal ' Electricals Electronics Chemical Plastic Engineering F 8`B Total 

Consumption Bails 17 20 21 19 23 17 124 

. 4°A  0.00 0.00 0.04 0.00 0.Q0 0.00 0.00 0,00 

.103 13:71 16.13' 16.94 5.65 15,32 	• 18.55 13.71 100.00 

Lead Time ., 18 6 2 8 51 

Crk 0.00 0:00 0.00 0.00 0.00, 0.00 0.00 0.00 

ty3 15.69 6.80 7.84 35.29  11.76 3.92 15.69' 100.00 

Total
.. 
 25 25 25 25 25 ' 25 25 175 

" Vii; ' (Lop 0.00 0.00 0.00 o.acy 0.00 0.00 0.00 

vy6 14.29 	. . 14.29 14.29 14.29 14.29 , 14.29 14.29 100.00 

0%- represents column percentage Iii% :- represents Om.  percentage Source; Data collected frOm Sample industrial Units and aestionnaire . 



from the Table 5.31 reflecting the basis for minimum level of 

inventory maintenance. It showed that 124 units representing 

70.85 percent of the total kept the minimum level of inventory 

based upon the consumption pattern and the industries which 

followed most were the engineering 23 units, followed by 

electronics 21 units, electricals 20 units. While 51 units 

representing 29.14 percent maintained the minimum level based 

on lead time or replenishment time wherein chemical units with 

18 units was the follower of this technique followed by 

pharmaceuticals and food & beverage 8 units each. It can be seen 

from the above analysis that small scale mainly prefer to follow 

consumption basis of keeping minimum level of inventory due to 

their past experience while in lead time there are high level of 

fluctuations in anticipated and actual usage are responsible for 

much of the change in inventory investment. 

A small scale units should always avoid a situation of over 

investment or under investment in inventories. As over 

investment may lead to unnecessary blocking of the funds of 

business and therefore loss of profit, excessive carrying costs and 

risk of liquidity. The excessive level of inventories consumes funds 

of the small units which cannot be used for any other purpose. 

The carrying costs, such as the costs of storage handling, 

insurance, recording and inspection also increased in proportion 

to the volume of inventory. Excessive inventory carrying also 

leads to deterioration of inventories while in storage. Therefore, 
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the main objective of inventory management should be to 

determine and maintain optimum level of inventory investment. 

The optimum level of inventory will be between the two danger 

points of excessive and inadequate inventories. The various factor 

selected which help to determine and maintain optimum level of 

inventories among small scale units are as availability of funds, 

credit facility, future plans, supply conditions, price fluctuations 

and storage facilities. 

It was found that the availability of funds was one of the 

foremost factor which restricts the small scale units to maintain 

the optimum level of inventory. It is evident from the Table 5.32 

the gravity of the need of this factors is measured on a five point 

scale from one to five. It have reported that 70 entrepreneurs 

representing 40 percent of the total who considered non 

availability of funds is the major limiting factor to maintain 

optimum inventory level where as 89 units representing 50.86 

percent of the total entrepreneurs were reported shortage of funds 

as moderate or more than moderate problem. While 16 units 

representing 9.14 percent, one have not at all considered it as a 

serious constraint to maintain optimum level of inventory. The 

overall average mean value is 4.02 which showed there is very 

high degree of impact on small scale units due to non availability 

of funds. Industry wise, analysis showed that electronics have the 

high impact of this factor which can be seen from the mean value 

shown 4.36 followed by electricals 4.32 while plastics 3.28 and 
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chemicals 3.92 are reported to be not serious about this factor, to 

maintain the optimum level of inventory. 

Optimum level of inventory maintenance is also based upon 

the credit facility granted to the small scale units. It was noted 

earlier that credit availability is based on the credit worthiness of 

the units and its past performance. The impact of this factor is 

studied with the help of the Table 5.33 which provided the details 

about the position of small scale units with regards to cash 

shortage. The Table showed that 131 units representing 74.86 

percent of the total were reported that the credit facilities granted 

by the suppliers is the most important factor to maintain the 

optimum level of inventory due to their cash shortage. They 

depend more on the credit facility granted. 

While 30 units representing 17.14 percent were moderately 

affected and 14 (8 percent) units were least affected due to not 

giving credit by the supplier. They have enough cash to pay and 

get the required quantity inventory. The average overall mean 

value showed 3.91 while the units like chemicals (4.44 percent) 

food & beverage 4.28 and plastics 4.20 are highly effected due to 

non granting the credit by the suppliers, where as units like 

engineering 3.76, electronics 3.84 and electricals 3.92 are effected 

the least due to the non granting of credit by the suppliers. 

Demand for the product or turnover is another important 

criteria to maintain optimum level of inventory by small scale 
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TABLE 5.32 
Basis for Optimum Level - Availability of Funds  

Scale Pharmaceutical 
 1 

Electricals 
 0 

EleOtronics 
 0 

Chemical 
2 

Plastic  
3 

Engineering 
 0 

F&B   
0 

Total 
6 

0% 3.43 0.00 12.00 0.00 8.00 0.00 
0 10 1 

4.00 0.00 
4 

8.00 5.71 8.00 4.00 0.00 0.00 16,00 
	

4.00 
4 28 7 

16.00 16.00 16.00 28.00 20.00 4.00 8.00 20.00 
7 61 9 5 14 13 

0% 34.86 36.00 28.00 20.00 24.00 56.00 52.00 28.00 
11 70 10 12 11 10 6 10 

- 0% 40.00 48.00 44.00 40.00 40.00 40.00 44.00 24,00 
175 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 total - 

100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 eft' 
4.32 

0%o-= represents column percentage. Scale :1 Very Low, 2 - Low, 3 - Moderate, 4  -,High, 5 - Very High. Source : Data collected from Sample Industrial Units and Questionnaire 

TABLE 5.33 
Basis for Optimum Level - Credit facili w 

Scale Pharmaceutical Electricals Electronics Chemical Plastic Engineering F&B  Total 
0 0 0 0 0 

0% 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
1 14 

@OA 4.00 8.00 20.00 4.00 4.00 12.00 4.00 8.00 
6 2 3 30 

24.00 20.00 16.00 8.00 16,00 24.00 12.00 17.14 
. 	 10 11 6 7 10 9 62 

0%.  40.00 44.00 24.00 28.00 36.00 40.00 36.00 35.43 
8 7 10 15 11 12 69 

0% 32.00 28.00 40.00 60.00 44.00 24.00 48.00 39.43 
Total 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 175 

0% 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 
Mean 4.00 1.92 3.84 4.44 4.20 3.76 4.28 3.91 

Mean 
	

4.00 4.36 3.92 3.28 4.20 4.08 
	

4.02 

05.4 -  represent's column percentage. Scald :1 - Very Low, 2 - Low, 3 Moderate, 4 - High, 5 - Very High. Source : Data collected from SaMple Industrial Units and Questionnaire 



units. The argument of the entrepreneur is that, "there is no point 

in keeping maximum level of inventory when the demand for the 

product is very low". The Table 5.34 showed the demand factor 

effecting the optimum level of inventory maintenance for small 

scale units demand for the product play a crucial role as it affect 

the working capital position of goods are simply stocked in the 

godown. It is clear from the Table that 145 units representing 

82.86 percent of the total maintained high to very high level of 

inventory based upon the market demand forecast while 23 units 

(13.14 percent) considered demand factor moderately and 7 units 

were not at all bother about the demand factor. The overall 

position can be analysed with the help of overall average mean 

value which showed 4.43 where in engineering with 4.68, 

pharmaceuticals and electronics with 4.64 each are giving the 

highest importance to this factor • while chemicals 3.92 and 

plastics 4.32 are somewhat below the overall average mean value. 

Regular supply of raw material is another factor that 

determines to maintain the optimum level of Inventory. Many 

small scale entrepreneurs are of the opinion that uncertain and 

irregular supply of raw material is the important factor to 

maintain the optimum level of inventory. This can be seen from 

the Table 5.35 which showed that 81 units representing 46.29 

percent of the total are affected highly to very highly due to 

irregular supply of raw material, 59 units (33.71 percent) were 

moderately affected and 35 units (20 percent) were least affected. 
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TABLE 5.34 . 

Basis tor maximum Level - Kiture mans 
Scale Pharmaceutical Electricals Electronics Chemical Plastic Engineering F.8 B Total 

1 0 0 0 0 0 .0 0 

©% 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

2. 0 0 0 3 7 
()% 0.00 0.00 0.00 12.00 8.00 0.00 8.00 4.00 

3 2 4 3 7 3 1 3 23 
8.00 16.00 12.00 28.00 12.00 4.00 12.00 13.14 

4 5 6 3 4 5 6 3 32 
CA 20.00 24.00 12.00 16.00 20.00 24.00 12.00 18.29 

18 15 19 11 15 18 17 113 
0% 72.00 60.00 76.00 44.00 60.00 72.00 68.00 64.57 

Total 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 175 
©% 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 

Mean 4.64 4.44 4.64 3.92 4.32 4.68 4.40 4.43 

@% - representi column percentage. Scale : 1 - Very Low, 2 - Low, 3 - Moderate, 4 - High, 5 - Very High. Source : Data collected from Sample Induetrial Units and Questionnaire 

TABLE 5.35 
eve - SuDDIv Conditions 

Scale Pharmaceutical Electricals EleFtronics Chemical Plaitic Engineering F & B Total 
2 1 2 0 0 5 4 14 

()% 8.00 .4.00 8.00 0.00 0.00 20.00 16.00 8.00 

2 3 2 4 1 2 4 5 21 
0% 12.00 8.00 16.00 4.00 8.00 16.00 20.00 12.00 

8 9 8 3 10 12 9 59 
0% 32.00 36.00 32.00 12.00 40.00 48.00 36.00 33.71 

7 8 5 9 5 2 4 40 
0% 28.00 32.00 20.00 36.00 20.00 8.00 16.00 22.86 

5 5 5 6 12 8 2. 3 41 

©51 20.00 20.00 24.00 48.00 32.00 8.00 12.00 23.43 

Total 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 175 

 	0% 100.00 100.00 100.00 _ 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 

Mean 3.40 3.56  3.36  4.28 3.76 2.68 1.88 3.42 

a% - represents column percentage. Scale : 1 - Very Low, . 2 - Low, 3 - Moderate, 4 - High, 5 - Very I-Ilgh. Source : Data collected from Sample Industrial Units and Questionnaire 



The overall average mean value shows 3.42 where in chemicals 

4.28, plastics 3.76 and electricals 3.56 one had greater impact. 

Irregular supply and engineering units with 2.68 mean, food & 

beverage with 2.88 mean were less affected. 

Price fluctuation is another reason to maintain the optimum 

level of inventory. The Table 5.36 showed the effect of price 

fluctuation on inventory of small scale units. It is reported that 90 

units representing 51.43 percent of the total were affected highly 

to very highly due to price fluctuations. While 55 units 

representing 31.43 percent were affected moderately, 30 units 

representing 17.15 percent were affected least. Overall the 

average mean value shows 3.46 where as electricals with 3.80 

mean value, electronics 3.76 mean is the highest and above the 

overall mean, while food & beverage 2.88, pharmaceuticals with 

3.40 mean was the lowest affected due to price fluctuation. 

Storage of inventory is an addition carrying cost. The 

storage costs comprise of storage space, stores handling costs and 

clerical and staff service cost incurred in recording and providing 

special facilities. The Table 5.37 reflects the storage facility 

affecting the optimum level of inventory maintenance in small 

units. 49 units representing 28 percent of the total faced with 

severe to very severe storage problem, 63 units representing 36 

percent faced moderate storage facilities while 63 units 

representing 36 percent faced ample storage facility. The overall 

analysis showed that the average mean value is 2.94 where in 
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TABLE 5.36 
The Basis for 0 timum Level - Price Fluctuations 

Scale Pharmaceutical Electricals 
, 

Electronics Chemical Plastic Engineering F & B Total 
1 ' 2 1 1 2 1 0 5 12 

0% 8.00 4.00 4.00 8.00 4.00 0.00 20.00 6.86 
2 18 

©% 16.00 8.00 4.00 8.00 12.00 8.00 16.00 10.29 
3 6 5 6 8 9 13 8 55 

©% 24.00 20.00 24.00 32.00 36.00 52.00 32.00 31.43 
4 8 10 12 7 5 57 

0% 32.00 40.00 48.00 28.00 32.00 28.00 20.00 32.57 
5 7 6 4 3 3 33 

0% 20.00 28.00 20.00 24.00 16.00 12.00 12.00 
- 	

18.86 
Total 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 175 

0% . 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 
Mean 3.40 3.80 3.76 _ 	3.52 3.44 3.44 2.88 3.46 
1m- represents column percentage. Scale : 1 - Very Low, 2 - Low, 3 - Moderate, 4 - High, 5 - Very High.Source : Data collected from Sample Industrial Units and Questionnaire 

TABLE 5.37 
The Basis for Optimum Level - Storage 

Scale Pharmaceutical Electricals Electronics Chemical Plastic Engineering F & . B Total 
2 3 1 4 18 

0% 8.00 8.00 16.00 8.00 12.00 4.00 16.00 10.29 
2 6 8 7 8 5 6 45 

(g)% 24.00 32.00 20.00 28.00 32.00 20.00 24.00 25.71 
3 3 12 10 6 10 14 8 63 

0% 12.00 48.00 40.00 24.00 40.00 56.00 32.00 36.00 
4 8 2. 4 3 3 3 27 

©% 32.00 8.00 16.00 16.00 12.00 12.00 12.00 15.43 
6 1 2 6 1 2 4 22 

e% 24.00 4.00 8.00 24.00 4.00 8.00 16.00 12.57 

Total 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 175 
©% 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 

Mean 3.40 2.68 2.80 3.20 2.64 3.00 2.88 2.94 
co% - represents column percentage. Scale : 1 - Very LW, 2 - Lew, 3 - Moderate, 4 - High, 5 - Very High. Source : Data collected from Sample Industrial Units and Questionnaire 



pharmaceuticals with 3.40 mean, chemicals 3.20 mean is most 

affected among them while plastics 2.64, electricals 2.68 were the 

least affected units to maintain the optimum level of inventory due 

to storage facilities. 

Overall basis for optimum level of inventory is shown in the 

Table 5.38. The comparative analysis of the above factors showed 

that future demand with 4.43 mean value, availability of funds 

with 4.02 mean and credit facility with 3.91 mean value have 

given the highest importance among them while storage space 

with 2.94 mean and supply condition with 3.42 were given the 

lowest importance. Among them which means the small units 

have enough of such factors to take care of their inventory 

positions. Industry wise pharmaceuticals gave more importance 

to future demand, fund position and credit facility, electricals 

units emphasised on future demand, fund position more than the 

others. Electronics, it is again the same factors, chemicals it is 

the credit facility that affected the most, plastic it is future 

demand position and engineering it is future demand again. 

It is very important to have an optimum level inventory 

position for the efficient smooth functioning of small scale units. 

5.3.5 MAINTENANCE OF BIN CARD - A bin card is a system 

used in Inventory control. It is system which keeps the 

quantitative 'record of receipts, issues and closing balances of 

items of stores. The main characteristic of bin card is that after 
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posting a transaction, whether relating to receipt or issue, the 

balance quantity is calculated and recorded. The various levels 

indicated in a bin card enable the storekeeper to keep watch on 

the balance and to place requisitions for replenishment as and 

when necessary. In case of small scale units the bin card system 

is totally unknown to many units. They are unaware and don't 

have any knowledge about it. The Table 5.39 reflects the position 

of the small scale units maintaining the bin card. It is reported 

that 118 units representing 67.43 percent of the total were 

absolutely unaware of this system. They never come across this 

term called bin card in their inventory management ever since 

formed. But 57 units representing 32.57 percent said they did 

maintain the bin card. To check and control the stocks. The most 

prominent users were pharmaceuticals 18 units (72 percent) 

followed by chemicals 17 units (68 percent) while food 86 beverage 

2 units and plastics 3 units were the least users. Bin Card 

System is very useful for efficient control, verification and 

maintenance of inventory. It have not yet gained momentum 

among the small scale units. 

5.3.6 INVENTORY SYSTEM 

Record pertaining to Quantity and value of inventory-in-hand 

to control of materials while in storage can be maintained in the 

two different ways i.e. periodic inventory system and perpetual 

inventory system. 
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TABLE 5.38 
Basis for Optimum Level of Inventory (mean value 

Pharmaceutical Electricals Electronics Chemical Plastic Engineering F & B 
Total 

Average 
Storage Space 3.40 2.68 2.80 3.20 2.64 3.00 2.88 2.94 
Price changes 3.40 3.80 3.76 152 3.44 344 2.88 3A6 
Fuel position 4.00 4.32 4.36 3.92 3.28 4.20 4.08 4.02 
Credit facility 4.00 3.92 3.84 4.44 4.20 3.76 4.28 3.91 

condition ,Supply 3.40 3.56 3.36 4.28 3.76 2.68 2.88 3.42 
Future Demand 4.64 4.44 4.64 192 4.32 4.88 4.40 4.43 
Source : Data collected from Sample Industrial Units and Questionnaire 

TABLE 5.39 . 

Analysis of me maintenance or tsin care ay tne ,ample units 
Pharmaceutical Electricals Electronics Chemical Plastic Engineering F & B Total 

No T 19 20 8 22 19 23 118 
©% '0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

(0% 5.93 16.10 16.95 6.78 18.64 16.10 19.49-  100.00 
Yes 18 6 5 17 3 6 2. 57 

©% 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
ID% 31.58 10.53 8.77 29.82 5.26 10.53 3.51 100.00 

Total 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 175 
©% 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00. 0.00 0.00 0.00 

ID% 14.29 14.29 14.29 14.29 14.29 14.29 14.29 100.00 
eft- represents column percentage fia - represents row percentage Source : Data collected from Sample Industrial Units and Questionnaire 



In periodic inventory system the quantity and value of 

inventory was found out only at the end of the accounting period 

after the physical verification of the actual units from the store. 

The cost of material used is obtained by adding the total value of 

goods purchased during the period of the value of inventory in 

hand in the beginning of the period. While perpetual inventory 

system is also called automatic controlling department which 

reflects the physical movement of stock and their current 

balances. It provides a rigid control over stock of materials as 

physical stock can regularly be verified with the stock records kept 

in the stores and the office. 

In the Table 5.40 which showed the inventory system 

maintained by small scale units. It is clear from the Table that 

116 units representing 66.29 percent are maintaining periodic 

inventory system and the Industry wise most were engineering 23 

units (94 percent) and plastics 20 units (80 percent) while the 

chemical units with 9 units (36 percent) was the poorest user of 

the system. Perpetual Inventory System was followed in 59 units 

(33.71 percent) of the total and the top users/ followers of this 

system are chemicals 16 units (64 percent), food as beverage 12 

units (48 percent). It can be concluded from the above analysis 

that more than 65 percent of the total units followed periodic 

inventory system. That is found out only at the end of the 

accounting period. While 33.71 percent of the small scale units 
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TABLE 5.40 
Analysis of the Inventory Systems followed by the Sample Units in Goa 

Pharmaceutical Electricals , Electronics Chemical Plastic Engineering F & B Total 
Periodic Inventory 17 19 15 9 20 23 13 116 

0°/0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
e% 14.66 16.38 12.93 7.76 17.24 19.83 11.21 100.00 

Perpetual Inventory 8 6 10 16 5 2 12 59 
©04 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0% 13.56 10.17 16.95 27.12 8.47 3.39 20.34 100.00 

Total 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 175 
CD% 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0% 14.29 14.29 14.29 14.29 14.29 14.29 14.29 100.00 

0% - represents column percentage 	®% - represents row percentage. Source : Data collected from Sample Industrial Units and Questionnaire  



followed the perpetual inventory system, which records 

continuously about the inventory position. 

The above analysis showed that working capital 

management is most important need for small scale units. They 

have to plan their cash systematically. Cash management and 

inventory control are the other tools lie with the small scale 

entrepreneurs to improve their performance, shortage of cash and 

impact of cash shortage have to be analysed properly to control 

the cash. Deciding about proper credit policy and policy to be 

adopted for prompt payment of receivables is very important 

among the small scale units to reduce the unnecessary financial 

burdens and to reduce the bad debts. It is necessary for the small 

units to build the confidence and trust of the institutions which 

finances them by properly managing the total working capital and 

earning a decent rate of return on the total investment. It is 

necessary to plan and control the activities systematically to get 

better results for small scale units. 
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PROFITABILITY 
ANALYSIS 



CHAPTER-VI 

PRO F ITABILTY ANALYSIS 

Profit making is considered to be one of the important 

objectives of any commercial business. It is one of the principle 

motivating force behind conducting a business. Small Scale 

Industrial units are no exception to this principle. The financial 

accounts provide the means of measuring the progress of the 

business and to test its efficiently so as to take a timely remedial 

action. The profit of business may be measured by studying the 

profitability of investment in it. It is the ability of a given 

investment to earn a return from its use. Profitability analysis 

helps to identify the strength and weaknesses of the small scale 

units. The profitability analysis is also understood with the help of 

cost volume profit analysis which shows the relationship of cost and 

revenues to output. It helps the financial manager to study the 

general effect of the level of output upon income and expenses. 

Profit is affected by the interplay of costs volume and selling prices. 

Therefore it is necessary for the management to have accurate 

presentation of the effect of change in any one of these factors 

which have effect on the profit performance. 

To analyse the profitability, it is necessary to 

understand financial analysis. It is the responsibility of the small 

scale entrepreneurs to do the financial analysis. The analysis of 



financial statements is a process of evaluating relationship between 

component parts of financial statement to obtain better 

understanding of the units position and performance. The small 

entrepreneurs must balance their goals in ensuring their venture's 

performance. It have to maintain a balance between the most 

meaningful goal is to earn a satisfactory return on the money 

invested consistent with maintaining its financial health. The best 

yardstick for estimating the return is the return on investment. 

Along with ROI, other yardsticks like Return on Total Assets, 

Return on Owner's Equity, Return on permanent Capital are also 

important. Profitability have been considered as one of the main 

criteria to judge to what extent management have been successfully 

in maximising its profits or minimising its losses. Some managerial 

decisions like further expansion, raising of additional finance and 

problems of bonus and dividend payments rest upon this particular 

measurement. To measure the profitability, it requires the 

calculation of several inter connected ratios which vary according to 

the purpose of analysis. An analysis of the profitability reveals as to 

how the position of profits stand as a result of total transactions 

made during the year. It need not be stressed that profitability is 

analysed through the computation of profit ratios. The profitability 

can be measured and analysed from the main three distinct stand 

points of view. 
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6.1 VALUE ADDED ANALYSIS 

Value Added is the market price of the output of an 

enterprise minus the price of goods and services acquired by 

transfer from other units, It is the simplest and most immediate 

way of putting profit into proper perspective vis-à-vis the whole 

enterprise as a collective effort by capital, management and 

employees in presentation of a statement of value added. Profit is 

only a part of value added. It helps to measure the performance of 

small enterprise as profit based reporting is likely to be more 

subjective while product based reports are more objective. It helps 

the employees to know the wealth created by their company during 

the year. It can be a basis for productivity incentive scheme, value 

added per employee may also be the basis for bonus ad other 

incentive scheme. It helps the other users besides the 

shareholders, financial analysis, vendors, employees and the 

general public. It helps to build the team spirit of the employees. 

Thus, the value added statement shows the wealth (value) created 

and attributed to all stakeholders rather than just the shareholders. 

The Table 6.1 shows the value addition done by the small 

scale units in Goa. It shows that the relationship between sales 

minus the cost of the raw material. The overall percentage shows 

50.05 percent as value addition by the small scale units to the 

original raw material they purchased. Industry wise, it shows that 

food and beverages have done the maximum amount of value 
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addition resulting in 66.17 percent followed by the plastic units 

with 63.57 percent, chemicals 60.43 percent while the engineering 

industry have been reported to be the lowest with 32.21 percent 

followed by pharmaceuticals with 44.98 percent, electricals 46.41 

percent and electronics with 48.06 percent value addition. It is 

found that service oriented industries are reported to be the highest 

value adder but in case of engineering units it is not so due to high 

raw material cost which is 67.98 percent of the total. The value 

added statement report on the income earned by a large group of 

stakeholders. There are two ways to compute value added. In 

additive approach, all items that create value are added thus wages 

and salaries, interest, deprecation, rent, rates and insurance, 

employee benefits other overhead expenses and profit before tax are 

all added to give the sum of value added. In subtractive approach, 

all the items like raw material bought in components, processing, 

stores, loose tools, repairs and maintenance of the plant and 

equipment and other bought in services are deducted from the sale 

revenue. 

6.2 CLASSIFICATION OF COSTS AND MARGIN 

The study of the behaviour of costs in relation to changes in 

volume of output reveals that there are some items of cost which 

tend to vary directly with the volume of output whereas there are 

others which remain unaffected by variations in the volume of 

output. The former class of costs represents the variable costs and 
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the latter fixed cost. The fixed cost are also referred to as period 

costs or stand by costs. They remain constant in total amount 

whether there is any increase or decrease in level of activity or 

output. It is observed that fixed cost remains the same in total 

when the volume of output changes. Fixed cost per unit of 

production decreases with an increase in volume of output. While 

decrease in the volume of output, the fixed cost per unit increases. 

Thus, there is an inverse relationship between volume of output 

and fixed cost per unit. On the other hand, variable cost are the 

main component of the total cost in case of small scale industry. 

Variable cost are those costs which fluctuate in direct proportion to 

the volume of output. Variable costs thus changes in the same 

directions and in direct proportion to changes in production 

activity,. sales activity or some other measure of volume but tend to 

remain constant per unit of production. The Table 6.2 showed the 

classification of costs and their margin in percentage form of the 

small scale units surveyed. It showed that 80.10 percent of the cost 

in case of small scale units in Goa are variable cost while 19.90 

percent cost are fixed cost. It only reflects that there is huge 

variable costs. It is mainly the small scale units are following 

labour intensive technique wherein the variable cost is more and 

fixed cost is less. Secondly, the investment in the capital goods. 

So, financial constraint is another reason for the small scale units 

to fall back upon the labour intensive techniques of production 

which amounts to huge variable cost. According to industry wise 
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TABLE 6.1 
Value Added Analysis in selected SSI Units (Rs. In 000 

Component Pharmaceutical Electricals Electronics Chemical Plastic Engineering F & B Total 
Sales 112578 77581 81210 55260 43241 118242 121835 609947 

0% 18.46 12.72 13.31 9.06 7.09 19.39 19.97 100.00 

Material Cost 61942 41572 42180 21865 15751 80154 41217 304681 
0% 20.33 13.64 13.84 , 7.18 5.17 26.31 13.53 100.00 

Value Added 50636 36009 39030 _ 33395 27490 38088 80618 305266 
0.0% 16.59 11.80 12.79 10.94 9.01 12.48 26.41 100.00 

0.0% - represents row percentage 
Source : Data collected from Sample Industrial Units and Questionnaire. 

TABLE 6.2 

Classification of Cost and their Margin amono the Sample Units (percentage 
Cost Component Pharmaceutical Electricals Electronics Chemical Plastic Engineering F & B Total 

Fixed Cost 21.71 26.1 28.53 16.41 12.11 15.25 19.21 19.90 

Variable Cost 78.29 73.9 71.47 83.59 87.89 84.75 80.79 80.10 

Total Cost 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 

Source : Data collected from Sample Industrial Units and Questionnaire. 



analysis, shows that the maximum fixed cost is reported in case of 

electronics industry 28.53 percent followed by electricals 26.10 

percent, pharmaceuticals 21.71 percent and food & beverage 19.21 

percent while highest variable cost is reported in case of plastics 

87.89 percent followed by engineering 84.75 percent, chemicals 

83.59 percent. Overall, the small scale industries in Goa are 

following more of a traditional method of manufacturing rather than 

the latest automatic which is more capital intensive. Incase of 

electronics, electricals and pharmaceuticals units, the break even 

point will be higher due to higher fixed costs compared to plastics, 

engineerings and chemicals got lower break-even point. The small 

scale unit first have to absorb the fixed cost fully to reach at break 

even and lower the break even point more quicker and higher is the 

profit of the unit. Classifying the cost according to their behaviour 

into fixed and variable elements is very essential for profit planning, 

effective cost control, fixation of selling prices, framing of budgets 

and in the management decision making. 

Table 6.3 revealed the fixed cost structure of small scale 

units. Fixed cost included rent and taxes of building, insurance 

charges, depreciation of plant, machinery and building, salaries of 

foremen, works manager, permanent staff and executive staff etc. 

for the purpose of the study. The two major fixed cost components 

incurred by the small scale units i.e. interest on borrowed capital 

and depreciation. While rest all other fixed costs are included in 

others. The Table showed that the total fixed cost (interest) 
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incurred by the small enterprise is 30.73 percent and depreciation 

is 20.02 percent while rest all other fixed costs are 49.31 percent. 

Industry wise it is reported that the highest amount in the form of 

interest on loans is paid by electricals 40.38 followed by electronics 

(32.01 percent), while the lowest is paid by engineering and food & 

beverage. Amount paid in the form of depreciation was the highest 

among electronics 25.00 percent followed by food & beverages 24.99 

percent, electricals 21.01 percent where as in case of others, it is 

engineering with 54.89 percent is the highest followed by 

pharmaceuticals 53.50 percent, plastics 51.97 percent. In case of 

electricals, the maximum amount in the form of fixed cost have 

gone in interest and depreciation followed by electronics and food & 

beverages while rest all have got less than 50 percent amount in it. 

Most of the small scale units incurred more fixed cost in the form of 

rents, taxes, salaries and administrative expenses, while 

expenditure in the form of interest and depreciation is less than 50 

percent of the total in some of the small enterprises. 

Marginal Cost is the variable cost of one unit of a product or a 

service, a cost which could be avoided if that unit was not produced 

or provided. It divides the costs into fixed and variable and the 

concept is mainly based on the behaviour of costs with volume of 

output. This approach helps the small scale units to identify the 

amount of contribution per product towards fixed overheads and 

profits. The contribution is the difference between the sales volume 

and the variable cost. Here it is not possible to determine the profit 
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per unit of product because fixed cost are charged in total to profit 

and loss account rather than recover it from product cost. 

Contribution is the excess of sales over variable cost. Contribution 

helps the management in the fixation of selling prices and selection 

of a suitable product mix for profit. It helps the small enterprises to 

determine the break-even point. 

Cost volume profit analysis studies the relationship between 

expenses revenue and net income. The aim is to establish the 

implications of levels of changes is costs, volume of sales or prices 

on profit. It is the study of the inter-relationships of cost behaviour 

patterns, levels of activity and the profit that results from each 

alternative combination. In small scale units the product mix 

decision, effect of change in the volume of output on the cost of 

production and profit. All these problems are solved with the help 

of cost volume profit analysis. To know the cost volume profit 

relationship it is essential to know break-even point, profit volume 

ratio (P/V Ratio) and contribution. 

Break-even point is a point of sales volume at which total 

revenue is equal to total cost. It is a point of no profit nor loss. It 

refers to that level of output which evenly breaks the costs and 

revenues. If production or sales is increased beyond this level there 

shall be a profit to the units and if it is decreased from this level 

there shall be a loss to the small scale unit. 
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Profit-volume Ratio, known popularly as P/V Ratio. It 

expresses the relationship of contribution to sales. It is also called 

contribution Ratio. It reveals the rate of contribution per product 

as a percentage of turnover. It indicates the relationship of 

contribution to turnover. The profit of the small scale units can be 

increased by improving P/ V Ratio. A higher ratio means a greater 

profitability and vice versa. It is an index of sound financial health 

of a small scale unit. It can be improved if contribution is improved 

and contribution can be improved by increasing the sales price and 

reducing marginal cost-efficient utilisation of resources by more 

concentrating on the sale of products. 

The Table 6.4 indicated the analysis of contribution ratio. 

The overall P/V Ratio showed an average of 20.26 percent. In case 

of electronics units, the P/V Ratio is the highest with 28.53 percent 

followed by electronics 26.10 percent, pharmaceuticals 21.71 

percent. All the sectors/units have got a P/V Ratio which is more 

than the average overall P/V Ratio. Where as in units like plastics 

12.11 percent, engineering 15.25 percent, chemicals 16.41 percent 

and food & beverages with 19.21 percent were found to have had 

P/V Ratio below the overall average P/V Ratio. 

In order to understand more about the Contribution Ratio, an 

attempt is made to know the contribution margin in terms of units. 

The Table 6.5 showed the various contribution margin earned by 

the different units. It is clear that 73 units representing 41.71 
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TABLE 6.3 
of Fixed Cost Structure in the selected SSI Units (Rs. 000 

Pharmaceutical Electricals Electronics Chemical Plastic Engineering F & B Total 
Interest 7925 4192 2958 2725 2182 1058 2664 23704 

0% 29.49 40.38 32.01 30.04 29.00 25.08 27.00 30.71 

Depreciation 4572 2180 2310 1633 1432 845 2466 15438 
0% 17.01 21.00 25.00 18.00 19.03 20.03 24.99 20.00 

Others 14377 4010 3973 4714 3910 2316 4737 38037 
Crio 53.50 38.62 42.99 51.96 51.97 54.89 48.01 49.28 

Total 26874 10382 9241 9072 7524 4219 9867 77179 
0% 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 

0% - represents column percentage 	Source : Data collected from Sample Industrial Units and Questionnaire. 

TABLE 6.4 
Analysis of Contribution Ratio (CVP Analysis) (Rs. In 000 

Pharmaceutical Electricals Electronics Chemical Plastic Engineering F & B Total 
Contribution 24440 20249 23169 9068 5236 18032 23405 123599 

Sales 112578 77581 81210 55260 43241 118242 121835 609947 

Fixed Cost 20377 18627 20335 7963 4328 14248 19640 105518 

PN Ratio 21.71 26.10 28.53 16.41 12.11 15.25 19.21 20.26 

BEP Sales 93860 71368 71276 48525 35739 93430 102238 516436 

Source : Data collected from Sample Industrial Units and Questionnaire. 



percent were found under the contribution margin of 21.30 

percent, 43 units representing 24.57 percent were found in the 

contribution margin of 11.20 percent. In the contribution margin 

Group of 31-40 percent there were 29 units representing 16.57 

percent In the highest Group of above 40 percent there were 26 

units while in the lowest Group of below 10 percent there were 4 

units i.e. two each from food & beverage and plastics. Industry 

wise, analysis showed that the maximum number of units in almost 

all the segments were found under the category of 21-30 percent 

margin followed by 11-20 percent margin while it is interesting to 

note that there were 26 units that were coming under the maximum 

margin level they include chemicals 6 units, engineering 5 units, 

electronics and plastics 4 units each, pharmaceuticals 3 units and 

food & beverages and electricals 2 units each. 

6.3 MARGIN OF SAFETY 

Break-even analysis is the main determinants of margin of 

safety. Break-even analysis is employed to ascertain the level of 

operations where total revenue equals to total costs. It is an 

analysis used to determine the probable profit or loss at any level of 

operations. It is a method of studying the relationship among sales 

revenue, variable cost and fixed cost to determine the level of 

operation at which all the costs are equal to its sales revenue and 

there is no profit no loss situation for the small scale units, Break-

even analysis plays a very crucial role. It helps to determine the 
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break-even quantity of output by studying the relationship among 

the firm's cost structure, volume of output and profit. It is a critical 

point or equilibrium point. Every small scale entrepreneurs have to 

always strive hard to reach at the break-even at the shortest 

possible time. Any results comes above the break-even will result 

in profit to the unit, while anything below break even point implied 

that the unit is incurring losses. The study of Break-even is 

incomplete without studying the Break-even chart which shows 

graphically the position of the unit and the Break-even point. 

Break even point can be computed with the help of the formula. To 

know the Break-even point in units it is computed as fixed cost 

divided by contribution per unit while to compute break even point 

in amount (Rupees)(value) it is computed as Fixed cost divided by 

P/V Ratio. 

Break even point analysis acts as a basis for computing the 

Margin of Safety (MOS) is an important concept in marginal costing 

approach. It refers excess of sales over Break-even volume sales. It 

represents the difference between sales at a given activity level and 

sales at Break even point. It is important to have a reasonable 

margin of safety to run the operations of a small scale unit into a 

profitable position. A low margin of safety indicates high fixed 

overheads and profit comes into the business only when the activity 

absorb the fixed costs. It provides the strength and stability to the 

concern. The higher the margin of safety the better is the 

profitability of the unit. It can be computed by using the formulae 
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TABLE 6.5 
/Analysis or uonmoution margin - plumper or units 

Pharmaceutical Electricals Electronics Chemical Plastic Engineering F & B Total 
0 - 10% 0 0 0 0 2 0 2 4 

©% 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 8.00 0.00 8.00 2.29 
11 - 20% 6 8 5 6 5 6 7 43 

0% 24.00 32.00 20.00 24.00 20.00 24.00 28.00 24.57 
21 - 30% 12 10 13 8 9 11 10 73 

0% 48.00 40.00 52.00 32.00 36.00 44.00 40.00 41.71 
31 - 40% 4 5 3 5 5 3 4 29 

©% 16.00 20.00 12.00 20.00 20.00 12.00 16.00 16.57 
above 40% 3 2 4 6 4 5 2 26 

©% 12.00 8.00 16.00 24.00 16.00 20.00 8.00 14.86 
Total 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 175 

0% 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 

Source : Data 0% - represents column percentage collected from Sample Industrial Units and Questionnaire. 

TABLE 6.6 
Margin of Safety among the selected units 

Pharmaceutical Electricals Electronics Chemical Plastic Engineering F & B Total 
Sales 112578 77581 81210 55260 43241 118242 121835 609947 

Fixed cost 20377 18627 20335 7963 4328 14248 19640 105518 

PN Ratio 21.71 26.1 28.53 16.41 12.11 15.25 19.21 20.26 

BEP Sales (Rs) 93860 71368 71276 48525 35739 93430 102238 520819 

Mar in of Safe 16.62 8 12.23 12.19 17.35 20.98 16.08 14.61 
Source : Data collected from Sample Industrial Units and Questionnaire. 



i.e. Actual Sales minus the sales at break-even point. If the margin 

of safety is large, it is a sign of soundness of business and vice 

versa. It serves as a guide and a reliable indicator of the business 

strength and soundness. Margin of safety can be increased by 

decreasing the fixed cost, decreasing the variable cost, increasing 

the selling price, increasing the output and sales, charging to the 

product mix that improves P/V Ratio. The large margin of safety 

indicates that the business is sound and even if there is a 

substantial fall in sales, there will be still some profit on the other 

hand small margin of safety indicates that position of the business 

is comparatively weak and even a small decline in the sale would 

adversely affect the profit of the business and may result into losses 

from the Table 6.6 which reflects the position of margin of safety 

percentage and Break-even point for the various segments of small 

scale units. The margin of safety percentage overall showed 14.61 

percent which indicated that margin of safety is very low among the 

small scale units. Further, it showed that engineering units with 

20.98 percent have the highest margin of safety among them 

followed by plastics 17.35 percent, pharmaceuticals 16.63 percent, 

food 86 beverages 16.08 percent, while units like electricals 8 

percent, electronics 12.23 percent and chemicals 12.19 percent 

were found to have had a very low percentage of margin of safety 

which is below the overall average margin of safety percentage. 

In the Table 6.7 showed the margin of safety according to the 

number of units and the category/ segment of percentage under 
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which it comes. There are 113 units representing 64.57 percent of 

the total were found under the percentage of below 20 percent, 

while 42 units representing 24 percent were found under 21-40 

percent category and 20 units representing 11.43 percent were 

found under 41-60 percent category. There were no units found in 

the category of above 60 percent of margin of safety. Industry wise, 

the analysis showed that maximum number of units except in the 

segment of engineering were found under 20 percent category while 

in below 40 percent category, it was found that engineering with 12 

units (48 percent) followed by plastics 8 units (32 percent), food & 

beverages 7 units (28 percent). In the category of below 60 percent 

margin of safety it was found that again engineering with 8 units 

are the maximum followed by pharmaceuticals, electronics and food 

& beverages 3 units each and there was no unit of electricals found 

in the category of below 60 percent margin of safety. Most of the 

small scale units have got large amount in fixed cost and they have 

to absorb the fixed cost first to achieve safer margin of safety. 

6.4 OPERATIONAL PERFORMANCE / PROFITABILITY ANALYSIS 

Profitability is an indication of the efficiency with which the 

operations of the business are carried on. The main objective of 

every small scale unit is to earn maximum profit not only in 

absolute terms but also in relative terms. Profit is the absolute 

measure of earning capacity. Poor operational performance results 

in poor sales and therefore low profits. Low profitability may be due 
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to lack of control over expenses resulting in low profits. Profitability 

is the main base for liquidity and solvency. A lower profitability 

may arise due to the lack of control over the expenses. The 

creditors, bankers and financial institutions are interested in 

profitability ratio since it indicates liquidity or capacity of the 

business to meet interest obligations, and regular and improved 

profits, enhances the long term solvency position of the small 

enterprise. Owners are interested in profitability as it indicates the 

growth and the rate of return on their investments. Profitability 

reflects the final result of a business operation. Profitability 

analysis comprises the study of sales, analysis of cost of goods 

sold, analysis of Gross margin on sales, analysis of operating 

expenses, analysis of operating profit and analysis of profit in 

relation to sales and capital. 

A business enterprise can discharge its obligation to the 

various segments of the society only through earning of profits. It is 

a useful measure of overall efficiency of a business. Profit to the 

management is the test of efficiency and measurement of control, to 

owners, a measure of worth of their investment, to the creditors the 

margin of safety, to employees, a source of fringe benefits to the 

government, a measure of tax paying capacity and the basis of 

legislative action, to customers, a hint to demand for better quality 

and price cuts, to an enterprise less cumbersome source of finance 

for growth and existence and finally to the country, profits are the 
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index of economic progress. Thus, profitability ratios are calculated 

to measure the overall efficiency of the business. 

6.4.1 GROSS PROFIT MARGIN : Gross profit margin reflects 

the efficiency with which a firm produces its products. It is 

calculated as Gross profit as percentage of total sales. 

The ratio measures the excess of sales proceeds during the 

period before taking into account Administration/Selling and 

distribution and financing charges. Gross Profit ratio indicates the 

extent to which selling prices of goods per unit may decline without 

resulting in losses on operations of a firm. A low gross profit ratio 

indicates high cost of goods sold due to unfavourable purchasing 

policies, lesser sales, lower selling prices, excessive competition over 

investment in plant & machinery. Gross profit margin should be 

thoroughly calculated because increase in Gross profit ratio occurs 

not only by increasing the selling price without any corresponding 

proportionate increase in cost or decrease in costs without any 

decrease in selling prices but also due to certain misleading factors 

like overvaluation of the closing inventories or under valuation of 

the opening inventories etc. The Table 6.8 depicts the Gross profit 

margin among the small scale units. The overall Gross Profit 

margin is 20.26 percent. It further revealed that Gross profit 

margin is the highest among electronic units 28.53 percent, it is 

due to their higher selling price and controlled costs. In electricals 

units, the Gross profit margin is 26.10 percent, pharmaceuticals 
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TABLE 6.7 
Analysis of Margin of Safety - Number of Units among the selected units 

Pharmaceutical Electricals Electronics , Chemical Plastic Engineering F & B Total 
0 - 20% 18 23 17 20 15 5 15 113 

()% 72.00 92.00 68.00 80.00 60.00 20.00 60.00 64.57 
21 - 40% 4 2 5 4 8 12 7 42 

©% 16.00 8.00 20.00 16.00 32.00 48.00 28.00 24.00 
41 - 60% 3 0 3 1 2 8 3 20 

()% 12.00 0.00 12.00 4.00 8.00 32.00 12.00 11.43 
above 61% 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

©% 0.00 0.00 0.00  0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Total 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 175 

©% 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100,00 
•0% - represents column percentage 

	
Source : Data collected from Sample Industrial Units and Questionnaire. 

TABLE 6.8 
Gross Profit Margin among the selected Units (Rs. 000 

Pharmaceutical Electricals Electronics Chemical Plastic Engineering F & B Total 
Sales 112578 77581 81210 55260 43241 118242 121835 609947 

Gross Profit 24440 20249 23169 9068 5236 18032 23405 123599 

Margin 21.71 26.10 28.53 16.41 12.11 15.25 19.21 20.26 

Source : Data collected from Sample Industrial Units and Questionnaire. 



21.71 percent. These units, have got Gross profit margin more than 

the average overall Gross profit margin while in the case of plastics 

units it is 12.11 percent, engineering 15.25 percent, chemicals 

16.41 per cent which is below the overall average Gross profit 

margin. In case of food & beverage, it is slightly below the average 

Gross profit margin i.e. 19.21 percent. There is no standard norm 

for Gross profit as such as it varies from industry to industry. 

Higher or lower Gross profit margin is due to increase or decrease 

in the selling price of the goods sold without any corresponding 

increase/decrease in the cost of goods sold. The low Gross profit 

margin is noticed in plastics units, chemicals and engineering 

mainly due to high cost of goods sold and unfavourable purchasing 

policies and inability of management to improve the sales volume. 

The Gross profit margin according to Industry wise shows a 

different picture as it can be seen from the Table 6.9. There are 45 

units representing 25.71 per cent whose Gross profit margin is 

below 20 percent and major units which were under this category 

are plastics 10 units (40 percent) followed by chemicals and 

engineering 8 units each, food & beverage 7 units (28 percent) while 

vast majority of the small scale units i.e. 119 units representing (68 

percent) were found under the segment of below 30 percent margin 

and the top of the list among this category were electronics 20 units 

(80 percent) followed by electricals 19 units (76 percent), 

pharmaceuticals 18 units (72 percent) and the least among them is 

engineering 15 units (60 percent). In the above 30 percent segment 
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there were 11 units representing (6.29 percent) and the main one 

which toped the list were pharmaceuticals 3 units (12 percent) 

followed by electronics, engineering and food & beverages 2 units 

each while electricals and plastics with one unit each. 

6.4.2 NET PROFIT RATIO/MARGIN : This ratio is widely used 

as a measure of overall profitability and is very useful to the 

proprietors. The ratio is designed to focus attention on the net 

profit margin arising from business operations before interest and 

tax is deducted. It is obtained by dividing profit after tax by sales. 

It establishes a relationship between net profit and sales and 

indicates management's efficiency in manufacturing, administering 

and selling the products/services. If net margin is inadequate, the 

enterprise will fail to achieve satisfactory return on shareholder 

funds. This ratio also indicates the enterprises capacity to 

withstand adverse economic conditions. 

A low net profit margin have the opposite implications. 

However a unit with a low profit margin can earn a high rate of 

return on investment if it have a higher inventory turnover. Among 

the small scale units this ratio helps in determining the efficiency 

with which the affairs of the business are being managed. An 

increase in the ratio indicates improvement in the operational 

efficiency of the business. It is an effective measure to check the 

profitability of business. It is necessary for the investors to judge 

the adequacy of this ratio. There is no norms laid down for this 
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TABLE 6.9 
Analysis of Gross Profit Margin - Number of Units among the selected Units 

Pharmaceutical Electricals 1 Electronics Chemical Plastic Engineering F & B Total 
Below 20% 4 5 3 8 10 8 7 45 

©% 16.00 20.00 12.00 32.00 40.00 32.00 28.00 25.71 

20 - 30% 18 19 20 17 14 15 16 119 
00A 72.00 76.00 80.00 68.00 56.00 60.00 64.00 68.00 

above 30% 3 1 2 0 1 2 2 11 
©% 12.00 4.00 8.00 0.00 4.00 8.00 8.00 6.29 

Total 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 175 
0% 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 

©% - represents column percentage Source : Data collected from Sample Industrial Units and Questionnaire. 

TABLE 6.10 

Net Profit Margin (Rs. 000 
Items Pharmaceutical Electricals Electronics Chemical Plastic Engineering F & B Total 

Sales 112578 77581 81210 55260 43241 118242 121835 609947 

Net Profit 4063 1622 2834 1105 908 3784 3765 18081 

Margin 3.60 2.09 3.48 2.00 2.09 3.20 3.09 2.96 

Source : Data collected from Sample Industrial Units and Questionnaire. 



ratio. The Table 6.10 showed the position of the net profit margin 

among the small scale units. The overall average net profit margin 

showed 2.96 percent. Further insight into the Table showed that 

net profit margin was the highest among the pharmaceuticals with 

3.61 percent followed by electronics 3.48 percent, engineering 3.20 

percent, food & beverage 3.09 percent which were found to have 

had the net profit margin above the average overall figure. While 

Industry like chemicals 2 percent, electricals and plastics 2.09 

percent each were found with the lowest and below the overall 

average Net profit margin. 

Net profit margin with regards to number of units and their 

pOsition with reference to the Net profit rates were shown in the 

Table 6.11. This ratio helps to measure the profitability of the small 

scale units. It also reflects the management ability to use a firm's 

assets to generated earnings on its invested capital. It helps to 

measure the productivity of the units and also helps in investment 

evaluation. It is found from the Table that 83 units representing 

47.43 percent earned a net profit below 5 percent. The top of the 

list were chemicals 18 units (72 percent), plastics 17 units (68 

percent) while electricals 16 units with 64 percent. Below 10 

percent Net Profit Margin it was found that 67 units representing 

38.29 percent with pharmaceuticals with 15 units (60 percent), 

electronics and food & beverage 12 units were on the top of the 

Table. In the segment of 16 to 15 percent, Net profit margin there 

were 17 units which included engineering with 4 units (16 percent), 
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electronics and food & beverages with 3 units each with 12 percent 

and electrical, chemicals and plastics with 2 units each while one 

unit was found from pharmaceuticals. Where as in the highest Net 

profit margin category, there were 8 units representing 4.57 percent 

which included pharmaceutical, electronics, engineering and food & 

beverage with 2 units each. Small scale units with high net profit 

margin would be in an advantageous position to survive in the 

rising cost of productivity, falling sale prices and declining demand 

for the product. While for a low net profit margin units to 

withstand these adversities would be really difficult. 

6.4.3 RETURN ON CAPITAL EMPLOYED : The primary objective 

of making investments in any small scale business is to obtain 

satisfactory return on capital invested. It indicates the percentage 

of return on the capital employed in the business and it can be 

used to show the efficiency of the business as a whole. The return 

on capital employed indicates how well the management have used 

the funds supplied by the creditors and owners. It measures 

productivity as well as profitability. It is the key indicator of overall 

profitability of an enterprise. Shareholders measure the success or 

failure of a small enterprise in terms of profit related to capital 

employed. The return on capital employed can be used to show the 

efficiency of the business as a whole. Capital employed means the 

value of assets which are effectively used by a concern and which 

contribute to earning of that concern during a year. Return on 

capital employed is calculated by dividing the figure of net profit 
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before interest and taxed by the figure of capital employed. The 

higher the ratio the more efficient is the unit in using funds 

entrusted to it and the better is the economic conditions of the unit. 

The efficiency of management for utilising funds at their disposal 

depends upon the turnover of capital employed and the profit 

margin. The higher the turnover of capital employed and higher the 

profit margin, the higher will be the efficiency of management in 

utilising funds at their disposal. It is a prime test of the efficiency 

of business. It measures not only the overall efficiency of business 

but also helps in evaluating the performance of various department. 

The owners are interested in knowing the profitability of the 

business in relation to amount invested in it. A higher percentage 

of return on capital employed will satisfy the owners that their 

money is profitably utilised. The borrowing policy of the enterprise 

may be properly formulated. The rate of interest on borrowing 

should be less then the return on capital employed. Return on 

Capital employed may help in devising future business policies for 

expansion or diversification etc. Keeping this in view, an attempt is 

made to study the return on capital employed. The Table 6.12 

depicts the overall average return on capital employed showed 5.59 

percent. Industry wise, the food 85 beverages showed the highest 

return of capital employed of 9.12 percent followed by plastics 7.41 

per cent, electricals 6.68 percent and chemicals 5.82 which is more 

then the overall average return of capital employed. In case of 

engineering 4.36 percent, electronics 4.70 percent, 
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TABLE 6.11 
Analysis of Net Profit Margin - Number of Units 

G/P Ratio Pharmaceutical Electricals Electronics Chemical Plastic Engineering F & B Total 
0 - 5 7 16 18 17 9 8 83 	_ 

©% 28.00 64.00 32.00 72.00 68.00 36.00 32.00 47.43 
6-10  15 7 12 5 6 10 12 67' 

0% 60.00 28.00 48.00 20.00 24.00 40.00 48.00 38.29 
11 - 15 1 2 3 2 2 4 3 17 

0% 4.00 8.00 12.00 8.00 8.00 16.00 12.00 9.71 
16 - 20 2 0 2 0 0 2 2 8 

©% 8.00 0.00 8.00 0.00 0.00 8.00 8.00 4.57 
Total 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 175 

©% 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 
0% - represents column percentage Source : Data collected from Sample Industrial Units and Questionnaire. 

TABLE 6.12 
Analysis of Return on Capital Employed (Rs. 000 

Pharmaceutical Electricals Electronics Chemical Plastic Engineering F & B Total 
Capital Employed 79667 24281 60298 18986 12254 86789 41283 323558 

Net Profit 4063 1622 2834 1105 908 3784 3765 18081 

Ratio 5.10 6.68 4.70 5.82 7.41 4.36 9.12 5.59 

Source : Data collected from Sample Industrial Units and Questionnaire. 



pharmaceuticals 5.1 percent were reported to be the lowest 

percentage even below the overall average Return on capital 

employed. The low return indicates the inefficiency of the 

management to earn return on capital employed and control the 

activities. The capital employed refers to long term funds supplied 

by the creditors and owners of the units. It is equivalent to net 

working capital plus fixed assets. Thus capital employed basis 

provides a test of profitability related to the source of long term 

funds. The higher the ratio, the more efficient use of the capital 

employed. 

6.4.4 RETURN ON EQUITY : The profitability of a unit from the 

owners point of view should be assessed in terms of the return to 

the ordinary shareholders. According to this ratio profitability is 

measured by dividing the net profit after taxes but before preference 

dividend by the average total shareholders equity. The term equity 

shareholders includes, equity share capital, share premium, 

reserves and surplus less accumulated losses. Shareholders are 

the residual owners in the real sense. They assume maximum risk 

and have the highest stake in the enterprise. The earning of a 

satisfactory return is the most desirable objective of a firm. This 

ratio is thus of great interest to present as well as prospective 

shareholders. This ratio establishes the profitability from the 

shareholders point of view. Return on equity indicates how well the 

enterprise have used the resources of owners. The earning of a 

satisfactory return is the most desirable objective of a business. 
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They assume maximum risk and have the highest stake in the 

company. The earning enabling a satisfactory return on their funds 

is the most desirable objective of a business. The Table 6.13 

exhibits the return on equity share capital. The overall average 

return on equity share capital showed 21.37 percent wherein food & 

beverages earned the maximum return on equity capital i.e. 35.42 

followed by plastics 22.50 percent, electronics 21.86 percent. They 

have got return on equity more then the average overall return on 

equity while in case of chemicals with 16.60 percent, 

pharmaceuticals 17.82 percent, engineering 19.45 percent and 

electricals 20.12 percent were at the lowest and also below the 

overall average return on equity share capital. 

6.4.5. NET PROFIT TO FIXED ASSETS 

This is another measure of profitability of a small enterprise. 

It measures the profitability of all the investments in fixed asset of a 

unit. It shows the relationship of the earnings of a business to its 

total income is an important indication of the effectiveness of 

management in influencing a return to surplus of capital as well as 

a method of predicting future earnings. It is calculated by dividing 

net income by the fixed assets of the units after depreciation. A 

more efficient enterprise will generate a higher level of sales with a 

given level of total asset than it is less efficient competitor. In the 

Table 6.14 showed the net profit to fixed assets. The net profit 

before tax taken as numerator and fixed assets after depreciation 
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Analysis of Return on Equity (Rs. 000 
Pharmaceutical Electricals Electronics Chemical Plastic Engineering F & B Total 

Equity  22800 8062 12964 6657 4035 19455 10629 84602 

Net Profit  4063 1622 2834 1105 908 3784 3765 18081 

Ratio 17.82 20.12 21.86 16.60 22.50 19.45 35.42 21.37 

Source : Data collected from Sample Industrial Units and Questionnaire. 

TABLE 6.13 

TABLE 6.14 
ed Assets 

Pharmaceutical Electricals Electronics Chemical Plastic Engineering F & B Total 

Fixed Assets 48717 29599 30871 6105 3819 22605 12916 154632 

Net Profit 4063 1622 2834 1105 908 3784 3765 18081 

Ratio 8.34 5.48 9.18 18.10 23.82 16.74 29.15 11.69 

Source : Data collected from Sample Industrial Units and Questionnaire. 



taken as denominator. It is clear from the Table that the overall 

average return on fixed asset is 11.69 percent whereas industry 

wise, it showed food & beverage 29.15 percent, followed by plastics 

23.82 percent, chemicals 18.10 percent have got the highest and 

above the overall average fixed asset and units like electricals 5.48 

percent, pharmaceuticals 8.34 percent were reported to be the 

lowest compared to the overall average return to fixed assets. It can 

be analysed further that only food & beverages were reported to 

have done well, while plastic units were reported to be also doing 

well. 

6.4.6 FIXED ASSETS TURNOVER RATIO : This ratio indicates 

the extent to which the investments in fixed assets contribute 

towards sales. It indicates whether the investment in fixed asset 

have been judicious or not. This ratio measures the efficiency and 

profit earning capacity of the firm. Higher the ratio greater is the 

intensive utilisation of fixed asset. Lower ratio means under 

utilisation of fixed assets. 

The fixed asset turnover ratio indicates the effectiveness with 

which different assets are utilised in a firm. Turnover means the 

number of times an asset flows through a firm's operations and into 

sales. The high ratio indicates a high degree of efficiency in assets 

utilisation and low ratio indicates a low degree of efficiency in assets 

utilisation. The ratio is ascertained by dividing sales with fixed 

assets. The fixed asset turnover ratio is presented in Table 6.15. 
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The average fixed asset turnover ratio of all the small scale units 

was 3.94 times. The industry wise analysis showed that the 

plastics units have registered the highest average fixed asset 

turnover ratio of 11.32 times followed by food & beverages 9.43 

times, chemicals 9.05 times, engineering with 5.23 times. In all 

these units the fixed asset turnover ratio is higher than the average 

overall ratio. This showed that these small scale units have utilised 

the fixed assets efficiently while in the case of pharmaceuticals the 

fixed asset turnover ratio was the lowest 2.31 times followed by 

electricals 2.62 times and electronics 2.63 times which was lower 

than the average overall ratio. This may be a sign of the fact that 

the funds were not being employed fully or that they were not being 

used optimally. 

6.4.7 NET PROFIT TO CASH PROFIT ANALYSIS 

Net profit is obtained in small scale units after deducting 

income tax and depreciation and generally, non-operating incomes 

and expenses are excluded from the net profits. Thus incomes 

such as interest on investment , profit on sale of fixed assets are 

excluded while cash profit considers the efficiency of operation in 

terms of cash generation and is not affected by the method of 

depreciation charged or any such treatment. It considers the total 

cash inflow irrespective of the nature of the item. It is ascertained 

by dividing the net profit with cash profit. The ratio reflects the 

cash the extent of cash funds are available for internal financing. 
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TABLE 6.15 
Fixed Assets Turnover Ratio in the Selected Units 

Pharmaceutical Electricals Electronics Chemical Plastic Engineering F & B Total 
Fixed Assets 48717 29599 30871 6105 3819 22605 12916 154632 

Net Sales 112578 77581 81210 55260 43241 118242 121835 609947 

Ratio 2.31 2.62 2.63 9.05 11.32 5.23 9.43 3.94 

Source : Data collected from Sample Industrial Units and Questionnaire. 

TABLE 6.16 
Analysis of Cash Profit to Net Profit (Rs. 000 

Pharmaceutical Electricals Electronics Chemical Plastic Engineering F & B Total 
Cash Profit 7387 2797 4803 1700 1335 6757 5457 30236 

Net Profit 4063 1622 2834 1105  908 3784 3765 18081 

Percentage 55% 58% 59% 65% 68% 56% 69% 59.78% 

Source : Data collected from Sample Industrial Units and Questionnaire. 



In the Table 6.16 showed the cash profit to net profit 

analysis. The average overall percentage showed 59.78 which 

showed the position of cash to meet the depreciation, interest and 

taxed of the small enterprise. Further insight into the Table 

exhibited that the percentage is higher in case of food & beverages 

69 percent followed by plastics 68 percent, chemicals 65 percent 

while the units like pharmaceuticals the percentage of cash profit to 

net profit is the lowest i.e. 55 percent, engineering 56 percent, 

electricals 58 percent and electronics 59 percent which were also 

reported below the average overall percentage of 59.78 percent. 

Overall it showed a healthy percentage of cash profit to net profit, it 

also reflects the strong position of the small scale units for internal 

financing. 
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CHAPTER - VII 

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS AND POLICY SUGGESTIONS 

7.1 INTRODUCTION 

The rapid growth of the Small Scale Industry in India took 

place only after the Independence. In the Industrial policy 

resolutions of 1948 the small scale sector was given special role 

for creating additional employment with low investment. The 

sector offer a method of ensuring a more equitable distribution of 

the national income and facilitate an effective mobilisation of 

resources of capital and skill which might otherwise remain 

unutilised. Some of the problems like unplanned urbanisation is 

avoided by the establishment of Small Scale Industries all over the 

country. 

Small Scale Industry in India have emerged as a dynamic 

and vibrant partner in the process of development by consistently 

recording higher levels of growth as compared to overall industrial 

growth. It also takes pride in development of entrepreneurial 

talent and enabling the small scale units to graduate into medium 

and large scale units. The functional vibrancy of the sector is 

visible from its contribution of 40 percent in the Industrial 

production, 35 percent in country's total export and providing 

employment to 167 lakhs persons in over 30 lakh small scale 

units. The sector produces a wide range of more than 7500 



products had grown phenomenally during the past four and a half 

decade. The emerging World Trade Organisation regime and the 

process of liberalisation have thrown open new challenges and 

threats particularly for the small scale sector. In order to turn 

threats into opportunities and achieve self-generating expansion, 

the policies need to be growth oriented enabling Small Scale 

Industries to face the competition. 

Inspite of the fact that a package of incentives and 

concessional fmance, cost benefits, marketing support, reservation 

of items for purchase of products, machinery on hire purchase, 

technical and financial consultancy services, testing facilities, 

common facility services, provision of industrial accommodation 

and other infrastructure facilities. The of Small Scale Industries 

can be seen with various problems like inadequate and often 

delayed finance due to their inability to offer acceptable securities 

and also to work within the properly maintained accounts so as to 

enable financial institution to assist them promptly. 

Accounting plays a key role in providing certain basic 

informational inputs for the good administrative system in the 

form of various financial reports giving details about the total 

financial position of the units and the return that is earned on the 

total investment of the business including profits. For the success 

of a business enterprise, it should have good executives to take 

the right decision and at the right time. 
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Cost Accounting is also an impOrtant element of Accounting 

information bearing on the problems of internal management 

control. Lack of proper and adequate cost base and planning leads 

to lack of cost control. 

Many Small Scale Industries were unable to take a good 

decision and were troubled with have ty judgements without 

paying due attention to key areas and there by more prone to 

develop sickness in due course of time 

Working capital needs and profitability analysis were very 

crucial factors in small scale units. Due to lack of proper working 

capital and lack of proper profitability analysis the capacity and 

the resources were underutilised and resulted into low profit. 

In view of this an attempt had been made to study the 

accounting and the financial practices of the selected Small Scale 

Industrial units in the State of Goa. 

7.2 SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY 

The specific objectives of the Study were as under 

(1) To investigate the Accounting Systems and Practices in the 

selected units; 

(2) To study the Capital Structure and Financing Patterns in the 

selected units; 

(3) To examine the working capital and Profitability Analysis in 

the selected units. 
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7.3 DATA AND METHODOLOGY 

The sample was selected on the bases of two categories 

dividing the heterogeneous units into one group i.e. Stratified 

Simple Random Sampling Method. It is stratified into seven 

segments based upon the nature of the product. Secondly the 

sample selected is atleast 5 percent of the total universe and they 

should have atleast five years of existence in order to represent it 

in the study. All together 175 units were grouped together and 

stratified into the above seven categories for the purpose of our 

study. Each strata consisted of 25 units and is divided equally 

among all. Each strata consists of 25 units and classified into 

seven categories of units namely, pharmaceuticals, electricals, 

electronics, chemicals, plastics, engineering and food 86 beverages. 

The selection of the sample was done based upon the 

maximum number of units operating under a particular category. 

The data collected for this study is classified into two 

primary source and secondary source. Primary data were 

collected through Comprehensive Questionnaire and personal 

interview. It was based on the pilot study conducted earlier taking 

into account the various aspects of the units, entrepreneurs, 

accounting practices, financial structure and working capital 

management, profitability analysis. Ratio analysis analytical 

technique was employed to analyse the data. 

Collection of data was a real challenge in case of Small Scale 

Industries because it is not compulsory for them to publish their 
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accounts. They used to treat each and every detailed financial 

information as confidential. Most of the visits were not 

encouraging, They were not very co-operative in providing the 

information needed. After so many frustrating visits to them again 

and again and after convincing them that it is for Academic nature 

they gave" the information. The letter of introduction from my 

research guide, manager of Directorate of Industries and Mines, 

Sales Tax Commissioner, EDC, Chairman, General Manager of 

GIDC and letter from each industrial estate manager (GIDC), local 

MLA's, through friends and relatives have helped greatly in over 

coming their misunderstanding. 

The Secondary data was collected from both published and 

unpublished sources, such as official documents, annual reports, 

hand books of statistics, booklets, pamphlets et cetera of the State 

and Central Government, CMIE, banks, corporations and private 

organisations. Central Government's five year plans, Industrial 

policy resolutions, Laghu Udyog Samachar, National Small 

Industries Corporation (NSIC), Statistical abstracts of Goa from 

Department of Statistics, commercial banks, MSFC, RBI bulletin, 

SBI Review and Report of ad-hoc committees and commissions, 

published annual reports. 

The study from the years 1995-2001 with recent 

developments was undertaken to bring out the impact of the 

Accounting and Financial Practices followed by the Small Scale 
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Units in Goa. This is based on primary and secondary data. 

Primary data was collected through a well planned Questionnaire 

and personal interview and surveys and discussions. 

Industrialisation have a major role to play in economic 

development in the developing countries like India. The most 

pressing need of many developing countries of the world today is 

rapidly industrialising to achieve the basic objectives of their 

economic and social progress and for raising the living standards 

of the people. It also helps in increasing prosperity of a country 

and provides employment for skilled, semi skilled, unskilled 

labour. The role of Village and Small Scale Industries in the 

development of national economy have been stressed by the 

Government of India in its Industrial policy resolution of 1956 and 

in the successive five year plan documents. The main advantage 

of Small Scale Industries is that they provide large scale 

employment at relatively smaller capital cost, better utilisation of 

local resources moving towards decentralised society, increasing 

supplies of consumer goods and facilitate mobilisation of 

resources and skill which might otherwise remain unutilised. 

In Goa, the major Small Scale units were located in the 

various Industrial Estates. There were 18 Industrial Estates in 

various Talukas of Goa. The Government of Goa started 

developing the Industrial Estate to attract more Industries and to 

develop the backward regions of the State. 
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7.4 LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY 

i) Sample selected were limited to its existence in the past 5 

years. 

Absence of separate accounting department in the SSI units. 

Unscientific record keeping system. ' 

iv) Selection of units from 1995 to 2001. 

v) Earlier records/Books of Accounts were not available . 

consistently. 

vi) The study is also dependent upon the Annual Accounts 

provided by the Chartered Accounts of the respective units. 

vu Most of the results were based on the survey conducted in 

the year 2000-2001. 

viii) A sample of 175 small units were chosen at random from 

selected industrial estates of the state for specific study. The 

study covered seven groups i.e. pharmaceuticals, electricals, 

electronics, chemicals, plastics, engineering and food & 

beverages. 

7.5 CHAPTERISATION SCHEME 

1 	Introduction - An introduction is provided in the first 

chapter, covering definitions, growth pattern, review of literature 

used for the study, description of the problem, objectives of the 

study, research methodology and limitations of the study. 
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2 	Profile of the Units and of Entrepreneurs - In second 

chapter, the profile of the units and of the entrepreneurs is given, 

classification of units, gestation period, employee wise 

classification, capacity utilisation, area of marketing and finally 

the socio-economic background of entrepreneurs. 

3 	Accounting practices - 	The third chapter is on 

accounting practices. 	It is classified into two - financial 

accounting, cost accounting practices. 

4 	Capital Structure and financing patterns - The details 

of capital structure and financing patters and the problem faced 

by the SSI. 

5 	Working Capital analysis - Cash management, motives 

for credit sales, credit policy and inventory control methods. 

6 Profitability analysis - The detail profitability analysis is 

done which covered P/V ratio, BEP analysis, Gross profit margin, 

net profit margin, return on net worth, on equity, fixed assets is 

done and analysis of cash profit to net profit, receivable 

management, composition of inventory were shown. 

7 	Summary and Conclusion - Seventh chapter covered 

about the summary, conclusions and recommendations. 

7.6 SUMMARY OF MAJOR FINDINGS OF THE ENTIRE STUDY 

7.6.1 PROFILE OF THE UNITS AND OF ENTREPRENEURS 
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The present study identified the following facts faced by the 

entrepreneurs and the units. Age wise classification of units, 

gestation period taken, pattern of organisation, employee wise 

classification, capacity, competition in the line of activity. The 

area of marketing, location of the unit, factors influencing 

location, decision, generation of the unit, sexual classification, 

religion, qualification, community status of the entrepreneurs, 

nativity, district, occupational factors. 

Agewise classification of the units showed that there were 

maximum 30.86 percent of the sample were within the age group 

of 2 to 5 years followed by 52 units in the age group of 6 to 10 

years while there were 4 percent units were in the age group of 

above 20 years. 

Gestation period is the period where in there is no profits 

and loss of establishment expenditure. In our study it was noted 

that 30.86 percent of the total representing 54 units have zero to 

five months gestation period followed by 20.57 percent (36 units) 

were in six to ten month gestation period, 24 percent of the total 

units (42 units) were found in the 11 to '15 months gestation, 

while 31 and above months gestition period, 6 units (3.42 

percent) were noticed. 

Most of the small scale units were found in the form of 

partnership, 66 units representing 37.71 percent followed by sole 

traders 27.43 percent (48 units), joint stock company 25.57 
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percent, co-operative society 1.14 percent and 9.14 percent as 

joint family business. 

Number of employees employed is one of the criteria to judge 

whether it is a small scale unit or large scale. It is clear that 

37.14 percent small enterprises employed upto 20 employees 

followed by below 10 and 21 to 30 whose percentage is 22.86 for 

each while 10.86 percent units employed 31 to 40 employees in 

their enterprise and above 50 employees were employed in 4 units 

(2.29 percent). 

Capacity utilisation study showed that 53.14 percent units 

(93 units) utilised below 75 percent capacity, 29.71 percent units 

utilised below 50 percent capacity, 13.71 percent units utilised 

above 76 percent while six units utilised below 25 percent 

capacity. The reason for under utilisation of capacity due to lack 

of demand, raw material and power shortage and also due to 

shortage of finance. 

Turnover wise classification showed that 30.86 percent 

units, 54 units had a turnover of below 5 lakhs and 40 units have 

got turnover below 10 lakhs while 36 units have turnover of below 

20 lakhs. 

The area of marketing of small scale units is basically in the 

local market followed by marketing in other States and District 

market. 
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The major problem of small scale enterprise is the locational 

problem out of 175 units 163 units were located in village and 

rural areas. The factors which were influencing the most to the 

location decisions were due to subsidies and state aid followed by 

site cost, scope for expansion and access to customers and the 

least important aspect is the labour cost and proximity to raw 

material were least :influencing factors. 

It was found out that 74.29 percent units were the first 

venture started by the entrepreneur, 13.71 percent units were 

taken from others and 12 percent units were inherited one. 

The gender wise classification of the entrepreneurs showed 

that 76.57 percent units representing 134 units were considered 

to be male entrepreneurs while 23.43 percent units. 41, units 

were run by female entrepreneurs. It was also understood that 

42.86 percent representing 75 entrepreneurs were Hindu religion. 

51 entrepreneurs out of 175 were Christian, 45 entrepreneurs 

were from other religions while 4 entrepreneurs were Muslim 

religion. 

Educational background of the entrepreneur showed 64 

entrepreneurs 36.57 percent were post graduates, 55 

entrepreneurs (31.43 percent) were graduates and39 

entrepreneurs were technical experts while 14 of them were 

S.S.C.E., 3 were secondary level educated. 
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The Nativity of entrepreneurs were concerned it was found 

that 91 entrepreneurs (52 percent) were from Goa while 84 

entrepreneurs (48 percent) were from other states. The 

occupational background of the entrepreneurs showed most of the 

entrepreneurs were either employees, artisans/traders or partners 

of the same units while 42 entrepreneurs have told that they were 

unemployed before and 8 entrepreneurs were the retired 

employees. further investigation of the entrepreneurs found that 

163 entrepreneurs (93.14 percent) have got some managerial or 

technical experience which is very much essential for the 

successful conduct of the business. 

Motivation to take up the line of activity is mainly come due 

to better prospects which have the highest rating (4.39 mean 

value) followed by self employment (4.22 mean value) due "to 

subsidies 4.20 mean value. The other factors also motivated the 

entrepreneurs to take up the line of activity were supports from 

friends (encouragement), his experience and due to 

infrastructural facilities. 

7.6.2 ACCOUNTING PRACTICES 

Among Small Scale Industry only 89 enterprises 

representing 50.86 percent maintained a separate accounting 

department while 86 enterprises representing 49.14 percent did 

not have a separate accounting department. As a result, they 
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were unable to know exactly what is the correct profit and losses 

on time and leads to wrong decision making. 

Majority of the small enterprises followed Double Entry 

System of Accounting i.e. 171 units (97.71 percent) while only four 

units representing 2.29 percent followed Single Entry. In Double 

Entry System the entrepreneurs know the suffering of both the 

side of transaction. 

It is interesting to note that all the sample units of small 

- - 
scale units were found to have prepared a voucher register. 121 

units representing 69.14 percent units followed date-wise voucher 

and 54 units representing 30.86 percent followed transaction-wise 

basis for voucher register. 

Different units maintained different types of Journals as per 

their convenience. 74 units representing 42.29 percent 

maintained one journal, 21 units representing 12 percent 

maintained two journals, 53 units representing 30.29 percent 

maintained three journals while 27 percent representing 15.43 

percent maintained five and above journals. 

131 small scale enterprises maintained General Ledger to 

record the transaction while 44 units representing 25.14 percent 

maintained General Ledger and other-Ledgers too. 

Cash Book is one of the important ledgers which gives the 

details about the cash received and cash paid. It is good to record 

that all the 175 small scale units maintained the Cash Book. 
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While Petty Cash Book is maintained by only 23 enterprises, rest 

152 units were satisfied only with the Cash Book and no Petty 

Cash Book. 

Bank Reconciliation Statement helps to bring the 

correctness and accuracy in the Books of Accounts. Transactions 

which were passed in Bank Pass Book were sometimes missed out 

in the Cash Book and creates the imbalance between Cash Book 

and Bank Pass Book. This can be sorted out only through Bank 

Reconciliation Statement. The study showed that 119 units 

representing (68 percent) prepared a Bank Reconciliation 

Statement while 56 units were not bothered about to follow this 

system to bring accuracy to the financial statement. 

In case of small scale units the deprecation is been 

calculated by the private auditors which can be seen from the 

study that showed 156 enterprises representing 89.14 percent 

utilised private auditors while 19 units calculated depreciation by 

their own Accounting Department. 

The method of depreciation followed by SSI were mainly 

Diminishing Balance Method and Straight Line Method, but the 

study revealed that 169 units representing 96.57 percent followed 

Diminishing Balance method. While only 6 units were followed 

Straight Line Method of Depreciation. The method of depreciation 

should not be changed frequently. 
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The entrepreneur should be aware of the methods of 

depreciation followed. The study showed that 147 entrepreneur 

were aware of the methods of depreciation to be followed while 28 

entrepreneurs were ignorant about it. 

The purpose of providing depreciation is mainly for various 

nature like tax planning; replacement of the asset, maintaining 

the capacity etc. it is understood that 101 units (57.71 percent) 

provided depreciation for tax planning point of view, 9 

entrepreneurs provided depreciation to replace the assets, 13 

entrepreneurs provided for maintaining its working capacity, while 

52 entrepreneurs provided depreciation due to all of the above 

reasons. 

Financial reporting keeps the management and other 

stockholders informed about its achievements and development 

from time to time. Financial reporting helps to take the financial 

decision of a business unit. Financial reporting includes . 

Directors Report : the study revealed that 15 enterprises 

prepared the directors report out of 175 units while Profit and 

Loss Account and Balance Sheet was prepared by all the units. 

Auditors report was also given by all the units. It is mainly they 

have to get their Books of Account approved by the Auditors to 

build the confidence of the shareholders. It was identified that 

only 26 units gave a note on Profit & Loss Account. 80 units 

representing 45.71 percent of the total followed schedules to 
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Balance Sheet, 12 units (6.86 percent) provided the five years 

result in brief along with annual report. 68 units representing 

(38.86 percent) showed the financial ratios along with the financial 

statements. 14 units (8.00 percent) reported about the accounting 

policies followed in their financial statements. 55 units 

representing (31.43 percent) presented fund flow statement. Only 

two units provided the value added statement along with financial 

statements. While it is shocking to report that non of the SSI 

units reported the Inflation Accounting Statement, Human 

Resource Accounting Statement, Social Accounting Statement, . 

which were very much essential to discharge the various social 

obligations of the business. Segment reporting is a new upcoming 

area of reporting which was followed by 45 units (25.71 percent). 

Thus, it is noted that the SSI units followed all traditional method 

of reporting and neglecting the latest modern financial reporting 

practices. 

The form of presentation of Profit & Loss Account and 

Balance Sheet were traditional form and Tabular form. 155 units 

(88.57 percent) presented Profit & Loss Account in the Traditional 

form and 20 units (11.43 percent) followed tabular form. While 

the Balance Sheet is also presented in the Traditional form 115 

units (65.71 percent) and 60 units followed the Tabular form of 

Balance Sheet. 

7.6.2.1 COSTING 
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Costing is also another system of Accounting which helps 

the management accountant to take various decisions regarding 

pricing, determination of cost of product, cost of each activity and 

others. But as far as small scale units were concerned they have 

shown some sort of unfamiliarity with the cost accounting which 

can be understood from the very first aspect itself i.e. maintenance 

of costing department where in only 21 units maintained it while 

large majority of SSI units i.e. 154 units representing 88 percent 

have not maintained a separate Costing Department. Separate 

Costing Department is a must to keep upto date records of costing 

and small scale units must maintain a Costing Department. 

Methods of costing adopted were Job Costing, Process 

Costing, Contract Costing, Operating Costing and Batch Costing. 

Process Costing was used by 64 units (36.57 percent), Job Costing 

is followed by 47 units (26.86 percent). Batch Costing was used 

by 28 units (16 percent), Contract Costing was used by 20 units 

(11.43 percent) and Operating Costing was followed by 16 units 

(8.57 percent). Thus it is used as per the nature of the Industry 

and its product. The method will be selected as per the suitability 

and convenience of the entrepreneurs. 

The material issue pricing is done on the basis of First-in-

First Out (FIFO) 70 units (40 percent), whereas Average Method is 

followed by 63 units (36 percent) while Last-in-First Out method is 

followed by 42 units (24 percent). 
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The cost of wages, mainly consists of contract wages, piece 

wage and time wage. Contract Wages were given in 68 small 

enterprises, piece wage is given in case of 55 small enterprises 

while 52 units gave Time wage to their employees. Contract wages 

doesn't build up the loyalty and commitment among the workers. 

It may be cheap in the short run but in the long run it is a big loss 

for the small scale units. 

Overheads cost was allocated based upon the material cost, 

Labour cost basis, Machine hour rate, Labour hour rate and Rate 

per unit output. 61.14 percent of small scale units (107 units) 

allocated their overheads based on machine hour rate. 39 units 

(22.29 percent) followed labour cost basis, 16 units (9.14 percent) 

followed material cost basis, 10 units were as per rate per unit 

output and 3 units were on the basis of labour hour rate method. 

Determining of product is one of the important exercise the 

Cost Department have to do. 132 units representing 75.43 

percent of the sample units followed Average Cost to determine 

the product cost while 43 units (24.57 percent) followed Marginal 

Cost as product cost. 

Inventory valuation is an art. It can be valued on the basis 

of market value, cost value, cost or market whichever is low. The 

study of the units revealed that cost price and cost and market 

value whichever is less were both followed by 61 units each while 

market price valuation was done incase of 53 units. Cost or 
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market price whichever is less creates some sort of secret value 

and as a result it will not show the correct picture as per current 

prices. 

Fixing material standard is a must to maintain the desired 

quality. The study showed that 128 units (73.14 percent) fixed 

material standard every time while 47 units (26.86 percent) have 

not fixed any material standard. 

Setting labour cost standard also helps to plan the use for 

the required number of labour force and the amount. In small 

scale units setting labour cost standard was done in case of 49 

units (28 percent) while 126 units (72 percent) did not fix any 

labour standard. 

Every small business enterprises should have a cost centre 

which regulates and controls the cost and maintains the detail 

records of cost of a particular activity. But in Goa, the small scale 

units have a different pretence altogether. 137 units (78.29 

percent) did not have a cost centre while 38 units (21.71 percent) 

have a cost centre to regulate. 

Fixing overheads standards is again another important 

issue in costing but in small scale units it was only 24 units (3.71 

percent) which fixed overhead standards where as 151 units 

(86.29 percent) did not fix any overhead standards. 

A study conducted to know the Variance analysis showed 

that material cost variance was followed in 38 units (21.71 
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percent) while 137 units (78.26 percent) have not follow material 

variance. Labour cost variance is another variance analysis . The 

study showed that 33 units (18.86 percent) used labour cost 

variance, while 142 units (81.24 percent) did not use labour cost 

variance. Overheads variances were followed by 13 units (7.43 

percent) whereas 162. units (92.57 percent) have not use any 

overheads variances. Small scale units must follow variance 

analysis which guides them and controls their cost from all the 

angles. 

In any business operation budgeting plays a crucial role and 

Small Scale units were no exception. The budgets were prepared 

by various parties such as Accounting Department, Private 

Auditors or owners. 124 enterprises reported that their budgets 

were being prepared by their owners themselves, 38 units showed 

they got the work done through some outsiders or experts while 

13 enterprises revealed that the budgets were prepared by their 

own accounting department. 

Small Scale units were not familiar to preparation of budget 

manual which can be seen from the study that as many 'as 161 

units (92 percent) have not prepared Budget manual and only 14 

units (8 percent) prepared the budget manual. 120 units 

representing (68.57 percent) revealed that they prepare budget for 

a short period/short run only. While 55 units prepared budget for 

the long run purpose. 
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10 units representing (94.29 percent) did not prepare Master 

Budget. Master Budget is a must for any business organisation to 

bring about overall check and control over all the activities of the 

business. Without Master Budget the unit is handicapped and to 

coordinate and control becomes difficult. It is a good thing that all 

the sample units of Small Scale Industry prepare the budgets. 

Some were preparing only functional budget while some were 

preparing both functional and master budget to plan, coordinate 

and control their business activities. 

7.6.3 CAPITAL STRUCTURE 

With regards to the capital structure and financing pattern 

is concerned. The study of the small scale enterprises and their 

overall debt equity ratio revealed that debt capital is more than the 

equity capital. The overall average showed 62.05 percent debt 

capital in the total capitalisation of small scale enterprises and 

37.95 percent is the equity capital. It is mainly the small scale 

units want to keep the total financial structure more flexible which 

gives them lots of option to go for Capital Gearing and trading on 

equity. Debt equity ratio as per the units showed 72.57 percent 

representing 127 units were in between one and two debt equity 

ratio. 32 units (18.29 percent) were in above two debt equity ratio 

and 16 units (9.14 percent) were below one debt equity ratio. 32 

units whose ratio is above two were ready to take any risk and 

have a very flexible type of capital structure. The financial 
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manager is having lots of option to go for Capital Gearing and 

trading on equity. Investors considered it as a risky venture. 127 

units were in between one and two ratio showed moderate risk 

involvement. They were not yet reached to the extreme. They 

always want to play safe and remain in the middle. 16 units 

whose debt-equity ratio was below one were very conservative 

which did not want tot take any risk. The return earned by the 

equity shareholders here is comparatively low. They prefer more 

of equity capital in their total Capital Structure. This type of 

Capital Structure will be more of a rigid nature which will be 

difficult to make any change in the future. 

The long term debt equity ratio indicated the average long 

term debt. The overall ratio of 0.96 showed the more or less 

equitable proportion of debt and equity. Larger proportion of long 

term debt is desirable in case of small scale units in view of its 

stability and unpredictability of profits. The financial strength of 

these units is strong and the financial risk is low. The long term 

debt-equity ratio is more than the overall average ratio in case of 

electricals and plastic units. The Capital Structure ratio of long 

term debt to equity in terms of units were 116 units whose ratio 

was below one. 26 units (14.86 percent) were between the ratio of 

one and two while 3 units (1.71 percent) had a debt-equity ratio 

above two. 

Interest coverage ratios were computed in order to relate the 

financial charges of the small scale units to its ability to pay them. 
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The interest coverage ratio showed average of 39.45 percent 

is the interest on the long term debt for all the industries. The 

percentage was higher then the average in case of electricals 40.81 

percent, electronics 42.18 percent, engineering 41.42 percent and 

food 86 beverages 39.82 percent. The overall interest coverage 

ratio showed 1.53 and industry wise chemicals got the highest 

1.80 followed by plastics 1.62 and pharmaceuticals 1.56 while the 

lowest ratio was noticed incase of electronics 1.37, engineering 

1.41, electricals 1.45 and food 86 beverage 1.51. Interest coverage 

ratio according to units wise showed that 69 units were coming 

under two to three ratio of interest 67 units were under the 

interest of one and two,24 units were under the interest rate of 3.1 

to 4.0, 8 enterprises were under above four and below 5 category, 

3 units in the category of 5 and below 6,3 units incase of 6 to 7 

percent and one unit which is from food and beverages was under 

the category of seven and eight. 

Investment in the fixed and working capital showed that 

56.14 percent of the total invested in acquiring the fixed assets 

while 43.86 percent of the total investment was invested in 

financing the various working capital needs. The average ratio of 

fixed capital to working capital showed 1.28 while industries like 

pharmaceuticals 1.5, chemicals 1.46, engineering 2.40 and food 

and beverages 1.47 showed higher ratio then the average overall 

ratio. 
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Among all these sources the major fixed capital financing 

agency for small enterprises was commercial banks which 

provided 60.21 percent of their total fixed capital needs, followed 

by other sources 14.36 percent, Maharashtra State Finance 

Corporation 5.15 percent, financial institutions 10.17 percent and 

through Government subsidies 10.11 percent. 

Working capital needs of small scale units were from the 

banks, own source and through other sources. Working capital is 

more crucial to small scale units than the fixed capital. The study 

of sources of working capital requirement borrowed revealed that 

71.91 percent of the total working capital requirements were from 

banks, 9.06 percent of the total working capital was from the own 

source and 19.04 percent of the total was from other sources. 

From the banks the engineering units were the highest utilisers 

80.11 percent followed by chemicals 76.24 percent. For own 

source, electronics 15.12 percent was the highest utilisers followed 

by food & beverages 10.18 percent. While from other sources 

electricals was the highest 24.76 percent followed by electronics 

24.07 percent. 

Sources of equity base were equity shares, retained earnings 

and subsidies received from the Government. In this case the 

entrepreneur did not have to ask the external parties to lend 

finance for his business. From the above study it is clear that 

86.61 percent of equity base came from the equity share capital. 
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While 8.86 percent of equity base came from retained earnings 

and 5 percent was from subsidies from the Government. Industry 

wise engineering 90 percent utilised the highest amount through 

equity shares followed by chemicals 89 percent. Electronics units 

were the highest user of retained earnings 12 percent followed by 

pharmaceuticals and food & beverages 10 percent each. While 

subsidies, it was the pharmaceuticals 8 percent followed by 

electricals and food & beverages 6 percent each. 

The different types of loans used by the small scale units 

were Term Credit, Cash Credit and Bills facility. The Term Loan 

was used by all the sample units except three units in case of 

plastics. Cash Credit was used by 161 units overall which 

included 20 units of pharmaceuticals. All 25 units each incase of 

electricals, plastics, engineerings, 21 units of electronics, 23 units 

of chemicals and 22 units of food & beverages. Bills facility was 

used by seven units which included 2 units each in case of 

pharmaceuticals and engineering, three units each in case of 

plastics and food & beverages. Term loan is considered to be the 

long term loan and Cash Credit and Bills facility is considered to 

be the short term loan. 

The term loans were given at a varied interest rates. Three 

units (1.71 percent) were given term loan at below 10 percent 

interest rate, 66 units representing 37.71 percent were given term 

loan at 11 to 15 percent interest, 70 units representing 40 percent 
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were given at 16 to 18 percent interest, 28 units (16 percent) were 

given at 19 to 21 percent interest while 8 units (4.57 percent) were 

given term loan at 22 to 24 percent interest rate. The main user of 

term loan in below 10 percent interest rate were pharmaceuticals 

(2 units) and electricals (1 unit), 11-15 percent was chemicals and 

engineering with 12 units each followed by plastics (10 units), 16- 

18 percent was the plastics (14 units) followed by pharmaceuticals 

(12 units), 19-21 percent was electricals and electronics with 8 

units each followed by pharmaceuticals and food & beverages with 

4 units each and in 22 to 24 percent was electronics with two 

units and rest all of them with one unit each. 

The short term loans acquired by the small scale units were 

at a various interest rates which showed that below 10 percent 

interest rates there were 09 units (5.14 percent) with chemicals (3 

units) and pharmaceuticals and electronics with two units each 

were maximum users. In 11 to 15 percent interest rate there were 

70 units (40 percent) with electricals and chemicals with 12 units 

each were at the top of the list. In 16 to 18 percent interest rate 

there were 64 units which used this and the main users were 

pharmaceuticals 12 units and food & beverages 11 units each. In 

19 to 21 units there were 16 units (9.14 percent) who used this 

loan was plastics and electronics 4 units each followed by food & 

beverages 3 units. In 22-24 percent interest rate there were 10 

units which used short term loan and the main units which used 

this loans were engineering with 3 units followed by electronics 
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and plastics two unit each. In 24 percent and above there were 

six units (8.43 percent) with plastics (3 units) and electronics with 

2 units were the main users. 

Obtaining finance whether short term or long term it is not 

an easy task. A unit have to produce proper documents, its credit 

worthiness will be judged based on the various information 

provided financial or non-financial in nature. The study showed 

that 135 units (77.14 percent) have faced problems in obtaining 

finance while 40 units (22.86 percent) reported no problem. The 

main industries which faced the major problems were engineering 

(22 units) followed by electronics (21 units). The problem of 

obtaining finance is due to various reasons such as credit squeeze, 

security, delay in sanctions and distribution and due to corruption 

problem. The credit squeeze problem showed an overall average 

mean of 4.14 which represent high problem of obtaining finance. 

Units like electronics (4.24 mean), chemicals (4.20 mean), plastics 

(4.44 mean) and engineering with (4.32 mean value) were reported 

higher problem than the overall average mean value. 

Providing security to the loan granted is another problem 

faced by the Small Scale Industries. Since the banks and financial 

institution demands security for the loan granted by them it 

becomes very difficult for the small enterprises to arrange for the 

same as a result security becomes the most important problem 

among rest of all problems. The overall average mean value 
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showed 4.29 high problem again of obtaining finance. The units 

like food & beverages (4.52 mean), plastics with (4.44 mean), 

chemicals with (4.32 mean value), electricals (4.28 mean) and 

pharmaceuticals with 4.24 mean value were reported higher than 

the overall mean value. Security is the main problem in obtaining 

finance for all the small scale units. 

Another problem in obtaining finance is delay in sanction 

and disbursements of loan. The average overall mean value 

showed 3.87 while units like chemicals 4.04 mean value, plastics 

4.04 mean and food & beverages 3.96 mean value were found 

having higher mean value than the average overall mean value. 

The average overall mean value showed moderate effect. 

Term loan have to be repaid back over a period of 

time. It may vary anywhere between the first month to indefinite 

period of time. It have been noted that there were five units (2.86 

percent) whose repayment period of loan starts from first month 

onwards it is mainly from two units of food & beverages and one 

unit each in case of chemicals, plastics and engineerings. 

Repayment period of term loan starts from after gestation period 

were 34 units representing (19.43 percent) while maximum units, 

136 units (77.71 percent) whose repayment period starts from 

after a definite period of time. The main units were electronics (22 

units) followed by electricals and chemicals with 21 units each. 
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Repayment period have to be properly fixed without affecting the 

working capital requirement nor liquidating the fixed assets. 

Repayment period of short term loans again varies from 

first month onward till after a definite period. Here the picture is 

exactly opposite to that of long term loans. In case of 146 units 

(93.43 percent) and the main units that came under this category 

were plastics (24 units) chemicals and food 86 beverages with 22 

units each. 8 units (4.57 percent) which borrowed the short term 

loan whose repayment period starts after the Gestation period 

while 21 units representing 12 percent whose repayment period 

starts after a definite period. 

Study conducted to know whether the small scale 

entrepreneurs were regular in making the payment on time. There 

were 19 units (10.86 percent) who did not respond either positively 

or negatively. They did not response mainly they want to keep this 

information bit confidential They were quiet suspicious. 30 units 

representing (17.14 percent) have said they have failed to pay the 

loan installments on time and the main units were chemicals and 

food 86 beverages with 8 units each followed by engineering 6 

units. While 126 units representing (72 percent) replied saying 

they have not failed to pay the loan installments on time and the 

most successful enterprises were the pharmaceuticals 20 units 

followed by electricals and electronics with 19 units each. Quick 

payment of loan installments builds up the confidence of the 
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creditors/lenders which leads to increase in the credit worthiness 

of the business. 

7.6.4 WORKING CAPITAL ANALYSIS 

Cash management is one of the key area of working capital 

management. Cash is the most important current asset for the 

operation of the business. Working capital cycle starts with cash 

and ends with cash alone. In order to manage cash smoothly and 

efficiently the small scale units must understand motives of 

holding cash. The motives behind holding cash were transaction 

motive, pre-cautionary motive, speculative motive and 

compensating motive. the main motive behind holding cash is 

transaction motive which represents 83.81 percent overall average 

percentage in which food & beverage with 89.10 was at the top 

most followed by plastics industries with 88.11 percent. While 

industries like electricals and engineering had cash holding motive 

more than the overall average. Pre-cautionary motive was the 

second important soon after transaction motive, which 

represented a 14.62 percent overall percentage in which 

electronics with 21.29 percent was the highest followed by 

engineering 16.09 percent. The units like pharmaceuticals and 

chemicals have got pre-cautionary motive more than the average 

overall pre-cautionary motive. Due to speculative motive of 

holding cash was 1.57 overall where in pharmaceuticals (4 

percent) and chemicals (3 percent) was at the top while 
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compensatory motive of holding cash did not exist among the 

small scale units. 

Cash planning helps to anticipates future cash flows and 

needs of the firm and reduces the possibility of idle balances and 

leads to maximum utilisation of the cash. Cash planning is done 

according to time factor such as daily, weekly, monthly, jobwise, 

projectwise. 15.43 percent of small scale units representing27 

units planned cash on daily basis and the industry which favour 

this most were food & beverages and electronics with 8 units each 

followed by electricals 4 units. 19.43 percent units (34 units) one 

planned cash on weekly basis and the main followers of this 

system were electricals (9 units) followed by engineering (8 units). 

52.57 percent (92 units) followed cash planning on monthly basis 

and the major industries were plastics (20 units) followed by 

chemicals (18 units). Cash planning according to jobwise or 

projectwise were 22 units where in engineering with 10 units and 

pharmaceuticals with 5 units were on the top of the list. 

Cash planning is done on the basis of net cash forecasted by 

preparing cash budget, forecasting the overall working capital 

position and also with the help of the previous experience. Cash 

budget is used as a tool or technique of cash planning by 47 units 

(26.86 percent) in which food & beverages with 10 units followed 

by plastics 9 units were on the top of the list. 44 units 

representing (25.14 percent) used cash flow statement to plan the 
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cash position of the units wherein engineering with 11 units and 

electricals with 7 units were on the top position. To plan cash 

previous experience helps a lot specially among small scale units 

which showed 84 units (48 percent) planned cash based upon 

their previous experience. The industries which showed higher 

faith in it were pharmaceuticals 16 units followed of cash planning 

rather than any other tools. 

When there is a cash shortage due to wrong planning of 

cash, it leads to a very panic situation in a business specially the 

small scale units. It may be frequently, occasionally or sometimes 

never if we plan well. 91 units representing 52 percent had the 

severity of cash shortage very frequently and the main industry 

which fall back on this were food & beverage 19 units (76 percent) 

followed by electricals 18 units (72 percent). Occasionally the 

severity of cash shortage came in case of 84 units representing 48 

percent whereby chemicals with 17 units (68 percent) and 

engineering with 16 units(64 percent) were on the top while there 

have been a situation where in the severe cash shortage problem 

did not exists among the Small  Scale Industries. 

An observation in the working capital analysis indicated that 

the reasons for cash shortage were various such as delay in the 

realisation of book debts, stock holdings, credit squeeze, 

diversification of funds and lack of proper planning. One of the 

most highly rated reasons for cash shortage is the delay in the 
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realisation of book debts which showed 4.13 as average overall 

mean value where in the industry like pharmaceuticals (4.16 

mean), chemicals (4.16 mean), engineering (4.64 mean) which 

were higher than the average overall mean value. The average 

overall mean value reflected the shortage of cash is very high. 

While the industry like food 86 beverages (3.52 mean) and 

electronics 4.04 were the least affected due to delay in the 

realisation of book debts. 

Stockholdings is another reasons for cash shortage which is 

shown by the mean value of 3.94. The investigation showed that 

units like electricals (4.00 mean value), electronics (4.12 mean 

value), chemicals (4.08 mean value), engineering (4.28 mean 

value) were higher than the average overall mean value. While 

units like food 8s beverages, pharmaceuticals and plastics have 

affected at a very low level due to stockholdings. 

Cash shortage comes in small scale units due to credit 

squeeze. Credit squeeze by banks due to low performance of the 

small scale units and irregular payments of credit granted. The 

average overall credit squeeze can be seen by the overall mean 

value of 3.86. While some of the units like electricals (4.12 mean 

value), electronics (4.16 mean value) and plastics (4.44 mean 

value) have got higher mean value than the average overall mean, 

resulting in greater cash shortage than what is expected while 

units like pharmaceuticals (2.36 mean), chemicals and 
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engineering with 3.60 mean value each were well within the 

control of the business units. 

Diversification of funds for which it was allocated leads to 

shortage of cash for the activity. This misappropriation of funds 

create a big problem for the small scale units. The problem is at 

the low level which can be seen by the average overall mean value 

of 2.56. Industry like pharmaceuticals (2.68 mean), electronics 

with (2.88 mean) and food 86 beverages with (3.08 mean) had 

slightly higher cash shortage than the average overall. While 

industry like electricals (2.36 mean) and plastics (2.40 mean 

value) had the least cash shortage due to diversification of funds. 

Faulty or wrong cash estimate and plans will leads to 

shortage of cash among the small scale units. Cash shortage due 

to lack of proper planning is reflected by the average overall mean 

value of 2.98. It is very low problem but units like electricals (3.40 

mean), electronics (3 mean), plastics 3.64 mean had higher 

shortage of cash compared to the average overall mean value. 

Whereas units like engineering (2.16 mean) and pharmaceuticals 

with 2.76 mean were least affected due to lack of proper planning. 

Cash management is necessary in order to avoid cash 

shortage. Cash shortage is the main cause of the downfall of 

small scale units. The impact of cash shortage have some severe 

effects on foregoing the opportunities, borrowing at higher interest 

rate, reduced production and unable to pay the loans 
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installments. Lack of cash in hand leads to foregoing the 

opportunities, specially for small scale units. The overall foregoing 

opportunities due to cash shortage were moderate which can be 

seen from the average overall mean of 3.21 while industries like 

electronics (3.32 mean), chemicals and food & beverage with 3.28 

mean value and plastics 3.40 mean which represented higher 

impact of cash shortage than the overall average. 

Higher cash shortage drives the small scale units to borrow 

the additional finance at a very high interest rate which ultimately 

reduces the profit. Due to cash shortage units were forced to 

borrow the cash at a very high interest rate which is evidenced 

from the average mean value of 4.16. Units like electricals (4.20 

mean), plastics and engineering with 4.28 mean value each had 

more problem than the overall situation but units like food & 

beverage (3.64 mean) and electronics (4.00 mean) had the least of 

impact. 

Curtailment of production due to shortage of cash is the 

least expected step in the business. Low capacity under 

utilisation of the capacity which ultimately leads to reduced profit 

and low productivity. among the small scale units it was found 

that 3.60 is mean value which is considered moderate but 

industries like electronics with 3.76 mean, chemicals with 3.84 

mean value, plastics with 4 mean value and food & beverages with 

3.72 had greater impact than the average overall impact while 
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units like pharmaceuticals (3.04 mean) and engineering with 3.40 

had the least impact on cash shortage. 

Loans, dues and credit can be settled only when the units 

makes good profit. In absence of reasonable profit the small scale 

units will be unable to repay the loans which creates distrust and 

low credit worthiness. The overall situation can be seen with 

average overall mean value of 3.63. In case of pharmaceuticals 

(3.84 mean), plastics (3.96 mean value) and electronics and 

chemicals with 3.68 each mean value showed higher impact of 

cash shortage than the average overall while in industries like food 

& beverages (3.20 mean) and electricals with 3.48 mean were the 

least affected due to cash shortage. 

In small scale units the sales were composed of cash sales 

and credit sales. The average overall cash sales showed 34.56 

percent with industry like food & beverage (45.90 percent) and 

plastics (47.87 percent) while credit sales were consisting of 65.44 

percent overall. Industry wise credit sales were higher in case of 

engineering (75.11 percent), electronics with 72.41 percent and 

electricals with 70.41 percent. Small scale units although 

preferred cash sales but they cannot do anything about it, due to 

the competitiveness of the business, internet and computers. The 

policy of buy now pay latter still stand strong. 

The motives of credit sales were varied in nature which 

include as to face the market competition, as an obligation and as 
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a tradition to face the market competition have got the highest 

importance among the other factors. 66.11 percent of the total 

credit sales is to face the market competition and the industries 

which gave more importance to this factor were food and 

beverages with 75.61 percent of the total and electronics with 

70.96 percent while industries like plastics (50.21 percent) and 

chemicals with 58.15 percent were influenced the least. As an 

obligation to increase the sales and to keep intact the market 

share, small scale units have to sell goods on credit. The overall 

average percentage showed 20.33 percent while units like plastics 

(40.98 percent) and chemicals with 26.67 stands above the overall 

average percentage. As a tradition 13.56 percent of the sale is on 

credit basis. Industry wise units like pharmaceuticals (15.67 

percent), electronics (18.58 percent), chemicals (15.18 percent) 

and food & beverages (14.18 percent) have higher rank than the 

average overall percentage. While units like plastics (8.81 

percent) and electricals with (10.42 percent) were influenced less 

by this traditional factors. 

Credit worthiness of a small scale units can be judged based 

upon the evaluation of the following : Bank reference, Trade 

reference, financial status and Government Departments. Bank 

reference is concerned, it have 0.71 percent share of the total. It 

is mainly banks keep all the information of customer as 

confidential and it is very difficult to judge the credit worthiness of 

the unit. Only in case of food & beverage it was found (2.10 
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percent) and pharmaceuticals with 1.95 percent. Trade reference 

affects 14.58 percent which included food & beverages (22.71 

percent) and chemicals with (19.81 percent) as the highest. 

Financial statement evaluation to judge the creditworthiness of a 

Small Scale Industry is the main basis of deciding the credit policy 

which represents 55.75 percent of the total credit basis. Industry 

wise it was chemicals (62.50 percent) and electronics (61.18 

percent) were at the top of the list while engineering (35.18 

percent) was at the lowest. 

Government department also gives the credit worthiness of 

the small scale units. Government judges the units based upon 

its past performance and its plans and policies. Government 

department gave 28.96 percent of the total credit worthiness. It 

stood second after the financial statement. Government gave 

credit worthiness highly for engineering 58.81 percent followed by 

pharmaceuticals 36.77 percent while the lest among them was 

chemicals (17.69 percent) and food & beverages 14.68 percent. 

Credit period is the length of time for which credit is 

extended to customers. If sanctioned depends upon the past 

record and the regularity of payments made by the customers. 12 

units sanctioned credit period upto one week to their customers 

and the main units were food & beverages (5 units) followed by 

pharmaceuticals and plastics with two units each. 29 units 

sanctioned credit for a period of one week to three weeks. Again 
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food & beverage with 10 units and pharmaceuticals and plastics 

with six units each were at the top position. In the credit period of 

three weeks to five weeks were given by 50 units. The main units 

which were at the top position were -chemicals and plastics with 9 

units each followed by food & beverage (8 units). Credit period 

sanctioned 5 weeks and above were 74 units which included 

electronics and engineering 18 units each followed by electricals 

15 units. Industry like food & beverage with two units and 

plastics with 8 units were the lowest in the particular category. 

Credit collection period of small scale units varies from 

industry to industry and customer to customer. 31 units (17.71 

percent) on an average have a collection period of upto one month 

where in food & beverage 8 units (32 percent) followed by 

pharmaceuticals and plastics 6 units each. 46 units (26.29 

percent) had a credit collection period between one month to three 

months in which 12 units (48 percent) followed by plastics 8 units 

(32 percent) were at the top in this category while engineering with 

3 units was the lowest. 58 units representing (33.14 percent) have 

a credit collection period between three months to five months. 

The units which came at top of this category were electronics with 

11 units followed by chemicals 10 units while pharmaceuticals 

with 5 units is at the lowest. In the category of 5 months and 

above there were 40 units representing 22.86 percent wherein 

engineering with 11 units followed by electricals and chemicals 

with 8 units each was at the top in that group. Credit collected 
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also determines the strength of working capital of a small scale 

units. 

The policy adopted by the small scale units to recover the 

credit granted to the customers were as follows chasing with 

letters, through personal contact, offering various cash discounts 

and priority in supply. Chasing with letters for prompt payments 

of credit is one of the common and highly rated policy. It is 

represented by an average overall mean value of 4.19. The small 

scale units like electricals (4.40 mean), electronics (4.29 mean), 

chemicals (4.44 mean) and engineering (4.20 mean) were found 

more rigorous in sending letters to remind the customers to make 

prompt payments while food 8s beverage with 3.96 was rated the 

lowest among them. Prompt payment of credit is possible mainly 

through personal contact which is rated very high with a mean 

value of 4.75 but units like electricals, electronics and engineering 

with 4.80 mean value each followed by chemicals and plastics 

with 4.76 mean value were rated higher than the overall average 

mean value. While pharmaceuticals with 4.64 mean was the 

lowest in this category. Offering cash discount for prompt 

payment of dues is again an important policy to recover the credit. 

Cash discount policy showed 3.29 mean value wherein units like 

pharmaceuticals with 3.32 mean, electronics with 3.68 mean, 

plastics with 3.96 and food 8s beverage with 3.44 were reported 

higher than the average overall mean. While engineering with 

2.56 mean value were reported lowest. Another policy adopted for 
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prompt payment of credit is priority in supply. The customer who 

makes prompt payment will be given special treatment when it 

comes to supply of products were concerned. The priority in 

supply was rated with an overall mean value of 3.88 in which 

pharmaceuticals with 3.92 mean, engineering with 4 mean value 

and food & beverage with . 4.20 mean were found above the average 

overall mean value while plastics with 3.64 mean value were 

reported the lowest among them. 

Overall the main policy that the small scale units relied 

upon one personal contact (4.75 mean) followed by chasing with 

letters with 4.19 mean value, priority in supply with 3.88. 

The composition of inventor in small scale units revealed the 

average overall raw material consisted of 29.38 percent where in 

industry like electricals (37.01 percent), electronics (31.13 

percent),chemicals (32.27 percent) and food & beverage (31.2 

percent) kept raw material stock more than the average overall 

position. Work-in-progress is another component of inventory. It 

consists of 13.74 percent of overall average work-in-progress, but 

industries like pharmaceuticals (16.02 percent), electronics (19.16 

percent), plastics (14.19 percent) and engineering with 16.81 

percent were found having work-in-progress more than the overall 

average like while chemicals units with 9.11 percent were reported 

the lowest among them all. The maximum portion of inventory in 

small scale units were found with finished goods with an average 
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overall 56.88 percent. The finished goods kept by chemicals units 

(58.62 percent), plastic with 65.07 percent, engineering with 57.75 

percent and food & beverage with 60.08 percent were found with 

more finished goods than - the overall average. Industry like 

electronics with (49.71 percent). is reported too with the lowest 

stock of finished goods. 

To determine the optimum level of inventory which involved 

two types of cost: Ordering cost and carrying cost. Order cost is 

used in case of raw material and included the entire cost of 

acquiring raw materials. The order system followed by the small 

scale units were as follows, single order, according to need 

Economic Order Quantity (EOQ) is determined or fixed quantity 

system. Single Order System was followed in 14 units (8 percent) 

where in plastics with 5 units followed by electronics 3 units were 

the main followers. Most of the small scale units order the 

goods/ aw material as and when the need arises which is seen 

that 101 units representing 57.71 percent ordered as per their 

needs. The main industiy which followed this system is 

pharmaceuticals 18 units (72 percent) followed by engineering 

with 17 units (f8 percent) while chemical units were reported the 

lowest with 5 units (20 percent). Order is given after EOQ is in 8 

units (4.57 percent) where in -phtninaceuticals with 3 units -(12 

percent) followed by chemicals 2 units (8 percent), engineering 2 

units (8 percent). Fixed Quantity order system was followed by-52 

units- (29:71 percent) and the main follower of this system were 
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chemicals 16 units (64 percent) followed by food & beverages with 

10 units (40 percent) while pharmaceuticals and engineering with 

4 units (16 percent) each were reported to be the lowest user of 

this system. 

ABC analysis of Inventory -Control Technique-  was been-  used  

when there were many items in the Inventory. It helps the small 

scale -  units to give more attention and importance to inventory 

which is very important and make the best use out of it. Among 

the small scale units ABC Analysis was followed incases of 91 

units (52 percent). The main users were chemicals 19 units (76 

percent), electricals 17 units (68 percent), electricals 16 units (64 

percent) in case of plastics it was 5 units (20 percent) and food & 

beverage with 9 units (36 percent) were the lowest users. All 

together 84 units (48 percent) have not used ABC technique of 

Inventory control. 

Economic Order Quantity is a Quantity of materials to be 

ordered which takes into account the optimum combination of 

bulk discounts from high volume purchases, usage rate, stock 

holding cost, storage capacity, order delivery time, time, cost of 

processing the order. It is the optimum size among the small scale 

units it was reported that 167 units representing 95.43 percent 

have not followed E.O.Q. while only 8 units (4.57 percent) followed 

the E.O.Q. System of Inventory control. The industry which used 
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E.O.Q. were pharmaceuticals 3 units (12 percent), chemicals and 

engineering with two units each one unit of electricals. 

Maintenance of base stock or safety stock is very much 

essential for any business unit. This stock helps to make some 

alternate arrangement before it is completely utilised. Minimum 

level of stock or base stock is necessary for the small scale units 

too. The study revealed that 162 units representing 92.57 percent 

maintained the base stock while 13 units reported not kept any 

base stock they included 6 units of food 8i beverages (24 percent), 

four units of electronics (16 percent) and three units of electricals 

(12 percent). Base stock helps to keep the production and 

manufacturing activities continuous. 

Minimum level of inventory were maintained based upon the 

consumption pattern and the lead time. In case of Small Scale 

Industry minimum level of inventory level is maintained based 

upon the consumption pattern which can be seen that 124 units 

represented by 70.58 percent. The main follower of this system 

were engineering with 23 units (92 percent), electricals 20 units 

(80 percent) and electronics with 21 units (84 percent) while lead 

time system was followed by 51 units (29.14 percent) where in 

chemicals with 18 units (72 percent) and pharmaceutical and food 

& beverage with 8 units each were the main followers of this lead 

time system. 
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Optimum level of Inventory maintenance is a must for the 

smooth and efficient functioning of the small scale units. The 

optimum level of inventory is based upon the storage space, price 

changes, availability of funds, credit facility available, supply 

condition and future demand. 

Optimum level of inventory is based upon the storage space. 

The average overall mean value of storage space showed 2.94 

which is a very nominal problem for small scale units. Industries 

like pharmaceuticals (3.40 mean), chemicals (3.20 mean), 

engineering (3.00 mean) were reported having higher level of stock 

as compared to the overall average stock. Units like plastics (2.64 

mean) and electricals with 2.68 mean were found at the lowest 

level. Price fluctuation is another reason for maintaining optimum 

level of stock among the small scale units. The overall average 

mean value showed 3.46 while units like electricals 3.80 mean, 

electronics with 3.76 mean, chemicals 3.52 mean value were 

found higher then the overall average mean value. While units 

like food & beverage with 2.88 mean was reported the lowest 

among them. 

Availability of funds is the major factor that comes on the 

way of optimum level of inventory. It is represented with average 

overall mean value of 4.02 which was very high problem. 

Availability of funds were the major reasons that restricted the 

small entrepreneurs to maintain the optimum level of inventory. 
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Units like electricals with 4.32 mean, electronics with 4.36 mean, 

engineering with 4.20 mean and food & beverage with 4.08 mean 

were reported having higher mean value than the average overall 

mean in funds position and availability of credit facility that comes 

on the way of optimum level of inventory. The overall average 

mean value showed 3.91 and units like pharmaceuticals with 4.00 

mean, electricals with 3.92 mean, chemicals with 4.44 mean, 

plastics with 4.20 mean and food & beverage with 4.28 mean 

value have shown greater need than the average overall value. 

Continuous supply of raw material is another factor needed 

to maintain optimum level of inventory among the small scale 

units. The supply condition is represented by a mean value of 

3.42. The units like electricals with 3.56 mean, chemicals with 

4.28 mean and plastics with 3.76 mean value showed greater need 

for continuous supply of raw materials. While units like 

engineering with 2.68 mean value and food & beverage with 2.88 

mean value have reported less need for this factor. 

Future demand is the main reason to keep the optimum 

level of inventory. It is reported to be the highest problem of small 

scale units. Future demand showed 4.43 average overall mean 

value wherein the units like pharmaceuticals with 4.64 mean, 

electricals with 4.44 mean, electronics with 4.64 mean and 

engineering with 4.68 mean had greater mean value than the 

average overall mean while units like chemicals with 3.92 mean 
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and plastics with 64.32 were reported at the lowest level optimum 

level of Inventory helps to absorb the shocks of business and take 

maximum advantage of the situation as and when the need arises. 

Bin Card, it is a inventory control system maintains the 

Quantitative records of the receipts of issues and closing balances 

of items of stores. Maintaining proper quantitative records of 

_inventory in case of small scale units helps to control the 

inventory and smooth functioning of business possible. In small 

scale units the Bin Card is maintained by 57 units representing 

(32.57 percent) which includes pharmaceutical 18 units (72 

percent) followed by chemicals 17 units (68 percent) were the main 

user of Bin Card System. While large number of small scale units 

representing 118 units (67.43 percent) were reported not using the 

Bin Card System due to their unawareness of the system. 

System of Inventory control were of two types, periodic 

inventory control which is verified at the end of the term and 

perpetual inventory control which is continuous and 

regular. The study revealed that small scale units basically follow 

periodic inventory control system which can be seen that 116 

units representing 66.29 percent where in the industries like 

engineering with 23 units (94 percent) plastics with 20 units (80 

percent) and electricals with 19 units (76 percent) were the main 

user of this system. While perpetual Inventory control system was 

followed by 59 units (33.71 percent) in which chemicals with 16 
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units (64 percent), food and beverages with 12 units (48 percent) 

and electronics with 10 units were the main users where as units 

like engineering with 2 units and plastics with 5 units were the 

lowest user of this system for proper control of inventory. 

Perpetual Inventory control system is a must for the small scale 

units. 

7.6.5 PROFITABILITY ANALYSIS 

Value added analysis is a relationship between sales and the 

cost of raw material. It helps to measure the performance of small 

enterprises and to put profit into proper prospective. The value 

added analysis showed a overall percentage of 50.05 percent as 

value addition by the small scale units to the original raw 

material. It showed that the maximum value addition is done in 

case of food and beverages with 66.17 percent wherein the 

material cost is 33.83 percent followed by plastics with 63.57 

percent, chemicals with 60.43 percent were reported to be made 

maximum value addition more than the average overall percentage 

while units like engineering with 32.21 percent, pharmaceuticals 

with 44.98 percent, electricals with 46.41 percent and electronics 

with 48.06 percent were reported to be lower in value addition as 

compared to the average overall percentage. 

Cost is an important factor to know the profitability of a 

unit. Costs were classified into fixed and variable cost. The 

average overall fixed cost percentage showed 19.90 whereas the 
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average overall variable cost showed 80.10 percent. Fixed cost is 

more in case of units like electronics it was 28.53 percent followed 

by electricals with 26.10 percent, pharmaceuticals with 21.71 

percent in case of plastics the fixed cost was minimum i.e.12.11 

percent followed by engineering 15.25 percent. Variable cost is 

more in case of units like plastics 87.89 percent followed by 

engineering with 84.75 percent, chemicals with. 83.59 percent. 

The lowest variable cost was reported in case of electronics 71.47 

percent followed by electricals with 73.9 percent. 

The fixed cost structure of small scale units were mainly 

consisted of interest, depreciation and others. The fixed cost 

incurred in the form of interest showed the overall average of 

30.73 percent in which the cost of interest in case of electricals 

was 40.38 percent, electronics 32.01 percent which is more than 

the overall average percentage of interest while in case of units like 

engineering with 25.08 percent, plastic 29 percent, 

pharmaceuticals with 29.49 percent, food & beverages with 27 

percent were reported to be at the lowest level. Whereas 

Depreciation is concerned the average overall percentage showed 

20.02 percent in which the units like electronics with 25 percent, 

food & beverage with 24.99 percent, electricals with 21.01 percent 

had fixed cost more than the overall percentage while units like 

pharmaceuticals with 17.01 percent, chemicals with 18 percent 

were reported less than the overall average percentage. 
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The fixed cost involved in small scale units is more in case 

of others. Here the others included other than interest and 

depreciation cost. It showed an average overall percentage of 

49.31 percent higher than the rest of fixed cost. The fixed cost in 

case of others is more in case of units like pharmaceuticals 53.50 

percent, engineering. with 54.89 percent, plastic with. 51.97 

percent, chemicals with 51.96 percent were reported having a 

higher percentage than the overall average percentage for others 

while units like electricals with 38.62 percent and food & 

beverages with 48.01 were reported to be at the lower than the 

overall average. 

C.V.P. Analysis of small scale units revealed that the 

average overall Profit Volume (P/V) Ratio was 20.26 percent where 

in units like electronics the P/V Ratio was the highest with 28.53 

percent followed by electricals with 26.10 percent, 

pharmaceuticals with 21.71 percent was reported the highest P/V 

Ratio more than the overall average ratio while units like plastics 

with 12.11 percent, engineering with 15.25 percent, chemicals 

with 16.41 percent and food & beverage with 19.21 percent were 

reported lower P/V Ratio than the average overall. P/V Ratio 

expresses the relationship between the contribution and sales. 

Higher ratio means greater profit and lower P/V Ratio means lower 

profits. 
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The contribution margin of small scale units showed that 

below 10 percent contribution margin, there were 4 units (2.29 

percent) which were mainly from plastics and food & beverage with 

two units each between 11 percent and below 20 percent there 

were 43 small scale units representing (24.57 percent) with 

electricals with 5 units (32 percent) and food & beverage with 7 

units (25 percent) were at the top of the list where as units like 

electronics and plastics with 5 units each were reported the lowest 

among them. There were 73 units representing (41.71 percent) fell 

under 21 to 30 percent category where in electronics with 13 units 

(52 percent), pharmaceuticals with 12 units (48 percent) and 

engineering with 11 units (44 percent) were on the top of the list 

while chemicals with 8 units (32 percent) and plastics with 9 units 

(36 percent) were at the lower level. In 31 to 40 percent category, 

there were 29 units (16.57 percent) in which electricals, chemicals 

and plastics with 5 units each (20 percent) were on the top while 

units like electronics and engineering with 3 units each were at 

the lower level. In above 40 percent category, there were 26 units 

representing (14.86 percent) in which units like chemicals with 6 

units (24 percent), engineering with 5units (20 percent) were on 

the top of the list while electricals and food & beverage with two 

units each were at the lower level. 

Margin of Safety indicates that the business is in sound 

even if there is a substantial fall in sales. Whereas small margin 

of safety indicated the position of the business. The Margin of 
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Safety (MOS) percentage for all the segments of small scale units 

showed a overall average margin was 14.61 percent. The industry 

like engineering with 20.98 percent, plastic with 17.35 percent, 

pharmaceuticals with 16.63 percent and food 86 beverage with 

16.08 were recorded with higher MOS than the overall average 

MOS, while units like electricals with 8 percent and chemicals 

with 12.19 percent were recorded with the lowest Mos. Small 

scale units should have the higher MOS which indicates the 

sound policies of the business and sound health of the business 

even if there is substantial fall in sales. 

MOS, according to industry wise reflects that 113 units 

representing (64.57 percent) were below 20 percent category in 

which units like electricals with 23 units (92 percent), chemicals 

with 20 units (80 percent), pharmaceuticals with 18 units (72 

percent), electronics with 17 units (68 percent), plastics and food 

86 beverage with 15 units with (60 percent) each were the main 

industries, were fallen under it. Between 21 percent to 40 percent 

there were 42 units representing 24 percent in which engineering 

with 12 units (48 percent) and plastics with 8 units (32 percent) 

were leading in this category where as in case of 41 percent to 60 

percent MOS there were 20 units (11.43 percent) which included 3 

units of engineering with 32 percent and three units each of 

pharmaceuticals, electronics and food 86 beverage. 
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The average gross profit ratio 20.26 percent is just 

reasonable in the combined position of the sample units of Small 

Scale Industry. An inter-unit analysis of the sample showed that 

electricals with 26.10 percent of gross profit margin, electronics 

with 28.53 percent and pharmaceuticals with 21.71 percent were 

able to produce relatively higher Gross Profit than the overall 

average Gross Profit while units like plastics with 12.11 percent, 

engineering with 15.25 percent and chemicals with 16.41 percent 

Gross profit were relatively lower than the average overall gross 

profit percentage. 

Average Gross Profit Margin according to Industry wise 

showed that 45 units representing 25.71 percent of the total fell in 

the Gross Profit Margin which is below 20 percent and the inter-

unit analysis showed that plastics with 10 units (40 percent), 

chemicals and engineering with 8 units (32 percent) were on the 

top of the list in that category. Between 20 percent and 30 

percent category there were 119 units representing (68 percent) in 

which industries like electronics with 20 units (80 percent), 

electricals with 19 units (76 percent) and pharmaceuticals with 18 

units (72 percent) were on the top of the list in that category. 

Above 30 percent Gross Profit Margin there were 11 units 

(6.29 percent of the total) in which industries like pharmaceuticals 

with 3 units (12 percent) and electronics, engineering and food 86 
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beverages with two units (8 percent) were the main industries in 

this type of category. 

Average Net Profit Margin of 2.96 percent is not reasonable 

in the combined position of the sample units. An inter-industry 

analysis of sample units showed that pharmaceuticals with 3.61 

percent, electronics with 3.48 percent, engineering with 3.20 

percent and food & beverage with 3.09 percent were able to 

produce relatively higher net profit than the overall average Net 

Profit while industries like chemicals 2 percent and electricals and 

plastics with 2.09 percent were relatively lower than the average 

overall Net Profit Margin. 

The Net Profit Margin according to industry wise revealed 

different picture. Below 5 percent Net Profit there were 83 units 

representing (47.43 percent) in which chemicals with 18 units (72 

percent), plastics with 17 units (68 percent) and electricals with 16 

units (64 percent) were on the top of the list. Between 6 percent 

and 10 percent category, there were 67 units representing 38.29 

percent where in units like pharmaceuticals with 15 units (60 

percent), electronics and food & beverage with 12 units (48 

percent) each were the leading industries in this category. 

Between 11 to 15 percent category there were 17 units 

representing (9.71 percent) where in engineering with 4 units (16 

percent), electronics and food & beverage with 3 units each (12 

percent) were on the top of the list in this category where as in 
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case of 16 to 20 percent category there were 8 units representing 

(4.57 percent) were in industries pharmaceuticals, electronics, 

engineering and food & beverage with two units each. 

The return on capital employed which had fluctuated 

marginally denoted the uniformity in the earning power of the 

sample units. Further the average overall ratio showed 5.59 

percent and the industry wise analysis showed electricals with 

6.68 percent, chemicals with 5.82, plastics with 7.41 percent and 

food & beverage with 9.12 percent had relatively higher return on 

capital employed than the overall average Ratio, while units like 

engineering with 4.36 percent and pharmaceuticals with 5.1 

percent were found with relatively lower ratio than the overall 

average ratio. Small scale units should strive hard to improve this 

lower return on capital employed ratio. 

Return on Equity which had fluctuated widely denoted the 

absence of uniformity in the earning power of the sample units. 

The average overall ratio of return on shareholders investment 

showed 21.37 percent. Further in electronics with 21.86 percent, 

plastic with 22.50 percent and food & beverage with 35.42 percent 

which showed higher return on shareholders funds that the 

combined average. Therefore, it can be inferred that these units 

were more profitable than the others. There is a decline on return 

on equity shareholder investment in case of pharmaceuticals with 

17.82 percent, engineering with 19.45 percent and chemicals with 
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16.60 percent as compared to the average overall ratio. Thus, 

situation ultimately may cause difficulty in raising additional 

funds when needed in future for the same industry. 

Net profit to fixed asset ratio showed the return on fixed 

assets of the small scale units. The ratio of 11.69 percent had 

fluctuated widely again denoting the absence of uniformity in the 

earning power of the assets. In chemicals units, the ratio was 

18.10 percent, plastics it was 23.82 percent, engineering it was 

16.74 percent and food as beverage it was 29.15 percent where in 

the net profit to fixed asset was more than the combined average. 

It signifies that the fixed assets were used efficiently where as in 

case of electricals with 5.48 percent, pharmaceuticals with 8.34 

percent and electronics with 9.18 percent ratio which is far below 

the combined overall ratio signifying the returns were not 

appropriate on the fixed assets. The small scale units should see 

to extract maximum return from the fixed assets employed in the 

business. 

Fixed Asset Turnover Ratio indicated the extent to which 

investment in fixed assets contribute towards sales. The ratio 

measures the efficiency and profit earning capacity of the units. 

The fixed asset turnover ratio showed an overall average of 3.94 

percent. Industry wise analysis showed there was a wide range of 

fluctuation in this ratio among the small scale units. In plastic 

units with 11.32 percent, chemicals units with 9.05 percent, 
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engineering with 5.23 percent and food & beverage with 9.43 

percent was higher than the combined average ratio of the units 

as in case of pharmaceuticals with 2.31 percent, electricals with 

2.62 percent and electronics with 2.63 percent. It reflects the use 

of the different assets of the firm and how best they were utilised. 

Analysis of cash profit to net profit showed the relationship 

between profit earned from various sources and the final super 

profit left with the small scale units. The average overall 

percentage showed 59.78 percent cash profit to net profit is 

relatively stabilised as compared to the industry with the overall 

average percentage. In industry like food & beverage with 69 

percent, chemicals with 65 percent and plastics with 68 percent 

were recorded relatively higher percentage than the average 

overall percentage. While in case of pharmaceuticals with 55 

percent, engineering with 56 percent and electricals with 58 

percent were recorded with lower percentage than the combined 

overall percentage. The overall healthy percentage is the reflection 

of the strong cash profit to net profit percentage which also 

reflects the strong position of the small enterprises in this case 

and for internal financing. 

7.7 SUGGESTIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

7.7.1 SPECIFIC 

A separate Accounting Department is a must for the Small 

Scale Units. 
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Petty Cash Book should be maintained by all the Small Scale 

Industrial units. 

Depreciation method should be followed as per the nature of 

fixed assets and not as a formality. 

Reporting on fund flow statements, segment, reporting and 

human resource accounting should be done by the Small  Scale 

Industries Units. 

SSI Units should have a separate Costing Department. 

For Material Issue pricing the FIFO method is the preferred 

method. 

SSI Units should prepare budget as per the budget manual 

which links the master budget. 

SSI Units should prepare long term as well as short term 

budgets. 

Food & beverages and electronics with higher debt-equity ratio 

have a higher chances of going for trading on equity and 

maximising the returns of the equity holders. 

Government subsidies should be increased from the financial 

point of view in order to support SSI units, so as to strengthen 

its fixed capital base. 

Capital structure of SSI Units is flexible which helps the Units 

to change and modify easily. 
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The cost of financing of fixed capital and working capital is to 

be brought under control in order to increase the profitability. 

SSI Units should increase the percentage of retained earnings 

which will strengthen its capital structure. 

Low profitability and low credit worthiness leads the SSI Units 

into a severe problem in obtaining finance. 

The SSI Units should follow the rules and procedures properly 

to avoid corruption factor from its financing pattern. 

Cash planning is a must for all the SSI Units and it should be 

done on daily basis in addition to weekly and monthly basis. 

Cash budgeting should be done to plan the cash on daily, 

weekly and monthly basis of planning the cash. 

Every Units should have a good credit policy including the 

credit collection period. 

Inventory Control System should be followed properly with the 

techniques like ABC analysis, Base Stock and Economic Order 

Quantity. 

Bin Card control system should be followed by all the SSI 

Units. 

Inventory should be controlled on the basis of perpetual 

valuation rather than periodic valuation. 

7.7.2 GENERAL 
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• All the SSI Units should have a qualified Accountant looking 

after the accounts and informs the management from time to 

time. 

• SSI should be more cost conscious rather than giving more 

importance to cost ascertainment. 

• Large number of SSI Units still needs improvement in the mode 

of accounts maintained since it is costly for a SSI Units to 

employ full fledged Accountant and Cost Accountant in view of 

the above suggestions. They can employ a well organised 

computer software on accounting which generates and 

interprets accounting reports. They can use the latest 

Accounting and Finance Software packages in their routine 

planning and controlling of the units. 

• The cost of production is an important determinant of the sale 

of goods produced by Small Scale Industries. It is, therefore 

necessary for these industries to control costs through proper 

product mix, maximum utilisation of capacity, standardisation 

and Quality control. The cost of production should always be 

related to the customers needs and requirements. In Small 

Scale Industry, it is generally dependent upon inventory 

management from procurement cost to discharge of goods as a 

finished product. 

• The working capital management is an integral part of overall 

management of Small Scale Industries. There is a need for 

greater co-ordination between small scale units in Goa and the 
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financial institutions. Planning and control of working capital 

and sound cash planning which includes setting of cash 

policies and procedures and the control over cash and credit. 

As far as possible the small scale units must try to keep the 

working capital cycle as short as possible 

• The prime motive of every small scale entrepreneurs is to earn 

maximum profit. The cost of production influences both his 

sales and his profit. The entrepreneur should know the 

technique like How to reduce cost so as to increase the 

profitability. The entrepreneur have to be progressive in his 

approach so that the small scale unit can contribute to the 

economic development of the country. 

In the light of the short comings experienced in the 

performance of Small Scale Industrial units with regard to 

Accounting Practices, Working Capital and Composing Pattern of 

Financing, Profitability Analysis and others. The following Policy 

Recommendations are made in order to bring a turn around in the 

overall performance of Small Scale Units in the State of Goa. 

7.7.3 RECOMMENDATION 

per Appointment of common independent Auditors by the lending 

Agencies to Audit the accounts of the various SSI units is felt 

very essential so as to improve the working efficiency of Small 

Scale Industrial units. 
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lair All the Off Balance Sheet Liabilities which are not reflected in 

the Balance Sheet should be properly shown in the Financial 

Statement of SSI units. 

Pr- Working Capital finance should be diversified to Capital 

Expenditure to finance weaker units. 

Pr Lack of managerial skill, owners failure, need a professional 

approach to the problems of Small Scale units. 

e Entrepreneurial counseling and professional training is very 

essential for Small Scale Industrial units. 

ow There should be proper integration of SSI units with the large 

scale and agricultural sector. Agro-based Small Scale Sector is 

to be promoted. 

Pr' Small Scale Industrial units should have broad vision and 

should think big but start with the small right type of people. 

or The subsidies should encourage and develop the right blend of 

vision and practical sense to become successful entrepreneurs 

from that locality/ region only. They, than become 

"demonstration models" to the community, and once a right 

climate is generated, entrepreneurship become a way of life. 

Pr' The Specialisation function of management and use of right 

type of managerial skill and talent is absent in case of 

SSI. This can be restored in the interest of the Small Scale 

Industrial units. 
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air The entrepreneurs need to broaden and change their thinking 

and approach towards Small Scale Industrial units in the light 

of the changing environment. He should think globally. The 

Government Agencies and other bodies should show the career 

opportunities to the small entrepreneurs. He should think of 

growing, developing and marketing his products at the 

international market. They should grow from small to big 

gradually. 
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